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Abstract

Rigorous requirements for embedded software systems must and can be main-

tained over the system’s life time. Rigorous requirements are necessary to ensure

the dependability of the software system. Embedded software systems are often ex-

pected to be dependable. Maintenance is inevitable because of frequent requirements

changes after and even before delivery. Maintenance is possible by explicitly consider-

ing the entire family of requirements and by structuring it suitably. We demonstrate

this for telephone switching systems. They are an example of particularly long-lived

embedded software systems.

The book is structured into two parts. The first part introduces to families of

rigorous software requirements, and how to organize them into requirements modules.

A family of requirements must be organized rather differently than the requirements

for a single system. We first take a step back to the foundations. We start with the

information hiding principle in particular and develop our notion of requirements

module from it. We then step forward again and add this concept to a current

approach. Our notion of requirements module allows us to understand some current

problems better, and also to propose solutions.

The second part looks at one of the requirements modules in more detail, which

is the user interface requirements module. We look at how the requirements for

the user interface can be encapsulated. We also make a link back to one kind of

the current maintenance problems, which are the “feature interaction” problems.

We view these problems from the perspective of human-computer interaction. This

gives us interesting new means for reducing them.





iii

Editor’s Preface

This book is about families of requirements, that is, collections of specifications con-
cerning different variants of the same or of similar products. This topic is currently
of considerable interest in the fields of software engineering and formal methods: the
preservation of behavioural correctness and non-functional capabilities (dependabil-
ity, usability etc.) in presence of product modifications plays a central rôle in nearly
all areas of information technology. Needless to say that the management of families
of requirements is of particular importance in the world of embedded systems: in
this area, the negative effects of flawed product variants range from severe customer
dissatisfaction – think of new versions of operating systems and application software
for mobile telephones – to safety hazards – think of avionic or automotive controllers
and computers managing railway interlocking or medical systems. In spite of their
mission or safety criticality these embedded applications frequently require even more
variety and more complex configuration capabilities than what is usually expected
from standard software: this is mainly due to the fact that for embedded systems
hardware and software variants have to be considered in a simultaneous way.

Jan Bredereke’s work is structured into two main parts, each addressing one of
the sub-topics of this field which are currently considered to be the most challenging
ones: in Part I, the notion of features and feature interaction is introduced. The latter
term denotes the impact or effect of changes purposefully designed for a behavioural
or non-function aspect of a product on other aspects which typically should remain
unchanged or change consistently with the modified or added features. Based on
an extension of the widely spread specification language Z, the author introduces a
formalism for the concise description of requirements modules and interfaces, as well
as for the construction of features from requirements.

In Part II of this book, the author specialises on human-machine interaction and
elaborates on the problem of mode confusions, where erroneous assumptions of users
about the internal state of the controlling hardware and software lead to faulty –
and often safety-critical – actions and reactions at the man-machine interface.

The comprehensive description of the topic and the accompanying examples and
case studies have resulted in a book which serves as an ideal introduction into the
field of families of requirements, in particular feature interaction and mode confusion.
Moreover, readers will also get a good impression about current research activities
in the field.

Bremen, March 13th, 2007 Jan Peleska
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Rigorous requirements for embedded software systems must and can be maintained
over the system’s life time. Rigorous requirements are necessary to ensure the de-
pendability of the software system. Embedded software systems are often expected to
be dependable. Maintenance is inevitable because of frequent requirements changes
after and even before delivery. Maintenance is possible by explicitly considering
the entire family of requirements and by structuring it suitably. We demonstrate
this for telephone switching systems. They are an example of particularly long-lived
embedded software systems.

This introductory chapter is structured as follows. We start with an overview
on requirements engineering in general, and we show where the work in this book
fits in (Sect. 1.1). This establishes the context. We then point out some current
requirements structuring problems (Sect. 1.2). Solutions for these will be the topic
of the remainder of this book. The next section presents an overview of the contents
of the book (Sect. 1.3). The final section identifies the contributions by other people
to this book (Sect. 1.4).

1.1 Requirements Engineering – an Overview

We start with an overview on requirements engineering in general, and we show
where the work in this book fits in. This establishes the context for this book.

The Question – How Can We Do Requirements Engineering? How can
we analyze the intended application to determine the requirements that must be
satisfied? How should we record those requirements in a precise, well-organized and
easily-used document?

Requirements Engineering is the understanding, describing and managing of what
users desire, need and can afford in a system-to-be-developed. The goal of require-
ments engineering is a complete, correct, and unambiguous understanding of the
users’ requirements. The product is a precise description of the requirements in a
well-organized document that can be read and reviewed by both users and software
developers.
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Short Answer – Partially Solved. In practice, this goal is rarely achieved. In
most projects, a significant number of software development errors can be traced
to incomplete or misunderstood requirements. Worse, requirements errors are often
not detected until later phases of the software project, when it is much more difficult
and expensive to make significant changes. There is also evidence that requirements
errors are more likely to be safety-critical than design or implementation errors.

Long Answer. The above short answer is dissatisfying because it doesn’t convey
the different aspects of the question. The answer depends on

• the task to be performed (e. g., elicitation, documentation, validation)

• the application domain (e. g., reactive system, information system, scientific
applications)

• the degree of familiarity (i. e., innovative vs. routine applications)

• the degree of perfection desired (e. g., 100% perfection or “good enough to keep
the customer satisfied”)

Rather than provide a complete answer, we choose to answer the question on the
basis of the different requirements engineering tasks. With respect to the other as-
pects of the problem, our answers are domain-independent, they apply to innovative
applications rather than routine applications, and they apply to the development of
high-quality software. If we had considered a different slice of the problem, we would
have arrived at different answers.

1.1.1 Substructure of the Problem

We divide requirements engineering into five tasks:

Elicitation – extracting from the users an understanding of what they desire and
need in a software system, and what they can afford.

Description/Representation - recording the user’s requirements in a precise,
well-organized and easily-used document.

Validation – evaluating the requirements document with respect to the users’ un-
derstanding of their requirements. This sub-task also involves checking that the
requirements document is internally consistent, complete, and unambiguous.

Management – monitoring and controlling the process of developing and evalu-
ating the requirements document to ease its maintenance and to track the
accountability of faults.

Cost/Value Estimation – analyzing the costs and benefits of both the product
and the requirements engineering activities. This sub-task also includes esti-
mating the feasibility of the product from the requirements.
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Table 1.1: Structure of the topics of requirements engineering.

• Elicitation

– Gathering Information (interviews, questionnaires, joint meetings, . . . )
– Requirements analysis methods (SA, OOA, scenarios, . . . )
– Prototyping
– Consensus building and view integration

• Description/representation

– Natural language description
– Semiformal modelling of functional requirements
– Formal modelling of functional requirements
– Documentation of non-functional requirements
– Documentation of expected changes

• Validation

– Reviews (all kinds: inspection, walkthrough, . . . )
– Prototyping (direct validation by using prototype / testing the prototype)
– Simulation of requirements models
– Automated checking (consistency, model checking)
– Proof

• Management

– Baselining requirements and simple change management
– Evolution of requirements
– Pre-tracing (information source(s) ↔ requirement)
– Post-tracing (requirement ↔ design decision(s) & implementation)
– Requirements phase planning (cost, resources, . . . )

• Cost/value estimation

– Estimating requirements costs
– Determining costs and benefits of RE activities
– Determining costs and benefits of a system (from the requirements)
– Estimating feasibility of a system

For each task, we determine a selection of techniques that have been proposed
as solutions to that task (see Table 1.1). This list should neither be considered
complete, nor should it be interpreted as our opinion of the best techniques; it is
simply a sampling of the solution space of the task.

Also, we do not consider any specific techniques for any task (e. g., UML col-
laboration diagrams). Instead, we consider how well classes of techniques solve a
particular task. Answers for specific techniques would be more interesting and more
useful than answers for classes of techniques, but would have greatly lengthened this
chapter.
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1.1.2 Ranking of the Different Aspects

The tables in this section provide an evaluation of how well classes of techniques
solve the problems posed by performing the task.

Problem: Elicitation

Solution Effective- Afford- Teach- Used in
ness ability ability practice

Gathering information
(interviews, questionnaires,
joint meetings, . . . )

medium high high ad hoc: high
sound: low

Requirements analysis
methods and languages
(SA, OOA, . . . )

medium medium high?a low

Prototyping high low medium ad hoc: high
sound: low

Consensus building & view
integration

medium low medium? low

aAnalysis as such is hard to teach, but some concrete language and method is
easy

Problem: Description

Solution Effective- Afford- Teach- Used in
ness ability ability practice

Natural language
description

medium? high medium high

Semi-formal modelling of
functional requirements

medium–high high high medium?

Formal modelling of
functional requirements

medium lowa medium low

Documentation of
non-functional
requirementsb

high low low–
medium?

low

Documentation of expected
changes

high high medium low

aAffordability is high in specific situations when checking important or safety-
critical properties

bRankings are for those techniques we know (however, we do not know enough)
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Problem: Validation

Solution Effective- Afford- Teach- Used in
ness ability ability practice

Reviews (all kinds) high high high high
Prototyping high medium medium medium
Simulation high, if

feasible
low–medium medium low

Automated checking
(consistency, model check)

high, if
feasible

medium high low

Proof high, if
feasible

low (except
safety-critical
systems)

low low

Problem: Management

Solution Effective- Afford- Teach- Used in
ness ability ability practice

Baselining requirements,
simple change management

high high high medium

Evolution of requirements high medium–
high

low–
medium?

low

Pre-tracing
(info sources ↔ rqmt)

medium medium? medium very low

Post-tracing
(rqmt ↔ design&impl)

medium–
high

low–
medium?

low–
medium?

very low

Requirements phase
planning

high high high? medium

Problem: Cost/Value Estimation

Solution Effective- Afford- Teach- Used in
ness ability ability practice

Estimating requirements
costa

medium medium medium low

Determining cost/benefit of
RE activitiesb

low low low low

Estimating costs/benefits of
a system (from the
requirements)c

medium medium low low

Estimating feasibility medium low low medium

aExperience-based techniques dominate in practice
bOnly ad hoc techniques motivated by fear of not doing them
cRequires marketing techniques as well as technical ones
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1.1.3 Where This Book Fits In

The above overview shows where the work in this book fits in. Rigorous requirements
are necessary for embedded and in particular for dependable software systems. Three
of the above five tasks are particularly relevant for rigorous requirements: description,
validation, and management.

For the description of safety-critical requirements, two techniques are the most
interesting: the formal modelling of functional requirements is effective, even though
it is expensive. The documentation of expected changes is even very effective and
very affordable, despite it is little used. Both techniques are applied in this book.

For the validation, automated checking and also simulation help a lot, if they can
be done. A prerequisite is the formal modelling. In this book, we use automated
checking.

Two management techniques are especially relevant for maintaining requirements:
baselining requirements, including simple change management, and the evolution of
requirements. Baselining of informal requirements is very effective, and it is used in
practice to some degree. This book now develops this technique for formal require-
ments, too. Planning the evolution of requirements is also very effective, but little
used in practice. This book also applies this for formal requirements.

1.2 Requirements Structuring Problems

We point out some current requirements structuring problems in telephone switching,
which is an example of particularly long-lived embedded software systems. Solutions
for these will be the topic of the remainder of this book. In this section, we identify
four problems which make the requirements hard to change consistently. These
problems are that such systems have monolithic requirements or at most a single
layer of extension, that new services depend implicitly on new concepts, that the
concerns of the users’ interface are spread out, and that naive feature orientation
does not scale.

1.2.1 Monolithic Requirements or Single Layer of Extension

Existing PSTNs (Public Switched Telephone Networks) are hard to modify, because
at the upper, application oriented layers, one monolithic service provides lots of sep-
arate functionalities. For example, an ISDN user basically uses only one application
service, ISDN-DSS1 [ITU93a]. Any extension to the ISDN protocol potentially af-
fects all parts of it and thus is difficult. The IN (Intelligent Network) [ITU01] is an
attempt to solve this problem, by defining an extension interface for POTS (Plain
Old Telephone Service).

Unfortunately the IN does not allow services (= features) to be created on top
of other services. Services must be independent of each other. This is because all
new services must be built on the POIs (Points of Invocation) and PORs (Points of
Return) of the Basic Call Process.
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Table 1.2: Some new concepts in telephone switching.

conditional call setup blocking
dialled number translation
multi-party call/session
service session without communication session
distinction user – terminal device
distinction user – subscriber
mobility of users and of terminals
multiple service providers, billing separately

Independent services have the advantage that they can be developed indepen-
dently. But if two services, in some sense, overlap, undesirable interactions may
occur. For example, CF (Call Forwarding) allows calls to one telephone to be for-
warded to another. OCS (Originating Call Screening) allows particular numbers to
be blocked; for example parents can restrict the phone access of their children. When
both services are available, an unexpected service interaction can happen; a youth
might circumvent OCS by programming the desired number as the call forwarding
target, and then calling his own number. The call will be forwarded to the target
and will defeat the screening if OCS is processed before and independently of CF.

The interaction problem cannot be solved by simply reversing the order of pro-
cessing. The user might have blocked all long-distance calls using OCS. Later, he
attempts to forward all his calls to a friend which he will visit and who lives in
a neighbour town. When CF is processed before and independently of OCS, all
incoming calls will be blocked instead of forwarded.

The notion of a called user is extended and thus changed by CF; all services that
rely on this notion must be defined on top of CF in order to solve the interaction
problem. They must use the extended notion of a called user.

1.2.2 New Services Depend Implicitly on New Concepts

Undesired service interactions can happen, because fundamentally new concepts of-
ten are introduced only implicitly. Table 1.2 lists some new concepts. It is difficult
to understand a new concept fully while it is used by only one service. This makes
it hard to express the concept explicitly. Also, a new concept may need a new layer
in the architecture, which cannot be added explicitly to a non-layered architecture
such as the IN.

One such new, implicit concept is the n-party session. It is a generalisation of the
“call”, which always has two end points. It is necessary for such services as Consul-
tation Call, Conference Call, Call Forwarding, and Universal Personal Telecommu-
nications. The latter allows its users to register with any terminal device and then
have all their calls and services available there. This new concept is not explicit in
the terminology or architecture of current switching requirements. In the IN, the
Call Forwarding service is expressed by two conventional calls glued together in the
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middle. The above interactions between OCS and CF occur because the CF service
changes the semantics of a call implicitly, which invalidates assumptions of the OCS
service about a call.

Another such new, implicit concept is terminal mobility. More than 50% of the
terminal devices are now mobile in some countries. The requirements architecture
of any current telephone switching network does not allow to add mobility easily.
This is so even though mobility doesn’t change the set of requirements much from a
strictly user-oriented point of view. The user-oriented view has one big node which
represents the network, with many terminal devices attached. Mobility means that
there is no piece of wire anymore. Any current requirements architecture represents
the network by a set of interconnected nodes. Each represents a switch. Terminal
devices can be associated to one such switch only. A description of terminal mobility
therefore needs complex hand-over procedures between nodes. The description of
the switching network as a set of interconnected nodes had good reasons. But it
now prevents us from describing terminal mobility requirements “naturally” from
the user-oriented point of view. It prevents us from encapsulating mobility in the
design architecture into a separate description of how mobile terminal devices and
base stations inter-work.

1.2.3 Concerns of the Users’ Interface Are Spread Out

The requirements documents are difficult to maintain if the requirements for one
concern are spread out far through the documents; the users’ interface is such a
concern. There is no systematic coordination among the services of the IN about
the use of the physical signals at a terminal device. A terminal device often has
only few syntactic signals available: twelve buttons, a hook switch, and a few signal
tones. Many services are available currently. Together they require a large number of
signals, many more than are available physically on most terminal devices. Physical
signals must be reused in different modes of operation. But the definitions of several
services implicitly assume exclusive access to the user’s terminal device. When this
assumption is violated, undesired service interactions can, and frequently do, occur.

The service interaction between a calling card service and a voice mail service is
an example. We describe it in Section 1.2.4 below. Both services assume exclusive
access to the “#” button.

This service interaction can be resolved by adding another physical signal. In
the calling card service to which the author once subscribed, the “#” button must
be pressed at least two seconds to take effect. Unfortunately, the existing terminal
devices do not allow additional physical signals in a number sufficient for all services.

1.2.4 Naive Feature Orientation Does Not Scale

A feature-oriented description of a telephone switching system is attractive but also
can promote undesired feature interactions. We introduce to the current feature-
oriented view and to feature interaction problems.

A feature oriented description of a software system separates a base system from
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a set of optional features. Each feature extends the base system by an increment
of functionality. Feature orientation emphasizes the individual features and makes
them explicit. The description of one feature does not consider other extensions of
the base system. Any interactions between features are described implicitly by the
feature composition operator used.

The idea of “features” is used widely in telephone switching. Many people in this
area like to think in terms of a base system which can be enhanced by numerous
optional features. Examples for features are as simple as a short code for re-dialling
the last number dialled, and as complex as personal communication services, where
the user can redirect all calls together with all of his/her other features to a different
phone. A feature can also be non-functional such as an increased number of calls
that a switch can handle at the same time. The naive feature orientation allows to
make any change by just adding a new feature.

Feature orientation is attractive. It meets the needs of marketing. Marketing
must advertise what distinguishes a new version from its predecessors. Marketing
must offer different functionality to different customers, in particular at different
prices. Successful marketing also demands a short time to market. This requires
that the system can be changed easily. It can be achieved by just adding a new
feature. The large body of existing descriptions never needs to be changed.

But naive feature orientation runs into problems with large software systems,
such as telephone switching systems.

Naive Feature Orientation

With naive feature orientation, a feature extends a base system by an arbitrary
increment of functionality. The increment is typically chosen to satisfy some new
user needs. This selection of user needs happens from a marketing perspective. In
particular, the selection is neither particularly aligned to the internal structure of the
software system nor to the organization of the system’s documented requirements.

Many feature addition operators have been used in practice or proposed on theo-
retical grounds [AmLo03, CaMa00, KiBo98, DBL97, ChOh95, BoVe94]. They typi-
cally share the property that they add code in different places of the base system as
needed. They are therefore operators of a syntactic nature.

A canonical example is the structure of the Intelligent Network (IN) [ITU01,
GRKK93, DuVi92]. The IN is the telephone switching industry’s currently imple-
mented response to the demand for new features. This example demonstrates the
naive feature orientation nicely. This remains true even if the IN might be replaced
by emerging architectures eventually, such as Voice over IP (VoIP).

The IN specifies the existence of a Basic Call Process (BCP) and defines sets of
features. Examples of IN features are listed in Fig. 1.1. When a feature is triggered,
processing of the BCP is suspended at a Point of Initiation (POI), see Fig. 1.2. The
feature consists of Service-Independent Building Blocks (SIBs), chained together by
Global Service Logic. Processing returns to the BCP at a Point of Return (POR). The
Basic Call Process consists of two automata-like descriptions, one for the originating
side of a call, and one for the terminating side of a call, see Fig. 1.3. In these, a
feature can be triggered at a so-called Detection Point, and processing can resume
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Abbreviated dialling
Attendant
Authentication
Authorization code
Automatic call back
Call distribution
Call forwarding
Call forwarding on busy/don’t answer
Call gapping
Call hold with announcement
Call limiter
Call logging
Call queueing
Call transfer
Call waiting
Closed user group
Consultation calling
Customer profile management
Customized recorded announcement

Customized ringing
Destinating user prompter
Follow-me diversion
Mass calling
Meet-me conference
Multi-way calling
Off net access
Off net calling
One number
Origin dependent routing
Originating call screening
Originating user prompter
Personal numbering
Premium charging
Private numbering plan
Reverse charging
Split charging
Terminating call screening
Time dependent routing

Figure 1.1: The features in the Intelligent Network (version CS 1).

at more or less any other Detection Point. This allows a feature to modify basic call
processing arbitrarily.

Jain [dKTG00, JAMS00] has an enhanced IN-like architecture. It is a standard
developed currently. Jain offers a portable network interface to application services.
This interface can be added on top of any kind of network (PSTN, wireless, Internet).
It is written in the Java language. Its call model allows multi-party, multi-media calls.
Jain’s Java Call Control (JCC) has a call state machine similar to that of the IN,
and also uses a similar trigger mechanism. JCC does not handle feature interactions.
These must be managed at the application level, or by provisioning and management
functions.

There has been considerable research effort on feature composition operators. In
particular, in the FIREworks project [GiRy00, GiRy01] (Feature Interactions in Re-
quirements Engineering), various feature operators were proposed and investigated.
These operators successfully reflect the practice of arbitrary changes to the base sys-
tem. The theoretical background is the superimposition idea by Katz [Kat93]: one
specifies a base system and textual increments, which are composed by a precisely
defined (syntactic) composition operator.

A feature is inherently non-monotonous [Vel95]. Most features really change the
behaviour of the base system. That is, a feature not only adds to the behaviour of
the base system, or only restricts the behaviour of the base system. For example,
in telephony a call forwarding feature both restricts and adds to the behaviour. It
prevents calls to the original destination, and it newly makes calls to the forwarded-
to destination. Therefore, a refinement relation is not suitable to describe adding a
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SIB1 SIB2 SIB3 SIB6

basic call processPOI POR POR

SIB4 SIB5

Figure 1.2: feature-oriented extension in the Intelligent Network (from [ITU92, p. 3]).
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Figure 1.3: The Basic Call State Model of the Intelligent Network (version CS 2,
after [ITU97a]).
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feature.

Interaction Problems with Features

It turns out that severe feature interaction problems appear if one applies a
naive feature oriented approach to a large software system, such as a telephone
switching system. It is relatively easy to create a new feature on its own and
make it work. But it becomes extremely difficult to make all the potential
combinations of the optional features work as the users and providers expect.
The telecom industry complains that features often interact in an undesired way
[AmLo03, CaMa00, KiBo98, DBL97, ChOh95, BoVe94]. There are already hundreds
of telephony features. The combinations cannot be checked anymore because of their
sheer number. Undesired interactions annoy the telephone users, and the users are
not willing to accept many of them. The users expect reliability from a telephone
system much more than from other software-intensive systems such as desktop PCs.

Some typical examples of telephony feature interactions are the following. Chap-
ter 9 has some more.

Calling Card & Voice Mail
We had once a calling card from Bell Canada. It allowed us to make a call from
any phone and have the call billed to the account of our home’s phone. We
had to enter an authentication code before the destination number to protect
us against abuse in case of theft. For ease of use, we could make a second call
immediately after the first one without any authorization, if we pressed the
“#” button instead of hanging up.

We also had a voice mail service from Meridian at work. A caller could leave a
voice message when we couldn’t answer the phone. We could check for messages
later, even remotely. For a remote check, we had to call an access number, dial
our mailbox number and then a passcode. At the end of both the mailbox
number and the passcode, we had to press the “#” button.

The interpretations of the “#” button were in conflict between these two fea-
tures. The calling card feature demanded that the call should be terminated.
The voice mail feature demanded that the call should be continued, and that
the authorization went on with the next step.

This particular feature interaction was resolved by Bell. The calling card fea-
ture required that the “#” button was pressed at least two seconds to terminate
the call.

Call Waiting & Call Forward on Busy
The call waiting feature allows a caller to get through even when the callee is
engaged in another call. The callee hears a signal tone and then has the choice
to switch to the new caller by pressing flash hook.

The call forward on busy feature also allows a caller to get through when the
callee is busy. The call of the new caller is forwarded to another phone where
hopefully somebody else can service the request.
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Both features are in conflict when activated simultaneously for the same phone.
They are triggered under the same condition. But they specify incompatible
actions.

Due to the feature-oriented description, it is not clear which feature should take
precedence. A running system will resolve the interaction by giving precedence
to one of the features. But the result may surprise the user. There is no way
for the system to reconcile the conflict. It must restrict the functionality of one
of the features.

Originating Call Screening & Area Number Calling
The originating call screening feature aborts all call attempts to numbers or
number prefixes in a list. This is useful if the owner of the phone cannot restrict
the access to the phone physically well enough. It can protect the owner of
the phone from expensive calls made by others. Typically the owner puts the
prefixes of premium rate services and maybe also of long distance calls on the
list.

The area number calling feature allows a company to advertise a single tele-
phone number, while calls are actually routed to different destinations, depend-
ing on the area the call comes from. For example, a pizza service can have their
calls routed to the branch that is nearest to the caller.

These features interact through a requirement on the base system. Call pro-
cessing must progress always, independently of any incremental features. The
switch must provide basic functionality even in case of an infinite loop in the
incremental features. An implementation therefore could restrict the number
of queries per call to a Service Data Point (SDP). The screening feature must
query the SDP for the screening list, and the area number calling feature must
query the SDP for the destination number. But the limit on the number of
queries could be as low as one. This would prevent any call to a pizza service
from a phone with call screening.

This kind of interaction cannot be resolved by increasing the limit on the
number of queries. For any useful limit, there is a combination of features with
a higher demand of queries.

Call Forwarding & Terminating Call Screening
The call forwarding feature allows to redirect all incoming calls to another
phone. The feature can be used as a do-not-disturb feature to delegate answer-
ing. It can be also used as a reach-me feature to re-route incoming calls to the
current location of the phone owner.

The terminating call screening feature aborts any call attempt from one of the
numbers in a specified list. This can protect against harassing calls.

It is not clear what should happen in the following situation: the user at phone
C puts phone A on the screening list, the user at phone B forwards all calls
to C, and A calls B (Fig. 1.4). If call forwarding is realized by joining two
two-party calls together, then phone C will ring. The call at C appears to
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Figure 1.4: Interaction between call forwarding and terminating call screening.

come from B, which is not on the screening list. If we consider the motivation
of the user at C, then the call should probably be aborted. It is likely that the
user at C wants to be protected from any calls originating at A.

The problem here is to express the requirements in the right way. The most
restrictive screening is probably the best one. But if forwarding is specified as
two calls “glued” together, then we cannot rely on the notion of call for the
specification of screening.

Definition of Feature Interaction

A feature interaction occurs when the behaviour of one feature is changed by another
feature. This is a commonly accepted informal definition.

Not all feature interactions are undesired. Some features have increased value
together with other features. For example, a short code to re-dial the last number
dialled saves typing. This is even more helpful when one uses a (long) dialling
prefix that selects an alternative, cheaper long-distance carrier. Some features are
even intended to improve a system that has specific other features. (Of course,
this violates the “pure” feature oriented approach.) For example, a calling number
delivery blocking feature interacts with a calling number delivery feature. The latter
displays the caller’s number at the callee’s phone. The former prevents a caller’s
number to be displayed anywhere for privacy reasons.

More than two features can be involved in one interaction. Most interactions are
between two features only. But we are also annoyed personally by an interaction with
four features. Figure 1.5 describes all the features and their interaction in length.

Feature Interaction Problems in Other Domains

There can be feature interaction problems in other domains than telephony, too.
Kang et al. [KLD02] proposed feature-oriented product line software engineering re-
cently. They use it for home integration systems. They argue that feature-orientation
is important for successful marketing. Their practical experience shows that unde-
sired features interactions occur for feature-oriented home integration systems, too
[KLD02, p. 62]. They find that “analyzing feature interactions for all possible fea-
ture combinations [. . . ] is probably too difficult.” They sketch roughly how a formal
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We experienced an undesired interaction among these four features:

Re-Dial Our phone (a “Siemens euroset 821”) has a button that automat-
ically re-dials the last number dialled. Only one number with at most
22 digits is stored due to constrained resources.

Abbreviated Dialling The phone also has a number of buttons that one
can program to dial a specific number each. It is possible to dial
additional digits afterwards.

No Re-Dial for Abbreviated Dialling The re-dial button re-dials the
last number that was entered manually. Using an abbreviated dialling
button does not overwrite the memory. This holds even when one dials
additional digits afterwards.

This feature is exactly a resolution for an undesired feature interaction
between the first two features. Nobody wants to overwrite a long
sequence with a one-button sequence. The manufacturer had detected
that particular interaction and resolved it by adding one more feature.

Alternative Long-Distance Carrier Our German local telephone pro-
vider allows us to select an alternative long-distance carrier by dialling
a 5-digit (or 6-digit) prefix, e. g., “010xx”, before the number proper.

These four features do not work together nicely. We would like to program
our favourite long-distance carrier prefixes to some abbreviated dialling but-
tons. But this defeats the re-dial feature. Any number starting with an
abbreviated dialling button is not stored. This holds even when the prefix
only has 5 digits and the number proper has 11 digits.
The telephone manufacturer could not foresee this problem. The phone was
made in about 1993. The German telephone market was a monopoly then,
and the prefixes had not been invented yet for Germany.
The fourth feature invalidates an assumption made by the third feature. It
is not true anymore that any number starting with an abbreviated dialling
button can be re-dialled manually without effort.
The interaction could be resolved by introducing a lower bound of button
presses. For example, they could be saved from five presses on. This should
happen regardless of whether abbreviated dialling buttons were involved or
not. But such a solution can confuse the user. The number of button presses
is rather difficult to keep track of.

Figure 1.5: An undesired interaction among four features.
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description using StateCharts could help. The authors do not appear to be aware of
the pertinent literature on feature interaction analysis in telephony.

The upcoming Internet telephony will suffer from feature interaction problems,
too. Many carriers currently already use Voice Over IP (VoIP) on their backbones.
End user equipment for VoIP is available and will proliferate soon. VoIP uses a dif-
ferent architecture, and one might hope that feature interaction problems will vanish
together with the old systems. This will not be the case. The feature-oriented view
prevails in IP telephony, too. There is even less awareness to interactions here; people
are currently busy making the the basic services work. We expect that interaction
problems will be even worse in IP telephony. There are many service providers now
instead of only one or only a few. There will be no centralized institution anymore
that can take care of feature interaction problems.

Causes of Feature Interaction Problems

Cameron et al. [CGL+94] have categorized the causes of feature interaction prob-
lems in their seminal benchmark paper: violation of feature assumptions, limitations
on network support, and intrinsic problems in distributed systems. Some violated
feature assumptions are on naming, data availability, the administrative domain, call
control, and the signalling protocol. Limitations on network support occur because
of limited customer premises equipment signalling capabilities and because of lim-
ited functionalities for communications among network components. Some intrinsic
problems in distributed systems are resource contention, personalized instantiation,
timing and race conditions, distributed support of features, and non-atomic opera-
tions.

A rather comprehensive survey of approaches for tackling feature interaction
problems was done recently by Calder et al. [CKMRM02]. Despite some encour-
aging advances, important problems still remain unsolved. The rapid change of the
telecommunications world even brings many new challenges.

A new view on the causes of feature interaction problems was a main result of
the seventh Feature Interaction Workshop [AmLo03]: in order to resolve a conflict
at a technical level, we often need to look at the social relations between users to
either disambiguate the situation or mediate the conflict.

1.2.5 Needed: A More Modular Requirements Structure

The use of modularization in the information hiding sense is one way of preparing for
future changes [Par72]. This means that we identify different concerns and separate
them as much as possible. The idea is well known for the design phase, but it can be
applied to software requirements, too. In the design phase, one defines an information
hiding module for each concern with narrow, precisely documented interfaces between
them. Each module hides a “secret”, i.e., one implementation decision. Whenever a
secret changes, only one module is affected. When we look at telephone switching
software requirements, we claim that the principle is not applied sufficiently.

The responsibility for the users’ interface should be centralised. A few, dedicated
requirements documents should describe it. Their maintenance must be coordinated
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by a single organisational unit. There must be only one such unit within a provider.
For some aspects, the unit should be attached even to a standardisation body. In
the area of human-computer interfaces (HCI), a centralized user interface is already
standard operating procedure. There are good libraries for graphical user interfaces
(GUIs). Application requirements are written on the semantic level only (“select
file”), never on the syntactic level (“mouse click”). In contrast, the requirements for
most telephone services contain users’ interface concerns. They are written in such
terms as “on-hook” and “flash-hook”. Examples are the assignments of the first and
the second feature interaction detection contest at FIW’98 [GBGO98] and FIW’00
[KMMR00]. These assignments are accessible, of manageable size, and written by
people from industry.

In Chapter 8, we propose such a centralized approach. It encapsulates the syntac-
tic details of the signal-poor current users’ interface and provides a sufficient number
of semantic signals to other modules. We also sketch an application to the Intelligent
Network.

A prerequisite for encapsulating the users’ interface is a requirements architec-
ture that supports information hiding modules, such as a layered architecture. In a
layered architecture, each layer solves a partial problem and hides its details from
the other layers. Computer communication systems today are usually designed in
this way. The upper layers of the Internet protocols provide many specialised ser-
vices, such as HTTP, SMTP, FTP, Telnet, and many more. Changes to one of these
services do not affect the others. Nevertheless, some application protocols, which
implement their respective service, build on other application services. For example,
the HTTP, SMTP, and FTP protocols all build on the Telnet service in order to
establish a control connection, but use different ports, and then use their own sets of
control commands. In the Internet world new and even more complex services can
be constructed on top of the above services, using them as building blocks, without
modifying them. An example is a Web browser. The PSTN has a similar structure
for the lower communication layers; an example is the architecture of the widely
used Signalling System No. 7 [MoSk90]. Compare Fig. 1.6. In contrast, the upper,
application oriented part of the PSTN is a single monolithic block. We think that
the Internet way of adding services will reduce service interactions, compared to the
PSTN and Intelligent Network way.

But first the idea of modularizing the requirements must be accepted more widely;
only then the architectural models can be improved. The structure of the assignments
for the feature interaction detection contest shows this.

A modular, layered architecture helps to avoid implicit, undocumented assump-
tions. Layers of information hiding modules are connected by explicit interfaces.
Explicit interfaces document the assumptions on modules. Implicit, undocumented
assumptions can become invalid by new services. This is one of the main causes of
service interaction problems.

An architecture of fully layered services reduces the danger that the same new
concept will be introduced by different services. Such a parallel introduction can lead
to inconsistency. A layered architecture encourages to define a new concept much
earlier. It is cheaper to add another layer than to restructure a monolithic system.
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abbreviations used

ASE application service element
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MTP message transfer part
OMAP operations, maintenance, and administration part
SCCP signalling connection control part
TC transaction capabilities
TUP telephone user part

Figure 1.6: Architecture of the Signalling System No. 7.

Nevertheless, adding or extending concepts still costs. When we extend the two-
ended “call” to a n-party “session”, and when we have a dedicated “connection
resource” module, then the syntactic definition of its interface will show clearly which
other modules use this module and which don’t. Unfortunately, at least most of the
connection-oriented services must be inspected and many of them must be revised.
After this work is done, we can add more services like Call Forwarding, without
further work or fear of interactions.

Integrating a new concept needs sufficient confidence in its quality and future
success. Changing a software infrastructure of this size is extremely expensive. Nev-
ertheless, integrating some new concepts eventually is inevitable. We think that the
session concept now is understood sufficiently well. It therefore should become a first
class member of switching requirements. In Section 5.5 below, we will discuss new
architectures that go this way.
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1.3 Overview of This Book

The remainder of this book aims at making easier the maintenance of families of
rigorous requirements for embedded software systems. The book is structured into
two parts. The first part introduces to families of rigorous software requirements,
and how to organize them into requirements modules. A family of requirements
must be organized rather differently than the requirements for a single system. We
first take a step back to the foundations. We start with the information hiding
principle in particular and develop our notion of requirements module from it. We
then step forward again and add this concept to a current approach. Our notion
of requirements module allows us to understand some current problems better, and
also to propose solutions.

The second part looks at one of the requirements modules in more detail, which
is the user interface requirements module. We look at how the requirements for
the user interface can be encapsulated. We also make a link back to one kind of
the current maintenance problems, which are the “feature interaction” problems.
We view these problems from the perspective of human-computer interaction. This
gives us interesting new means for reducing them.

Part I: The part on families of requirements first describes the base for and the
scope of our work, and then continues by presenting our own solutions. The
description of the base and scope introduces to a proven approach to rigorous
requirements for a single software system, and it introduces our notion of a
family of such requirements. We draw advantage of existing work on families of
programs by relating our notion of families of requirements to it. The extensive
body of results in object-orientation warrants its own chapter. Thus we have
three chapters for the base and scope:

Chapter 2: The requirements for an embedded software system must and
can be documented rigorously. The inverted four-variable model is an
approach for specifying an embedded software system. Z is a formaliza-
tion of set theory. We can use it to specify the relations in the inverted
four-variable model. We use this approach for all our requirements speci-
fications.

Chapter 3: A family of requirements is a set of requirements specifications
for which it pays off to study the common requirements first and then the
requirements present in few or individual systems only. Because we are
interested in the maintenance of such families, we concentrate on families
of requirements where only a subset of the family is specified explicitly in
the beginning, and where more members are specified explicitly incremen-
tally over time. Domain Engineering helps to exploit the commonalities
of a family. A family of requirements can and should be put under con-
figuration management, analogously to software.

Chapter 4: We summarize the object-oriented principles and mechanisms for
organizing a family of programs. Many of these can be used for families
of requirements, too.
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The part on families of requirements continues with our own solutions. We
introduce our notion of requirements module and we support it with concrete
mechanisms. We show how we can configure and compose family members
from them.

Chapter 5: We show that a family of requirements can be organized into
requirements modules to make it easier to maintain; however, existing
formal languages do not fully support this. Requirements modules mean
encapsulation in the information hiding sense. This approach conforms to
the structuring principles for families of object-oriented programs in the
literature. Several recent architectures for families of telephone switch-
ing systems already separate some inportant concerns into modules and
thereby avoid some kinds of undesired feature interactions. But existing
formal languages such as the well-known formalisms Z and Object-Z do
not fully support hierarchical requirements structuring. We therefore will
extend the formalism Z suitably in the next chapter. This extension will
also be a necessary base for our feature construct in Chapter 7.

Chapter 6: Several mechanisms and patterns for requirements modules can
support the maintenance of requirements modules. Two mechanisms are
explicit configuration constraints and explicit interfaces, a pattern is the
abstract interface. Explicitly documenting, minimizing and checking the
configuration constraints on requirements helps to get consistent config-
urations; we show how we can document such constraints in the formal-
ism Z. We extend the formalism Z by a hierarchical module structure; via
a further extension this is a necessary base for our feature construct in
the next chapter. Explicit interfaces between requirements modules help
to control dependencies between them; we also add them to our extension
of the formalism Z. The pattern of the abstract interface between require-
ments modules helps to avoid dependencies on those requirements that
change. We demonstrate our approach on an example, a family of LAN
message services.

Chapter 7: We show how we can configure and compose requirements to com-
plete family members; in this, we must distinguish the notions of a require-
ments module and of a feature to avoid feature interaction problems. We
first show that the underlying concepts are related in software configura-
tion management (SCM) and in requirements configuration management
(RCM) for families of requirements; even though the vocabularies are
really different. We find that a feature is a set of changes, not a require-
ments module. We complete our support for families of requirements in
the formalism Z by adding a suitable feature construct. We then describe
how we can compose the properties in the requirements to a complete
system description. We illustrate our approach by presenting some fea-
tures and family members for our family of LAN message services from
Chap. 6 above. Configuring requirements family members needs tool sup-
port; some tools already exist, more are planned. We already collected
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considerable experience with a large case study of a telephone switching
system and in an industry project where we had to maintain a set of
communication protocol test specifications.

Part II: This part of the book looks in more detail at the user interface module.

Chapter 8: We argue that we can and should encapsulate the requirements for
the user interface into a dedicated requirements module. We also propose
a suitable design structure. We show how the approach can be applied
to a legacy telephone switching architecture and in a new communication
system.

Chapter 9: We introduce to mode confusions. A mode confusion occurs when
the observed behaviour of a technical system is out of sync with the user’s
mental model of its behaviour. We present a rigorous way of modelling
mode confusions. This leads to a number of design recommendations
for avoiding them. Our approach supports the automated detection of
remaining mode confusion problems. We apply our approach practically
to a wheelchair robot.

Chapter 10: We demonstrate that a considerable number of undesired tele-
phony feature interactions are also shared-control mode confusions. This
links the previous chapter into this book. Our aim is to present the new
way in which one can view and tackle feature interactions. We can apply
the measures from the shared-control area for preventing mode confusions
in telephony, too. Additionally, we recommend some specific measures for
telephony. Attention to mode confusions helps to design features and sets
of features with less undesired surprises.

1.4 Contributions by Other People

Most parts of this book are original work of its author; but some parts result from
joint work with other people. Research lives from cooperation and mutual inspira-
tion. It is the author’s honour and duty to identify these parts:

1.1 Requirements Engineering – an Overview: A previous (and longer) ver-
sion of this section appeared as a chapter of a Dagstuhl report [ABB+99]. The
chapter of the report is joint work with Joanne Atlee, Wolfram Bartussek,
Martin Glinz, Ridha Khedri, Lutz Prechelt, and David Weiss.

7.9 Application: Maintaining a Set of Communication Protocol Test
Specifications: This material was part of a conference paper [BrSc02]. The
paper was joint work with Holger Schlingloff.

9 User Interface Behaviour Requirements and Mode Confusion Prob-
lems: A slightly shorter version of this chapter concurrently appears as a
journal article [BrLa05]. The chapter is joint work with Axel Lankenau; ex-
cept for the comparison of our definition of mode confusion to the literature
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(Sect. 9.5), and for the discussion on how the recommendations for avoiding
mode confusions are reflected by syntactic properties (Sect. 9.4.2), which is
our work only. Also, the following Chapter 10 on mode confusion problems in
telephony is our work only.

Additionally, most of three chapters and one section summarize work of others.
The summary is by the author of this book, but the research results belong to
the respective authors. The chapters are Chap. 2 on rigorous requirements for one
embedded software system (except Sect. 2.3 on using the inverted four-variable model
for specifying in Z), Chap. 3 on maintaining families (except Sect. 3.1 on an evolution
process pattern, and Sect. 3.2.2 on our application to tramway control systems), and
Chap. 4 on object-orientation. The section is Sect. 5.1 on information hiding. We
provide the references in the respective chapters.



Part I

Organizing a Family of Rigorous
Software Requirements



Chapter 2

Rigorous Requirements for One
Embedded Software System

The requirements for an embedded software system must and can be documented
rigorously. The inverted four-variable model [HeBh00, HABJ05, PaMa95] is an ap-
proach for specifying an embedded software system. Z [Z02, Spi95] is a formalization
of set theory. We can use it to specify the relations in the inverted four-variable
model.

We should record the requirements of an embedded system in a precise, well-
organized and easily-used document. In classical engineering, a “blueprint” of the
system to build is made first, and then validated. Only after that, the actual system
is constructed. In the course of construction, use, and modification, the original
documents are always kept up-to-date. The four-variable approach of Parnas and
others is engineering in this sense. The approach has been used in many large-scale
industry projects. It also is a general-purpose methodology: it leaves a suitable
notation to be defined individually for any given project.

In this book, we mainly use the Z notation. It allows for the incremental,
constraint-oriented specification style that we will need. It is precisely defined and
mature. It is a formal notation with a comparably large community, and it has been
used in several large projects in industry. Object-Z [Smi00] is an object-oriented
variant of Z, we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of its object-oriented
constructs for our purposes in Sect. 5.6 below.

The inverted four-variable model is a variant of the classical four-variable model.
We choose this variant here because it supports the kind of structuring of require-
ments that we will propose later in this book.

2.1 The Inverted Four-Variable Model

The inverted four-variable model [HeBh00, HABJ05] is an approach for specifying
an embedded software system. It allows to specify the required behaviour over a
set of variables that describe values of entities in the real world. A first design step
separates the software requirements from the requirements on the input and output
devices; furthermore, we structure the software requirements in a particular way
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in order to ease maintenance. The inverted four-variable model is suited best for
engineering systems, such as process control, automation, and embedded systems,
where the environmental quantities represent physical properties. The approach is a
variant of the classical four-variable model by Parnas and others [PaMa95]; it allows
particularly well to encapsulate the details of the hardware-software interface. The
SCR toolset [HABJ05, HBGL95] provides industrial-strength tool support for the
inverted four-variable model.

The four-variable model has been used and is used in a large number of industry
and research projects [HABJ05]. It was invented in 1978 in a project to document
the requirements for the flight program of the A-7 aircraft [HKPS78, AFHB+92].
Since then, the approach was used by several organizations in industry and govern-
ment, e. g., Grumman, Bell Laboratories, Ontario Hydro, the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory, and Lockheed, to document the requirements of many practical systems,
including a submarine communications system, the shutdown system for the Dar-
lington nuclear power plant, and the flight program for Lockheed’s C-130J aircraft
(see [HABJ05] for the references).

2.1.1 Requirements for an Embedded System

The inverted four-variable model allows to specify the required behaviour over a
set of variables that describe values of entities in the real world. Examples are the
position of a robot arm and the temperature in a tank of water. The variables are
time-functions; that is, they map points in time to (potentially different) values. For
example, the position of the robot arm may change over time.

The requirements are separated into requirements on the system, REQ, and re-
quirements on the environment of the system, NAT. The system needs to fullfill
REQ only if its environment ensures NAT.

The variables are separated into a vector of monitored variables
˜
m t and a vector

of controlled variables
˜
ct . The value of a monitored variable is determined by the

environment, and the value of a controlled variable is determined by the system.
Nevertheless, all entities that these variables describe already exist before the system
is built.

The environment to be assumed is specified by the relation NAT. NAT describes
how the relevant part of the world may behave over time without or despite the
system to construct: The relation’s domain dom(NAT) exactly contains the instances
of

˜
m t allowed by the environmental constraints, and the relation’s range ran(NAT)

exactly contains the instances of
˜
ct allowed by the environmental constraints. The

property (
˜
m t ,

˜
ct) ∈ NAT holds if and only if the environmental constraints allow

the controlled quantities to take on the values described by
˜
ct , if the values of the

monitored quantities are described by
˜
m t .

The world, as it may behave with the system present, is described by the intersec-
tion NAT∩REQ. The relation REQ may restrict the behaviour of controlled variables
only, but not of monitored variables: dom(REQ) exactly contains the instances of

˜
m t allowed by the environmental constraints, and ran(REQ) exactly contains the
instances of

˜
ct allowed by a correct system. The property (

˜
m t ,

˜
ct) ∈ REQ holds if
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and only if the system should permit the controlled quantities to take on the values
described by

˜
ct when the values of the monitored quantities are described by

˜
m t .

In the process of specifying REQ, we usually separate the specification of the
ideal behaviour from the specification of precisions and tolerances. First, we specify
how an infinitely fast and precise system should behave. Then we should validate the
specification to gain sufficient confidence that this behaviour is what we want. After
this, we specify (separate from the “ideal” relation REQ) how precise the system
must measure each monitored variable, and how much tolerance is allowed for the
values of each controlled variable. This is important, in particular, for variables
with continuous sets of values. But it is also important for the timing constraints of
otherwise completely discrete systems.

2.1.2 Requirements for the Software for an Embedded Sys-
tem

A first design step separates the software requirements from the requirements on the
input devices (sensors) and on the output devices (actuators). The input devices set
the software’s input variables

˜
i t according to the monitored variables, and the output

devices set the controlled variables according to the software’s output variables
˜
ot

(Fig. 2.1, middle).
We structure the software requirements in a particular way in the inverted four-

variable model in order to ease maintenance (Fig. 2.1, bottom). We assume that the
requirements on the software and the requirements on the input and output devices
change rather independently. We introduce estimates

˜
m t and

˜
ct for the monitored

and controlled variables
˜
m t and

˜
ct . The software requirements specification SoRS

consists of the relations D IN, D OUT, and REQ. D IN relates the input variables

˜
i t to

˜
m t , and D OUT relates

˜
ct to the output variables

˜
ot . Accordingly, the input

and output devices are specified by the inverse relations of D IN and D OUT. The
relation REQ is quite similar to REQ. Usually, REQ is just an extension of REQ.
REQ describes only “ideal” behaviour. REQ also must specify how to deal with
failures of input and output devices.

We can express both discrete and continuous behaviour using the inverted four-
variable model; the discrete part can be specified by a state transition system. The
above variables are time-functions, and the relations are relations between vectors
of time-functions. A time-function maps points in time to values. The relations can
refer to the entire time-functions, in particular to past values. This allows to specify
continuous changes of the controlled variables that depend on continuous changes of
the monitored variables. We can specify discrete behaviour, too, if we define events.
An event occurs when a predicate over some variables changes its boolean value. We
can use a state transition system based on such events to specify the discrete part of
the behaviour of the controlled variables. The original inverted four-variable model
uses a tabular notation to express the state transition system. We will use the Z
notation for this in Section 2.2.2 below.

We usually specify precisions and tolerances here analogously as for the system
requirements REQ. After we have gained confidence in the specifications of ideal
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Figure 2.1: Structure of the software requirements in the inverted four-variable
model.

D IN, REQ, and D OUT, we add specifications of precisions for all read values and
tolerances for all written values of D IN and D OUT. In particular, we always need
timing constraints. By comparing these constraints with the constraints on REQ,
we can check the feasibility of constructing a system that satisfies the end-to-end
constraints.

2.1.3 Scope of the Approach

The inverted four-variable model is suited best for engineering systems, such as pro-
cess control, automation, and embedded systems, where the environmental quantities
represent physical properties (e. g., temperature, pressure, current, or position). This
is because there are two necessary prerequisites for applying the (inverted or classical)
four-variable approach [Pet00]:

1. The environmental quantities can be expressed as functions of time that are
either piecewise-continuous (for real-valued quantities), or finitely variable (for
discrete-valued quantities).

2. The acceptable behaviour can be characterized by a relation on the environ-
mental quantities.

The environmental quantities cannot be expressed as functions of time if either
this just cannot be done effectively, or if it is not useful to do so. It cannot be
done effectively, for example, for a compiler. A compiler monitors the source code
and controls the generated machine code. In principle, both can be described, for
example, by two arrays of characters. But this would not help at all for describing
their relationship effectively in terms of a flat mathematical relation. It is not useful
to express the environmental quantities as functions of time, for example, for a
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compiler, again. A compiler has only two relevant instants of time. These are the
start and the termination. Therefore, the four-variable approach is unsuitable for
“information processing” systems in particular.

The acceptable behaviour cannot be characterized by a relation on the envi-
ronmental quantities if there are non-behavioural properties, if there are internal
properties, or if the requirements are not preserved under sub-setting of behaviours.
Examples for non-behavioural properties are maintainability and code size. An ex-
ample for an internal property is the number of times that an instruction is executed.
We could express the latter only by including appropriate quantities as environmen-
tal quantities. However, for this the system must be changed such that they become
observable externally.

A less obvious limitation is that the requirements must be preserved under sub-
setting of behaviours. This means that if the possible behaviours of system A are a
subset of the possible behaviours of system B , then A must be acceptable when B is
acceptable. An example of a requirement that is not preserved under sub-setting is
that “the average response time over all behaviours must be x milliseconds”. This is
different from a similar requirement over a single behaviour, which can be expressed.
However, such statistical properties usually can be approximated reasonably well and
specified with reference to a lengthy execution.

For some special properties, such an approximation is not possible. These are
possibilistic properties. They are important for security. An example is: “if be-
haviour A is possible, then behaviour B must also be possible”. This is not the same
as A ∈ REQ ⇒ B ∈ REQ. What is acceptable in an implementation is different
from what is possible. Usually, REQ is non-deterministic, but the implementation
is not. Intruders must not be able to infer information from the possibility of A and
the impossibility of B .

2.1.4 Relation to the Classical Four-Variable Model

The inverted four-variable model is a variant of the classical four-variable model by
Parnas and others [PaMa95]; it allows particularly well to encapsulate the details
of the hardware-software interface. Both approaches have in common the notions of
monitored, controlled, input, and output variables and the separation of the system
requirements into requirements on the input devices, on the software, and on the
output devices, compare Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

The difference is that the inverted four-variable model additionally has the notions
of the estimated monitored variables and the estimated controlled variables. This
allows to encapsulate the details of the interface between hardware and software into
requirements modules for the device interfaces. We will need this encapsulation in
Chapters 5 to 8 below.

In the classical four-variable model, the software requirements specification is
a relation over variables concerned with the details of the device interfaces. The
relation SOF directly relates the input variables

˜
i t to the output variables

˜
ot . The

requirements on the input devices are specified explicitly by the relation IN between
the monitored variables

˜
m t and the input variables

˜
i t , and the requirements on
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Figure 2.2: Structure of the system requirements in the classical four-variable model.

the output devices are specified explicitly by the relation OUT between the output
variables

˜
ot and the controlled variables

˜
ct .

It is possible to encapsulate the details of the device interfaces in the software
requirements specification SOF, too, but it is more awkward. We can specify the
relation as a relational composition of an “input relation”, an “abstract behaviour
relation”, and an “output relation”. This composition then introduces the necessary
abstract variables. But in the inverted four-variable model, the software requirements
specification already is such a relational composition of three relations. We can
save the work of structuring the software requirements specification manually to
encapsulate the details of the device interfaces.

A consequence of using the inverted four-variable model is that we don’t spec-
ify the requirements on the input devices and output devices explicitly anymore.
Instead, we specify the inverse relations D IN and D OUT. A prerequisite is there-
fore that it is practical to invert D IN and D OUT again in order to obtain the
requirements specification for the hardware.

A prerequisite for using the inverted four-variable model for families of require-
ments is that the monitored and controlled entities are stable in the family, and that
only the devices for monitoring and controlling them change. This prerequisite is
often satisfied for engineering systems. For example, in a light control system, the
level of illumination is always important, while the actual devices for measuring the
brightness and for producing light can change. The same holds for the telecom-
munications domain which we will discuss in Section 7.6 and in Chapter 8 below.
The users’ desire to send and receive messages, or to make voice connections, will
always be there. Only the actual devices and the actual protocols for interacting
with these devices will change. Our argument for the telecommunications domain
relies on a suitable choice for the environmental quantities. We will discuss the idea
of “variables in the users’ heads” further in Chapter 8 below.

2.1.5 The SCR Toolset

The SCR toolset [HABJ05, HBGL95] provides industrial-strength tool support for
the inverted four-variable model. The toolset was and is developed by the U.S. Naval
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Research Laboratory (NRL) as part of the Software Cost Reduction project (SCR),
in the group of C. Heitmeyer. There is a suite of tightly integrated tools.

The basic tools are a specification editor, a simulator, a dependency graph
browser, and a consistency checker. The specification editor is for creating a re-
quirements specification in SCR’s tabular format. The simulator helps to validate
that the specification satisfies the customer’s intent. The dependency graph browser
helps to understand the relationships between different parts of the specification.
The consistency checker analyzes the specification for properties such as syntax and
type correctness, determinism, case coverage, and lack of circularity.

There is also a set of advanced analysis tools for application properties. The
property checker Salsa uses binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [Bry86] to analyze
propositional formulae and formulae containing enumerated type variables, and it
uses a constraint solver to reason about linear integer arithmetic. Besides checking
application properties, Salsa additionally can analyze a specification for determin-
ism and case coverage like the consistency checker. The SCR invariant generator
constructs invariants from the specification. These then can be validated with the
customers. The model checker SPIN [Hol97] also has been integrated into the SCR
toolset. The model checker proves application properties by a complete state space
exploration. It works completely automatic. However, usually it needs manual ef-
fort to find suitable abstractions. Without suitable abstractions, the well-known
state space explosion problem prevents the tool to complete its analysis. Finally, the
verifier TAME is an interface to the theorem prover PVS [SORSC01]. It serves to
automatically prove application properties by logical reasoning. For this, it also uses
invariants that have been stated explicitly in the specification, or that have been
derived by other tools.

The SCR graphical user interface builder can enhance the SCR simulator. It
allows to build quickly a graphical front end and to attach it to the simulator,
therefore producing a rapid prototype for demonstrating and validating the required
behaviour.

Automatic code generation from the requirements specification is possible in some
cases. For this, the APTS transformational system [Pai94] has been integrated into
the SCR toolset. Of course, this cannot handle complex algorithms.

There is the prototype of an automated test tool. It generates test cases auto-
matically from the requirements specification. A test case consists of a sequence of
system inputs and system outputs. Since SCR specifications are always deterministic,
we only have simple, deterministic test cases. (However, the inverted four-variable
model in general does not restrict itself to deterministic requirements specifications.)

2.2 The Formalism Z

Z is a formalization of set theory; we can use it to specify a state transition system.
Z allows to specify a mathematical theory. Common conventions for Z allow to
interpret the mathematical theory of a specification as a state transition system.

Z is standardized by the International Standardization Organization (ISO) [Z02].
Before this official standardization, Z was defined for many years by Spivey’s refer-
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ence manual [Spi95]. The standard now provides a more detailed, well-structured
definition of the syntax and semantics of Z.

There is a large number of tools available for Z, see the Z home page [Bow05]. For
the work in this book, we use the tool CADiZ [To+02], in particular (see Section 7.7
on tool support).

2.2.1 Specifying a Mathematical Theory

Z allows to specify a mathematical theory. A specification has a formal meaning
in terms of names and values. Every expression in Z has a type; the types can be
checked by an automated tool for consistency. We have atomic mathematical objects,
which can be put together to more complex objects. There is a rich mathematical
toolkit which provides us with a large body of the usual mathematical notation in a
well-defined way.

Formal Meaning. We talk about names and values. The formal meaning of a
specification in Z is a set of models. A model associates one value to each of a set of
names. For example, consider the following specification in Z (taken from [Z02]):

n : N

n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

This specification introduces one name, n, with four possible values, 1, 2, 3, and 4.
The meaning of this specification is the following set of four models:

{{n 7→ 1}, {n 7→ 2}, {n 7→ 3}, {n 7→ 4}}

The above specification consists of one axiomatic definition. An axiomatic def-
inition introduces names in its upper part. The lower part specifies constraints on
the values for the names.

Types. Every expression in Z has a type. Types are important because an auto-
mated tool can calculate the types of all the expressions in a specification and check
that they make sense. For example, the equation

(0, 1) = {1, 2, 3}

does not make sense, there is a type error. The left hand side is an ordered pair, and
the right-hand side is a set.

A type is an expression of a restricted kind: it is either a given set name, or a
compound type built up from simpler types using one of a small collection of type
constructors. The value of a type is a set called the carrier of the type. By abuse of
language, we often say that an object is a member of a type when it is a member of
the carrier of the type.
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Atomic objects. A basic type or given set contains atomic objects. An atomic
object has no internal structure of interest. For example, we can specify a set of file
names:

[FNAME ]

This allows us to specify, for example, that each file must have a file name, and that
the names of all files must be distinct. But this specification will not describe how a
file name is constructed from characters. There are also some predefined basic types,
for example the integers Z and the natural numbers N.

Complex objects. More complex objects can be put together from the atomic
objects. There are three kinds of composite types: set types, Cartesian product
types, and schema types. A set type may be specified either by listing its elements,
or by giving a characteristic predicate. A Cartesian product type is a set of tuples.

A schema type is a powerful means to specify complex composite objects. A
schema type is a set of bindings. If p and q are distinct identifiers, and x and y are
objects of types t and u respectivly, then there is a binding z = 〈| p == x , q == y |〉
with components z .p equal to x and z .q equal to y . This binding is an object with
the schema type 〈| p : t ; q : u |〉 .

There is a notation for specifying a schema type. For example, the following spec-
ification introduces a schema type rectangle with three components. The predicate
in the lower part can be used to specify restrictions on the set of bindings of this
schema type.

rectangle
width : N

height : N

circumference : N

circumference = 2 ∗ width + 2 ∗ height

Free types are a convenience notation for specifying explicitly enumerated types
and for specifying recursive structures such as lists and trees. The meaning for this
notation is defined by a transformation to the previous Z constructs. An example is
the following (taken from [Spi95]):

TREE ::= tip | fork〈〈N × TREE × TREE 〉〉

This type contains the values tip, fork(1, tip, tip), fork(2, tip, tip),
fork(1, fork(1, tip, tip), tip), fork(1, tip, fork(42, tip, tip)), and so on.

Mathematical toolkit. There is a rich mathematical toolkit which is defined based
on the above primitives. The mathematical toolkit provides us with a large body of
the usual mathematical notation in a well-defined way. Figure 2.3 presents some of
the mathematical notation of Z. In particular, we list those notation which we use
in this book. Please refer to the standard [Z02] for more details.
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X × Y Cartesian product X 7 Y partial injection

∅ empty set X →→ Y total surjection

P X powerset X 7→→ Y partial surjection

F X finite powerset X → Y bijection

F1 X finite powerset without X 7 7→ Y finite function

the empty set X 7 7 Y finite injection

X ↔ Y relation f ◦ g functional composition

dom r domain of a relation A arithmos

ran r range of a relation (any kind of number)

r o

9 s relational composition Z integers

X ⊳ r domain restriction N1 natural numbers without 0

r ⊲ X range restriction 〈1, 2, 3〉 sequence

r∼ relational inversion #X number of members of a set

r(| X |) relational image seqX (finite) sequence over a set

X → Y total function seq1 X non-empty sequence

f (x ) or f x function application iseqX injective sequence

X 7→ Y partial function s a t concatenation of sequences

X  Y total injection

{ x , y : N | x = y • (x , y) } set comprehension

∀ x : N | x > 6 • x ∗ x > 42 universal quantification

∃ x : N | x < 5 • x ∗ x = 9 existential quantification

Figure 2.3: Some mathematical notation of Z.

2.2.2 Conventions for Specifying a State Transition System

Common conventions for Z allow to interpret the mathematical theory of a specifica-
tion as a state transition system. A specification in Z on itself is just a mathematical
theory over mathematical variables. The specification is of practical use only if it
is linked to the real world. Due to the informal nature of the real world, this link
must be informal. We often like to describe an embedded software system by a
mathematical state transition system.

There are common conventions for specifying a state transition system using the
general mathematics of Z [Spi95, Chap. 5.1]. Z has no formal means for specifying a
state transition system itself, like, e. g., CSP [Hoa85]. Nevertheless, the conventions
allow to specify an embedded software system rigorously.

Following these conventions, we describe the state space of the transition system
by the set of values that a Z schema may take. We describe the state transition
relation by other, special Z schemas called operations. And we describe the set of
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initial states by one more Z schema. Informal text must make clear which Z schema
fulfills which of these purposes.

Operations are special Z schemas since they refer to the pre- and post-state
through a naming convention. Another naming convention allows to specify input
and output values for state transitions. The conventions are that variables describing
the post-state are primed, pre-state variables are unprimed, input variables are deco-
rated with a question mark, and output variables are decorated with an exclamation
point. Other identifiers must not be decorated in this way.

We demonstrate the conventions at a very simple example. We specify a counter.
Its (externally visible) state space is defined by the schema Counter :

Counter
value : N

value ≤ 100

The only operation of the counter is Add . The amount of increment is in the
input variable “jump?”, and the new value is in the output variable “new value!”.

Add
∆Counter
jump? : N

new value! : N

value ′ = value + jump?
new value! = value ′

Note that the notation ∆Counter is a shorthand for including both Counter and
Counter ′ at this point. (Note further that the notation ΞCounter additionally would
have demanded that Counter = Counter ′.)

The initial state of the counter is init Counter :

init Counter
Counter

value = 0

An informal description must link the values of variables, inputs, and outputs to
the real world. In the above example, linking the natural numbers used to the states
of some physical counting device is obvious. But the values of basic types and free
types may need more explanation. For example, an elevator specification with the
free type definition

dir ::= up | down

does not yet make clear whether up and down denote buttons that can be pressed,
or whether they denote indicator lights that can be lit.
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The precise semantics of transitions must be stated. According to Spivey’s con-
vention [Spi95, Chap. 5.1], the state transition relation may be non-deterministic;
there may be several possible post-states. All transitions must terminate success-
fully. (If there is a pre-state with no post-state, anything may happen.) There is no
“parallel execution” of transitions; all transitions are atomic.

We can assign two different interpretations to transitions. On the one hand, we
can say that the state transition relation is the disjunction of all transitions specified,
and that the system evolves from one state to the next state by performing one of
the possible transitions. On the other hand, we can say that the system evolves by
events that happen. An event is specified by a transition, then. The event has a
name and is distinguishable from other events. The effect of the event is specified
by the post-states of the transition. The event may happen only if the current state
is in the set of pre-states. Additionally, an event belonging to the environment may
happen only if the environment agrees, and the system must not refuse it. We call
this an input event. For output events, it is the other way around.

In this work, we use the second interpretation. The reason is that we specify
communication systems in this book, and these systems are strongly event-oriented.
It would be possible to follow the other interpretation, too, though. In any case, the
interpretation chosen must be stated clearly.

The second interpretation allows for systems without any externally visible state
space. In this case, any definition of a state variable is just an auxiliary definition.
The example in Appendices A, B, and C is such a system. Note that auxiliary defini-
tions in a requirements specification do not prescribe anything for an implementation
of the requirements specification. For an auxiliary variable in the requirements, there
need not appear any corresponding variable in the implementation. For example, the
history variables in the specification in the appendix help to express things concisely,
but they cannot be implemented efficiently.

2.3 Using the Inverted Four-Variable Model for

Specifying in Z

We can use Z to specify the relations in the inverted four-variable model. The original
inverted four-variable model uses a tabular notation to express a state transition
system. But we can also use other formal notations when following the inverted four-
variable model. In particular, we can use Z to specify state transition systems. For
this, we can use the conventions from the previous section. Following the inverted
four-variable model when using Z has the advantage of worked-out guidelines for
linking the mathematical theory to the real world.

When we apply the inverted four-variable model with Z, we must separate the
externally visible state space of the software into input and output variables, we
must separate the transitions into those made by the software and those made by
the environment, and we must structure the software transitions into the three parts
REQ, D IN, and D OUT. We can achieve the separations of the variables and
of the transitions by informal descriptions. One easy way is to introduce suitable
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naming conventions. For example, all schemas whose names start with “in ” shall
describe the transitions of the software’s environment that are linked to events de-
noting changes of the input variables. The name of an event shall always be the same
as the name of the corresponding schema. We will define more naming conventions
in a moment.

An “in ” input event is caused by the software’s environment; the restrictions in
the corresponding transition schema must be ensured by the software’s environment.
After an input event, the software usually must update its estimates of the monitored
variables within a certain time. This is the relation D IN. We can model this by
specifying a suitable invariant. The invariant is over two sets of variables. The first
set is either a set of input variables or a set of auxiliary variables that reflect the input
event. In the example in the appendices, we use auxiliary history variables here. The
second set is either a set of estimated monitored variables or another set of auxiliary
variables that reflect a monitored event. In the example in the appendices, we use
auxiliary history variables here, again.

The only exception in the appendices where we will use a real input variable and
a real estimated monitored variable, not auxiliary variables, is for the time. The
passing of time is not event-oriented. We use the naming convention that the name
of an input variable starts with “vin ” and that the name of an estimated monitored
variable starts with “vmon ”.

We can abstract the changes to the (auxiliary) estimated monitored variables by
introducing monitored events. Our naming convention is “mon ” for such monitored
events. These monitored events are caused by the software; to be more precise, they
belong to D IN. These events occur when the software has computed the estimates
of the monitored variables. (This holds for the software requirements specification
only. In the system requirements specification monitored events are caused by the
environment of the system.)

We like to couple the monitored variables/events and input variables/events
through invariants because this supports an incremental, constraint-oriented specifi-
cation style. We will discuss this further in Section 7.5.2 below.

A prerequisite to the approach with monitored events is that any change to an
estimated monitored variable does not happen at the exact time of the input event
causing it. But this is true for any real software system, it always needs time to
compute something.

We will use implicit output variables here. Communication systems are strongly
event-oriented. Therefore, we introduce output events. An output event is an ab-
straction of a change to the output variables. We can specify the values of the output
variables indirectly by stating constraints on output events. The effect is a strongly
event-oriented specification.

We describe the state changes that are abstracted to an output event by an
output transition. Our naming convention is that the names of the schemas of output
transition start with “out ”. The parameters of the output event specify the details
of the change to the (implicit) output variables. Accordingly, output transitions are
system transitions. To be more precise, they belong to D OUT.

We complete the separation of D IN, REQ, and D OUT by introducing (aux-
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iliary) estimated controlled variables and the corresponding controlled events and
controlled transitions. Our naming convention is “ctrl ”. This is analogous to the
distinction between input variables and monitored variables. The controlled events
belong to REQ.

We also introduce another kind of event, the operation. The interplay of input
events and output events is handy to model communication systems. But some kinds
of interaction of a system with its environment can be modelled more concisely with
operations. An operation roughly is an output event followed by an input event. An
important example where operations are suitable are function calls in programming
languages. Even though we are concerned with embedded, communicating systems,
this is important. The underlying software platform of a system is part of its envi-
ronment, and we must be able to specify the interface between the system and this
part of the environment, too. Such function calls are special since the system is inac-
tive until the function call returns, typically after a quite short time. Distinguishing
between the invocation event and the return event would complicate the description
unnecessarily.

We therefore define an operation as an abstraction of specific changes to output
variables followed by other, specific changes to input variables. The input parameters
of the operation specify the changes to the output variables of the system, and the
output parameters specify the changes to the input variables of the system. An
operation is part of the specification of the environment NAT of the system; we
assume that the environment always performs suitable changes to the input variables.
(If this is not possible, the specification has a contradiction.) We identify operations
by the convention that operation names start with “op ”.

Examples are in Appendix A. The section text string base on page 246 spec-
ifies the operations op strI , op strlen, and op strcat on text strings. The section
comm io behaviour on page 254 specifies the input event in submit and the output
event out deliver . The section comm behaviour on page 253 specifies the estimated
monitored event mon submit and the estimated controlled event ctrl deliver . The
section time base on page 249 specifies the input variable vin curr time and the
corresponding estimated monitored variable vmon curr time.



Chapter 3

Maintaining Families of Rigorous
Requirements

A family of requirements is a set of requirements specifications for which it pays
off to study the common requirements first and then the requirements present in
few or individual systems only. Because we are interested in the maintenance of
such families, we concentrate on families of requirements where only a subset of
the family is specified explicitly in the beginning, and where more members are
specified explicitly incrementally over time. Domain Engineering helps to exploit
the commonalities of a family. There is some initial work by others on how rigorous
requirements should be organized to facilitate later changes. We are convinced that
a family of requirements can and should be put under configuration management,
analogously to software. Advanced, knowledge-based techniques can support the
software configuration process if the product is particularly complex.

3.1 An Evolution Process Pattern for Maintaining

Families of Requirements

In this book, we concentrate on the maintenance of families of requirements; during
such maintenance, a family evolves in a typical process pattern. Initially, we analyze
the domain (more or less thoroughly), and we specify and then implement one or
a few systems. Over time, customers demand new or other features. Therefore, we
specify explicitly and then implement more members of the family. Over more time,
we iterate this many times.

In this process, implicit family members become explicitly specified. The ini-
tial analysis of the domain determines which systems are potential family members,
and which systems can never be part of the family. Also, the requirements of one
family member, or of a few, are specified explicitly in the beginning. We call these
the explicit family members. We call the other potential family members the im-
plicit family members. Over time, we make explicit more and more implicit family
members, because they are needed by a customer (Fig. 3.1).

We are interested in intensional versioning, as introduced in Sect. 3.4.2 below.
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implicit systems

family

initially explicit systems time

Figure 3.1: Explicit and implicit members of a family.

That is, we don’t only want to collect and document those requirements specifications
that we have written at some time. We want to have fragments of requirements
specifications, and we want to compose them freely into new complete requirements
specifications. This is because we want to compose “features” freely. Section 7.1
discusses this further.

The fragments of requirements specifications will be either explicit or implicit.
In Chap. 5 and 6, we will introduce “properties” and “requirements modules” as
suitable fragments. Initially, many of these fragments are not specified precisely,
they are still implicit. Only the domain analysis determines the set of potential
fragments. Over time, more and more fragments become explicitly and precisely
specified. A fragment must be made explicit when it is needed for composing a new
explicit requirements specification of which it is a part.

A new family member can be generated from the family automatically as soon
as all necessary fragments have been specified explicitly. Obviously, an important
goal is that we need to specify only a few new fragments explicitly for being able to
generate the next family member of interest.

This approach allows to have a large set of family members, but it requires work
only for those family members that are actually needed, plus the fixed work for the
initial domain analysis. This initial work is smaller than making all family members
explicit in the beginning. Nevertheless, it must be deep enough to ensure that all
systems of interest are actually members of the family.

For example, in our LAN message service family application in Sect. 6.5 below,
we specified explicitly only that messages are delivered timely, correctly, and by
broadcast. But these three explicit properties are separated and can be removed in-
dividually to make place for other delivery strategies. Some obvious, but still implicit
delivery strategies are individual addressing, delivery to a fixed address such as a log-
ging agent, delayed delivery, message blocking, and message re-routing. Telephone
voice conversation is not in this family, because it is connection-oriented communi-
cation. The family is restricted to connection-less messaging.

3.2 Domain Engineering

Domain Engineering helps to exploit the commonalities of a family. Domain engi-
neering is part of software product-line engineering. Weiss and Lai [WeLa99] present
an industry-proven approach for software product-line engineering, a family-based
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Figure 3.2: Family-based software development processes (after [WeLa99]).

software development process. We will summarize it briefly here, as far as it is con-
cerned with domain engineering, and we will give an overview of an application.
Furthermore, we will introduce to an application of domain engineering to tramway
control systems which we are currently performing ourselves.

In family-based software development processes, the software engineer’s role is
split into two parts (Fig. 3.2): the domain engineer, who defines a family and creates
the production facilities for the family, and the application engineer, who uses the
production facilities to create new family members. Correspondingly, the two parts
of the approach are known as domain engineering and application engineering.

3.2.1 The FAST Approach, With an Application

The approach of Weiss and Lai is known as Family-oriented Abstraction, Specifica-
tion, and Translation (FAST). The FAST process was developed and is in use withing
Lucent Technologies, a major North-American telecom provider. Many product-lines
have been created there already for their software production. A few examples are
command recognition, database views, and runtime equipment reconfiguration.

We now describe the basic assumptions underlying FAST and the steps for cre-
ating an engineered family with FAST, and we give an overview of an application of
FAST to a commands and reports family.

Basic Assumptions

Three basic assumptions underlie the FAST approach, and also other domain engi-
neering approaches:

The redevelopment hypothesis. Most software development ist mostly redevel-
opment. In particular, most software development consists of creating varia-
tions on existing software systems. Usually, each variation has more in common
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with other variations than it has differences from them. For example, the dif-
ferent versions of a telephone switching system may differ in the algorithms
that they use to compute telephone bills or in some specialized features that
they offer to the end user, but all of them may offer the same features for
processing calls and may use the same type of equipment.

The oracle hypothesis. It is possible to predict the changes that are likely to be
needed to a system over its lifetime. In particular, we can predict the types of
variations of a system that will be needed. Manufacturers of telephone switches
know from their experience that different customers will want to use different
billing algorithms. It is a pattern that governs their business.

The organizational hypothesis. It is possible to organize both software and the
organization that develops and maintains it so as to take advantage of predicted
changes. For example, experienced manufacturers of telephone switches try to
design their software so that the billing algorithm can be changed independently
of other aspects of the system, such as the way calls are routed.

Our ability to predict change is critical in constructing families. But it is not an
all-or nothing proposition. The better we are at it, the easier it will be to produce
family members that meed customers’ needs now and in the future. Our confidence
in our ability to predict change should rule the size of our investment. There are
several reasonably good guides for future change, according to Weiss and Lai: past
change, the marketing organization, early adopters, and experienced developers.

Creating an Engineered Family

Weiss and Lai identify four stages towards an engineered family: For a potential
family, one suspects sufficient commonality. For a semifamily, the common and vari-
able aspects have been identified. A defined family is a semifamily plus an economic
analysis of exploiting it. An engineered family is a defined family plus an investment
in processes, tools, and resources.

The FAST approach uses the following steps for creating engineered families:

• Identify collections of programs that can be considered families.

• Design the family for producibility – design a process for producing family
members concurrently with creating a common design for family members.
The idea is to make it easy to produce any family member by following the
process, which includes steps for applying the common design.

• Invest in family-specific tools.

• For each family, create a way to model family members for two purposes:

1. To help the developer to validate the customer’s requirements by exploring
the behaviour of the model.
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2. To provide a description of the family member from which the deliverable
code and documentation for the family member can be generated.

Because we generate the deliverable code directly from the model of the family
member, we know that the behaviour of the deliverable code corresponds to the
behaviour of the model (if the tools are correct).

The model is expressed in the form of a language. Weiss and Lai call it an appli-
cation modelling language (AML). Other terms frequently used are domain specific
language (DSL) and application specific language (ASL).

The FAST process explicitly bounds change. We must not only document what
can change, but also what cannot change within a family. Only this allows to have
abstractions that are common to all family members.

Application: the Commands and Reports Family

Weiss and Lai describe the successful application of the FAST approach to a com-
mands and reports (C&R) family in length. The family is part of Lucent’s 5ESS
telephone switch. To monitor and maintain the switch, technicians use an interface
that allows them to issue commands to the switch and to receive reports on its sta-
tus. There is also voluminous documentation on each command and report. The
command set comprises thousands of commands and report types.

Weiss and Lai followed the standard FAST process (see Fig. 3.3). They analyzed
the family and used the results to define a language, called SPEC (Specification
of Executable Commands), for specifying family members. They also developed a
toolset, called ASPECT (a SPEC translator), for analyzing SPEC specifications,
for generating the compiled C&R descriptions maintained in the switch, and for
generating the customer documentation.

Defining the C&R family means identifying potential family members and char-
acterizing what they have in common and how they differ. Always the same is that
a command to an 5ESS switch consists of a command code followed by parameters.
Each command code consists of an action and an object. An example is a command
code for reporting the status of a line that is connected to the switch. The action is
reporting, and the object is the line. However, the particular actions, objects, and
parameters vary. They vary over reasonably well-defined sets. And certain combina-
tions are not included in the family. For example, removing the clock is not included,
but setting the clock is included. All this was documented in a commonality analysis
document. Weiss and Lai present excerpts of it in their book.

The SPEC language allows to express the command codes, their parameters, and
the associated documentation by so-called property-lists. Writing in SPEC is easy
and fast for people who work in the C&R domain, because SPEC uses familiar ab-
stractions. The ASPECT translators generate both the code and the documentation
from SPEC.

The ASPECT translators are a family themselves: they support multiple output
formats, such as TROFF, HTML, text preview, SGML, and Postscript. This family
approach payed off well. HTML was not yet invented when the family was designed.
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Figure 3.3: The FAST process applied to the Commands and Reports family (after
[WeLa99]).

When this new output format needed to be added, only one new device driver module
had to be added.

3.2.2 Application: Tramway Control Systems

We currently apply domain engineering in a project on tramway control systems.
We not only generate the executable code from a specification in a domain specific
language. We additionally automate the verification and testing process for these
safety-critical systems. The ongoing two-year project is carried out by students of
the University of Bremen as part of their curriculum.

A tramway control system controls the signals and the turnouts (= switches, in
American English) in some region of the tramway tracks. Such a system shall set up
a route for a tramway through the track network upon request from the driver. In
particular, it must ensure that the route is safe, that no tramway on another route
can collide with the tramway. The variability of the domain is in the different track
networks. The current state of the art in industry is to design a new custom control
system for each new track network. In particular, extensive and thus expensive tests
are necessary, since these systems are safety-critical.

In our project TRACS [KSZ+04], we follow a new approach. This approach was
devised by Haxthausen and Peleska [HaPe03b, HaPe02, HaPe03a]. There is only one
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Figure 3.4: Network topology of a tram maintenance site (from [HaPe03b], with
permission).

generic control system. It is instantiated with configuration data for a specific track
network, and with drivers for the specific hardware used. The configuration data
are generated automatically from a requirements specification. The requirements
specification is written in a domain specific language. Thus it can be written by
tramway network domain experts, and it can be validated by them. A domain-specific
description consists of a description of the network topology, of the interlocking
tables, and of the hardware devices. Figure 3.4 from [HaPe03b] shows a graphical
representation of the network topology of a tram maintenance site. It consists of
controllable turnouts (W100, W102, W118), signals (S20, S21, S22), sensors (G20.0,
. . . , G25.1), and track segments. The interlocking tables comprise a route definition
table, a route conflict table, a point position table, and a signal setting table.

The tests for correct and safe operation are automated, too. This reduces the
development costs substantially. The safety-critical domain demands particularly
thorough tests. The test cases are generated from the requirements specification, too.
They ensure that the data compiler for the configuration data worked correctly, and
that the generic control system works correctly with this data. Additional hardware-
in-the-loop tests cover the hardware drivers, the hardware/software integration, and
the computer hardware. The tests are automated by a suitable testing tool [Ver04].
Additionally, the configuration data is tested exhaustively by a model-checking tool
against the track network description and the associated safety properties. Thus we
get a mathematical proof for the correctness of the specific run of the data compiler.

The ongoing project is carried out by about a dozen students of computer science
[KSZ+04]. Such a two-year project is a mandatory part of the curriculum at the
University of Bremen. The students shall solve a given task on their own, organizing
themselves as a group. They can acquire the necessary knowledge in accompanying
lectures. We supervise and guide this project together with Ulrich Hannemann. The
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idea for the project is due to Jan Peleska. At the time of this writing, the project was
about halfway through. Therefore, we cannot yet report on a successfully running
implemented system.

3.3 Organizing Requirements for Change

There is some work on how rigorous requirements should be organized to facilitate
later changes. The CoRE (Consortium Requirements Engineering) method [Mil98,
MiHo97, FBWK92, FJKFM93] is an extension to the four-variable model (Sect. 2.1)
that adds a mechanism from object-orientation; a further extension of CoRE by
Faulk [Fau01] addresses families of requirements, in particular. Thompson et al.
[ThHe02, THE00] propose hierarchical families of requirements for the case where the
members have different degrees of commonalities, and they apply a rather restricted,
early version of this approach to the four-variable model and a formal language.
And there is of course other work that is also related in some way to organizing
requirements for change.

3.3.1 CoRE Method

The CoRE (Consortium Requirements Engineering) method is an extension to the
four-variable model that adds a mechanism from object-orientation; a further exten-
sion of CoRE by Faulk addresses families of requirements, in particular.

Standard CoRE Method

The CoRE method [Mil98, MiHo97, FBWK92, FJKFM93] is an extension to the
four-variable model (Sect. 2.1) that adds a mechanism from object-orientation.

The CoRE method is based on the classical four-variable model, and on the SCR
method in particular, which have been discussed in Sect. 2.1. CoRE was developed by
the Software Productivity Consortium. The method adds additional structure to the
requirements document by grouping variables, modes and terms into “classes”. This
borrows from object-orientation. A class has an interface section and an encapsulated
section. Entities not needed by other classes are hidden syntactically inside the
encapsulated section. Classes may not be nested. CoRE documents the dependencies
between classes explicitly by a dependency graph. Despite claims towards object-
orientation, the CoRE method does not have instantiations of a class, inheritance,
nor parameterized classes.

There is no formal semantics for the CoRE method [FJKFM93]. Furthermore,
there is only little tool support. Croxford and Sutton [CrSu96] report that a CASE
tool is used to maintain the CoRE data dictionary and to perform automatic well-
formation checking of the CoRE model. Redmiles [Red97] presents a “design critic”
agent which continually checks the specification during writing, using heuristics.

Nevertheless, there was a successful large-scale industrial application of CoRE
at Lockheed [CrSu96, Ame02]. The Lockheed C130J or Hercules II Airlifter was
a major updating of one of the world’s most long-lived and successful aircraft. It
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included a completely new avionics fit, including new software. CoRE was applied in
the development of the main mission computer software. The software amounts to
some 200K lines of source code. Amey [Ame02] reports on a substantial increase in
code quality and an associated reduction in cost. Testing revealed very few remaining
errors, such that the effort for correcting them was unusually low.

The application of CoRE to a Flight Guidance System rendered valuable expe-
rience with respect to requirements changes [Mil98, MiHo97]. The authors found
that the requirements for the user interface should have been separated from the
requirements for the essential nature of the system, since the user interface is more
likely to change. (We will come back to this issue in Chap. 8.) Furthermore, they
found in particular that planning for change in a single product is not the same as
planning for change in a product family [Mil98]. The requirements should have been
organized entirely different for the latter.

Extension of CoRE for Families of Requirements

An extension of CoRE by Faulk [Fau01] addresses such families of requirements.
Faulk is interested in the systematic reuse of requirements for embedded, mission-
and safety-critical systems. His long-term goal is to develop a systematic approach to
specifying requirements for embedded-system product lines, then rapidly generating
demonstrably correct requirements specifications for applications in the product line.

The process of Faulk proceeds in defined steps from the commonality analysis of
the product line to a Product-line Requirements Specification (PRS). Faulk envis-
ages an application of his process in an overall product-line development process such
as FAST [WeLa99] (see Sect. 3.2.1). Faulk’s process consists of the following steps:
1) Group together requirements that vary together and separate those varying inde-
pendently. 2) Create a model of the decisions that characterize a family member and
of any constraints on their relative order. 3) Construct a CoRE-style requirements
specification applying the information-hiding principle to localize and encapsulate
related variations. 4) Specify how requirements vary as a function of the values of
the variabilities. 5) Trace the variabilities to conditional inclusion statements in the
product-line requirements specification.

The resulting product-line requirements specification has the form of an anno-
tated CoRE model. There are three meta-text constructs: decision variables repre-
sent variabilities in the decision model; they can be used in expressions. A nested
if-then-else construct is used to select portions of the specification for inclusion or
exclusion; the condition of the construct is an expression containing decision vari-
ables. Text replacement variables denote a particular variation. On instantiation of
a family member, they are replaced by one concrete value each.

These three constructs proved sufficient for the case study which Faulk performed.
Faulk plans to extend the syntax further only when a clear need has been demon-
strated.

The product-line requirements specification is structured by Faulk according to
two purposes. First, the requirements that vary together should be in one place, so
that they can be specified, understood, or changed relatively independently. Second,
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there should be an overall class structure that is common to all members of the
product line.

The following structuring heuristics are applied by Faulk: 1) Requirements that
hold for all members of the family or that vary for all members are placed first and are
then grouped according to subject. 2) When the inclusion of one requirement depends
on another, the former is subordinated to the latter in the domain definition. 3) A
unique identifier is assigned to each commonality and to each variability, reflecting
its type and place in the domain definition; this supports traceability in subsequent
development steps.

Recursive subordination yields a hierarchy of requirements. The structuring hi-
erarchy relation is the dependency relation among requirements. (In Section 6.1.1,
we will discuss different kinds of hierarchy relations, and we will criticize the idea of
making different relations equal.)

A decision model represents the choices that distinguish the members of a family.
Faulk used in his case study a simple tabular representation of the underlying decision
tree. The table carries over the subordination scheme of the domain definition.

A case study on a real family of systems was performed by Faulk. Faulk applied
his approach to a portion of a commercial avionics product line: the Collins Flight
Control System family produced by Rockwell Collins Avionics. The work covered
the mode control logic of the flight guidance system. The specification in CoRE by
Miller [Mil98], discussed above, provided input for Faulk’s case study.

Much further work remains to be done into this interesting direction. There
is no rigorous definition of the extension of the CoRE notation. (The same holds
for the CoRE notation itself.) Only the above subordination kind of constraints
between variabilities can be expressed. There is no tool support for the generation
of individual family members. The envisaged integration into an overall product-line
development process such as FAST is still to be done. The analysis of the family
document for properties like consistency and completeness remains a goal of Faulk.
Even the appropriate kinds of analysis and the means for it remain open research
issues.

3.3.2 Hierarchical and n-Dimensional Families by Thompson
et al.

Thompson et al. [ThHe02, THE00] propose hierarchical families of requirements for
the case where the members have different degrees of commonalities, and they apply
a rather restricted, early version of this approach to the four-variable model and a
formal language.

In early work, Thompson et al. [THE00] use the four-variable model with the
formalism RSML−e and investigate a suitable structure of a requirements specifica-
tion for reuse within a product family. They work in the mobile robotics domain.
They want to reuse the same control requirements across different platforms where
the hardware, i. e., sensors and actuators, may vary.

They acknowledge the work on (standard) CoRE (Sect. 3.3.1), but criticize that
its structuring mechanism is based on the physical structure of the system as well as
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on which pieces of the system are likely to change together. These two criteria might
conflict. They also refer to the FAST approach (Sect. 3.2.1) as useful; but they find
that it does not explicitly address the structuring of product requirements.

Thompson et al. modify the classical four-variable model of Parnas (Sect. 2.1.4)
and obtain something similar to the inverted four-variable model of Bharadwaj and
Heitmeyer (Sect. 2.1.2). Thompson et al. split the software requirements relation
SOFT into three pieces, IN−1, OUT−1, and SOFTREQ. The relation IN−1 takes
the measured input and reconstructs an estimate of the physical quantities. The
relation OUT−1 maps the internal representation of the controlled variables to the
output needed for the concrete actuators. The relation SOFTREQ now is essentially
isomorphic to the system requirements relation REQ. SOFTREQ therefore need not
change if it is reused on a new platform, only the relations IN−1 and OUT−1 must be
changed. In contrast to Bharadwaj and Heitmeyer, Thompson et al. explicitly model
both IN and IN−1 (and OUT and OUT−1). Bharadwaj and Heitmeyer [HeBh00]
discuss some further differences.

This work still has some restrictions. The authors use a formal specification
language. But it is not clear how they maintain those parts of the requirements that
are shared over the family. There appears to be no support for this. Furthermore, the
kind of variability is restricted. Only the details of the hardware/software interface
may change, but not the abstract control requirements.

Later work of Thompson et al. [ThHe02] has interesting ideas on a more general
kind of variability, but does not apply it to a formal language or to the four-variable
model anymore. They investigate hierarchical product families and n-dimensional
product families.

Hierarchical product families help with near-commonalities. Thompson et al.
state that current techniques for product-line engineering work well if the systems
in the family share significant commonalities, and if values can be assigned straight-
forwardly for the variabilities for each family member. A near-commonality is a
commonality for most of the family members, but with one or a few exceptions.
Therefore, Thompson et al. propose the concept of a hierarchical product family.
They use a set-theoretic view. At the top level, there are some commonalities that
hold for the entire family, and there are also some variabilities that apply to the en-
tire family. But then they form sub-families. A sub-family is a subset of the top-level
family. The sub-family may have additional commonalities and variabilities, as long
as they don’t conflict with those of the higher-level family. There can be a recursive,
hierarchical decomposition into further sub-families. Thompson et al. also allow two
sub-families of a family to overlap. In this case, we have no tree structure anymore.

n-dimensional product families shall help with dependencies among variabilities.
An n-dimensional product family provides different views on the family. Thompson
et al. investigate two dimensions concretely, which are the hardware dimension and
the behavioural dimension. The top-level family is structured into sub-families along
each of the dimensions. This allows to express constraints on the viability of family
members. For example in their robot product line, the optional door navigation
behaviour requires the optional enhanced obstacle detection hardware. The authors
specify a two-dimensional viability matrix for their robot product line.
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The authors do not refer to Parnas’ hierarchical (design) modules [PCW85], even
though they cite this article in their earlier work [THE00]. Parnas’ kind of hierarchy
of modules is closely related; we will discuss it in Sect. 5.1.1 below. This hierarchy
is also related to the dimensions of the robot domain of Thompson et al.: Parnas
has a hardware-hiding module and a behaviour-hiding module at the top level. This
corresponds to the hardware dimension and the behavioural dimension of Thompson
et al. Additionally, Parnas has a software decision module, which is not relevant for
specifying requirements. We will discuss this in Sect. 5.3.1 below.

In an outlook, Thompson et al. [ThHe02] identify the need to provide a more
detailed description of the formal foundations of their approach, and they would like
to apply the approach to a formal specification language.

3.3.3 Other Related Work

There is of course other work that is also related in some way to organizing require-
ments for change. This includes so-called feature models for requirements which
originally come from software product lines, the structuring of requirements into a
hierarchy, and the clustering of requirements for specific purposes.

Feature Models by Riebisch et al.

Riebisch et al. use “feature models” for configuring members of a family of software
requirements, design elements, and implementation items [Rie03]. Feature models
originally were invented by Kang et al. for software product lines [KCH+90] (see
also Sect. 3.2). A feature model helps to configure an individual software product
from the family. Riebisch et al. extend this approach by also linking features to
requirements, and to design elements. Therefore, they also maintain a family of
requirements, besides the family of software products. However, Riebisch et al. are
not working with rigorous requirements, like, e. g., the CoRE approach above.

A feature is defined as “representing an aspect valuable to the customer” by
Riebisch et al. [Rie03]. There are functional features, interface features, and pa-
rameter features. A feature model gives a hierarchical structure to the features.
There can additionally be concept features in the hierarchy. A concept feature is an
abstract feature.

A feature model provides an overview over the requirements, and it models the
variability of a product line. A feature model is used for the derivation of the
customer’s desired product and provides a hierarchical structure of features according
to the decisions associated with the features.

Three different kinds of hierarchical relations over features were discovered by
Riebisch et al.. These relations are refinement, decomposition, and a “requires”
relation. Riebisch et al. decided to structure the requirements according to the
“requires” relation, because they consider it the most important relation. It supports
the selection process of the customer during the configuration of a product. Features
with more influence on other decisions are arranged nearer to the top of the hierarchy.

If the other kinds of hierarchy are in conflict with this relation, then they must
be expressed as external dependencies. We will come back to the issue of the right
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Figure 3.5: An example feature model in the FODA approach (after [Rie03]).
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Figure 3.6: Grouping neighbouring features using multiplicities (after [Rie03]).

kind of hierarchy in Section 5.3 and in Section 7.2.
A graphical notation for features models was introduced by Kang et al. in

their FODA approach [KCH+90]. Figure 3.5 presents an example feature model in
FODA. Other feature model approaches extend this graphical notation. FeatuRSEB
[GFd98] distinguishes between OR and XOR alternatives. Generative Programming
[CzEi00] combines OR, XOR, and alternatives with designating the member features
as mandatory or optional. But Riebisch et al. found this notation to be ambiguous.
They therefore introduced multiplicities to overcome this problem [RBSP02, Rie03].
Figure 3.6 shows how neighbouring features can be grouped using multiplicities.

Classical feature models serve to configure software, not software requirements.
It is Riebisch et al. who attempt to link the software requirements to the feature
model, too [Rie03]. They also attempt to structure the architecture of the software
according to its feature model [SRP05].

There is also an extension of UML/OCL for expressing feature relations by
Riebisch et al. [SRP03]. The Object Constraint Language (OCL) of the Unified
Modelling Language (UML) [OMG03, RJB98] (see Sect. 4.3 below) can be used to
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express additional constraints on UML models. Riebisch et al. add a construct
“selected(<feature>)”, in particular. It allows to adjust constraints on the presence
of a feature, and it allows to express dependencies between the presence of features.
All the more advanced graphical feature model constructs by Riebisch et al. are
mapped onto this new OCL construct.

However, there is no precise definition of the OCL extension. The authors define
the new construct by some examples only [SRP03, Sect. 4]. Similarly, there is no tool
support yet.

Requirements Hierarchies by Savolainen and Kuusela

Savolainen and Kuusela [SaKu01] attempt to structure a family of software require-
ments in a rather practical way. They assume that the creation of domain assets
starts simultaneously together with the application development of the first fam-
ily variant. Thus, they must handle both general domain specifications and family
variant specifications together.

The authors distinguish two sets of family properties. Deductive properties are
based on the requirements defined for the products currently in the family. Declara-
tive properties are based on the designer’s intention and are expected to hold through
the entire lifetime of the product family. Deductive properties are common, partial,
or unique. Declarative properties are mandatory, optional, alternative, or multiple.

Near-commonalities of product-line requirements lead to a hierarchy of require-
ments. A sub-family has additional commonalities, compared with the entire family.
This leads to a product requirements refinement hierarchy and a family requirements
refinement hierarchy. Hoever, none of these is supported by a formal description or
by tools.

There can be inconsistencies between different requirements. The authors inves-
tigate a consistency relation between the two kinds of hierarchies. The goal is to
correct a detected inconsistency manually, based on the context of the inconsistency.

Requirements Clustering

Hsia and Gupta [HsGu92] structure software requirements for data-dominant
systems into clusters. Their goal is the incremental delivery of a single system. A
data-dominant system has its emphasis on maintaining the integrity of its data, for
example a library information system, as opposed to a control-dominant system.

The clustering identifies all requirements that can be considered to be sensible
parts of an increment. Requirements in the same cluster are delivered in the same
increment. Requirements from different clusters are delivered in different increments.
This approach is rather similar to Parnas’ information hiding modules, which also
enable extension and contraction of software (see Sect. 5.1.1 below). However, Hsia
and Gupta appear to have re-invented the idea, since they do not cite Parnas’ work.
In contrast to Parnas, Hsia and Gupta do not have hierarchical information hiding
modules.

The authors describe the requirements of a data-dominant system formally using
Abstract Data Types (ADTs). Then they apply a requirements clustering algorithm.
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The algorithm groups the requirements by objective criteria on the ADTs. No sub-
jective decisions by the specifiers are needed. The idea is that requirements pairs
that change one or more common ADTs belong into the same cluster. Finally, the
system can be implemented incrementally along the clustering.

Future work includes tool support for the algorithm, and the investigation of the
impact of requirements changes on the method. The latter point emphasizes that
the method is intended to develop a single system, not a family of systems.

Palmer and Liang [PaLi92] also structure the software requirements for a single
system into clusters. Their goal is to find problems in the requirements, such as
imprecision, conflict, inconsistency, ambiguity, and incompleteness. They are con-
cerned with requirements in natural language only. They aim at facilitating the
manual inspection of the requirements by providing suitable small, related sets of
requirements for the inspection process.

The authors devise a clustering algorithm. It is based on keyword indexing of the
natural language. In a second tier, similarities between requirements are detected
through clustering on keywords. The authors performed their algorithm manually
(and only partially) in a case study since there was no tool support yet.

3.4 Software Configuration Management Defini-

tions

A family of requirements can and should be put under configuration management,
analogously to software. Configuration management is indispensable for any system-
atic work with any kind of families. Configuration management is a mature discipline,
but only for software, not yet for requirements. We will show how we can configure
and compose requirements to complete family members in Chapter 7. But before
we can come to this, we will need another three chapters to lay the grounds. Here,
in this section, we present the basic definitions from configuration management for
software. They contribute to the idea of families, but not yet for requirements. We
will relate the definitions to requirements configuration management in Section 7.1
below. We have to postpone this because we need to introduce to our product space
in requirements configuration management first. In particular, we need the concept
of the requirements module from Chapter 5 and the associated concrete supporting
mechanisms from Chapter 6. After all this is available, we also will present our
concrete mechanisms for requirements configuration management in the remainder
of Chapter 7.

Software configuration management (SCM) contributes valuable basic definitions
to the maintenance of requirements. SCM is a mature discipline. However, the
problem of combining software versions consistently is still hard. Consistency usually
is determined by domain-specific techniques outside the SCM area. SCM restricts
itself mostly to textual aspects.

Conradi and Westfechtel [CoWe98] survey version models for software configu-
ration management. In this section, we present an excerpt of this 51-page article
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with the aspects that are relevant for our work. We omit the discussion of specific
version models, of their classification, of implementation aspects, of related work,
and in particular the extensive description of a large number of SCM systems. We
mostly cite the definitions of Conradi and Westfechtel. These citations are rather
literally, by their nature. But we cut out a large part of the explanatory text between
the definitions for brevity. For more information, please refer to the complete work
of Conradi and Westfechtel [CoWe98]. The editing is our work; any problems with
understanding the definitions should be attributed to us, not to the original authors.

A version model defines the objects to be versioned, version identification and
organization, as well as operations for retrieving existing versions and constructing
new versions. Software objects constitute the product space, their versions are or-
ganized in the version space. Many systems, including most commercial ones, are
file-based. Various language-based approaches have been developed as well.

This section is structured similar to the original article. Before introducing ver-
sions, the product space is described in Sect. 3.4.1. Subsequently, we discuss the
version space without making any assumptions about the product space (Sect. 3.4.2).
The interplay of product and version space is addressed in Sect. 3.4.3. Section 3.4.4
is devoted to intensional versioning (i. e., construction of versions based on rules
describing consistent combinations).

3.4.1 Product Space

The product space describes the structure of a software product without taking ver-
sioning into account. The product space can be represented by a product graph whose
nodes and edges correspond to software objects and their relationships, respectively.

Software Objects

A software object records the result of a development or maintenance activity. Identi-
fication is an essential function provided by SCM. Thus, each software object carries
an object identifier (OID).

Relationships

Software objects are connected by various types of relationships. Composition rela-
tionships are used to organize software objects with respect to their granularity. For
example, a software product may be composed of subsystems, which in turn consist
of modules. Objects that are decomposed are called composite objects or configura-
tions. Objects residing at the leaves of the composition hierarchy are denoted atomic
objects. Note that an “atomic” software object is still structured internally; that is,
it has a fine-grained content. The root of the composition hierarchy is called the
(software) product. As a least common denominator, a composite object is defined
as an object o that represents a subgraph of the product graph.

Dependency relationships (simply called dependencies in the following) establish
directed connections between objects that are orthogonal to composition relation-
ships. The source and the target of a dependency correspond to a dependent and a
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master object, respectively. A dependency implies that the contents of the dependent
must be kept consistent with the contents of the master.

3.4.2 Version Space

A version model defines the items to be versioned, the common properties shared
by all versions of an item, and the deltas, that is, the differences between them.
Furthermore, it determines the way versions sets are organized. To this end, it
introduces dimensions of evolution such as revisions and variants, it defines whether
a version is characterized in terms of some changes relative to some baseline, it selects
a suitable representation of the version set (e.g., version graphs), and it also provides
operations for retrieving old versions and constructing new versions.

Versions, Versioned Items, and Deltas

A version v represents a state of an evolving item i . v is characterized by a pair
v = (ps , vs), where ps and vs denote a state in the product space and a point in the
version space, respectively. The term item covers anything that may be put under
version control.

Versioning requires a sameness criterion; for example, an OID in the case of
software objects. Within a versioned item, each version must be uniquely identifiable
through a version identifier (VID). A version can also be identified by an expression,
which is the identification scheme used by intensional versioning.

All versions of an item share common properties called invariants. At one end of
the spectrum, versions virtually share only a common OID. At the other end of the
spectrum, versions must share semantic properties. For example, version control in
algebraic specification [EFH+89] enforces that all versions of a module body realize
the shared interface.

The difference between two versions is called a delta. Deltas can be defined in
two ways: a symmetric delta between two versions consists of properties specific to
both; or a directed delta, also called a change, is a sequence of (elementary) change
operations which, when applied to one version, yields another version.

It is usually unrealistic to assume that all versions of module bodies realize the
same interface (this assumption is made, e.g., in the algebraic approach already
cited [EFH+89] and in the Gandalf system [KaHa83]). A way out of this dilemma is
multilevel versioning ; that is, a version may have versions themselves. For example,
in Adele [Est85] a module has multiple versions of interfaces each of which is realized
by a set of body versions. DAMOKLES [DGL86] generalizes this idea and supports
recursive versioning; that is, any version may be versioned in turn.

Extensional and Intensional Versioning

A versioned item is a container for a set V of versions. Extensional versioning means
that V is defined by enumerating its members. Extensional versioning supports
retrieval of previously constructed versions. Intensional versioning is applied when
flexible automatic construction of consistent versions in a large version space needs
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to be supported. Instead of enumerating its members, the version set is defined
by a predicate. In this case, versions are implicit and many new combinations are
constructed on demand.

The difference between extensional and intensional version may be illustrated by
comparing SCCS [Roc75] and RCS [Tic85] to conditional compilation as, for example,
supported with the C programming language [KeRi78]. Extensional and intensional
versioning are by no means mutually exclusive, but can (and should) be combined
into a single SCM system.

Intents of Evolution: Revisions, Variants, and Cooperation

Versioning is performed with different intents. A version intended to supersede its
predecessor is called a revision. Versions intended to coexist are called variants.
Versions may also be maintained to support cooperation. In this case, multiple
developers work in parallel on different versions.

State-Based and Change-Based Versioning

Version models that focus on the states of versioned items are called state-based.
In state-based versioning, versions are described in terms of revisions and variants.
In change-based models, a version is described in terms of changes applied to some
baseline. To this end, changes are assigned change identifiers (CID). Change-based
versioning provides a nice link to change requests. A version may be described in
terms of the change requests it implements.

“State- versus change-based” is orthogonal to “extensional versus intensional.”
In change-based intensional versioning, changes are combined freely to construct new
versions as required. Therefore a change is considered a partial function c : V → V ,
where V denotes the set of all potential versions of some item. A version v is
constructed by applying a sequence of changes c1 . . . cn to a baseline b:

v = c1 ◦ . . . ◦ cn(b) = cn(. . . c1(b) . . .)

3.4.3 Interplay of Product Space and Version Space

A version model needs to address the interplay between product space and version
space as well.

AND/OR Graphs

AND/OR graphs [Tic82] provide a general model for integrating product space and
version space. An AND/OR graph (Fig. 3.7) contains two types of nodes, namely,
AND nodes and OR nodes. Analogously, a distinction is made between AND and
OR edges, which emanate from AND and OR nodes, respectively. An unversioned
product graph can be represented by an AND/OR graph consisting exclusively of
AND nodes/edges. Versioning of the product graph is modelled by introducing OR
nodes. Versioned objects and their versions are represented by OR nodes and AND
nodes, respectively.
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Figure 3.7: An intertwined AND/OR graph (after [CoWe98]).

AND edges are used to represent both composition and dependency relationships.
A relationship is bound to a specific version if the corresponding AND edge ends at
an AND node; otherwise it is called generic. A configuration is represented by a
subgraph spanned by all nodes that are transitively reachable from the root node
of the configuration. If all AND edges belonging to this subgraph are bound, the
configuration is called bound as well; otherwise it is called generic. A bound con-
figuration can be constructed from a generic configuration by eliminating the OR
nodes, that is, by selecting one successor of each OR node reached during traversal
from the root node.

We may classify version models according to the selection order during the con-
figuration process: product first means that the product structure is selected first;
subsequently, versions of components are selected. This approach suffers from the
restriction that structural versioning cannot be expressed. Version first inverts this
approach: the product version is selected first and uniquely determines the com-
ponent versions. Intertwined (Fig. 3.7) means that AND and OR selections are
performed in alternating order. Again, this selection scheme supports structural
versioning.

3.4.4 Intensional Versioning

Intensional versioning deals with the construction of new versions from property-
based descriptions. Intensional versioning is very important for large version spaces,
where a software product evolves into many revisions and variants and many changes
have to be combined. In order to support intensional versioning, an SCM system
must provide for both combinability – any version has to be constructed on demand –
and consistency control – a constructed version must meet certain constraints. The
construction of a version may be viewed as a selection against a versioned object
base. The selection is directed by configuration rules, which constitute an essential
part of a version model, and is performed both in the product space and the version
space.
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Problem: Combinability Versus Consistency Control and Manageability

Configuration rules are used to configure consistent versions from a versioned object
base. Rules are required to address the combinability problem. The number of
potential versions explodes combinatorially; only a few are actually consistent or
relevant. The combinability problem has to be solved in any version model.

The challenge of intensional versioning consists of providing for consistency con-
trol while still supporting combinability. The space of all potential versions is much
larger than the space of consistent ones. The problem of consistency control can be
addressed both in the version space and in the product space. In the version space,
configuration rules are used to eliminate inconsistent combinations; in the product
space, the knowledge about software objects, their contents, and their relationships
is enriched in order to check and ensure product constraints. SCM systems tend
to solve the problem in the version space because they frequently only have limited
knowledge of the product space (typically, software objects are represented as text
files).

Even if a sophisticated tool for constructing a version is employed, the user must
be warned if a new version is created that has never before been configured. Although
old versions can be assigned levels of “confidentiality” (e.g., tested or released), a
new version cannot be trusted blindly. Therefore the configured version is subject
to quality assurance (e.g., testing). Potentially, changes to the constructed version
need to be performed (correction delta).

Conceptual Framework for Intensional Versioning

Figure 3.8 illustrates Conradi’s and Westfechtel’s conceptual framework for inten-
sional versioning. A configuration rule guides or constrains version selection for a
certain part of a software product. Thus a configuration rule consists of a product
part, which determines its scope in the product space, and a version part, which
performs a selection in the version space.

A versioned object base combines product space and version space and stores all
versions of a software product. The versioned object base is augmented with a rule
base of stored configuration rules.

A query consists of a set of submitted configuration rules, each composed of a
product part and a version part. A configurator is a tool that constructs a version by
evaluating a query against a versioned object base and a rule base. The constructed
version has to satisfy both version constraints and product constraints.

Configuration Rules

Configuration rules take on different forms depending on how the version space is
structured. Figure 3.9 provides some typical examples that refer to the revision,
variant, and change space, respectively. In the revision space category, configuration
rules refer to the time dimension. In the variant space, configuration rules refer
to values of variant attributes. In the change space, Rule (5) specifies a version in
terms of the changes to be applied. Rules (6) and (7) specify further relationships
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Figure 3.8: Intensional versioning (after [CoWe98]).

that describe consistent change combinations. Rule (6) states that change c2 implies
c1. Rule (7) states that changes c1, c2, and c3 are mutually exclusive. The product
part of a configuration rule describes the scope of a configuration rule in the product
space.

Configuration rules can be ordered in strictness classes. A constraint is a manda-
tory rule that must be satisfied. Any violation of a constraint indicates an inconsis-
tency. A preference is an optional rule that is applied only when it can be satisfied.
Finally, a default is also an optional rule, but is weaker than a preference: a default
rule is applied only when no unique selection could be performed otherwise.

In addition, rules may be given priorities. Rules with high priorities are con-
sidered before low-priority rules. A priority may be assigned explicitly or may be
defined implicitly by textual ordering. Priorities may be combined with strictness
classes such as by assigning priorities to preferences.

Finally, we may distinguish between stored and submitted configuration rules.

Merge Tools

Merge tools combine versions or changes. They may be classified as follows. Raw
merging simply applies a change in a different context. A two-way merge tool com-
pares two alternative versions a1 and a2 and merges them into a single version m.
To this end, it displays the differences to the user who has to select the appropriate
alternative. A two-way merge tool can merely detect differences, and cannot resolve
them automatically. To reduce the number of decisions to be performed by the user,
a three-way merge tool consults a common baseline b if a difference is detected. If
a change has been applied in only one version, this change is incorporated auto-
matically. Otherwise, a conflict is detected that can be resolved either manually or
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Figure 3.9: Version parts of configuration rules.

automatically (the latter is not recommended).
Merge tools can be characterized by the semantic level at which merging is per-

formed (i.e., their knowledge about the product space): Textual merging is applied
to text files. It works well when small, local changes to large well-structured pro-
grams are combined and changes have been coordinated beforehand so that semantic
conflicts are unlikely to occur. Syntactic merging exploits the context-free (or even
context-sensitive) syntax of the versions to be merged. Syntactic merging has been
realized only in a few research prototypes. Semantic merging takes the semantics of
programs into account. It is a hard problem to come up with a definition of semantic
conflict that is neither too strong nor too weak (and is decidable). Semantic merge
tools have not (yet?) made their way into practice.

An SCM System With Feature Logic

From the more than 20 SCM systems that Conradi and Westfechtel describe, we
select only one here, because it is based on feature logic.

ICE [ZeSn95] is derived from conditional compilation and represents a versioned
object base as a set of fragments that are tagged with control expressions. ICE is
based on feature logic: a feature corresponds to an attribute whose value is defined
by a feature term. For example, [ws : X11] means that the ws feature has the
value X11. In general, a feature term denotes a set of potential values and may be
composed by a wide range of operators such as unification, subsumption, negation,
and the like [Zel96]. Probably the most important of these is unification, which is
used to compose configurations (the feature terms of component versions are unified).
A configuration is inconsistent if unification fails (empty intersection of value sets
as, e. g., in [ws : X11] ⊓ [ws : Windows]).
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3.5 Knowledge-Based Software Configuration

Advanced, knowledge-based techniques can support the software configuration pro-
cess if the product is particularly complex.

Knowledge-based configuration is a advanced solution technique for those do-
mains where the configuration constraints are particularly complex and hard to re-
solve. Knowledge-based configuration comes from the area of artificial intelligence.
Traditionally, it is applied to various hardware domains. One example are mechanical
drives for printing machines, sorting machines, automated saws and so on [GHH+02].
The basic problem is to find a configuration in a huge product space that meets a
large number of customer-specified, potentially conflicting constraints. In the terms
of the previous section, this is a complex case of intensional versioning.

For example, the Drive Solution Designer by Günter et al. [GHH+02] supports
the sales engineer of a drive-selling company in creating an offer for a drive while
visiting a customer. The product space has the size of 1021. The tool guarantees
the consistency of the result, thus radically speeding up the placement of the offer.
Before, an expert back at the company site had to check the envisaged offer. This
took three to thirty hours of working time. The tool uses a heuristic, structure-
based configuration approach in order to handle the particularly complex domain.
The approach was originally developed in the Prokon project and in its predecessor
TEX-K [Gün95, CGS91]. The approach makes use of the component structure of
the domain. The approach is based on three different knowledge representations:
the knowledge about the objects in the domain is represented in an ontology; the
dependencies between objects and their relations and attributes are represented by
constraints in a meta-constraint modeling language; and knowledge about the control
process is described declaratively by strategies.

The ConIPF project applies knowledge-based configuration to software product
lines [HKW04, WKHM04, HoKr03]. The approach is similar as above, but now it is
applied to complex software, not to complex hardware. The project uses structure-
based configuration, too. The authors assume that a software product line already
has been developed completely. They apply knowledge-based configuration in or-
der to bind the variabilities of the software product line while respecting customer-
specified constraints. These constraints are called requirements on the solution.

A difference between our aim and the ConIPF project is that that the latter
configures software, but not software requirements. The notion of requirements is
different. For the goals of the ConIPF project, one only must know sufficiently
much about the software components to be able to configure them. One does not
need to describe the requirements on the software completely. In contrast, we indeed
describe the family of software requirements completely and then configure individual
requirements specifications.

Nevertheless, it should be possible to apply knowledge-based configuration to a
family of software requirements, too. This might be helpful if the family is so complex
that simple configuration approaches do not suffice anymore.



Chapter 4

Object-Oriented Principles and
Mechanisms for Families of
Programs

The object-oriented paradigm offers structuring principles and mechanisms for orga-
nizing a family of programs. Many of these can be used for families of requirements,
too. A family of programs is a special case of reuse. Historically, reuse was a major
goal of object-orientation. Good object-oriented design follows structuring principles
that facilitate reuse. Object-oriented languages offer mechanisms for composition
that can be used to follow the basic structuring principles for reuse. The Unified
Modelling Language (UML) [OMG03, RJB98] is the current standard notation in
object-oriented analysis and design; the UML offers the structuring mechanisms dis-
cussed.

4.1 Structuring Principles for Reuse

Good object-oriented design follows structuring principles that facilitate reuse.
Object-orientated design is often used for agile software development. In this context,
“reuse” happens at a finer granularity than entire products. Nevertheless, the funda-
mental problems of reuse are universal to software engineering, as are the principles
for mastering them.

We take the presentation and definition of the structuring principles from Martin
[Mar03]. There is a host of literature on object-oriented design. Nearly every author
uses slightly different definitions and wordings. We decided to use the presentation
of Martin because it fits the structure of this section nicely. It is a current, deep,
and comprehensive presentation of the basic structuring principles.

Martin [Mar03] presents five basic structuring principles of agile, object-oriented
design. The basic principles are the

• single responsibility principle, the

• open-closed principle, the
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• Liskov substitution principle, the

• dependency inversion principle, and the

• interface segregation principle.

The basic principles are supplemented by six more principles for splitting a large
software system into packages.

4.1.1 The Single Responsibility Principle

A class should have only one reason to change.

DeMarco [DeM79] and Page-Jones [PJ88] originally called this principle
“cohesion”.

Martin defines a responsibility to be “a reason for change”. If you can think
of more than one motive for changing a class, then that class has more than one
responsibility.

The rationale for the single responsibility principle is that each responsibility is
an axis of change. If a class has more than one responsibility, then the responsibilities
become coupled. Changes to one responsibility may impair or inhibit the ability of
the class to meet the others. This kind of coupling leads to fragile designs that break
in unexpected ways when changed.

A corollary of the principle is that an axis of change is an axis of change only
if the changes actually occur. In agile software development, it is not wise to apply
the principle if there is no symptom.

4.1.2 The Open-Closed Principle

Software entities (classes, modules, functions, etc.) should be open for
extension, but closed for modification.

Meyer [Mey88] coined the open-closed principle.
The goals of openness and closedness appear to be at odds, but they can be

reconciled by abstraction. A module must be open to adding new behaviours, i.e., to
changing what the module does. A module must be closed for modification, i.e., the
source and the binary code of it must not be changed. We can make a module both
open and closed by finding suitable abstractions. These are represented by abstract
base classes in object-oriented languages.

There are two common patterns to satisfy the open-closed principle, the strategy
pattern and the template method pattern. The strategy pattern decouples a client
class from changes to a server class. The strategy pattern introduces an abstract
interface for the client. Both the client class and the server class now depend on
the abstract interface class. In particular, the client class does not depend on the
server class anymore. The template method pattern separates a generic policy from
implementation details. A policy class provides concrete public functions that im-
plement a policy of some kind. As before, these policy functions describe some work
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that needs to be done in terms of some abstract interfaces. However, the abstract
interfaces are part of the policy class itself. They are implemented in the subclasses
of the policy class.

The closure for modification cannot be complete; therefore it must be strategic.
There will always be some kind of change against which a module is not closed. We
can invent abstractions only for changes that we can anticipate. And “adding the
hooks” is expensive. It takes development time and effort to create the appropriate
abstractions. Those abstractions also increase the complexity of the software design.
We must guess the most likely changes and then construct abstractions to protect
us from those changes.

4.1.3 The Liskov Substitution Principle

Subtypes must be substitutable for their base types.

Liskov [Lis88] first formulated this principle.
The Liskov substitution principle gives a design rule for the use of inheritance

as a mechanism for the open-closed principle. The primary mechanisms behind
the open-closed principle are abstraction and polymorphism. In statically typed
languages like C++ and Java, one of the key mechanisms that supports abstraction
and polymorphism is inheritance.

The term “is a” is too broad to act as a definition of a subtype. The true definition
of a subtype is “substitutable”, where substitutability is defined by either an explicit
or implicit contract.

An example of a violation of the Liskov substitution principle is about a “rectan-
gle” class and a “square” class. Assume that we have a rectangle class, with a width
and a height. We now need a square class. We decide that a square “is a” rectangle
and let the square class inherit from the rectangle class. The square class adds and
enforces the invariant that the width and the height of it are the same. But the
rectangle class may have the implicit, contradicting invariant that the width and the
height can change independently of each other. Some code may first set the width
and then the height, and legitimately expect that the width remains unchanged by
setting the height. This expectation will be violated when the code is applied to a
square. The “is a” relationship is about behaviour. Therefore, a square definitely
is not a rectangle.

Design by contract [Mey88] is a technique to make “reasonable assumptions” by
users explicit. In the language Eiffel, a routine can (and should) have a precondi-
tion and a postcondition. These are two predicates. When the routine is called, it
guarantees that the postcondition will be true upon completion, provided that the
precondition was true upon invocation. It is the duty of the caller to ensure the
satisfaction of the precondition. A class can also have invariants. All routines must
guarantee the invariants to be true in all stable states. A derived class may only
weaken a precondition, strengthen a postcondition, and strenghten an invariant.

In the example about the rectangle and the square, design by contract prevents
the problem. The set-height method of the rectangle class then has the explicit
postcondition that the height is set to the new value, and that most other properties
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of the rectangle remain unchanged, in particular including its width. When we
then let a square class inherit from the rectangle class, the conflict is obvious. The
additional, explicit class invariant of the square class weakens the postcondition
of the set-height method and makes it false for any change of value. Therefore,
any implementation of this method for the rectangle class explicitly violates the
postcondition for the square class. This is easy to see for the specifier of the square
class.

Contracts can also by specified by unit tests. Authors of client code will want to
review the unit tests so that they know what to reasonably assume about the classes
they are using.

There are heuristics that give some clues about Liskov substitution principle
violations. They all have to do with derivative classes that somehow remove func-
tionality from their base classes. The heuristics are: look for degenerate functions in
derivatives (a degenerate function does less or is even empty), and look if a derivative
throws an additional exception.

Beyond Martin, we conclude that the mechanism of inheritance is of less use than
it appears at first sight. We cannot simply adapt an “almost right” class to our needs
by inheritance. If we use inheritance for subtyping and follow the Liskov substitution
principle to support the open-closed principle, then a subclass may only concretize
the still unspecified behaviour of its superclass.

4.1.4 The Dependency Inversion Principle

Abstractions should not depend upon details. Details should depend upon
abstractions.

The dependency inversion principle helps to reuse policies (business rules, . . . ),
which are the most difficult things to reuse. In a naive layered architecture, the
(uppermost) policy layer depends on the mechanism layer, and the mechanism layer
depends on the utility layer. Therefore, the policies depend on the utilities. The
policies are unlikely to be portable.

The problem is solved by inverting the dependency. The policy layer provides a
policy service interface (and depends on it). The mechanism layer implements this
interface (and also depends on the interface). Therefore, the mechanism layer now
depends on the policy layer.

A more naive interpretation of the dependency inversion principle is the heuristic:
“depend on abstractions”. In more detail, this means: No variable should hold a
pointer or reference to an instance of a concrete class. No class should derive from
a concrete class. No method should override an implemented method of any of its
base classes.

This heuristic is naive, since we need the heuristic only if the base class is volatile.
If it is not going to change much, it does little harm to depend on it. For example,
Java’s String class is nonvolatile.

We can achieve the inversion of dependencies by dynamic or by static polymor-
phism. For example, a regulator class may dynamically get a thermometer class and
a heater class as parameters. In the language C++, we can use templates to achieve
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static polymorphism. The latter is less flexible, needs more recompilation, but is a
bit more efficient.

4.1.5 The Interface Segregation Principle

Clients should not be forced to depend upon methods that they do not
use. Interfaces belong to clients, not to hierarchies.

The interface segregation principle deals with the disadvantages of “fat” inter-
faces. Classes that have “fat” interfaces are classes whose interfaces are not cohesive.
A disadvantage of a “fat” interface is that a client applies a backward force on an
interface. For example, if a client is extended, it may need slightly more function-
ality provided through the interface; say, one more parameter. This can demand
for a modification of the interface because of the change to one of its clients. If
there are many clients for the interface, all of them may be affected. The interface
segregation principle acknowledges that there are objects that require noncohesive
interfaces; however, it suggests that clients should not know about them as a single
class. Instead, clients should know about abstract base classes that have cohesive
interfaces.

We can achive interface segregation by delegation or by multiple inheritance. For
example, assume that we have a Door class, and that we want to write a TimedDoor
class. The TimedDoor should sound an alarm when the door has been left open for
too long. We already have a Timer class; when an object wishes to be informed
about a timeout, it calls the Register function of the Timer. Its arguments include
a pointer to a TimerClient object whose TimeOut function will be called when the
timeout expires. In a naive solution with single inheritance, TimedDoor inherits from
Door, which in turn must inherit from TimerClient. This allows the TimedDoor to
be notified of the TimeOut. But we should not inherit the definition of TimerClient
in the original Door class. This would make all other kinds of doors depend on
TimerClient, too. We can solve the problem by delegation. The TimedDoor creates
a DoorTimerAdapter object, which inherits from TimerClient, and which delegates
the TimeOut event back to the TimedDoor. Alternatively, we can solve the problem
by multiple inheritance. TimedDoor inherits both from Door and TimerClient. The
latter is the preferred solution of Martin.

4.1.6 Principles for Packaging

Large software applications need some kind of high-level organization. Classes are
too finely grained to be used as the sole organizational unit for large applications.
We need packages. Martin presents three principles of package cohesion and three
principles of package coupling. The former help us to allocate classes to packages.
The latter help us determine how packages should be interrelated.

The Release-Reuse Equivalence Principle:
The granule of reuse is the granule of release.
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The release-reuse equivalence principle gives the reuser safety. He can decide
himself when to switch to a new release. One only reuses things that are
packaged and can be tracked with release numbers.

The Common Closure Principle:
The classes in a package should be closed together against the same kinds of
changes. A change that affects a closed package affects all the classes in that
package and no other packages.

This is the single-responsibility principle restated for packages.

The Common Reuse Principle:
The classes in a package are reused together. If you reuse one of the classes in
a package, you reuse them all.

The common reuse principle helps us to decide which classes should be placed
into a package. The principle says that classes which are not tightly bound to
each other with class relationships should not be in the same package. There is
a dependency relation at the level of packages, too. Every time a used package
is released, the using package must be revalidated and rereleased.

The Acyclic Dependencies Principle:
Allow no cycles in the package dependency graph.

The acyclic dependencies principle allows a developer team to adopt the ad-
vances of other teams at their own pace. No global synchronization of the
teams is required. All packages are released individually.

The Stable Dependencies Principle:
Depend in the direction of stability.

Any package that we expect to be volatile should not be depended on by a
package that is difficult to change. Otherwise the volatile package will also be
difficult to change.

Stability is related to the amount of work required to make a change. A package
with lots of incoming dependencies is very stable because it requires a great
deal of work to reconcile any changes with all the dependend packages.

The Stable Abstractions Principle:
A package should be as abstract as it is stable.

The stability of a package should not prevent it from being extended. An
instable package should be concrete since its instability allows the concrete
code within it to be easily changed.

The stable abstractions principle and the stable dependencies principle com-
bined amount to the dependency inversion principle for packages.
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4.2 Basic Mechanisms for Composition

Object-oriented languages offer mechanisms for composition that can be used to
follow the above basic structuring principles for reuse. The three basic mechanisms
are

• genericity / parameterized types,

• object composition and delegation, and

• inheritance (of classes or of interfaces).

The first two of the mechanisms are used outside of object-orientation, too, of course.
Then, “object composition” becomes the composition of some other kind of module.

All kinds of composition need some unit of code grouping; in object-orientation,
the unit usually is the “class”.

The mechanisms for composition are related; we can achieve the same goal by
different mechanisms. In particular, inheritance can always be substituted by at least
one of the two non-object-oriented mechanisms for composition. We discuss this in
the end of this section.

4.2.1 Genericity

Genericity means that a module/class can have parameters, in particular type pa-
rameters.

Genericity can be accompanied by static polymorphism. The language Ada is an
example for this. Static polymorphism means that the admissible types for a param-
eter all have an operation with a specified name, but with a different implementation
for each type. The operation’s name is the same for the operations of all types. One
of the operations is chosen when the parameter is instantiated. This must happen
at compile time. The template mechanism of the language C++ is similar.

4.2.2 Object Composition and Delegation

Object composition achieves new, complex functionality by putting simpler mod-
ules/objects together. The simpler modules must have well-defined interfaces. Ob-
ject composition is black-box reuse.

Delegation (in the sense of, e. g., [GHJV95]) means that a first module/object re-
ceives a request for an operation, but forwards this request to a second module/object
for the actual processing. The first module/object includes a reference to itself in its
request, such that the second module/object can manipulate the first’s state. Dele-
gation facilitates the composition of behaviour at runtime, including a change of the
composition structure.
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4.2.3 Inheritance

Inheritance is a syntactic mechanism present in all object-oriented languages; it is
complemented by polymorphism and dynamic binding. Inheritance allows to reuse
parts of a superclass in a subclass. We can distinguish inheritance of classes and
inheritance of interfaces. Inheritance of classes is reuse of code. Inheritance of
interfaces is subtyping.

(Dynamic) polymorphism is the ability of an entity to refer to different classes
at runtime. Inheritance restricts the set of possible classes (in a typed language)
[Mey88].

Dynamic Binding means that the dynamic form of an object determines at run-
time which of the several versions of a polymorphic operation is used.

4.2.4 Relationship of the Mechanisms

The mechanisms are related; we can achieve the same goal by different mechanisms.
Object composition and delegation together are equally powerful as class inheritance.
Genericity is less powerful than inheritance. The side conditions determine what
mechanism is best used in any particular case.

Object composition and delegation together are equally powerful as class inher-
itance, according to Gamma et al. [GHJV95]. Delegation can achieve the same
dynamic binding as polymorphism in inheritance. Class inheritance has the advan-
tage that it allows for default implementations of operations that can be redefined.
(However, this can be dangerous if it violates the Liskov substition principle.) Ob-
ject composition is more flexible when changing the composed behaviour at runtime.
Readability and efficiency are a bit lower for object composition than for class inheri-
tance. Class inheritance is white-box reuse, whereas object composition is black-box
reuse. Gamma et al. therefore generally prefer object composition over class inheri-
tance [GHJV95].

Genericity is less powerful than inheritance, finds Meyer [Mey88, Chap. 19].
Genericity allows static polymorphism (e.g., in Ada), but not dynamic polymor-
phism with dynamic binding. Ada does not allow to select the appropriate routine
at runtime. The only way to simulate this is not acceptable because it violates basic
principles. We can use variant records. But this distributes the secrets of a module
and it also closes the module against extenstions. The other way around, we can
express genericity with inheritance. But the discussion of Meyer demonstrates this
to be awkward. Meyer’s language Eiffel therefore offers both mechanisms, suitably
restricted to avoid redundancy.

4.3 UML Notation for Composition

The Unified Modelling Language (UML) [OMG03, RJB98] is the current standard
notation in object-oriented analysis and design; the UML offers the structuring mech-
anisms discussed. Additionally, it allows to document dependencies explicitly. (We
will come back to dependencies later in this book.) It does not matter that the
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CharBuffer

Buffer

put(T)

get(T)

<<bind>>  (Char)

Buffer<Integer>

T

Figure 4.1: UML notation for a parameterized class (template) and two notations
for binding it.

UML is a modelling language and not a programming language. We need the same
structuring mechanisms when we describe a design with class diagrams.

A UML class is the descriptor for a set of objects with similar structure, be-
haviour, and relationships. UML provides a graphical notation for declaring and
using classes. A class is drawn as a solid-outline rectangle with three compartments
separated by horizontal lines. The top name compartment holds the class name and
other general properties of the class; the middle list compartment holds a list of
attributes; the bottom list compartment holds a list of operations [OMG03].

4.3.1 Genericity

A parameterized class (template) is the descriptor for a class with one or more un-
bound formal parameters. It defines a family of classes, each class specified by bind-
ing the parameters to actual values. Typically, the parameters represent attribute
types; however, they can also represent integers, other types, or even operations.
Attributes and operations within the template are defined in terms of the formal
parameters so they too become bound when the template itself is bound to actual
values. A small dashed rectangle is superimposed on the upper right-hand corner of
the rectangle for the class. The dashed rectangle contains a parameter list of formal
parameters for the class and their implementation types. To be used, a template’s
formal parameters must be bound to actual values. The relationship between the
bound element and its template may be shown by a dependency relationship with
the keyword ≪bind≫. The actual parameters are shown in parentheses after the
keyword. The attribute and operation compartments are normally suppressed within
a bound class, because they must not be modified. Alternatively, a bound element
is indicated in text form as the template name followed by the actual parameters in
angle brackets [OMG03]. Figure 4.1 shows examples.
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Modem Dialler

(a) Navigable association.

Family Person

(b) Aggregation.

Family Person

(c) Composition.

Figure 4.2: Three UML notations for object composition (after [Mar03]).

4.3.2 Object Composition and Delegation

Object composition can be represented in UML by object diagrams. The use of object
diagrams is fairly limited in UML, mainly to show examples of data structures. An
object diagram is a graph of instances, including objects and data values. A static
object diagram is an instance of a class diagram; it shows a snapshot of the detailed
state of a system at a point in time.

Class composition can be represented in UML by an association that is navigable,
by an aggregation, or by a (UML) composition. An navigable association allows
instances of a first class to send messages to instances of a second class. A navigable
association is drawn as a solid path connecting the two classifier symbols, with an
arrow attached to the second class’s end of the path. An aggregation is a special
form of an association. It represents (vaguely) some kind of whole/part relationship.
An aggregation is drawn with a hollow diamond attached the the first class’s end of
the path. A composition is a special form of an aggregation. A composition implies
that the “whole” is responsible for the lifetime of its “part”. A composition is drawn
with a filled diamond instead of a hollow diamond. Figure 4.2 shows an example for
each of the three notations.

Delegation can be expressed in UML insofar as that we can specify that an
operation of the forwarded-to object will be invoked. The actual parameters of the
operation must include a reference to the forwarding object.
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4.3.3 Inheritance

The UML offers notations for three important underlying concepts of inheritance
and a notation for an important related concept. The underlying concepts are the
interface, realization, and generalization; the related concept is the constraint (pre-
condition, postcondition, or invariant). Inheritance in the raw form of Sect. 4.2.3
above is not supported; this is not required when the above basic structuring prin-
ciples are followed. The random use of inheritance in its raw form would even break
these principles.

A UML interface for a class specifies the signature of externally-visible operations.
Each interface often specifies only a subset of all such operations of a class. Interfaces
do not have an implementation. They lack attributes, states, or associations; they
only have operations. An interface is formally equivalent to an abstract class with no
attributes and no methods and only abstract operations. An interface may be shown
using the full rectangle symbol with compartments and the keyword ≪interface≫. A
list of operations supported by the interface is placed in the operation compartment.
The attribute compartment may be omitted because it is always empty. An interface
may also be displayed as a small “lollipop” shape. The shape consists of a circle and
a solid line that is attached to a class that supports the interface. The name of
the interface is placed below the circle. The operations provided are not shown in
this notation. A class that uses or requires the operations supplied by the interface
may be attached to the circle by a dashed arrow pointing to the circle [OMG03].
Figure 4.3 presents examples for both notations.

A realization relationship indicates that a class implements a type. The realizing
class provides at least all the operations of the type, with the same behaviour, but
it does not imply inheritance of structure (attributes or associations). A realization
relationship is drawn as a dashed line with a solid triangular arrowhead [OMG03].
Figure 4.4 shows an example for a UML notation. The relation between an interface
and its implementing class is also one of realization; the latter realizes the former.

Generalization is a taxonomic relationship between a more general element (the
parent) and a more specific element (the child). The child must be fully consistent
with the first element and adds additional information. It is essential that the child
is substitutable for the parent. A generalization is drawn as a solid-line path from
the child to the parent, with a large hollow triangle at the end of the path where it
meets the more general element. Figure 4.5 shows an example for a UML notation.

Constraints allow design by contract. Constraints can be preconditions, post-
conditions, or invariants. Constraints can be expressed in the Object Constraint
Language (OCL). The OCL is a formal language within the UML. The keywords
“inv”, “pre” and “post” denote the stereotypes of a constraint; respectively invari-
ant, precondition, and postcondition. The optional keyword “context” can introduce
the context for the OCL expression. The actual OCL expression comes after a colon.
Figure 4.6 shows a simple example of the OCL notation.
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OdometerDriver

getDistance

resetDistance

wheelPulse

currDistance
NavigationSystem

Odometer

getDistance

resetDistance

<<interface>>
<<use>>

(a) Long form.

OdometerDriver

getDistance

resetDistance

wheelPulse

currDistance
NavigationSystem <<use>>

Odometer

(b) Short form.

Figure 4.3: Two UML notations for an interface.

removeElement(Object)

testElement(Object):Boolean

addElement(Object)

Set

<<type>>

removeElement(Object)

testElement(Object):Boolean

addElement(Object)

setTableSize(Integer)

<<implementationClass>>

HashTableSet

Figure 4.4: A UML notation for realization (after [OMG03]).

CorporateCustomer PersonalCustomer

Customer

Figure 4.5: A UML notation for generalization.
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context Company inv:

self.numberOfEmployees > 50

Figure 4.6: A simple example of the Object Constraint Language (OCL) of UML
(after [OMG03]).

ClassC

<<friend>>
ClassA ClassB

<<instantiate>>

<<call>>

Figure 4.7: UML notation for dependencies (after [OMG03]).

4.3.4 Dependency Relationship

A dependency relationship indicates that a change to one model element may require
a change to another model element. A dependency is shown in UML as a dashed
arrow between the two model elements. The model element at the tail of the arrow
depends on the model element at the arrowhead. Figure 4.7 shows an example.
The following kinds of dependency are predefined and may be indicated with the
respective keyword in guillemets: access, bind, derive, import, refine, trace, and
use. The “use” dependency means that one element requires the presence of another
element for its correct implementation or functioning. It may be stereotyped further
to indicate the exact nature of the dependency, such as calling an operation of another
class, granting permission for access, instantiating an object of another class, etc.
[OMG03]. We will come back to the “use” dependency later in this book.



Chapter 5

Information Hiding
Requirements Modules

A family of requirements can be organized into requirements modules to make it
easier to maintain; however, existing formal languages do not fully support this.
Requirements modules mean encapsulation in the information hiding sense. A re-
quirements module is a set of properties that are likely to change together. We need a
hierarchy of requirements modules to structure a large number of requirements. This
approach conforms to the structuring principles for families of object-oriented pro-
grams in the literature. Several recent architectures for families of telephone switch-
ing systems already separate some inportant concerns into modules and thereby
avoid some kinds of undesired feature interactions. But existing formal languages
such as the well-known formalisms Z and Object-Z do not fully support hierarchical
requirements structuring. We therefore will extend the formalism Z suitably in the
next chapter. This extension will also be a necessary base for our feature construct
in Chapter 7.

5.1 Information Hiding Definitions

Information hiding helps to structure a large software system design into modules
such that it can be maintained. We now introduce some definitions from the literature
as a base for our further discussion. We also point out that this section is about
design, not yet about requirements.

5.1.1 Definitions

A module in the information hiding sense [Par72, Wei01, PCW85] is a work assign-
ment to a developer or a team of developers. (There are many other meanings of
this word, we use this meaning only here.) Such a work assignment should be as
self-contained as possible. This reduces the effort to develop the system, it reduces
the effort to make changes to the system later, and it improves comprehensibility.
A successful software system will be changed many times over its life time. When
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some design decision must be changed, a change should be necessary in one module
only. A design decision usually must be changed when some requirement changes.

The secret of a module is a piece of information that might change. No other
module may rely on the knowledge of such a secret. Sometimes we distinguish
between a primary and a secondary secret. A primary secret is hidden information
that was specified to the software designer. A secondary secret is a design decision
made by the designer when implementing the module that hides the primary secret.

The interface between modules is the set of assumptions that they make about
each other. This not only includes syntactic conventions, but also any assumptions
on the behaviour of the other modules. A developer needs to know the interface of
a module only in order to use its services in another module.

There can be a hierarchy of modules. We need it for large systems. Its structure
is documented in a module guide. The module guide describes the module structure
by characterizing each module’s secrets.

A fundamental criterion for designing the module structure of a software system
is: identify the requirements and the design decisions that are likely to change, and
encapsulate each as the secret of a separate module. If such a module is too large for
one developer, the approach must be applied recursively. This leads to making the
most stable design decisions first and those most likely to change last. The three top-
level modules for almost any software system should be the hardware/platform-hiding
module, the behaviour-hiding module and the software decision module. These mod-
ules must then be decomposed recursively, depending on the individual system. The
structure presented in [PCW85] might serve as a template.

An abstraction of a set of entities is a description that applies equally well to any
one of them. An abstract interface is an abstraction that represents more than one
interface; it exactly and only consists of the assumptions that are included in all of
the interfaces that it represents. A device interface module is a set of programs that
translate between the abstract interface and the actual hardware interface [HBPP81].
Having an abstract interface for a device allows to replace the device during mainte-
nance by another, similar model with a different hardware interface, without changing
more than one module.

Information hiding enables to design software for ease of extension and contrac-
tion. Design for change must include the identification of the minimal subset that
might conceivably perform a useful service, and it must include the search for a set
of minimal increments to the system [Par79]. The emphasis on minimality stems
from the desire to avoid components that perform more than one function.

The relation “uses” among programs (i.e., pieces of code) describes a correctness
dependency. A program A uses B if correct execution of B may be necessary for A
to complete the task described in A’s specification. We can facilitate the extension
and contraction of a software, if we design the uses relation to be a hierarchy (i.e.,
loop-free), and if we restrict it as follows. A is allowed to use B only when all of the
following conditions hold: (1) A is essentially simpler because it uses B . (2) B is not
substantially more complex because it is not allowed to use A. (3) There is a useful
subset containing B and not A. (4) There is no conceivably useful subset containing
A but not B .
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Information hiding is also a base for the design and development of program fam-
ilies (see Sect. 3.2). A set of programs constitutes a family, whenever it is worthwhile
to study programs from this set by first studying the common properties of the set
and then determining the special properties of the individual family member [Par76].

The single responsibility principle in object-orientation (see Chap. 4.1.1) is a
reformulation of the information hiding principle, but with less details and with less
advice. We will discuss this further in Sect. 5.4 below.

5.1.2 Families of Programs vs. Families of Requirements

A family of requirements needs a module structure, too, but the above kind of
modules is not directly suitable. The above modules are a product of the software
design. Their secret can be a requirement or a design decision. Their structure is a
software design structure. Such artefacts of the software design do not belong into
the software requirements. But we can adapt the idea.

5.2 Requirements Modules for Families of Re-

quirements

A requirements module is a set of properties that are likely to change together. The
likeliness of change of a property in a family is determined by its abstractness. The
abstractness of a property in a family is determined by the share of the family in
which the property is included in. A requirements module is an abstract requirements
specification. An abstract requirements specification is a subset of properties of a
single product. It will hold equally well for several or even all products of the product
space.

The module structure for a family of requirements shall reduce the work to specify
another member of the family. It shall restrict the addition of new requirements to a
few places. And it shall help to ensure the consistency of the newly specified member.

5.2.1 Abstractness of a Property

Each of the properties is an abstract requirement. The property holds for all members
of the family that include this property. This is in accordance with the definition of
“abstract” above.

In principle, we could define a metric for the abstractness of a property. One
property is more abstract than another if it is always included when the other is
included, and at least for one more family member. A property is most abstract if it is
included in all members of the family. We would need to assign concrete numbers for
a complete metrics. Using the cardinality of the subset where the property is included
is only one possibility. Any concrete metric should depend on the application domain.
It should take the relative “importance” of family members into account.

In practice however, we will not use such a metric. It requires that we have
access to the explicit specifications of all family members. This is not the case for
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the families of requirements in which we are interested. In practice, we can estimate
the abstractness of a property only. However, we are only interested in qualita-
tive, relative comparisons of abstractness, anyway. This suffices for the following
considerations.

5.2.2 Likeliness of Change

We can regard the abstractness of a property as determining the likeliness of its
change. When we step randomly from one family member to another one, the
property will be added or removed with a likeliness that depends directly on its
abstractness.

Please note that “likeliness of change” has a slightly different meaning with fam-
ilies of requirements than in design. A design module encapsulates details that are
likely to change. “Change” in design means that the programs concerned are actually
modified, the old version of the programs is discarded. There is no inherent config-
uration management in the classical information hiding approach. (Even though it
can and should be added on top of it. See “families of programs” in Sect. 3.2). With
families of requirements, we do not discard any property that we ever specified ex-
plicitly. We put it under configuration management. We include it in some versions
of the requirements document, and we don’t in others. Therefore, we do not need to
protect a property against change in the classical sense.

We distinguish between the likeliness of change for a single property and the
likeliness that a set of properties changes together. There can be a set of properties
that is either included completely, or of which no element is included, for a large part
of the family. In this case, there is a strong correlation of being included or not.

Both kinds of likeliness of change are important for a suitable requirements mod-
ule structure. Properties that change together should be arranged together, in the
description of the family of requirements. And the likeliness of change for a single
property should determine whether other properties depend on it or not. The ratio-
nale for arranging properties together that change together is the historically proven
success of the information hiding approach with design modules.

5.2.3 Right Size of Properties

The right size of the properties, when taken as the atomic objects of configuration
management, depends on the size of the family. We must split up the requirements
specification into small properties when a family of requirements has a large number
of potentially specified members. We want to avoid to specify the same aspect A
in two different properties. This can happen if we specify two aspects A, B in one
property P1 first and then need to specify A in another property P2 again, because
there is a family member that has A but not B .

In case of doubt, we should make a property in the requirements as small as
possible while being useful. This is a safe strategy when we cannot overlook the
entire set of family members easily. Such a specified property will be much smaller
than the user of a new system or of a new feature usually thinks.
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By small, we mean abstract in the above sense. A small property is part of the
requirements of as many useful potential systems as possible. The goal is that each
time a new member is specified, we will never need to copy and modify any existing
property. The new member will only exchange one or more entire properties by one
or more other properties.

5.3 A Hierarchy of Requirements Modules

We need a hierarchy of requirements modules to structure a large number of require-
ments. When we have a large number of requirements and therefore of requirements
modules, we need some additional structure. It shall help the reader of a require-
ments document to find easily the module he/she is interested in. We structure the
requirements modules analogously to the hierarchy of design modules [PCW85].

We propose to use a hierarchy of requirements modules. Each leaf module should
consist of a relatively small number of properties that are quite likely to change
together, as discussed above. These modules shall be grouped together into higher-
level requirements modules. The criterion for grouping modules together is the same
as above: the likeliness of changing together for the properties in these modules. This
assumes that we have several degrees of correlation. The number of properties in a
leaf module and the number of modules in a higher-level module should be so small
that a reader can still grasp the structure of the module. If necessary, we repeat the
grouping of modules recursively. At the top level, the properties of different modules
should be most independent.

A criterion for the quality of the organization of the specified requirements mod-
ules is how many modules must be changed for obtaining another family member,
on the average. These change costs must be weighted with the probability that the
change actually occurs.

Having a hierarchy of requirements modules and sub-modules helps to make both
small and larger changes. We assume that small changes are more probable than large
changes. For a small change, it should suffice to change a small requirements sub-
module far down in the hierarchy. For a larger change, we must touch a requirements
module further up, which consists of several smaller sub-modules.

5.3.1 A Standard Hierarchy Structure

We propose a standard structure for a requirements module hierarchy. It has the
same top-level structure as for design modules, which has historically proven to be
suitable for almost all systems [Wei01]. There is only one major difference: the
design module structure additionally has a software decision module. Such a module
does not make sense for the requirements, obviously. Figure 5.1 summarizes the
template requirements module hierarchy. We will present a concrete example of a
requirements module decomposition in Sect. 6.5 below.

There usually should be two top-level modules: an environment module and a
system behaviour module. The environment module specifies the relevant parts of
the world that are assumed to exist by the system. If the pre-existing hardware
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1. environment module

1.1 computing platform module

1.1.1 data type module

1.1.2 (concurrent execution module)

1.1.3 (distributed processing module)

1.1.4 (. . . )

1.2 device interface module

1.2.1 device 1 module

1.2.2 device 2 module

1.2.3 . . .

2. system behaviour module

2.1 function driver module

2.1.1 . . .

2.2 shared services module

2.2.1 (. . . )

Figure 5.1: Template requirements module hierarchy.

or the pre-existing software changes, this module must be changed. The module
hides the details of the world that vary for different family members. The system
behaviour module specifies what the system to build effects in its environment. The
module hides this behaviour as its secret. The behaviour is specified in terms of the
abstractions provided by the environment module.

There is a cosmetic difference to the original names of the top-level modules
[PCW85]: we renamed the “hardware-hiding module” to “environment module”. In
the original specification of the A-7 aircraft, the only environment of the software to
build was the bare hardware. Hence the name of the module. Nowadays, there often
is pre-existing software in the environment, too. An example is an operating system
including a complete graphical user interface. Hence our more general name. Fur-
thermore, as a consequence we slightly changed the name “behaviour-hiding module”
to “system behaviour module”. This gives us back the right contrast to the other
module’s name.

The second level from top should take the module hierarchy from [PCW85] as a
template, too: the environment module should contain a computing platform module
and a device interface module. The computing platform module hides those char-
acteristics of the underlying computing platform that vary from one family member
to another. In particular, it hides the details of the platform’s native data types. If
applicable, it also hides the platform’s facilities for concurrent execution, for commu-
nication among the different, distributed locations of itself, and so on. The device
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interface module hides the varying details of the concrete peripheral devices that
allow the software to achieve its goal in the physical world. There usually is one
third-level module per device, the same detailed grouping rules as in [PCW85] apply.

Again there is a cosmetic difference in naming with respect to [PCW85]: We re-
named the “extended computer module” to “computing platform module”. The A-7
system ran on a single computer only, while nowadays many systems are distributed
in nature. Hence our more general name.

The (top-level) system behaviour module should be composed of a function driver
module and a shared services module that supports the function driver module. Each
function driver module describes all properties of a set of closely related outputs.
Outputs are considered closely related if it is easier to describe their values together
than individually. The behaviour is specified in terms of the abstractions provided
by the environment module, not in terms of concrete devices. Some aspects may be
common to several function driver modules. If there is a change in that aspect of
the behaviour, it will affect all of the function driver modules that share it. Such
aspects should be grouped into third-level modules that are contained in the shared
services module. In this case, the function driver modules shall contain a note that
further properties can be found in the shared services module.

5.4 Object-Oriented Structuring Principles and

Requirements Modules

The approach with a hierarchy of requirements modules conforms to the structuring
principles for families of object-oriented programs in the literature; additionally,
the requirements modules are grouped into a full-fledged hierarchy, while object-
oriented code is grouped at the two levels of class and package only. We presented
the principles from object-orientation in Chap. 4.1 above.

When we do a comparison, we have to keep two differences in mind: the slightly
different domain and the different degree of detail. The structuring principles for
families of object-oriented programs are formulated for design, not for requirements.
Also, we first want to look at which basic principles we need and only then we
want to introduce mechanisms. Several of the principles from object-orientation are
formulated assuming that the mechanism of inheritance is available. We here do not
(yet) assume this.

We now look at each of the structuring principles for families of object-oriented
programs.

The single responsibility principle is a reformulation of the information hiding
principle, but with less details and with less advice. The mechanism of the
class is taken to realize the principle of a module. The guideline then is the
same to put in only one secret / only one reason to change. But the single
responsibility principle does not have the hierarchy of modules, the criterion
for designing the module structure, and the clear definition that the interface
between modules are the assumptions that they make about each other. In
particular, the idea that a module may contain sub-modules is missing. The
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mechanism of inheritance in object-orientation is a rather different thing. In-
heritance allows to delegate the processing of a message to a superclass and it
allows to reuse the syntactic interface of a superclass, but it does not group
classes together. More closely related is the mechanism of the package. A
package contains a set of related classes (see Sect. 4.1.6 above).

The open-closed principle can be followed by finding suitable abstractions; find-
ing suitable abstractions is at the heart of the criteria for designing a module
structure. The emphasis of our approach on the likeliness of change is an em-
phasis on abstractness, and the sorting by the likeliness of change is a sorting by
abstractness. We can apply the strategy pattern (compare Sect. 4.1.2 above)
to satisfy the open-closed principle. The strategy pattern relies on abstract
interfaces; we discuss their use with requirements modules in more detail in
Sect. 6.4 below.

The Liskov substitution principle restricts the use of inheritance such that the
open-closed principle is not violated; the Liskov substitution principle is not
applicable here because we have not (yet) introduced the mechanism of inher-
itance anyway. Otherwise, our approach does allow to follow the open-closed
principle, as just discussed. The technique of design by contract makes as-
sumptions explicit, such that the Liskov substitution principle can be checked.
Making assumptions explicit is part of our notion of interface: the interface is
the set of assumptions that the modules make about each other.

The dependency inversion principle can be interpreted as the heuristic “de-
pend on abstractions”; this is also a rule in the information hiding approach. An
example are the device interface modules, as proposed in Sect. 5.3.1 above. We
discuss abstract interfaces for requirements modules in more detail in Sect. 6.4
below. The notion of the “uses” hierarchy is an important part of the infor-
mation hiding approach. The “uses” relation describes dependencies. We will
present support for handling dependencies in Sect. 6.1 below.

The interface segregation principle is realized by our principle of splitting a
“fat” interface into many small interface modules in Sect. 5.3.1 above, such
that a client module must only depend on what it needs.

The six more principles for splitting a large software system into packages
offer a simplified form of our hierarchical modules, but with only two levels of
hierarchy: the class and the package.

The Release-Reuse Equivalence Principle emphasizes that packages are
self-contained, stable modules.

The Common Closure Principle is the single-responsibility principle re-
stated for packages.

The Common Reuse Principle also says that a package shall be a cohesive
module.
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The Acyclic Dependencies Principle is closely related to the rule in in-
formation hiding that the “uses” relation shall be a hierarchy, i. e., free
of cycles. Compare our support for handling dependencies in Sect. 6.1
below.

The Stable Dependencies Principle is closely related to our distinction
between interface properties and secret properties in Sect. 6.3 below. This
distinction prevents that unstable properties are depended upon.

The Stable Abstractions Principle and the stable dependencies principle
combined amount to the dependency inversion principle for packages.

There is related work on object-orientation and information hiding. Andexer
[And01] takes the documentation structure that was developed with the information
hiding approach [PCW85] and applies it to object-oriented programs. The goal is the
reduction of maintenance costs. Andexer also discusses Parnas’ work on information
hiding and how software should be structured, but he does not relate Parnas’ work
to the structuring ideas used within object-orientation.

5.5 Telephone Switching Family Architectures

and Requirements Modules

Several recent architectures for families of telephone switching systems already sepa-
rate some inportant concerns into modules and thereby avoid some kinds of undesired
feature interactions. In Section 1.2.4, we already introduced to naive feature orien-
tation, and we showed why it is attractive but also can promote undesired feature
interactions. The Intelligent Network (IN) is the telephone switching industry’s cur-
rently implemented response to the demand for new features. It follows a rather
naive approach of feature orientation. Several more recent architectures separate
some important concerns better. Nevertheless, we find that some undesired feature
interactions can still happen in the new architectures; therefore we will come back
to the idea of features in Chapter 7 below.

5.5.1 The Intelligent Network

The Intelligent Network (IN) [ITU01, GRKK93, DuVi92] is the telephone switching
industry’s currently implemented response to the demand for new features. We
already introduced to it in Sect. 1.2.4 on naive feature orientation. We now show some
prominent examples where our principles for requirements structuring are violated.

The specification of the Intelligent Network is oriented along execution steps. It is
hard to specify a property of the IN without saying a lot about the exact sequencing
of steps. The Basic Call Process consists of explicit automata with explicit triggering
points, and the Service Independent Building Blocks of a feature are chained together
by the explicit sequencing of the Global Service Logic. This violates the principle of
making any single requirement as small and abstract as possible, and composing the
base system and the features from these atomic properties.
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The Service Independent Building Blocks (SIBs) provided in the standard
[ITU97b] are designed to be general in the sense that they offer a lot of functional-
ity. For example, the Charge SIB performs a special charging treatment for a call,
and the Algorithm SIB applies a mathematical algorithm to data to produce a data
result. Any details of the operations are controlled by run-time parameters. Any
concrete system requirements document must specify which charging or calculating
operations these SIBs support, respectively. From then on, it is likely that there will
come up another operation not yet supported. This will require a change of the SIB
concerned. This in turn threatens to break all other features using this SIB. SIBs
therefore are usually not a unit of most abstract requirement.

The Basic Call Process itself violates the principle of making any single require-
ment as small and abstract as possible. It specifies many different aspects at the
same time, as could be seen above. Instead of allowing for small requirements to
be taken out and in, a monolithic specification provides hooks for changes of its be-
haviour. Few properties of its behaviour will be valid for all sets of features. It is
hard to design a feature on top of this monolithic base system that will not break for
some combination of features. If the base system would consist of smaller, explicitly
stated properties with explicitly stated dependencies, then it would be easier to see
which features are affected when a new feature removes a certain property.

One example is the step from the two-party call to the n-party session. The Basic
Call Process is written in terms of the two-party call. Nevertheless, the Intelligent
Network allows to combine several call legs. The n-party call is necessary for such
features as Consultation Call, Conference Call, and Call Forwarding. Many features
and SIBs are designed with the two-party call in mind, though. For example, the
Screen SIB compares a data value against a list. If it is used to specify originating call
screening, the screening can fail. Call Forwarding can translate the dialled number
several times before making a connection. A single instance of the Screen SIB will
check only one of the numbers. Even though the Basic Call Process insinuates that
there is exactly one terminating side (Fig. 1.3), this property is not true for all
systems.

The user interface is likely to change, nevertheless its concerns are spread out.
This is so despite there being a User Interaction SIB that is intended to perform
the user interaction for one feature. Most of the IN features need to interact with a
user. This interaction must be possible through a scarce physical interface: twelve
buttons, a hook switch, and a few signal tones. Ten of the buttons are used already
by the base system. Physical signals must therefore be reused in different modes of
operation. But the definitions of several features implicitly assume exclusive access
to the user’s terminal device. There is no single requirement that specifies the scheme
how multiple features coordinate the access. The above interaction between a calling
card feature and a voice mail feature is a consequence. Both features assume exclusive
access to the “#” button. Details of the user interface are specified at the bottom
of the requirements, even though they are likely to change. We discuss this in more
detail in Chapter 8.
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5.5.2 An Agent Architecture

An agent architecture is outlined by Zibman et. al. [ZWO+96]. It separates several
concerns explicitly. There are four distinct types of agents: user agents, connection
agents, resource agents, and service agents. This separates user and terminal con-
cerns. The terminal resource agent encapsulates the user interface details, such as the
signal syntax. The distinct user and connection agents separate call and connection
concerns. The user agents bring the session abstraction with them. The connection
agents coordinate multiple resource agents. The resource agent separates resource
management from both session control and from the services.

It was a design goal that the introduction of new services should not require
modifications of existing software. Therefore POTS is represented by a single service
agent even though POTS really comprises several distinct concerns.

5.5.3 Tina, Race, and Acts

The Tina initiative (Telecommunication Information Network Architecture)
[MaCo00, Ab+97], the Race project (Research and technology development in Ad-
vanced Communications technologies in Europe), and the Acts project (Advanced
Communications Technologies & Services) developed and improved a new service
architecture for telecommunications.

These projects have added most of the interesting new abstractions explicitly
to the resulting architecture. For example, the explicit distinction between a user
and a terminal device splits up the host of properties that can be associated with
a directory number in the Intelligent Network. Therefore, the requirements of the
base system are more structured than for the Intelligent Network. The drawback is
that the architecture is quite far away from the structure of current systems, and a
transition would be expensive.

5.5.4 The DFC Virtual Architecture

The DFC (Distributed Feature Composition) virtual architecture is proposed by
Jackson and Zave [JaZa98]. It is implemented in an experimental IP telecommuni-
cation platform called BoxOS [BCP+04, ZGS04].

The DFC architecture allows to compose features in a pipe-and-filter network.
The filter boxes are relatively simple. This is in accordance with the principle of small
requirements. Also, several new abstractions are explicitly supported, for example
multi-party sessions and the distinction among users, the different roles they play,
and the different terminal devices they may use.

A strong point of BoxOS is that it can inter-operate with the existing telephone
network. However, part of its functionality is lost for these calls, naturally.

5.5.5 Aphrodite

Aphrodite is an agent-based architecture for Private Branch Exchanges that has been
implemented recently [Pin03].
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Each entity, device and application service is represented as an agent. Agents are
therefore abstractions. The often-changing details of the behaviour of an agent are
specified as policies. Policies can be changed easily since they are stored as data in
a table.

It is an explicit goal to make features small. For example, “transfer” is no longer
a feature, but made up of three different smaller features: “invoke transfer”, “try
transfer”, and “offer transfer”. Another stated goal is to make the assumptions
explicit that features make. Also, many new abstractions are already incorporated
in the base system as “internal features”.

5.5.6 Feature Interactions in the New Architectures

Some undesired feature interactions can still happen in the new architectures, such as
Tina, though. This is so despite that Tina avoids several kinds of feature interactions
which can occur in the IN, for example in the users’ interface and due to limited
network support. Violated assumptions or conflicting goals can still cause undesired
feature interactions.

Kolberg and Magill [KoMa98] report that many undesired feature interactions
known from the IN world can still happen between Tina services. Calling Number
Delivery (CND) could be implemented in Tina. It allows its users to see the iden-
tification of the inviting party. Independently, Calling Number Delivery Blocking
(CNDB) could be implemented. It allows its users to block the delivery of the iden-
tification information. When a user with CNDB invites a user with CND, it cannot
be decided who has priority, and whether the identification information should be
revealed. Tina does not provide any mechanisms to prevent such interactions, where
user goals conflict.

We will come back to the idea of features in Chapter 7 below.

5.6 Support for Requirements Modules and Fam-

ilies in Existing Formalisms

Existing formal languages such as the well-known formalisms Z (see Sect. 2.2) and
Object-Z [Smi00] do not fully support structuring by hierarchical requirements mod-
ules and by requirements families. Formal languages can be used to document re-
quirements rigorously. Rigorous requirements are necessary to ensure the depend-
ability of the software system. Embedded software systems are often expected to
be dependable. The formalism Z is a well-known notation to describe properties of
an information system precisely; however, we can express a module hierarchy and a
family only informally. Object-Z is the most popular of several extensions of Z that
add object-oriented mechanisms; however, it is not easier to express a module hier-
archy in Object-Z than in plain Z, and it is more difficult to express a family. This
is due to the fact that the standard object-oriented mechanisms have been added in
Object-Z, but no package mechanism. A package mechanism would have made the
ease of expression in Object-Z similar to plain Z. A host of other formal languages
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exists; we select Z here because it is comparably widely used. None of these other
languages fully support structuring by hierarchical requirements modules, too.

5.6.1 Modularity and Families in the Formalism Z

The formalism Z (see Sect. 2.2) is a well-known notation to describe properties of
an information system precisely; however, we can express a module hierarchy and
a family only informally. Z offers basic support for modularity. But there is no
formal way to express a multi-level hierarchy of modules. We can express a family of
requirements by a suitable convention. But there are some limitations when we want
to extract a single member of the family into a separate document automatically.

The Formalism Z

Z is a formalization of set theory; we can use it to specify a state transition system.
Z allows to specify a mathematical theory. A specification has a formal meaning
in terms of names and values. Every expression in Z has a type; the types can be
checked by an automated tool for consistency. We have atomic mathematical objects,
which can be put together to more complex objects. There is a rich mathematical
toolkit which provides us with a large body of the usual mathematical notation in
a well-defined way. Common conventions for Z allow to interpret the mathematical
theory of a specification as a state transition system. Following these conventions, we
describe the state space of the transition system by the set of values that a Z schema
may take. We describe the state transition relation by other, special Z schemas
called operations. And we describe the set of initial states by one more Z schema.
See Section 2.2 for details.

Z is standardized by the International Standardization Organization (ISO) [Z02].
Before this official standardization, Z was defined for many years by Spivey’s refer-
ence manual [Spi95]. The standard now provides a more detailed, well-structured
definition of the syntax and semantics of Z. The standard also provides a few exten-
sions to Spivey’s Z. One of these extensions is a structuring means for a specification
document.

Modularity

Z offers basic support for modularity. A schema allows to group variables together.
A paragraph is the basic formal unit of structure for Z. A section and a specification
are higher-level formal units of structure. The parents construct serves to specify
the dependency relation among sections.

A schema allows to group variables together. A schema is a signature together
with a property of the signature. For the moment, we might think of the components
of a schema as being simply the variables in its signature. Roughly speaking, the
signature and property parts of a schema correspond to the declaration and predicate
written in the text of the schema. The scope of a declaration of a schema is local to
the schema.
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But Z also allows global variables that are declared outside any schema. For
example, the symbols “+” and “<” from the mathematical library are technically
such global variables. We can introduce global variables by an axiomatic description.
The global variables together with with their types form a global signature [Spi95].

A paragraph is the basic formal unit of structure for Z. A Z specification document
consists of interleaved passages of formal text and informal prose explanation. The
formal text consists of a sequence of paragraphs. A paragraph can be, for example,
one type definition, one axiomatic description, or one schema definition. Spivey’s Z
already uses paragraphs [Spi95].

A section and a specification are higher-level formal units of structure. These
are extensions by the ISO standard. The aim is to offer modest but useful function-
ality; it is considered as a starting point [Art95]. A specification consists of sections,
which in turn consist of paragraphs. The meaning of a formal Z specification is the
set of named theories established by its sections. Each section adds one named the-
ory to the set established by its predecessors. A named theory associates a section
name with a set of models.

The section construct allows for a constraint-oriented, incremental style of spec-
ification. Each section has a self-contained formal meaning. Any initial sequence of
sections can be taken as the set of requirements for a variant of the specified system.
Each further section adds more constraints on the system (and new declarations).

The specification and section constructs are optional. If they are not used, the
entire set of paragraphs is considered to be a specification with one big section. This
makes the ISO extension compatible to Spivey’s Z.

The parents construct serves to specify the dependency relation among sections.
The parents construct is part of the section construct. It lists the names of other
sections of which the current section is an extension. Therefore, a section need not
be an extension of the previous section; the sections may be arranged independently
of their dependencies. Also, a section may have more than one parent section. In
this case, the sets of models of the parents’ theories are merged by a kind of logical
conjunction.

Hierarchy of Modules

There is no formal way to express a multi-level hierarchy of modules. That is, there is
no way to group related lower-level modules together into higher-level modules. It can
be done informally only. We can have a hierarchy of informal chapters, sections, sub-
sections and so on around the formal Z sections. But such an informal hierarchy is
already sufficient to arrange together the formal sections according to their likeliness
of change.
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Families

We can express a family of requirements by a suitable convention. For this, we use
the section construct together with the parents construct. The dependency relation
is a hierarchy, i. e., acyclic. We can use the convention that each bottom leaf section
in the hierarchy is one member of the family. Such a leaf section composes the desired
properties from other, non-bottom sections through its parent construct.

Extracting a Family Member

We can extract a single member of the family into a separate document automatically,
with some limitations. We must use the above convention that the leaves in the
dependency hierarchy of sections each specify one family member. We then can
indicate the family member desired through the name of the corresponding leaf
section. A suitable tool can follow the dependency relation in order to identify
all sections included in this family member. The tool then can copy the document
with the family into another document, while deleting those sections that are not
included.

A limitation is that we cannot select the appropriate informal text automatically.
Each sections terminates implicitely at the start of the next section. There is no
separate formal termination symbol. Where one section ends and another section
starts, it is not clear how the informal text between these two formal parts should
be split up. In particular, if there are higher-level, informal chapters, any informal
closing remarks of the first section are merged inseparably with any following informal
chapter heading. Furthermore, there is no way of determinining whether an informal
chapter has become completely empty by the section de-selection process. Such
an empty chapter should be removed, too. This avoids confusing empty chapter
headings, possibly with informal introductory remarks to non-existing sections.

5.6.2 Modularity and Families in the Formalism Object-Z

Object-Z [Smi00] is the most popular of several extensions of Z that add object-
oriented mechanisms; however, it is not easier to express a module hierarchy in
Object-Z than in plain Z, and it is more difficult to express a family. Object-Z
offers a basic support for modularity, too, but it is different from the one in plain Z.
Object-Z is similar to plain Z in that there is no formal way to express a multi-level
hierarchy of modules. Object-Z offers no easy way to express a family of requirements
formally; it falls back behind plain ISO Z with this respect. Accordingly, there is no
mechanizable way to extract a single member of a family into a separate document.

The Formalism Object-Z

Object-Z is a conservative extension of Spivey’s version of Z [Spi95]; Object-Z adds
the mechanisms of class, object, inheritance, and polymorphism. All syntax and
semantics of Spivey’s Z is also part of Object-Z. According to Smith [Smi00], a
primary motivation for Object-Z was the need to enhance the structuring means in
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Z for medium- to large-scale systems; a more fundamental motivation was the desire
to investigate the integration of formal techniques with object-orientation.

A class groups together variables and operations on them; a class has an explicit
syntactic interface. A class definition contains a single state schema, its initial state
schema, and operation schemas. A class definition also contains a visibility list. It
explicitly defines which variables and operations can be referred to from outside the
class. Therefore, a class has an explicit signature (here not meant in the formal sense
of Z). Class definitions may not be nested.

An object is an instance of a class. An object is identified uniquely by an object
identity. An object is a persistent entity and continues to exist despite changes to its
state. Object-Z has a reference semantics; a variable can have an object identity as
its value. Object-Z does not support the creation and destruction of objects. Each
object exists even if it is never actually referenced.

A class can inherit from another class. Multiple inheritance is allowed. The
state schema, the operations, . . . of an inherited-from class are merged with those of
the inheriting class. Only the visibility list is never inherited and must be re-stated
suitably for each subclass. The syntax for inheritance is simple. The names of
the superclasses are written, without any further keyword, after the visiblility list
and before the local definitions. Renaming allows to make arbitrary changes to a
superclass in a subclass. The merging of schemas essentially only allows to restrict
the superclass’s schemas further. But by renaming operations (and variables), we
can add entirely different operations (and variables) in the subclass under the same
names.

Polymorphism allows a variable to contain an object that belongs to any one
class from a particular inheritance hierarchy. An object itself always belongs to a
unique class. The said inheritance hierarchy comprises a given class and all the
classes which inherit, directly or indirectly, from this class. The syntactic interface
of each subclass of the hierarchy must include all the variables, operations, . . . of the
given class. Otherwise, the specification is not well-formed.

The tool support for Object-Z includes the type checker Wizard [Joh96] and
typesetting macros for LATEX [Kin90]. There is also a number of other tools, e. g.,
for graphical editing and for animation. The Object-Z home page provides a current
overview [Smi04].

Modularity

Object-Z offers a basic support for modularity that is different from the ISO standard
Z. Object-Z does not provide the formal section construct from the ISO standard.
Object-Z is based on the old version of Z by Spivey. Object-Z offers the class con-
struct as the primary mechanism for modularity. Nevertheless, a paragraph is still
the basic formal unit of structure for Object-Z. Formally, Object-Z adds the class as
a new kind of paragraph. Therefore, Object-Z still allows all the different kinds of
paragraphs of Z to be used, outside of any class. A paragraph can be, for example,
one type definition, one axiomatic description, or one schema definition.

A modular specification can be achieved in Object-Z only by following a stylistic
convention and under a limitation. One must abstain to use other kinds of paragraphs
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than classes. But this rises a difficulty with generic class definitions. A generic class
definition needs globally defined actual parameters for instantiation. The actual
parameters of a generic class are expressions defined in terms of previously defined
global types and constants, and class names (and, if the inheriting class is also
generic, in terms of the inherited-from class’s formal parameters). Such previously
defined global items would break the modularity. A solution is to also avoid generic
class definitions in Object-Z. (At least with actual parameters that are not classes.)
Meyer has shown that we can simulate genericity by inheritance (see Sect. 4.2.4). But
he also observed that this is a bit awkward, in particular for unrestricted genericity
[Mey88, Sect. 19.4].

Hierarchy of Modules

Object-Z is similar to plain Z in that there is no formal way to express a multi-
level hierarchy of modules. Class definitions may not be nested. The mechanism
of inheritance is a rather different thing, as we already argued in Sect. 5.4 above.
Inheritance allows to delegate the processing of a message to a superclass and it
allows to reuse the syntactic interface of a superclass, but it does not group classes
together. More closely related is the mechanism of the package. A package contains
a set of related classes. But the mechanism of the package is missing in Object-Z
entirely. We only can have an informal hierarchy of modules, like in Z. We can have
a hierarchy of informal chapters, sections, sub-sections and so on around the formal
Object-Z classes. Anyway, the formal mechanism of the package only offers the two
levels of the class and the package (Sect. 4.1.6).

Families

Object-Z offers no easy way to express a family of requirements formally; it falls
back behind plain ISO Z with this respect. We cannot use the convention that
the bottom leaf sections in the section dependency hierarchy denote the individual
family members. Object-Z does not have the section construct of ISO Z. And we
cannot sensibly use the class construct instead. If we said that each leaf class in
the inheritance hierarchy denotes one family member, then each family member
would consist of a single, large, monolithic class. Having only one single class would
contradict the very idea of object-orientation. But there is no other formal construct
in Object-Z for composing a set of classes together. In particular, there is no package
construct.

Of course, we can describe a family of requirements informally. We just need
to list informally which paragraphs and which informal text belongs to each family
member.

Extracting a Family Member

There is no mechanizable way to extract a single member of a family into a separate
document. This is because the family members can be described informally only.
If one needs tool support nevertheless, one would have to add at least some ad-hoc
extension of Object-Z that identifies the parts of the family members suitably.



Chapter 6

Supporting Mechanisms and
Patterns for Requirements
Modules

Several mechanisms and patterns for requirements modules can support the main-
tenance of requirements modules. Two mechanisms are explicit configuration con-
straints and explicit interfaces, a pattern is the abstract interface. Explicitly doc-
umenting, minimizing and checking the configuration constraints on requirements
helps to get consistent configurations; we show how we can document such con-
straints in the formalism Z. We extend the formalism Z by a hierarchical module
structure; via a further extension this is a necessary base for our feature construct in
the next chapter. Explicit interfaces between requirements modules help to control
dependencies between them; we also add them to our extension of the formalism Z.
The pattern of the abstract interface between requirements modules helps to avoid
dependencies on those requirements that change. We demonstrate our approach on
an example, a family of LAN message services.

6.1 Explicit Configuration Constraints on

Requirements

Explicitly documenting, minimizing and checking the configuration constraints on
requirements helps to get consistent configurations; we show how we can document
such constraints in the formalism Z. Configuration constraints limit the combinabil-
ity of properties in a requirements document; the most common constraint is that
one property depends on the presence of another property. We can minimize the
dependencies among properties by several techniques. When we specify the con-
figuration constraints explicitly and formally, this allows for a syntactic consistency
check, possibly with tool support. Finally, we show how we can express dependencies
in the formalism Z.
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6.1.1 The Dependency Relation Among Properties

Configuration constraints limit the combinability of properties in a requirements
document; the most common constraint is that one property depends on the presence
of another property. The requirements dependency relation needs a careful definition:
we must not equal it with the requirements module hierarchy, and we must not define
it over higher-level requirements modules.

Definition: a property P2 depends on a property P1, if P2 is not well-formed
without the presence of P1.

In particular, declarations cause dependencies. For example, P1 introduces a
variable monitored by the system, such as the position of a button. P2 determines
the system behaviour depending on the value of this variable. P2 would not make
sense without the variable being declared. Such declarations can both be about
variables representing concrete physical values or about variables representing some
abstraction.

Our definition helps to ensure that all configurations which we ever generate
will consist, by definition, of well-formed properties. For this, we must generate
only configurations which respect the dependency relation. This is the configuration
constraint that when a property is part of this configuration, also all the properties
on which it depends must be part of the configuration. By explicitly forbidding
a dependency of property P2 on property P1, we can demand that the absence of
P1 must not prevent P2 from being well-formed. The mechanism of the explicit
module interface below will allow us to forbid dependencies. This allows us to ensure
that all potential configurations will be well-formed, without actually generating and
checking all of them individually.

The requirements dependency relation is quite different from the requirements
module hierarchy; we must take great care to not confuse them. In general, there is
not necessarily a correlation between two abstract requirements depending on each
other, and being likely to change together. For example, Figure 6.7 on page 113
shows both the dependency relation and the requirements module hierarchy of the
LAN message service family example introduced in Sect. 6.5 below. In this exam-
ple, property broadcast message delivery depends on property comm params base, but
they are absolutely unlikely to change together. They are from two different top-
level modules. The former is an optional, easily changing requirement on the system
behaviour. The latter is a basic device abstraction that probably never will change.
On the other hand, property c text string and property pascal text string are from
the same sub-module and are likely to change together, but they do not depend on
each other. The are likely to change together because it is usually not useful to add
both properties to the same system. The relationship of requirements modules and
requirements dependencies is similar to the relationship of design modules and the
design “uses” relation among programs. (See Sect. 5.1 above.)

We must not define the requirements dependency relation over higher-level re-
quirements modules. The dependency relation is among properties, not among mod-
ules. Otherwise, we would introduce additional, artificial dependencies. For example
in Figure 6.7 on page 113, many properties depend on property comm params base,
and property comm params base in turn depends on property time base. If the de-
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pendency instead would be on the entire module time, then all the many properties
would depend on the easily-changing property time milliseconds, too.

6.1.2 Minimizing the Dependencies Among Properties

We can minimize the dependencies among properties by several techniques. We can
try to localize the dependencies inside modules. We can look for properties with
a high degree of dependency on other modules and try to fix this. We can avoid
circular dependencies. We can restrict dependencies to the (explicit) interfaces of
requirements modules only.

Localizing Dependencies Inside Modules

We can try to localize the dependencies inside modules. This was the subject of the
previous chapter. If all modules have cohesion, then there is only a small number of
inter-module dependencies.

Looking For and Fixing a High Degree of Dependency

We can look for properties with a high degree of dependency on other modules and
try to fix this. A property that depends on many other properties is probably not
minimal and could be split up. Each property must be formulated such that is
a minimal useful increment. The search for minimal increments is an adaption of
the corresponding strategy for design information hiding modules, as discussed in in
Sect. 5.1 above. It is also another formulation of the single responsibility principle
in object-orientation (see Sect. 4.1.1 above).

The dependencies are, in our experience, a good means to check the minimality
of properties. In our LAN message service family example in Figure 6.7 on page 113
in Sect. 6.5 below, only two properties depend on more than two other properties.
These properties introduce the basic parameters for communication events. We could
have split them up further, too. But since these basic parameters are so very basic,
we could not imagine a system that does not need all of them. Therefore, we kept the
specification a little simpler. All remaining properties indeed depend on two other
properties at most.

There is related work on measuring dependencies by Martin [Mar03] for agile pro-
gramming, even though the goal is different. For object-oriented programs, Martin
counts the program dependencies that enter and leave a package. This renders a sta-
bility metrics. A package with many incoming dependencies is very stable because it
requires much work to reconcile any changes with all the dependend packages. Mar-
tin follows the stable dependencies principle (see Sect. 4.1.6) by recommending that
any package that we expect to be volatile should not be depended on by a package
that is difficult to change. Otherwise the volatile package will also be difficult to
change. In the programming language C++, dependencies are typically represented
by #include statements. In the programming language Java, we can count import
statements and qualified names.
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Avoiding Circular Dependencies

We can avoid circular dependencies. The dependency relation among the properties
should be a partial order, that is, a hierarchy. Circular dependencies are bound to
make many properties depend on many other properties. The technique of sand-
wiching (see [Par79, p. 289] for sandwiching of programs) can help to resolve circular
dependencies: if P1 depends on P2, and P2 depends on P1, it might be possible to
split up P1 into P11

and P12
, such that P12

depends on P2 (and on P11
) and P2

depends on P11
. Such sandwiching can also be viewed as an application of the de-

pendency inversion principle (see Sect. 4.1.4): in this case, P11
is the abstraction

that becomes the common interface for P1 and P2.

Restricting Dependencies to the Interfaces of Modules

We can restrict dependencies to the (explicit) interfaces of requirements modules
only. For this, we must introduce the notion of an interface for a requirements
module first. This is worth an entire section on its own. We therefore postpone the
details of this issue to Sect. 6.3 below. This allows us to complete the discussion of
dependencies among properties first.

6.1.3 Checking the Configuration Constraints

When we specify the configuration constraints explicitly and formally, this allows for
a syntactic consistency check, possibly with tool support. Such an automatic check
supports the maintainers of a family of requirements. Without it, they must either
have a very good overview knowledge of the entire family, or they must do manual
checks for any change or addition. This will be difficult for a large, complex family.
To specify explicit configuration constraints means to specify an explicit dependency
relation among properties, in particular. If a depended-on property is not present in
a configuration, while the depending property is present, this is inconsistent. A tool
can reject outright any attempt to select such a configuration. We will present some
tool support for such a dependency analysis in Chap. 7.7 below.

The best time to document a dependency is when it is created. The original
author of a property probably has the best understanding of the property.

6.1.4 Support for Dependencies in the Formalism Z

We now show how we can express dependencies in the formalism Z. We can specify
dependencies among properties by using the section/parents construct. For this, we
follow the convention that each formal section holds exactly one property each. This
is a rather natural convention.

From now on, we will always refer to the ISO version of Z [Z02], not Spivey’s Z
[Spi95]. Only the ISO version of Z offers the constructs for modularity we need, as
discussed in Sect. 5.6.1 above.

A section and a specification are higher-level formal units of structure, as already
said in Sect. 5.6.1. A specification consists of sections, which in turn consist of the
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different kinds of paragraphs. The parents construct serves to specify the dependency
relation among sections. The parents construct is part of the section construct.
It lists the names of other sections of which the current section is an extension.
Therefore, a section need not be an extension of the previous section; the sections
may be arranged independently of their dependencies. Also, a section may have more
than one parent section. In this case, the sets of models of the parents’ theories are
merged by a kind of logical conjunction.

The section/parents construct can express a dependency relation in the sense of
Sect. 6.1.1. First, if a section S2 needs another section S1 to be well-formed, then S1

must be in a parents relationship with S2 (either directly or by transitive closure).
Second, the parents relation is cleanly separated from the submodule/supermodule
relation, as required in Sect. 6.1.1. (If we use an informal submodule/supermodule
relation as proposed in Sect. 5.6.1.) Third, the dependency relation is defined over
sections, i. e. properties, not over higher-level modules. This avoids the introduction
of additional, artificial dependencies. Therefore, all conditions on the definition of a
dependency relation from Sect. 6.1.1 are met.

6.2 Adding Formal Hierarchical Modules to the

Formalism Z

We now extend the formalism Z by a hierarchical module structure; via a further
extension this is a necessary base for our feature construct in the next chapter. This
extension itself only fixes a minor limitation of Z. We add a “chapter” construct on
top of the existing “section” construct of Z. A chapter groups sections together. It
may also group other chapters together. This allows for a full hierarchy of chapters,
sub-chapters, and sections. A chapter is different from a section in that it has no
parents construct. This is because the dependency relation should be defined over
individual properties, i. e., sections, not over higher-level modules, i. e., chapters,
as discussed in Sect. 6.1.1 above. One can derive the dependency relation for the
chapters through forming a suitable hull of the dependency relation for the sections.
The chapter construct has no formal semantics (for now); it is “syntactic sugar”
only. It will get a semantics when we extend the language further and add interfaces
between sections and between chapters in Sect. 6.3, and when we add a feature
construct in Chap. 7.

We now first recapitulate the way the relevant part of the syntax and semantics
of plain Z is defined. We then propose our extension of Z by a chapter construct.

6.2.1 Syntax and Semantics of Z

We now present the formal syntax and formal semantics of ISO Z’s constructs for
modularity [Z02]; an informal introduction can be found in Sect. 5.6.1 above. The
standard defines the syntax and the semantics of Z in eight phases, see Tab. 6.1. The
relevant phases for our purposes are mark-up, lexing, parsing, type inference, and
the semantic relation. In order to ease reading, we present the first three phases in
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Table 6.1: The eight phases of the definition of ISO Z.

definition phase product
source text

mark-up ↓
sequence of Z characters

lexing ↓
sequence of Z tokens

parsing ↓
parse tree of concrete syntax sentence

characterizing ↓
characterized parse tree of concrete syntax sentence

syntactic transformation ↓
parse tree of annotated syntax sentence

type inference ↓
fully annotated parse tree of annotated syntax
sentence

semantic transformation ↓
fully annotated parse tree of sentence of subset of
annotated syntax

semantic relation ↓
meaning in ZF set theory

reverse order here and start with the syntax first, that is, the parsing phase.

Syntax

A specification consists of sections, which in turn consist of paragraphs. A paragraph
can be, for example, one type definition or one schema definition. A specification
may consist directly of paragraphs instead of sections, too. (In this case, there is
a single, implicit, anonymous section.) The parents construct is part of the section
construct. It is optional; a base section may leave it out entirely. The relevant part
of the BNF grammar of the concrete syntax is:

Specification = { Section }

| { Paragraph }

;

Section = ZED , section , NAME , parents , [ NAME , { ,-tok , NAME} ] , END ,

{ Paragraph }

| ZED , section , NAME , END , { Paragraph }

;

Paragraph = . . .
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The non-terminal symbols that are written in MixedCase are defined within this
grammar. The others are defined in the lexis.

Lexis

The lexical analysis phase groups Z characters to tokens. For example, the string of Z
characters ‘p’, ‘a’, ‘r’, ‘e’, ‘n’, ‘t’, ‘s’ is converted to the token “parents”. In particular,
the Z character ZEDCHAR is converted to the token ZED, and the Z character ENDCHAR
is converted to the token END. Both characters have their own Unicode [ISO93] code
position.

Mark-Up

A mark-up allows to represent all of the many characters of Z on machines that have
only a small character set. The definitive representation of Z characters is in 16-bit
Unicode [ISO93]. A mark-up is a mapping to the Unicode representation. There is a
mark-up for the typesetting system LATEX [Lam86, MGB+04] and a light-weight one
for email in the standard. The mark-up phase additionally has a rather “high-level”
duty, it takes care of the right order of sections.

LATEX mark-up. The input “\begin{zsection}” is converted to the Z character
ZEDCHAR, and the input “\end{zsection}” is converted to the Z character ENDCHAR.
In context, a Z section heading thus looks like:

\begin{zsection}

\SECTION NAME \parents ...

\end{zsection}

Most keywords, like “parents”, can be written straightforwardly. Usually, one simply
prepends a backslash. An exception is the keyword “section”, whose spelling collides
with the LATEX macro “\section{...}”. This is why the above macro “\SECTION”
is in uppercase.

Email mark-up. The input “%%Z” is converted to the Z character ZEDCHAR, and
the input “%%” is converted to the Z character ENDCHAR. In context, a Z section
heading thus looks like:

%%Z

section NAME parents ...

%%

Permutation of sections. The mark-up phase also takes care of the right order
of sections. The later phases assume a definition-before-use order for sections. Nev-
ertheless, this restriction is not necessary for the presentation to a human reader
or to a tool. Therefore, the mark-up phase recognizes the section headers and then
permutes the sections suitably.
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Type Inference Rules

All expressions in Z are typed; the type inference rules allow for an automated check
of the well-typedness of a Z specification. The type inference rules produce a set of
constraints on a set of special variables. For a well-typed specification, the solution
of these constraints must provide exactly one value for each of these variables.

Examples of such special variables are type environments, which are partial, finite
functions that associate names to sets of type values, section-type environments,
which associate names of declarations with a pair out of the name of the ancestral
section that originally declared the name and its type, and section environments,
which associate section names with section type environments.

The type inference rule for an entire specification describes the constraints on the
section environments of the individual sections. Essentially, the section environment
δk+1 of each section ik is equal to the section environment δk of its predecessor section
ik−1, merged with a mapping from its own section name ik to its own section-type
environment Γk :

δk+1 = δk ∪ {ik 7→ Γk}

The full type inference rule is [Z02, Sect. 13.2.1.1]:

{} ⊢
S

sprelude o
o Γ0 δ1 ⊢

S

s1
o
o Γ1 . . . δn ⊢

S

sn o
o Γn

⊢Z s1
o
o Γ1 . . . sn o

o Γn




δ1 = {prelude 7→ Γ0}

...

δn = δn−1 ∪ {in−1 7→ Γn−1}




The (more complex) type inference rule for a section imposes nine constraints.
They link a section to its paragraphs, and they relate a section to its parents. Some of
the constraints are: the name of the section, i , is different from that of any previous
section; the names in the parents list are names of known sections; the section-type
environment γ0 is a merge of those of the parents; and the type environment β0

is determined from the section-type environment γ0. We omit the lengthier of the
constraints here for brevity; see [Z02, Sect. 13.2.2.1] for the details.

Semantic Transformation Rules

There are no semantic transformation rules for specifications or for sections; but we
will add one for our new chapter construct below. Z has semantic transformation
rules for a few other constructs.

Semantics

The semantic relations define the meaning by sets of models in ZF set theory. The
meaning of a Z specification is a function from sections’ names to their sets of models.
The meaning is an element of the set SectionModels , which is defined as:

SectionModels == NAME 7 7→ P Model
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A model associates Z names with values from the semantic universe U:

Model == NAME 7 7→ U

The above sets of models are formed by starting with the empty function and
extending that with a maplet from a section’s name to its set of models for each
section.

As a consequence of this definition, there can be several meaningful units within
a document. The meaning of a specification is not simply the meaning of its last
section. Each section has its own meaning. Nevertheless, there is no formal way to
indicate which section should be regarded as a meaningful unit, and which section
exists only as a base for other sections.

6.2.2 ZCh: Extending Z by a Chapter Construct

We now propose our extension of Z by a chapter construct. We call the extended
language ZCh. In the syntax grammar, we insert the chapter construct between the
specification construct and the section construct. We also extend the lexis and the
mark-up suitably. The latter, quite suprisingly, needs special care. We then add a
type inference rule for chapter names. A new semantic transformation rule eliminates
the new chapter construct after the type inference phase. Thus, the definition of the
semantics remains unchanged; there is no formal meaning for a chapter (yet). Finally,
we show an example of a usage.

Syntax

The modified part of the BNF grammar is:

Specification = { Chapter | Section }

| { Paragraph }

;

Chapter = ZED , chapter , NAME , END , { Section } ,

ZED , endchapter , [ NAME ] , END

| ZED , chapter , NAME , END , { Chapter } ,

ZED , endchapter , [ NAME ] , END

;

Section = . . .

Paragraph = . . .

Note that we introduced an explicit token that delimits the end of a chapter.
Otherwise, the grammar would have become ambiguous. For example, take the
string “chap sect sect”. In such a string, it is not clear whether it should be parsed
as “chap ( sect sect )” or as “( chap sect ) sect”.

We add one context-sensitive rule to the syntactic grammar: the optional NAME
after the token “endchapter”, if it exists, must be the same as the NAME after the cor-
responding token “chapter”. The optional NAME has no meaning; it shall be dropped
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after the syntax check. The repetition of the NAME is intended to improve readability
when a chapter is long and the reader might have lost a part of the context.

All specifications in Z are also specifications in ZCh (with the same meaning).
The only exceptions are those specifications in Z that use the two new keywords
“chapter” and “endchapter”. These specifications are not legal in ZCh anymore.

Lexis

We add the two new alphabetic keywords and associated tokens to the lexis. The
lexis specifies a function from sequences of Z characters to sequences of tokens. The
new keywords are “chapter” and “endchapter”, obviously.

Mark-Up

We define suitable mark-ups for the new keywords; and we take care of sections that
are permuted by the mark-up phase.

LATEX mark-up. Unfortunately, the LATEX macros “\chapter” and
“\endchapter” are already reserved. We solve this in the same way as for the
keyword “section”. In the LATEX mark-up of ZCh, the input “\begin{zchapter}”
is converted to the Z character ZEDCHAR, and the input “\end{zchapter}” is
converted to the Z character ENDCHAR. The input “\CHAPTER” is converted to the
string “chapter”, followed by a space. In context, a ZCh chapter heading thus looks
like:

\begin{zchapter}

\CHAPTER NAME

\end{zchapter}

Furthermore, the input “\ENDCHAPTER” is converted to the string “endchapter”. In
context, a ZCh chapter end thus looks like:

\begin{zchapter}

\ENDCHAPTER NAME

\end{zchapter}

Here, the chapter end is enclosed in the same LATEX environment as the chapter
heading. This helps to ensure that the chapter heading and the chapter end are
typeset in the same way.

We suggest that the LATEX environment zchapter might provide a suitable au-
tomatic, hierarchical chapter numbering scheme when typesetting. This can aid the
reader. The environment might also set LATEX labels with the \label{...} macro.
This allows references to the chapter numbers in the informal text from other parts.
Furthermore, the already existing LATEX environment zsection might be adapted to
be typeset similar to zchapter. When this is done, the already existing \parents

command might be extended to switch back to normal font and to start a new para-
graph. We implemented a LATEX style that follows this suggestion. We discuss it in
Chapter 7.7.1.
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Email mark-up. The email markup is straightforward. In context, a Z section
heading looks like:

%%Z

chapter NAME

%%

Permutation of sections. The possibility that the sections are permuted in the
mark-up phase complicates the extension. In ZCh, the mark-up phase must perform
an additional transformation.

As discussed in Sect. 6.2.1 above, the mark-up phase additionally has a rather
“high-level” duty, it takes care of the right order of sections. The mark-up phase
recognizes the section headers and then permutes the sections in order to achieve
a definition-before-use order for sections. This permutation of sections must be in-
dependent of the association of sections to chapters. We discussed the difference
between the requirements dependency relation and the requirements module hierar-
chy in depth in Sect. 6.1.1 above. In the original input document, the sections of
the requirements should be grouped into a hierarchy of requirements modules. But
this grouping may be destroyed by the permutation of sections. We therefore have
to extend the permutation process suitably.

In ZCh, the mark-up phase must perform an additional transformation. In the
case when sections change order, it copies the applicable chapter headings in front of
each individual section heading. As a consequence, each chapter heading may appear
many times in the document. But each section is fully qualified with the chapters
and sub-chapters that it is part of. Additionally, the mark-up phase must insert
the corresponding “endchapter” markers. Of course, this demands that the mark-up
phase not only parses the section headings as before, but that it also recognizes all
chapter headings and that it keeps track of the hierarchical chapter structure.

We regard this additional transformation in the mark-up phase as a little un-
fortunate. It already includes a restricted lexing and parsing functionality in the
mark-up phase. But it is an inevitable consequence of the decision of the authors
of the Z standard to perform the permutation of the sections in the mark-up phase.
Any other solution would have to change this first, and it would be a substantial
deviation from the Z standard.

Type Inference Rules

We add a type inference rule for chapter names. It takes care that the chapter
hierarchy is consistent, and that chapter names are different from section names.

Here, let c denote a chapter name (and not a digit within a NUMERAL phrase, as
elsewhere).

Informally, the constraints on chapter names and section names are:

• The chapter environment Υc of the chapter c is a mapping from the chapter
name c to the sequence of the names of the higher-level chapters in the chapter
hierarchy which contain the chapter. The sequence is ordered top-down accord-
ing to the hierarchy. The last element of the sequence is always c, the name
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⊢
C

ZED chapter c1,1 END

. . . ZED chapter c1,l END

s1 ZED endchapter END

. . . ZED endchapter END

. . .

ZED chapter cn,1 END

. . . ZED chapter cn,m END

sn ZED endchapter END

. . . ZED endchapter END




Υc1,1
= c1,1 7→ 〈c1,1〉

Υc1,2
= c1,2 7→ 〈c1,1, c1,2〉

...

Υcn,m−1
= cn,m−1 7→ 〈cn,1, . . . , cn,m−1〉

Υcn,m
= cn,m 7→ 〈cn,1, . . . , cn,m〉

Ψ = {Υc1,1
} ∪ {Υc1,2

} ∪ . . .∪

{Υcn,m−1
} ∪ {Υcn,m

}

Ψ ⊆ (dom Ψ 7→ ran Ψ)

dom Ψ ∩ {i1, . . . , in} = ∅




Figure 6.1: The added type inference rule for chapter names in ZCh.

of the chapter itself. The constraint is that for all chapters c, their chapter
environment Υc is uniquely defined.

• The name of a chapter is different from that of any section.

We introduced the first constraint because any chapter name may appear multiple
times in a specification. This is due to the possible reordering of sections in the mark-
up phase allowed by the Z standard. Nevertheless, multiple appearances must leave
the chapter hierarchy consistent.

We introduced the second constraint in order to have a common name space for
chapters and sections. This is not strictly necessary. But we think that separate
name spaces could be confusing for a reader.

The formal type inference rule is presented in Fig. 6.1. In the rule, ik denotes the
name of the section sk . For simplicity, we assume that all section headings have been
fully qualified with their chapter headings, in the way discussed above. Of course,
there may be sections outside of any chapters. For them, no constraints arise among
chapter names.

Semantic Transformation Rules

ZCh adds a semantic transformation rule that eliminates the chapter construct; this
formally defines chapters to have no meaning of their own. This transformation is
necessary to link the meaning of the sections to the meaning of the entire specifica-
tion. The transformation could not be done at an earlier, syntactic phase because
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1. chapter environment

1.1 chapter computing platform
1.1.1 chapter data types
1.1.1.1 chapter text strings
1.1.1.1.1 section text string base

. . .
1.1.1.1.2 section c text string
. . .

endchapter text strings
1.1.1.2 chapter graph images
1.1.1.2.1 section graph image base

. . .

endchapter graph images
endchapter data types
. . .

endchapter computing platform
. . .

endchapter environment
2. chapter system behaviour
. . .

endchapter system behaviour

Figure 6.2: A simplified example usage of ZCh, our Z extension for a chapter con-
struct, extracted from the specification in Appendix A.

the type inference rules must be applied first. The formal rule is:

ZED chapter c1 END . . . ZED chapter cm END s

ZED endchapter END . . . ZED endchapter END

=⇒

s

Example of a Usage

To illustrate our extension, Fig. 6.2 shows a simplified example of a usage from our
family of LAN message services in Appendix A.
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6.3 Explicit Interfaces Between Requirements

Modules

Explicit interfaces between requirements modules help to control dependencies be-
tween them; we also add them to our extension of the formalism Z. The interface
between requirements modules is the set of assumptions that they make about each
other. A property that is likely to change should not be depended upon by properties
from other modules; distinguishing between interface properties and secret properties
of a module is a mechanism to avoid this. We add this mechanism to the formalism
of Z, too.

6.3.1 Definition of an Interface Between Requirements Mod-
ules

Our notion of interface is not restricted to syntax. We follow the definition of an
interface between design modules in Sect. 5.1.1 closely and define: the interface
between requirements modules is the set of assumptions that they make about each
other.

This not only includes syntactic conventions, but also any assumptions on the
behaviour of the other modules. A developer needs to know the interface of a module
only in order to use its services in another module.

6.3.2 The Mechanism of the Interface

Properties and also entire requirements modules must be marked with their likeliness
of change. This helps a specifier to make new properties depend only on properties
that are sufficiently stable.

One mechanism for this is to partition all properties in a module into interface
properties and secret properties. An interface property must be present in all config-
urations where the module is present. A secret property may be missing in some of
them. Similarly, a higher-level module can be partitioned into interface sub-modules
and secret sub-modules. Again, the interface properties of interface sub-modules
must always be present when the module is present, while they don’t for secret
sub-modules.

Explicit interfaces make syntactic checks possible. If dependencies are explicit,
too, a syntactic check can ensure that there is no dependency on a secret property
from outside its module. And it can ensure that there is no dependency on any of
the properties of a secret sub-module from outside its module. In this way, we can
prevent dependencies on properties that are likely to change.

This mechanism of interfaces and secrets is the same as in design. In design, an
interface consists in the assumptions that the interfacing modules make about each
other. That means that these properties must be true regardless of the changing
secret details inside a design module. Programming languages that support interfaces
provide a partial, syntactic check. This check ensures that at least no secret identifiers
are referenced from outside of the design module.
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We will present a concrete example of a family of requirements with explicit
interfaces in Sect. 6.5 below.

6.3.3 Support for Module Interfaces in the Formalism Z

Z provides no mechanism to specify interfaces between requirements modules for-
mally. This is because there is no formal way to express higher-level requirements
modules in Z, as discussed in Sect. 5.6.1 above. With only one level of modules, there
are no sub-modules that could be hidden. A requirements module is represented by
the mechanism of the section. In Sect. 6.1.4, we introduced the convention that
each formal section holds exactly one property each. This convention was necessary
to express dependencies between properties formally in Z. Plain ISO Z provides no
formal structure on top of sections.

Our extension ZCh from the previous section provides formal higher-level modules,
but still no way to hide sub-modules.

Please note that Z schemas provide some degree of encapsulation, but that they
are no candidate for representing a requirements module. The basic formal unit
of structure for Z is the paragraph, see Sect. 5.6.1. A paragraph may contain one
schema, but alternatively it may contain other things, too. For example, Z allows
global variables that are declared outside of any schema.

6.3.4 ZCI: Extending Z by a Chapter Interface Construct

We now propose our extension of ZCh by a chapter interface construct. We call this
extended language ZCI. In the syntax grammar, we allow to prefix a section or a
chapter with the new keyword “private”. We also extend the lexis and the mark-
up suitably. We add a suitable type inference rule to restrict the access to private
sections and chapters. Otherwise, the definition of the semantics remains unchanged.
Finally, we show an example of a usage. We do not yet introduce a formal mechanism
for actually selecting configurations; this is the subject of Chap. 7 below.

Syntax

We need to replace two rules in the BNF grammar of the concrete syntax of ZCh. The
new rules optionally allow the new keyword “private” before the keywords “chapter”
and “section”.

Chapter = ZED , [ private ] , chapter , NAME , END , { Section } ,

ZED , endchapter , [ NAME ] , END

| ZED , [ private ] , chapter , NAME , END , { Chapter } ,

ZED , endchapter , [ NAME ] , END

;

Section = ZED , [ private ] , section , NAME ,

parents , [ NAME , { ,-tok , NAME} ] , END , { Paragraph }

| ZED , [ private ] , section , NAME , END , { Paragraph }

;
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Lexis

We add the new alphabetic keyword and associated token to the lexis. The new
keyword is “private”, obviously.

Mark-Up

We define a suitable mark-up for the new keyword. In LATEX mark-up, the input
“\private” is converted to the string “private”, followed by a space. The email
mark-up is trivial: “private”.

Type Inference Rules

We add a second type inference rule for chapter names to the one we introduced for
ZCh; it restricts the access to private sections and chapters.

The type inference rule for ZCh remains; only the optional “private” token must
be added in the phrase for a section. We omit this for brevity here.

We introduce the additional notion of a chapter interface environment ΥI
c . It is

similar to a chapter environment Υc. But the sequence of chapter names is replaced
by a sequence of pairs of a chapter name and a flag. The flag indicates whether this
chapter is private. We also add the notion of a chapter interface environment ΥI

s

for a section. It is constructed exactly analogously as for chapters. The set of all
possible chapter interface environments for sections shall be ChapIfEnv.

Furthermore, we need two functions on chapter interface environments for sec-
tions. The closest common super-chapter ccsc for two sections sa and sb is that
chapter name which appears in the sequences of both sections, and which does so in
the latest position for both. If there is no common super-chapter, then the value of
the function is ⊤. The chapter path suffix cps for a section s and a chapter name
c is that suffix of s ’s chapter interface environment’s sequence of chapter-flag pairs
which starts after c. If the chapter name is ⊤, then the value of the function is the
full sequence.

Informally, the additional constraints on chapter names and section names are:

• For all chapters c, their chapter interface environment ΥI
c is uniquely defined.

• Access rules: Let section sa be a parent of section sb , and let chapter c be the
closest common super-chapter of section sa and section sb . Then:

– “An interface never depends on a secret”: Let “sb be an interface”, that
is, no element in the chapter path suffix for sb and c is private. Then, “sa
must be an interface”, that is, no element in the chapter path suffix for
sa and c is private.

– “A secret can depend on a secret only if they are siblings”: Let “sb be a
secret”, that is, at least one element in the chapter path suffix for sb and
c is private. Then, “sa must be an interface, except maybe at the top
level”, that is, no element in the tail of the chapter path suffix for sa and
c is private.
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private (i.e., secret) module or property

public (i.e., interface) module or propertyx y x depends on y

a secret can depend on a secret only if they are siblings

anything can depend on an interface an interface never depends on a secret

legend:

Figure 6.3: The access rules for ZCI modules with interfaces.

We introduced the first constraint to ensure that multiple appearances of a chap-
ter name are marked consistently as private or non-private.

Figure 6.3 visualizes the access rules with some typical cases. We introduced
the first access rule to ensure that a stable property never depends on an unstable
property. The second access rule permits that a module contains several private
properties with dependencies among them. Otherwise, nothing could ever depend
on a private property. They would not be useful anymore. But this access is restricted
to direct siblings in the module hierarchy. In such a strictly local setting, it is easier
to manage configuration problems.

The formal definition of our two auxiliary functions ccsc and cps is:

ccsc : (ran ChapIfEnv) × (ran ChapIfEnv)

∀ x , y : ran ChapIfEnv | dom ran x ∩ dom ran y = ∅ • ccsc(x , y) = ⊤
∀ x , y : ran ChapIfEnv, k , l : N, c : NAME |

c = first tail k(x ) ∧ c = first tail l(y) ∧ ccsc(tail k+1(x ), tail l+1(y)) = ⊤ •
ccsc(x , y) = c

(In this definition, we take advantage of the fact that each section name may
appear at most once in every sequence of a chapter interface environment.)
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cps : (ran ChapIfEnv) × NAME

∀ s • cps(s ,⊤) = s

∀ x : ran ChapIfEnv, k : N, c : NAME | c = first tail k(x ) • cps(x , c) = tail k+1(x )

The formal type inference rule is presented in Fig. 6.4. In this rule, p is a phrase
that is either the token “private” or empty. D is a paragraph phrase, as usual.

Semantic Transformation Rules

ZCI modifies slightly the semantic transformation rule of ZCh that eliminates the
chapter construct. The optional “private” token must be added suitably in the
phrase for a section. We omit this for brevity here.

Example of a Usage

To illustrate our extension, Fig. 6.5 shows a simplified example of a usage from our
family of LAN message services in Appendix A.

6.4 Abstract Interfaces Between Requirements

The pattern of the abstract interface between requirements modules helps to avoid
dependencies on those requirements that change. Abstract interfaces allow to achive
an inversion of the dependencies. However, having abstract interfaces needs some
effort for finding suitable abstractions; it pays off when the specification of the family
can be extended without restructuring. We conclude this section with an observation
on abstract interfaces and inheritance.

6.4.1 Dependency Inversion

Dependencies on easily changing requirements cause problems; dependency inversion
by abstract interfaces avoids this.

Some requirements easily change from one family member to another. If other
requirements depend on them, then they must be changed, too, in order to keep the
entire requirements specification consistent. It is better to avoid dependencies on
such easily changing requirements. We can check for such undesired dependencies by
encapsulating a changing requirement as a secret inside a requirements module, and
by suitable type rules that deny access to secrets. We can avoid the need to depend
on such a changing requirement by inverting the dependency. This is similar to the
dependency inversion principle in object-oriented design (Chap. 4.1.4).

We can achieve such requirements dependency inversion by abstract interfaces
for requirements modules. This is similar to the idea of abstract interfaces in design
[HBPP81]. The mechanism of explicit requirements module interfaces in the language
ZCI from above allows us to express abstract interfaces for requirements modules. For
each module, we specify those properties as its interface, i. e., as non-private, that
are always there when this module is there. And we specify all the other, changing
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⊢
C
I

ZED p1,1 chapter c1,1 END

. . . ZED p1,l chapter c1,l END

ZED p1 section i1

parents i1,1, . . . i1,q END

D1,1 . . .D1,r

ZED endchapter END

. . . ZED endchapter END

. . .

ZED pn,1 chapter cn,1 END

. . . ZED pn,m chapter cn,m END

ZED pn section in

parents in,1, . . . in,s END

Dn,1 . . .Dn,t

ZED endchapter END

. . . ZED endchapter END




ΥI
c1,1

= c1,1 7→ 〈c1,1 7→ p1,1〉

ΥI
c1,2

= c1,2 7→ 〈c1,1 7→ p1,1, c1,2 7→ p1,2〉

...

ΥI
cn,m−1

= cn,m−1 7→ 〈cn,1 7→ pn,1, . . . ,

cn,m−1 7→ pn,m−1〉

ΥI
cn,m

= cn,m 7→ 〈cn,1 7→ pn,1, . . . ,

cn,m 7→ pn,m〉

ΨI
c = {ΥI

c1,1
} ∪ {ΥI

c1,2
} ∪ . . .∪

{ΥI
cn,m−1

} ∪ {ΥI
cn,m

}

ΨI
c ⊆ (dom ΨI

c 7→ ran ΨI
c)

ΥI
s1

= i1 7→ 〈c1,1 7→ p1,1, . . . ,

c1,l 7→ p1,l , i1 7→ p1〉

...

ΥI
sn

= in 7→ 〈cn,1 7→ pn,1, . . . ,

cn,m 7→ pn,m , in 7→ pn〉

ΨI
s = {ΥI

s1
} ∪ . . . ∪ {ΥI

sn
}

Π = { i1 7→ {i1,1, . . . , i1,q}, . . . ,

in 7→ {in,1, . . . , in,s} }

∀ a, b : dom Π;

c : dom ΨI
c ; ψa , ψb : P dom ΨI

s |

a ∈ Π(b) ∧

c = ccsc(ΨI
s (a),ΨI

s (b)) ∧

ψa = ran ran cps( ΨI
s (a), c ) ∧

ψat = ran ran tail cps( ΨI
s (a), c ) ∧

ψb = ran ran cps( ΨI
s (b), c ) •

( private 6∈ ψb ⇒ private 6∈ ψa ) ∧

( private ∈ ψb ⇒ private 6∈ ψat )




Figure 6.4: The additional type inference rule for chapter names in ZCI.
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1. chapter environment

1.1 chapter device interfaces
1.1.1 chapter communicating entities
1.1.1.1 private chapter user interface
1.1.1.1.1 section user base

. . .
1.1.1.1.2 private chapter graphical user interface
1.1.1.1.2.1 section gui comm base
. . .
1.1.1.1.2.2 private section gui io base
. . .
endchapter graphical user interface

endchapter user interface
endchapter communicating entities

endchapter device interfaces

endchapter environment

Figure 6.5: An example usage of ZCI, our Z extension for a chapter interface con-
struct, extracted from the specification in Appendix A.

properties as secrets, i. e., as private. Similarly, we also specify those sub-modules as
its interface that are always there, and the other sub-modules as secrets.

For example, take the LAN message service family introduced in Sect. 6.5 below.
Figure 6.7 on page 113 shows both the dependency relation and the requirements
module hierarchy. The time module hides the differences of the ways in which the
access to time can be specified. The module’s secret is the concrete kind of time
scale used, and the concrete way in which the software can obtain information about
the current time. The module provides the notion of time and of time differences,
and it provides an abstract global clock. The chapter for this module contains the
sections time base and time milliseconds.

The section time base specifies an interface property that introduces a set of
points in time and a set of time differences, with base operations on them. The
time values are from the set of “arithmos”, that is, they are some unspecfied kind
of numbers. The arithmos include the natural, the integer, the rational and the real
numbers. Also, the section declares a Z schema with a variable that holds the value
of the current time, and it declares a Z schema with an operation that increments
the current time (see page 249).

The section time milliseconds is marked as private. It is therefore a secret of the
module time. This section introduces additional constraints. It states that the time
values are natural numbers in milliseconds (with no fraction), and that the system
starts at 0 ms. This section is part of only some family members. Other family
members could have a different section that specifies time to be discretized into
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time_base

time_milliseconds

time

Figure 6.6: Dependency inversion for the time module: dependencies are on the
stable interface only.

microseconds, or time that is rational-valued or real-valued.
Many dependencies enter module time, but they are all on the abstract interface

property time base only (Fig. 6.6). No part of the requirements specification depends
on the changing property that time is discretized and in milliseconds.

Without caring for an abstract interface, we could have specified directly that
time is in discrete milliseconds. But this would have precluded systems with rational-
valued or real-valued time. Our choice of an abstract interface allows to change this
aspect of the requirements specification easily, just by selecting a different secret
property in the module time.

6.4.2 Finding Abstractions

Having abstract interfaces needs that we find suitable abstractions. Such an abstract
property must always hold when the module is part of the requirements specification.
We have to find out the commonalities of the aspect described in the module. This
usually is a non-trivial intellectual task. It needs additional effort during the initial
conception of the family of requirements. It pays off when the specification of the
family can be extended without restructuring.

For example, in the above module time, we had to analyze which parts of the
properties of time can change. This required domain knowledge and experience.
When we thought about which Z type we should use for the value of the current
time, we found that there are several ways of modelling time. In particular, there is
discrete time and continuous time. Therefore, we left this particular aspect out of
the interface property. We used the most general kind of numbers that the language
Z offers, the arithmos.

6.4.3 Abstract Interfaces Need No Inheritance

We observe that the pattern of the abstract interface between requirements modules
is independent of the mechanism of inheritance. We can apply this pattern even
though the language ZCI does not offer inheritance.
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6.5 Example: A Family of LAN Message Services

We demonstrate our approach on an example, a family of LAN message services. We
specified this family in the language ZF. ZF is a further extension of the language ZCI;
we will define ZF in Sect. 7.4.2 below. After introducing to the functionality of such
a LAN message service, we discuss the document structure and the module structure
of the specification of the family, how the details of the boundary of the specified
system are hidden, how we strived to make the property in a section “small”, i.e.,
abstract, how we used a constraint-oriented style and explicit interfaces, and how we
decoupled the properties of the specification using abstract interfaces. The actual
specification is in Appendix A, on pp. 242–261. Figure 6.7 shows its module structure
and its dependency relation.

6.5.1 Functionality of a LAN Message Service

The basic idea of such a service is that computer users on a local area network (LAN)
can send each other short messages that are displayed immediately. Such a system
is simpler than telephony because its communication is not connection-oriented, and
because it is a closed system with no connection to a global telecommunications
network. Nevertheless, it is related to telephony and has many of its challenges, too,
since such a system also provides real-time communication means among a set of
distributed users.

These systems can have less or more functionality. A very simple version just
unconditionally opens a graphical window at the receiving side and displays one line
of text. This can be convenient to alert one’s colleagues on the same floor that one will
cut a birthday cake in five minutes. Other family members can support individual
addressing, message blocking, message re-routing, output on a text console, delayed
messages, and so on. Therefore, all these aspects are likely to change from one family
member to another. Again, this family of systems is similar to telephony with its
large set of optional behaviour that might be available to a user.

Our specification is not intended to be complete. It contains the important
abstractions, and it contains also some details in sub-modules. This shows how
we can describe such details. But we do not elaborate all details, since we do not
actually want to build such systems. A complete specification would not contribute
much further to our demonstration of its structure. But it would need space beyond
what fits into an appendix.

6.5.2 Document Structure

The document structure shall help the reader to locate the information quickly which
he or she is looking for. A tree structure of the document shall enable an efficient
search. Each node starts with an overview that shall allow to decide which is the
relevant sub-node. Accordingly, the specification has a recursive, hierarchical tree
structure. Each module is a “chapter” in the language ZCI. The chapter heading has
a formal meaning, as discussed above. Then follows a short informal overview of the
chapter. Sub-chapters or ZCI “sections” recursively contain the details. The sections
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form the leaves in the hierarchy. Each section starts out with a section heading and
a short informal overview, again. The details are specified with formal paragraphs
of ZCI.

Each formal paragraph is preceded by an informal explanation, for two reasons.
First, the explanation shall help the reader to quickly get the idea of what the
formulae are about. But the informal explanation sometimes does not discuss all
tiny aspects. Therefore, the formal paragraph is always the authoritative version.
Second, the informal text also links the formal constructs to real-world entities. The
formal text does not do this at all, by its nature. But a formal specification can only
be precise if it roots firmly in the real world. Achieving this is a task of the informal
description. For example, we can specify formally that the variable vin curr time has
discrete numbers as values. But only the informal text can specify that the variable
denotes the current time, and that time is measured in milliseconds.

We made abstractions explicit and prominent. The informal first paragraph also
describes the abstractions that the module provides, when applicable. This can help
to locate a specific abstraction more quickly. For example, we not only write that the
message module hides the differences between the various types of messages (e. g.,
text messages and graphical messages). We also explicitly write that the message
module provides the notion of an abstract message. This helps if we want to write a
property that refers to the notion of an abstract message, because we need to specify
a dependency on its declaration.

We documented solved issues explicitly. A second informal paragraph solves is-
sues about where a specific information can be found, where necessary. For example,
in the computing platform module we write that “this module does not specify that
part of the hardware which allows the software to achieve its goal in the physical
world. This part can be found in the device interface module.” And in the device
interface module, we write that “this module does not specify that part of the hard-
ware that is internal to the computing platform and that makes no contact with the
physical world. This part can be found in the computing platform module.”

6.5.3 Module Structure

The requirements module structure follows the template structure from Sect. 5.3.1
(see Fig. 5.1 on page 79). At the top level, the specification is divided into the
requirements on the behaviour of the software system to build and into the require-
ments on its environment. The environment comprises the communicating entities,
the messages they want to exchange, and the existing hardware and software that
that can be made use of. The specification of the behaviour of the software system
describes what the system does to the communicating entities and the messages,
without referring to any details of the existing hardware or software. We expect
that changes in the hardware devices will happen independently from changes to the
high-level behaviour of the system. For example, a change from a textual user inter-
face to a graphical user interface will be independent of whether there is a message
broadcast scheme or an individual message addressing scheme.

The division of secrets determines the module structure. For each module, the
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informal first paragraph specifies what secret the module hides. Each secret is some
requirement that might change. Separating and encapsulating secrets means sepa-
rating and encapsulating aspects that can change independently. Since the module
structure is based on secrets, it localizes changes and facilitates maintenance. For
example, the top-level decomposition into an environment module and a system be-
haviour module is based on our expectation that changes in the hardware devices
will happen independently from changes to the high-level behaviour of the system.

There would have been other, less advantageous ways to determine the module
structure. We could have based it on the roles played by the individual modules
in the overall system operation. We could have based it on the facilities provided
by each module. Such a module structure would have been harder to maintain. It
would be more probable that a change affects more than one module. This is because
the module structure would not be oriented along what can change together. For
example, we could have had a top-level module that specifies how a sender can send
a message, and another one for a receiver. But if we change from a graphical user
interface to a textual user interface, both would have to be changed. And if we
introduce the concept of message re-routing, again both would have to be changed.
Message re-routing can be initiated by the sender, by the receiver, or by a third party.
If fact, the current way of specifying telephone switching systems by a top-level split
into an originating side and a terminating side causes many difficulties as soon as
more than two partners are involved, like in call forwarding (see Sect. 1.2).

6.5.4 Encapsulation of the System Boundary

The details of the boundary of the specified system are hidden in the environment

module. There, they are further hidden in the sub-modules, starting with the
device interfaces module and the computing platform module.

For example, the computing platform module hides how much and which data
types and distributed processing facilities are provided by the operating system of
the underlying platform. If we change from an operating system that provides rich
support to a nearly naked microprocessor, then this shift of the boundary between
the system and its environment will be localized to the computing platform module.
Similarly, a change from C-Style text strings to Pascal-style text strings will be
localized even further to the text strings sub-module of the data type module inside
the computing platform module.

We will discuss the encapsulation of the user interface in more detail in Sec-
tion 8.3.2 below, in the chapter on the user interface module.

6.5.5 Size of a Property

We strived to make the property in a section “small”, i.e., abstract. (Compare
Sect. 5.2.3.) There should be only one reason for a property to change. This is the
single responsibility principle (compare Sect. 4.1.1). It avoids that responsibilities
become coupled, that is, it reduces dependencies.

For example, in the section text message base we specify that “there is a set of text
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messages which are part of the set of messages”, and in the section text message only

we specify that “nothing but a text message can be a message.” Formally, the former
section declares that the set TEXT MESSAGE is a subset of the set MESSAGE, and
the latter section adds the constraint that both sets are equal. We expect that there
are LAN message systems which allow nothing but text messages, but we also expect
systems that allow other kinds of messages, too. Therefore, we split the possibility
from the necessity. If graphical messages are added to the system, only the section
text message only must be removed. All the sections that depend on the section
text message base are not affected at all. Text messages are transferred exactly as
before.

Nevertheless, we sometimes put more than one aspect into one property. We did
this when we were absolutely sure that these aspects will always change together.
Then, the additional complexity of a split would not pay off.

For example, the section gui comm base introduces both GUI submission events
and GUI delivery events. We are sure that nobody will want to have a LAN message
system that allows submissions through a graphical user interface (GUI), but delivers
messages only via a text console. The same holds for a system that delivers messages
through the GUI, but accepts only text-based submissions from its users.

6.5.6 Constraint-Oriented Specification

The specification is written in a constraint-oriented style. (See Sect. 7.5.2 and 7.5.4
below.) Such a style helps to specify the individual requirements separately and to
then compose them in different ways as needed. We use the section construct for
expressing an individual constraint, in particular.

An example are the constraints on the number of text lines of a display. The
section text message base on page 251 states that each text message has a number
of lines, and that there is an upper limit on the number of lines:

TEXT MESSAGE : F1 MESSAGE
max lines : N1

msg2line no : TEXT MESSAGE → 0 . .max lines

This section is a loose specification because the actual maximum number of text
lines is not yet fixed. Other sections add a suitable constraint, depending on which
of them is included in a family member. For example, the section max lines2 message

adds the constraint that a message has at most two lines:

max lines = 2

The resulting family member is not loose anymore: text messages have up to two
lines of text.

Incremental constraints on dynamically changing state variables can be found in
the LAN message service specification too, of course. For this, we specify Z schemas
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with variables instead of axiomatic definitions of constants, as we did above. Already
plain Z allows to specify arbitrary constraints in the lower predicate part of a schema.
We can use a schema with this to specify additional constraints on a previously
define schema, exactly as we did in the lower predicate part of the second axiomatic
definition above.

An example are the constraints on the history of message submission events. The
section comm base on page 252 introduces the variable hist submit:

hist comm
hist submit : iseqEV SUBMIT
. . .

The section comm behaviour on page 253 then adds a constraint on the dynamic
behaviour of the variable:

mon submit
m? : MESSAGE
s? : COMM ENTITY
∆hist comm

∃ e : EV SUBMIT | ev sub2msg(e) = m? ∧ ev sub2sender(e) = s? •

hist submit ′ = hist submit a 〈e〉
. . .

The section comm io behaviour on page 254 adds another constraint on the dynamic
behaviour by specifying a (rather complex) invariant:

inv hist input
hist comm
hist io
clock

∃ h i , h j : iseqEV INPUT | h i a h j = hist input ∧
(∀ e : ran h j • ev input2time(e) + max mon delay > vmon curr time) •
hist submit o

9 ev sub2msg = h i o

9 ev input2msg ∧
hist submit o

9
ev sub2sender = h i o

9
ev input2sender ∧

∃ tshift : time → time | (∀ t : time • tshift(t) = t − max input delay) •
hist submit o

9
ev sub2time = h i o

9
ev input2time o

9
tshift

(This Z schema means that for each submission event that has been input, there has
been exactly one corresponding estimated monitored event, except maybe for those
input events which are too new; also, no other estimated monitored submission events
are computed.)

There are also dependencies of variables on dynamically changing other variables.
In the above Z schema, the function ev input2time associates a time stamp to each
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input message in the input history variable hist input. The time stamp depends on
the current time value in the variable vmon curr time. Our formalism can express
arbitrary constraints on the dynamically changing values of variables.

We will discuss how constraints can be composed in Section 7.5 in detail. In
particular, Sect. 7.5.2 is about constraint-oriented specification in general, and Sec-
tion 7.5.4 presents a pedagogical example that shows even more clearly that our
formalism is sufficiently general such that we can express arbitrary constraints on
dynamically changing values of variables.

6.5.7 Explicit Interfaces

Explicit interfaces of the requirements modules prevent the access to their changable
secrets. (Compare Sect. 6.3.) The interface between requirements modules is the set
of assumptions that they make about each other. A property that is likely to change
should not be depended upon by properties from other modules; distinguishing be-
tween interface properties and secret properties of a module is a mechanism to avoid
this.

For example, the chapter messages on page 251 hides the differences be-
tween the various types of messages. There is only one property common to
all family members: the section message base states that there is a set of mes-
sages. This is the only interface section of the chapter messages. Numerous
private sections specify additional properties, but may not be present in some
family members: text message base, text message only, one line message,
multi line message, max lines2 message, and graphical message base.

Sections outside of the chapter messages have no access to these additional prop-
erties. Therefore, they cannot rely on them for their own definitions. If some of the
additional properties are absent in a family member, the rest of the specification is
not affected.

Another example is the chapter time on page 249, which hides the differences of
the ways in which the access to time can be specified. Here is only one property
common to all family members, too: the section time base states that there is a
set of points in time and a set of time differences, with base operations on them.
The section contains, among others, a definition of a data type for the time, and a
declaration of a variable holding the software’s estimate of the current time:

time : P A

clock
vmon curr time : time

These definitions are part of all family members.
Some properties of the modelling of time vary from family member to family

member. They are specified as secrets of the time module. For example, the private
section time milliseconds imposes further constraints on variable vmon curr time that
holds the current time. This section demands a discrete time scale (in milliseconds)
and an initial value of 0 ms:
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time = N

vin start time = 0

(The initial value of vmon curr time is set to vin start time in a schema not shown
here.)

Sections outside of the chapter time have no access to to the predicate that states
that time is represented by natural numbers. These sections must be formulated
using the data type of Z’s arithmos A, which can be any kind of number whatsoever.
For example, the section timely message delivery on page 260 expresses a constraint
that couples the delivery of messages to the progress of time. This property is formu-
lated using the operators “+” and “<” which are defined for all kinds of arithmos:

inv timely msg delivery
hist comm
clock

∀ h s : iseqEV SUBMIT | h s prefix hist submit ∧ h s 6= 〈〉 ∧
ev sub2time(last(h s)) + max msg delivery delay < vmon curr time •
∃ reord : N1 7 N1 | reord = (dom h s) ⊳ reord delivery •

ran(reord) ⊆ dom hist deliver ∧
h s o

9
ev sub2msg = reord o

9
hist deliver o

9
ev deliv2msg

(This schema says that after the maximum message delivery delay, any submitted
message will have been delivered. For this, we consider only those submission events
which are at least sufficiently old.)

6.5.8 Reducing Dependencies by Abstract Interfaces

We decoupled the properties of the specification by letting them depend on abstract
interfaces only. (Compare Sect. 6.4.) The pattern of the abstract interface between
requirements modules helps to avoid dependencies on those requirements that change.
Abstract interfaces allow to achive an inversion of the dependencies.

An example ist the time module, again. The section time base contains its ab-
stract interface. It was a deliberate decision of ours to specify the data type of time
by the general “arithmos” of Z, and to specify the concrete granularity of time in
the separate, private section time milliseconds. In this way, most properties depend
on the stable interface only, not on some concrete granularity of time. We inverted
the dependency and let the optional section time milliseconds depend on the interface
section time base. (See also the longer discussion in Section 6.4.1.)

One can observe our success at decoupling by looking at the large
communicating entities module. In Figure 6.7 on page 113, we can see that the
sections of the system behaviour module are allowed to access only three sections
of the communicating entities module. (Look for solid boxes.) These are the sec-
tions comm base, comm params base, and message base. They provide the basic
abstractions of the communicating entities, of the communication events, and of the
messages. The sytem behaviour is specified only in terms of these abstractions.
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Our success at decoupling is also underlined by the fact that the dependency
hierarchy is flat. Figure 6.7 shows that it is wide, but that it is only three levels
high. Also, most properties are not depended upon at all. This allows for easy
changes and for many consistent subsets of properties.



Chapter 7

Configuring and Composing
Family Members Using Features

We show how we can configure and compose requirements to complete family mem-
bers; in this, we must distinguish the notions of a requirements module and of a
feature to avoid feature interaction problems. We first show that the underlying
concepts are related in software configuration management (SCM) and in require-
ments configuration management (RCM) for families of requirements; even though
the vocabularies are really different. We find that a feature is a set of changes, not a
requirements module. A selected configuration of requirements must be consistent;
we can automatically check for and we can automatically reconcile at least some in-
consistencies. We complete our support for families of requirements in the formalism
Z by adding a suitable feature construct; it allows to specify a configuration. We then
describe how we can compose the properties in the requirements to a complete sys-
tem description. We illustrate our approach by presenting some features and family
members for our family of LAN message services from Sect. 6.5 above. Configuring
requirements family members needs tool support; some tools already exist, more are
planned. We already collected considerable experience with a large case study of a
telephone switching system and in an industry project where we had to maintain a
set of communication protocol test specifications. This chapter ends with an outlook
on several ideas for further research.

7.1 Requirements Configuration Management for

Families of Requirements

We show that the underlying concepts are related in software configuration manage-
ment (SCM) and in requirements configuration management (RCM) for families of
requirements; even though the vocabularies are really different. For this, we take
each relevant definition from Sect. 3.4 on SCM in turn and show which notion from
RCM corresponds to it, and where the differences are, if any. As a result, we transfer
the sound base of SCM to RCM.
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7.1.1 Product Space

A software product in SCM maps to a complete requirements document in RCM;
i. e., to the root of the module composition hierarchy. There is only one composition
relationship: the product graph is the hierarchy of requirements modules. A composite
object (or configuration) is a requirements module in RCM. An atomic object is a
property. The dependency relationship is the dependency between properties.

7.1.2 Version Space

A version of a software product in SCM maps to a family member of a family of
requirements specifications in RCM. A family member may either be a revision or a
variant, as in SCM. But we are interested mostly in managing variants. We do not
discuss the difficulties of distributing or undoing updates here. These difficulties are
related to revisions.

A set of changes (or of directed deltas) in SCM maps to a feature in RCM. A
feature extends a base system by an arbitrary increment of functionality, we found
in Section 1.2.4 on naive feature orientation. A typical feature addition operator
adds text in different places of the base system as needed. A feature is also inher-
ently non-monotonous; most features really change the behaviour of the base system.
Therefore, the notions of a change and of a feature match quite well. To be more
precise, a feature maps to an entire set of changes, not only to one change; we discuss
this in Sect. 7.2 below. A small difference is that a feature is (usually) defined as an
increment to the base system only, while a change is more general. A change can be
either defined for a base system, or it can need that other changes already have been
applied.

A feature oriented requirements specification assumes a change-based version
model, of course (not a state-based version model).

Extensional versioning means that the set of possible family members is defined
by enumerating the family members. Extensional versioning supports retrieval of
previously constructed family members. Even though this is important, we are in-
terested even more in intensional versioning. We want to construct a (potentially
new) family member on demand, by giving the set of names of features which the
family member shall comprise. We want that the requirements specification for this
family member then is constructed automatically from the specification of the family.
As in SCM, the retrieval of known family members and the construction of new ones
are not mutually exclusive, of course.

7.1.3 Intensional Versioning

We discuss the definitions of intensional versioning along Conradi’s and Westfechtel’s
framework for intensional versioning in Fig. 3.8 on page 58. The versioned object base
in SCM maps to the specification of a family of requirements in RCM. A query (or
submitted configuration rule) maps to a selection of feature names.

There are different kinds of stored configuration rules in RCM. In feature-oriented
approaches, explicit or implicit priorities are a common means for resolving conflicts
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when composing features. Many approaches for feature composition use some kind
of feature stack ([AuAt97] is just one example). Events are passed top-down through
such a stack until a feature is prepared to handle it. The pipe-and-filter network of the
DFC architecture [JaZa98] is a generalization of this, and it has been implemented
in an experimental IP telecommunication platform [BCP+04, ZGS04]. Other kinds
of strictness classes (i. e., constraints, preferences, and defaults) are used, too. For
example, Amer et al. [AKGM00] resolve feature interactions using fuzzy policies.

A configurator in RCM is a tool that extracts an individual requirements specifi-
cation from a family of requirements specifications. The combinability problem man-
ifests itself in RCM as feature interaction problems. Semantic merging of changes is
what we would like to have for the combination of features. But unfortunately, as in
many SCM applications, there is no decidable definition for a semantic conflict that
is neither too strong nor too weak.

7.1.4 Interplay of Product Space and Version Space

SCM offers three different selection orders: product first, version first, and inter-
twined. The product first selection order ist not relevant for families of requirements,
since it does not allow structural versioning, i. e., adding and removing features. The
version first selection order allows this, but we get a new configuration for every
combination of module selections. This problem is called version proliferation in
SCM. The intertwined selection order distinguishes between versions of modules and
versions of configurations and does not have this problem.

An example for a version first selection order in RCM is: the description of a
family member consists of a list of the names of all properties that are part of it.
This is feasible. But the list will become unwieldy for large systems. In particular,
such a list is not suitable for marketing.

Feature orientation allows for a more compact and marked-oriented description.
A base system makes all those properties implicit that are part of many systems.
Each feature consists of the changes to this base system, that is, it lists only those
properties that are added to the base system and those properties that are removed
from the base system. A feature description is made up by a system designer in the
hope that it will meet the needs of customers. Each customer then selects a list of
features and pays for them. This is two-level version first selection, with additional
configuration rules for removing properties.

7.2 A Feature Is Not a Requirements Module

A feature is a set of changes, not a requirements module. Features and requirements
modules are similar. Both concepts serve to group properties. But there are marked
differences. Examples from telephony support our claim that a feature often affects
different requirements modules of a well-designed requirements module hierarchy.
The telephony system sketched in the examples avoids many kinds of undesired
feature interactions. But we find that none of the telephone switching architectures
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that we discussed in Sect. 5.5 above distinguish between requirements modules and
changes clearly.

7.2.1 The Differences

There are two marked differences between features and requirements modules:

1. A requirements module is a set of properties (i.e., one set), while a feature
consists of both added and removed properties.

2. The properties of a module are selected because of their likeliness to change
together, averaged over the entire family, while the properties of a feature are
selected to fit the marketing needs of a single situation.

Forcing requirements modules and features to be the same is not advisable. A
feature fits the marketing needs of one occasion only, even though perfectly. It is
likely to not fit well for the remaining family members. A requirements module
supports the construction of all family members well, even though it does not satisfy
all the marketing needs of a particular occasion by itself. A few other requirements
modules will be concerned, too. In contrast, adding one more feature on top of a
large naively feature-oriented system will concern many other features.

A requirements module provides an abstraction, while a feature is a configuration
rule for such abstractions.

A feature is an entire set of changes, not only one change. This is because a
feature usually should be made up of changes to different requirements modules. For
example, a feature should list the properties that are to be added or removed for all
requirements modules concerned by that feature.

7.2.2 Examples from Telephony

Examples from telephony support our claim that a feature often affects different
requirements modules of a well-designed requirements module hierarchy.

• The 800 feature allows a company to advertise a single telephone number, e.g.,
1-800-123-4567. Dialling this number will connect a customer with the nearest
branch, free of charge.

This feature should be composed of properties from these three requirements
modules: a module that provides addresses for user roles (example: the above
800 number for the pizza delivery role), a module that translates a role address
into a device address based on the caller’s address, and, entirely independently,
a module that charges the callee. The feature removes the property that the
caller is charged.

• The emergency call feature allows a person in distress to call a well-known num-
ber (911 in the U.S., 110 in Germany and in some other European countries,
. . . ) and be connected with the nearest emergency center.
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This feature will include the properties from the three requirements modules
above, and from a few more. For example, there will be properties from a
module that allows the callee to identify the physical line the call comes from.
Of course, this feature also removes the property that the caller is charged.

• The follow-me call forwarding feature allows a person to register with any phone
line and receive all calls to his/her personal number there.

This feature includes properties from the module in the first example that
provides addresses for user roles. The other modules are not needed. Instead,
we need properties from a module that translates a role address according to
a dynamic user preference. We also need properties from a further module to
enable the user to set his or her preferences dynamically.

Successful marketing needs features such as the above ones. A “user role address”
feature would probably sell much worse than the ubiquitous 800 feature.

Nevertheless, structuring the system only into the above features would not have
been good. We could not have reused requirements modules across features, as we
have done above. This would have been the naive feature-oriented approach.

7.2.3 Feature Interactions Avoided in the Examples

The telephony system sketched in the examples above avoids many kinds of undesired
feature interactions. There is only one module that translates a role address into a
device address. A consistent distinction between user roles and devices is important.

For example, undesired feature interactions between call forwarding and termi-
nating call screening, as discussed in Sect. 1.2.4, disappear as soon as we make clear
whether the screening acts on the device that made the connection or whether it
acts on the user who initiated the session. The latter, of course, needs that users
explicitly register with devices. If devices are screened, the phone should ring, if
users are screened, the phone should not ring. The description of the features will
make clear to the customers what they can expect.

A naive feature oriented system adds the translation in the call forwarding feature
only, with entailing confusion and grief. For example in the Intelligent Network (IN)
architecture discussed in in Section 1.2.4, call forwarding would most probably be
realized by “glueing” two IN calls together. The terminating call screening would
act on the second IN call only, thus omitting any checks on the first IN call. (See
the more detailed discussion in Sect. 1.2.4.) But the actual rules would not be clear
to the subscriber of terminating call screening.

7.2.4 No Clear Distinction Between Requirements Modules
and Changes in Existing Approaches

None of the telephone switching architectures that we discussed in Sect. 5.5 above
distinguish between requirements modules and changes clearly. We will now look at
these architectures in turn.
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The Intelligent Network (IN) architecture [ITU01, GRKK93, DuVi92] provides
the notions of a Service Independent Building Block (SIB) and of a feature. But a
SIB is no suitable module in our sense, as dicussed in Sect. 5.5 above. An IN feature
composes SIBs. But it also comprises so-called service logic that “glues” the exits
and the entries of the SIBs together. Therefore, an IN feature is not a set of changes
in the configuration management sense.

The agent architecture by Zibman et. al. [ZWO+96] separates several concerns
explicitly, but there is no on-demand composition of modules and thus no notion of
change in our sense. There are only revisions of the complete system.

Similarly, the Tina initiative [MaCo00, Ab+97] also separates many important
concerns explicitly. The deliverable on the Tina service architecture recognizes that
life cycle support for objects needs configuration management [Ab+97, pp. 70]. But
then, it states that this is mostly a research subject at this point.

The Race project does an important step and distinguishes in its Open Ser-
vices Architecture (OSA) between OSA components and OSA service configurations
[Tri95, p. 68, pp. 72]. An OSA component is meant for reuse, while an OSA ser-
vice configuration specifies how a service is composed out of OSA components for
one specific occasion. A service configuration is not meant for reuse. But OSA
service configurations comprise also the specifications of interactions between OSA
components. Therefore, an OSA service configuration is not a set of changes in the
configuration management sense, but a kind of one-time component that is flagged
as not reuseable.

The Acts project followed the Race project and developed and refined the Tina
architecture (and also Race’s OSA), in particular in the area of mobility [WLR98].
The result is called Open Service Architecture for an integrated fixed and Mobile
environment (OSAM). Like in Tina’s OSA, there is no configuration management
for OSAM’s “components”.

The DFC virtual architecture by Jackson and Zave [JaZa98, BCP+04, ZGS04]
mixes our notions of module and change. In their pipe-and-filter network, the filter
boxes are called “features”. But a filter box is not a set of changes. A filter box can
be present or not; it is integrated implicitly by the DFC router when it is present.
But there is no mechanism to include or exclude specific sets of such filter boxes.
Also, a filter box has only some traits of a module in our sense. The filter boxes
are relatively simple. This is in accordance with the principle of small requirements.
But there is no mechanism for grouping filter boxes into larger units.

The agent-based architecture Aphrodite for Private Branch Exchanges [Pin03]
has an entirely different view than us, it is hard to compare. An Aphrodite agent
has some traits of a module in our sense. Important abstractions are represented by
agents. Examples are devices, certain persons, certain roles, and fixed application
services. But there is no grouping of agents. An Aphrodite feature has some traits of
an atomic property in our sense. An Aphrodite feature is a small piece of code, and
it is atomic. But it is atomic with respect to execution; it is not a property in the
sense of requirements. An Aphrodite policy is some configuration data. Eeach agent
has its own state machine and its own trigger table, filled with policies. The trigger
tables allow for an extensive parameterization of the agents. Examples for parameter
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data are device IDs, role IDs, and time-of-day specifications. An Aphrodite feature
can be invoked via such a trigger table.

7.3 Consistent Configurations

A selected configuration of requirements must be consistent; we can automatically
check for and we can automatically reconcile at least some inconsistencies. A formal
specification of the requirements enables automated consistency checks; we can turn
some inconsistencies into type errors which tools can find efficiently. Differentiating
the strictness of configuration rules helps to reconcile inconsistencies; we propose
to distinguish between the essential properties and the changeable properties of a
feature.

7.3.1 Checking the Consistency of a Family Member

A formal specification of the requirements enables automated consistency checks; we
can turn some inconsistencies into type errors which tools can find efficiently. A
configuration of behaviour requirements is consistent if there exists a non-empty set
of behaviours that satisfies these requirements. There are different ways to prove a
configuration to be consistent, at different costs. We can construct an implementa-
tion, we can write an existential proof, and we can perform much cheaper partial
checks on whether a configuration is not consistent.

Full consistency proofs are usually expensive. It is usually expensive to construct
an implementation. This is true at least if the implementation is not generated
automatically from the requirements. An existential proof is even more expensive
to write. The tool CADiZ allows to prove theorems about specifications written
in ISO Z [To+02]. However, such effort is invested better in providing an actual
implementation.

We can encode cheap partial consistency checks as type rules. This makes type
errors out of some inconsistencies. The most obvious configuration constraints to
check are those that define the features. A feature both adds properties and removes
properties. Two features therefore can be inconsistent about whether a property
should be added or removecd. We will provide corresponding formal consistency
rules in Sect. 7.4.2 and we will discuss tool support in Sect. 7.7.

A specification of a single family member in ISO Z also contains some explicit
configuration constraints: the parents relation between sections demands that every
parent section that is named in some section header is also part of this family member.
We can check this easily with the tool CADiZ. It comprises a typechecker for ISO Z.
The typechecker flags any violation of such configuration constraints.

Similarly, the typechecker of CADiZ also detects conflicting type declarations for
Z names in a requirements specification. This allows to detect some more inconsistent
configurations without much effort.
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7.3.2 Configuration Priorities

Differentiating the strictness of configuration rules helps to reconcile inconsisten-
cies; we propose to distinguish between the essential properties and the changeable
properties of a feature. We will introduce such a distinction for the formalism Z in
Sect. 7.4 below.

Conflicting feature definitions that demand to both include and to exclude a
property are an important special case of an inconsistent configuration. Such an
inconsistency is an adverse feature interaction. For example in our family of LAN
message services in Appendices A, B, and C, the feature note to all demands the
property one line message to be included, while the feature scroll text message de-
mands this property to be excluded.

A solution is to have different configuration priorities for the properties of a fea-
ture. We found that not all properties of a feature are equally important. Some
properties are definitely necessary to meet the expectations evoked by the feature’s
name. But other properties are provided only in order to make the requirements spec-
ification complete and predictable for the user. For example, the feature note to all

can be recognized no matter what the requirements say on how many lines a note
can have.

We therefore propose that the specifier of a feature documents explicitly which
properties are essential properties and which are changeable properties. If a feature
demands the inclusion of a changeable property, but another feature demands the
exclusion of this property, then the property is excluded without the configuration
being inconsistent. The attributation of a priority is per feature, not per property.
A property can be essential for one feature and be just ancillary for another feature.
We will introduce such a distinction of priorities for the formalism Z in Sect. 7.4
below.

The idea can be generalized to arbitrary configuration priorities or even to a
precedence partial order. However, we found that the basic distinction between
essential and changeable properties already yields good results.

Related work on configuration priorities. Our approach is related to the fore-
ground/background model approach of Hall [Hal00, Hal98], which was developed
independently of ours [Bre98]. Hall separates the description of a feature into its
foreground behaviour, which is “essential” behaviour in our terms, and its back-
ground behaviour, which is “changeable” by another feature’s foreground behaviour
without causing a warning by his analysis tools. His goal is to perform feature inter-
action detection with less results; i.e., his tools do not report “spurious” interactions.
A difference of the approaches is that Hall assigns priorities to transitions, while we
assign priorities to properties.
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7.4 Adding a Feature Construct to the Formal-

ism Z

We complete our support for families of requirements in the formalism Z by adding
a suitable feature construct; it allows to specify a configuration. We could specify
family members in plain Z by an informal convention, but we cannot extend the
convention to features. We therefore define an extension of the formalism Z for
families of requirements; it includes a construct to specify a feature.

7.4.1 No Support for Features in Plain Z

We could specify family members in plain Z by an informal convention, but we
cannot extend the convention to features. In Section 5.6.1, we found that we can
extract a single member of the family into a separate document automatically, with
some limitations. We must use the convention that the leaves in the dependency
hierarchy of sections each specify one family member. We then can indicate the
family member desired through the name of the corresponding leaf section. A suitable
tool can follow the dependency relation in order to identify all sections included in
this family member. A limitation is that we cannot select the appropriate informal
text automatically.

But the extension of this convention does not work, that the sections above the
leaf sections serve to specify features. We can use this extended convention to specify
the properties that a feature includes. But we cannot express that a feature excludes
some other properties. There is no means for non-monotonous extensions.

7.4.2 ZF: Extending Z by Families and Features

We define an extension of the formalism Z for families of requirements; it includes
a construct to specify a feature. We call the language ZF. We define the language
by a transformation that maps the specification of a family of requirements to an
individual family member, depending on a list of selected features. Following our
arguments in Sect. 7.1.4, we will use two-level version first intensional versioning,
with additional configuration rules for removing properties. A feature is a list of
sections added and a list of sections removed. The list of added sections is differenti-
ated into essential and into changeable sections. The list of removed sections is not
differentiated.

We define the language ZF by a transformation from ZF to ZCI (as defined in
Sect. 6.3.4), not by an extension to ZCI. We do this because of the typing in Z (and
in ZCI). A single family member must have consistent types for all Z names, while
we do not want this for an entire family. For example, we want to be able to specify
that a variable has a different type in a different family member. The sections with
these contradicting variable declarations cannot be part of the same family member.
Therefore, we do not want to apply the type rules of Z to an entire family. The
major difference between a family document and a family member document is that
we can have several, even inconsistent versions in one text.
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query

(definition of a family member,

based on features)

requirements family member

(selected requirements modules)

requirements module base

(sections, grouped into chapters)

configuration rule base

(definitions of features)

configurator

(transformation function)

Figure 7.1: The three parts defining a family member in the language ZF.

A description of a family member in the language ZF consists of three parts
(Fig. 7.1): the requirements module base, the configuration rule base, and a query.
This is analogous to Conradi’s and Westfechtel’s framework for intensional version-
ing in software configuration management (Fig. 3.8 on page 58). The requirements
module base contains all sections that potentially can be part of a family member,
grouped into chapters. The configuration rule base contains the definitions of all
features. A query is a list of those features that are selected for the family member
desired. These three parts may be specified in one document, but they need not. In
particular, we might want to maintain queries separate from the module base and
the rule base. A query is specific to one family member, while the other parts are
common to the entire family.

We therefore define the language ZF in three independent parts. We leave to the
discretion of the specifiers to maintain these parts. For example, they can keep the
module base in a LATEX include file, and the rule base in another LATEX include file.
The specifiers can combine the two files into a family document for printing through
the include mechanism of LATEX. Any generated family member will contain parts
of the module base, but no parts of the rule base. The latter is not interesting for
the users of the family member document. The rules could even be confusing. The
feature definitions will probably mention excluded sections that are obviously men-
tioned nowhere else in the family member document. The query can be formulated,
for example, ad-hoc as input on the command line of the configurator tool.

We now define a syntax, a lexis, and two mark-ups for each of the three parts,
and some type rules and a semantics. The semantics is the transformation that maps
the three parts to an individual family member.

Syntax

Requirements module base. We define the syntax by a context-free grammar
in BNF. The grammar is completely separate from the grammar of Z (and of ZCI).
The start symbol is the family. A family consists of chapters and sections that serve
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as requirements modules.

Family = { Chapter | Section } ;

A chapter and a section are defined similar to the definition in ZCI, with two
exceptions. There can be the additional keyword “default”. And the body of a
section consists of informal text only, with respect to the transformation. We have
no rule for a “Paragraph”. Any ZCI paragraphs are just informal text. We will
associate it to the preceding token. Therefore, any ZCI paragraph will be part of the
section whose heading immediately precedes it.

Chapter = ZEDCHAR , [ private , [ default ] ] , chapter , NAME , ENDCHAR ,

{ Chapter | Section } ,

ZEDCHAR , endchapter , [ NAME ] , ENDCHAR ;

Section = ZEDCHAR , [ private , [ default ] ] , section , NAME ,

[ parents , [ NAME , { ,-tok , NAME} ] ] , ENDCHAR ;

The keyword “default” serves to specify the parts of the base system. The base
system consists of all interface sections/chapters and of all private sections/chapters
that are marked as “default”.

An alternative in the language definition would have been to specify the base
system by a list of sections and chapters, similar to the inclusion list of a feature
below. But this would have been less readable. We expect such a list to be usually
quite long. And the reader would need to jump back and forth many times to find
out what the base system is, even though the base system is a quite important
configuration.

Configuration rule base. The BNF start symbol is the list of features. A feature
is a list of sections added and a list of sections removed. The list of added sections
is differentiated into essential and into changeable sections. A feature has a name.

FeatureList = { Feature } ;

Feature = ZEDCHAR , feature , NAME , : , ENDCHAR ,

ZEDCHAR , { FeatAddEss | FeatAddChg | FeatRemove } ,

ENDCHAR ;

FeatAddEss = + , NAME ;

FeatAddChg = (-tok , + , )-tok , NAME ;

FeatRemove = − , NAME ;

The add list and the remove list can also refer to entire chapters instead of
individual sections. This is an abbreviation. We will define below adding a chapter
to be equivalent to adding all its default sections.
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Query. A family member is specified by a list of feature names.

FamilyMember = ZEDCHAR , { NAME } , ENDCHAR ;

Lexis

The lexical analysis phase groups Z characters to tokens. For each of the three parts
of a family member description, the lexis specifies a function that maps sequences of
Z characters to sequences of tokens. Furthermore, each lexis is composed of a first
step that groups the input using a context-free grammar, and a second step that
identifies the keywords.

For the requirements module base, the lexis also specifies a second function. This
second function attributes each token with the sub-sequence of input Z characters
that were grouped into this token. We will need these sub-sequences to compose the
output of the translation to a family member.

We partition the Z characters into DIGITs, LETTERs, BLANKs, and SYMBOLs, similar
as in plain Z. But we make the first two sets smaller to simplify tool support. A
DIGIT can be only one of the ten ASCII digits (no other UCS characters with, e. g.,
number property), a LETTER can be only one of the 2×26 LATIN ASCII letters or the
underscore “ ” (no greek letters and no A, N, P), and a BLANK can be either NLCHAR
or SPACE. All remaining Z characters are SYMBOLs. SYMBOLs include, among other
characters, ZEDCHAR and ENDCHAR.

The context-free grammar of the lexis is, for all three parts:

TOKENSTREAM = { BLANK } , { TOKEN , { BLANK } } ;

TOKEN = WORD | SYMBOL ;

WORD = ( LETTER | DIGIT ) , { LETTER | DIGIT } ;

The second step of the lexis maps each WORD either to a keyword token or to
the NAME token. It also strips all BLANKs from the input stream. With respect to
the attribution of tokens with sub-sequences of input Z characters, these BLANKs are
associated to the preceding token. Any initial BLANKs are associated to an implicit
begin-of-input token.

We only have alphabetic keywords. They are:

requirements module base configuration rule base query
Spelling Token

chapter chapter
default default

endchapter endchapter
parents parents
private private
section section

Spelling Token

feature feature

(no keywords)
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requirements module base configuration rule base

LATEX
Unicode

char/string

\begin{zchapter} ZEDCHAR

\end{zchapter} ENDCHAR

\begin{zsection} ZEDCHAR

\end{zsection} ENDCHAR

\CHAPTER “chapter”
\ENDCHAPTER “endchapter”
\SECTION “section”
\default “default”
\parents “parents”
\private “private”

LATEX
Unicode

char/string

\begin{zchanges} ZEDCHAR

\end{zchanges} ENDCHAR

\begin{zfeature} ZEDCHAR

\end{zfeature} ENDCHAR

\feature “feature”
\fAdd “+”

\fAddChg “(+)”
\fRemove “−”

query

LATEX
Unicode

char/string

\begin{familymember} ZEDCHAR

\end{familymember} ENDCHAR

\feata “”

aThe mark-up “\feat” maps to nothing; it is in-
tended to start a new line when typesetting the list of
features.

Figure 7.2: The non-trivial LATEX mark-up mappings of ZF.

LATEX Mark-Up

The LATEX mark-up maps the LATEX input characters to Z characters in Unicode. The
LATEX commands for the formal constructs are mapped to their special Z characters.
The informal text between the formal constructs is deleted.

Analogous to the lexis, there is also a second mapping for the requirements module
base that attributes each Z character with the sub-sequence of input LATEX characters
that were grouped into this Z character. Any informal text is associated to the
preceding formal Z character, again. Except for the formal LATEX constructs, the
mapping is mostly a trivial one-to-one mapping.

Figure 7.2 lists the non-trivial mark-up mappings.

Email Mark-Up

The email mark-up is straightforward. As in ZCI, the input “%%Z” on a line by itself
is mapped to ZEDCHAR, starting formal text, and “%%” on a line by itself is mapped
to ENDCHAR, ending formal text. As an exception, Z paragraphs shall be treated
as informal text, even if they start with “%%Z”. This can be detected via the first
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following keyword. The rest of the formal text is mapped trivially one-to-one. Any
informal text is handled as in the LATEX mark-up.

Type Inference Rules

Some type inference rules provide general consistency and furthermore adherence to
our intended restrictions on essential sections and chapters. This enables suitable
type checks on the specification of the family and on any query.

Requirements module base. We adapt the applicable type inference rules from
ZCI on chapters and sections (omitting the rules on parents). Additionally, we
demand that multiple appearances of a chapter name are marked consistently as
“default”. This gives us some general consistency.

Formally, this means that

• All section names are different.

• The name of a chapter is different from that of any section.

• For all chapters c, their extended chapter interface environment ΥI ,d
c is uniquely

defined.

The extended chapter interface environment ΥI ,d
c is like the chapter interface

environment ΥI
c defined in Sect. 6.3.4, but additionally allows “default” chap-

ters.

The formal type inference rule is presented in Fig. 7.3. In this rule, p is a phrase
that is either the token “private”, the tokens “private default”, or empty. ΥI ,d

s is the
extended chapter interface environment for sections; we will need it below.

Configuration rule base. We define four obvious consistency rules:

• All features must have distinct names.

• Feature names are in the same name space as section and chapter names; hence
they all must be different.

• Each section and chapter name may appear only once in the list of a feature.

• All section and chapter names that appear in the list of a feature must be
defined in the requirements module base.

Additionally, we define the following consistency rule:

• No feature may remove a section or chapter which is an interface.

This means that interfaces can never be changed by a feature. As a consequence,
any feature can rely on the interface of a module to be always present. However, if the
module is not an interface itself, the entire module may be removed. This implicitly
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⊢
FM

ZED p1,1 chapter c1,1 END

. . . ZED p1,l chapter c1,l END

ZED p1 section i1

parents i1,1, . . . i1,q END

ZED endchapter END

. . . ZED endchapter END

. . .

ZED pn,1 chapter cn,1 END

. . . ZED pn,m chapter cn,m END

ZED pn section in

parents in,1, . . . in,s END

ZED endchapter END

. . . ZED endchapter END




ΥI ,d
c1,1

= c1,1 7→ 〈c1,1 7→ p1,1〉

ΥI ,d
c1,2

= c1,2 7→ 〈c1,1 7→ p1,1, c1,2 7→ p1,2〉

...

ΥI ,d
cn,m−1

= cn,m−1 7→ 〈cn,1 7→ pn,1, . . . ,

cn,m−1 7→ pn,m−1〉

ΥI ,d
cn,m

= cn,m 7→ 〈cn,1 7→ pn,1, . . . ,

cn,m 7→ pn,m〉

ΨI ,d
c = {ΥI ,d

c1,1
} ∪ {ΥI ,d

c1,2
} ∪ . . .∪

{ΥI ,d
cn,m−1

} ∪ {ΥI ,d
cn,m

}

ΨI ,d
c ⊆ (dom ΨI ,d

c 7→ ran ΨI ,d
c )

ΥI ,d
s1

= i1 7→ 〈c1,1 7→ p1,1, . . . ,

c1,l 7→ p1,l , i1 7→ p1〉

...

ΥI ,d
sn

= in 7→ 〈cn,1 7→ pn,1, . . . ,

cn,m 7→ pn,m , in 7→ pn〉

ΨI ,d
s = {ΥI ,d

s1
} ∪ . . . ∪ {ΥI ,d

sn
}

# dom ΨI ,d
s = n

dom ΨI ,d
c ∩ dom ΨI ,d

s = ∅




Figure 7.3: The type inference rule of ZF for the requirements module base.
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also removes the module’s interface. Forbidden are only explicit modifications of an
interface.

Formally, we define three feature relations F ess , F chg , and F rem that each as-
sociate feature names to sets of section and chapter names. These three feature
relations denote the essential, the changeable, and the removed sections/chapters
of a feature name. We build these feature relations from feature relations for each
definition of a feature. The feature relations F ess

n , F chg
n , and F rem

n of a feature fn
are mappings from their own feature name fn to their own three sets. The feature
relations F ess , F chg , and F rem of the entire configuration rule base then are the union
of all respective feature relations. Additionally, we construct the set IF such that it
contains the names of all interface sections/chapters. The formal type inference rule
is presented in Fig. 7.4.

In this rule, the operator “r(| X |)” is the relational image from Z’s mathematical
toolkit, the operator applies the relation r in turn to all elements in the set X and
merges the results.

Query. We define one general consistency rule and one restriction rule:

• All feature names in the query must be defined in the configuration rule base.

• For all feature names in the query, no feature may remove a section or chapter
that is listed among the essential sections and chapters of some feature of this
query.

The formal type inference rule is presented in Fig. 7.5. In this rule, Q is the set of
feature names selected by this query. The operator “r(| X |)” again is the relational
image from Z’s mathematical toolkit, the operator applies the relation r in turn to
all elements in the set X and merges the results.

Note that being essential does not propagate from a chapter to all of its sections.
A chapter may be marked as essential, but nevertheless some of its default sections
can be removed.

Note furthermore that a feature may remove a section that is needed as a parent
by another, included section. We leave this consistency check to the definition of
ZCI, where it is performed anyway. This simplifies the definition of ZF. We do not
need to check the parents relation at all here. Similarly, we do not check the access
restrictions to private sections and chapters here.

Semantics

The semantics is the transformation that maps the three parts to an individual fam-
ily member. The sets and relations defined for the type inference rules provide us
with most of the information we need. For the requirements module base, we get
information about the structure of the chapters and sections from the extended chap-
ter interface environment ΨI ,d

c for chapters and from the extended chapter interface
environment ΨI ,d

s for sections. For the configuration rule base, we get the relations
from feature names to essential/changeable/removed sections and chapters from the
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⊢
FC

ZEDCHAR feature f1 ENDCHAR

ZEDCHAR

+ sess
1,1 . . . + sess

1,k

(-tok + )-tok schg
1,1 . . .

(-tok + )-tok schg
1,l

− srem
1,1 . . . − srem

1,m

ENDCHAR

. . .

ZEDCHAR feature fn ENDCHAR

ZEDCHAR

+ sess
n,1 . . . + sess

n,o

(-tok + )-tok schg
n,1 . . .

(-tok + )-tok schg
n,p

− srem
n,1 . . . − srem

n,q

ENDCHAR




F ess
1 = {f1 7→ {sess

1,1 , . . . , s
ess
1,k }}

F chg
1 = {f1 7→ {schg

1,1 , . . . , s
chg
1,l }}

F rem
1 = {f1 7→ {srem

1,1 , . . . , s
rem
1,m }}

...

F ess
n = {fn 7→ {sess

n,1 , . . . , s
ess
n,o}}

F chg
n = {fn 7→ {schg

n,1 , . . . , s
chg
n,p }}

F rem
n = {fn 7→ {srem

n,1 , . . . , s
rem
n,q }}

F ess = F ess
1 ∪ . . . ∪ F ess

n

F chg = F chg
1 ∪ . . . ∪ F chg

n

F rem = F rem
1 ∪ . . . ∪ F rem

n

# domF ess = n

domF ess ∩ (dom ΨI ,d
c ∪ dom ΨI ,d

s ) = ∅

#{sess
1,1 , . . . , s

ess
1,k } = k

#{schg
1,1 , . . . , s

chg
1,l } = l

#{srem
1,1 , . . . , s

rem
1,m } = m

...

#{sess
n,1 , . . . , s

ess
n,o} = o

#{schg
n,1 , . . . , s

chg
n,p } = p

#{srem
n,1 , . . . , s

rem
n,q } = q

(ranF ess ∪ ranF chg ∪ ranF rem) ⊆

(dom ΨI ,d
c ∪ dom ΨI ,d

s )

IF = dom
((

last(| ran(ΨI ,d
s ) ∪

ran(ΨI ,d
c ) |)

)
⊲ {“ ”}

)

IF ∩ ranF rem = ∅




Figure 7.4: The type inference rule of ZF for the configuration rule base.

⊢
FQ

ZEDCHAR f1 . . . fj ENDCHAR




Q = {f1, . . . , fj}

Q ⊆ domF ess

F rem(| Q |) ∩ F ess(| Q |) = ∅




Figure 7.5: The type inference rule of ZF for a query.
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feature relations F ess , F chg , and F rem . For the query, we have the set of feature
names Q .

Futhermore, we need an association of the syntax grammar non-terminals
“Chapter” and “Section” to their corresponding input. In the lexis, we already
have defined a function that attributes each token with the sub-sequence of input
Z characters that were grouped into this token. In the mark-up, we already have
defined a function that attributes each Z character with the sub-sequence of input
LATEX/email characters that were grouped into this Z character. Therefore, we can
construct the association easily for any match of the syntax grammar non-terminals.
We omit further details here. One implementation idea is to attribute each non-
terminal with the position in the input stream where it starts and with the position
in the input stream where it ends. We used this technique in the tool GenFam-
Mem 2.0 [Bre00c].

We define the result of the transformation by the following steps. We start out
with a base system consisting of everything that is either an interface or marked as
default. To be more precise, the set of base sections B is the set of all those sections
which are not marked as “private”, and for which none of its enclosing chapters
is marked as “private”. (That is, they are marked either not at all, denoting an
interface, or they are marked as “private default”.)

B = {i : dom ΨI ,d
s | private 6∈ ran ran(ΨI ,d

s (i))}

We then add to the base system B all the sections that the features in the
query demand; and for the chapters that the features in the query demand, we also
add all their non-“private” sections. This means adding both the essential and the
changeable sections/chapters. The result is an extended set of sections E .

E = B ∪
(
(F ess(| Q |) ∪ F chg(| Q |)) ∩ dom ΨI ,d

s

)
∪

{
i : dom ΨI ,d

s ; c :
(
(F ess(| Q |) ∪ F chg(| Q |)) ∩ dom ΨI ,d

c

)
|

c ∈ dom ran(ΨI ,d
s (i)) ∧ private 6∈ ran ran cps((ΨI ,d

s (i)), c) • i
}

(In this formula, we use the chapter path suffix cps(s , c) defined in Sect. 6.3.4 above.)
We next remove from E all the sections that the features in the query demand to

be removed; and for the chapters that shall be removed, we remove all their sections.
The result is the set of sections S of the family member.

S = E \ F rem(| Q |) \
{
i : dom ΨI ,d

s ; c : (F rem(| Q |) ∩ dom ΨI ,d
c ) | c ∈ dom ran(ΨI ,d

s (i)) • i
}

Note that our type inference rules ensure that no section is removed which another
feature marks as essential.

After having determined the set of sections of the family member, we can define
the set of chapter headings C of the family member. We keep only those chapter
headings for which at least one section exists.

C = {i : dom ΨI ,d
s ; c : dom ΨI ,d

c | c ∈ dom ran(ΨI ,d
s (i)) • c }
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The final step is the definition of the output sequence of Z characters (and mark-
up). The output is the same as the requirements module base, but with some parts
removed. The order of the output characters is otherwise the same as in the re-
quirements module base. We remove all Z characters associated to syntax grammar
non-terminals “Section”, where the corresponding section name is not in S , and
we remove all Z characters associated to syntax grammar non-terminals “Chapter”,
where the corresponding chapter name is not in C . Additionally, we remove all Z
characters associated to any token “default”. Note that all informal text blocks are
associated to some formal text; they are also removed suitably where necessary.

Example of a Usage

To illustrate our extension, Fig. 7.6 shows a simplified example of a usage from our
family of LAN message services in Appendices A, B, and C. Figure 7.6(a) contains
an excerpt of the requirements module base, Figure 7.6(b) some of the feature defi-
nitions, and Figure 7.6(c) some queries for family members that are specified using
features. The complete requirements module base contains more feature definitions;
also not all requirements modules referenced here are shown in Figure 7.6(a).

Note that the feature deskPhoneXY hardware means that the system uses the
hardware of the office desk phones of brand XY instead of computer terminals. These
phones only have a small text display with two lines. The associcated software
platform is restricted to the language Pascal.

Graphical Illustration of Configuring a System Using Features

Figures 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9 illustrate how we configure a system using features. We
take our LAN message service family, again. Figure 6.7 on page 113 presented
its requirements module hierarchy. The first two figures here contain scaled-down
versions; please refer to the original figure for the text labels.

A consistent configuration. In Figure 7.7, the four sub-figures show the base
system, two features, and the resulting complete system. The base system of our
family is in Figure 7.7(a). The black boxes mark those sections which are part of the
“plain” family member that has no features.

The changes by the feature lunch alarm are in Figure 7.7(b). An automated
alarm clock informs everybody when it is time for the lunch break. By default, the
alarm is a short text message. A bold frame marks those sections and chapters which
the feature adds on top of the base system. A dashed frame means that this addition
is not essential and could be overruled by another feature.

Two remarks may help to understand some of the changes better: The left,
bold frame is around the default section broadcast message delivery which is already
part of the base system. This makes the section essential such that it must not be
removed by another feature. The non-essential section addition drawn as a dashed
frame does not actually change anything, because the section is a default in the base
system anyway. This is due to our wish to express our intention behind the feature
lunch alarm better.
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1. chapter environment

1.1 chapter computing platform
1.1.1 chapter data types
. . .

1.1.1.2 chapter text strings
1.1.1.2.1 section text string base
. . .
1.1.1.2.2 private default section c text string
. . .

endchapter text strings
1.1.1.3 chapter graph images
1.1.1.3.1 section graph image base

. . .

endchapter graph images
endchapter data types
. . .

endchapter computing platform
1.2 chapter device interfaces
. . .

1.2.2 chapter communicating entities
1.2.2.1 chapter messages
. . .

endchapter messages
. . .

1.2.2.8 private default chapter user interface
1.2.2.8.1 section user base

. . .
1.2.2.8.2 private default chapter graphical user interface
1.2.2.8.2.1 section gui comm base
. . .
1.2.2.8.2.2 private default section gui io base
. . .
endchapter graphical user interface

1.2.2.8.3 private chapter textual user interface

. . .
endchapter textual user interface

endchapter user interface
. . .

endchapter communicating entities

endchapter device interfaces
endchapter environment

2. chapter system behaviour

2.1 chapter function drivers
2.1.1 chapter message delivery
. . .

2.1.1.2 private default section timely message delivery
. . .

2.1.1.3 private default section correct message delivery
. . .

2.1.1.4 private default section broadcast message delivery
. . .

endchapter message delivery

endchapter function drivers
. . .

endchapter system behaviour

(a) Some of the formal chapter and section headings in the re-
quirements module base. We omitted the “parents” construct
and all of the actual contents of the sections.

feature note to all:

+ broadcast message delivery
+ text message base

(+) one line message

feature scroll text message:

+ multi line message
− one line message
+ graphical user interface
− textual user interface

feature birthday cake picture:

+ broadcast message delivery
+ graphical message base
− text message only
+ graphical user interface

feature lunch alarm:

+ automated agent interface
+ broadcast message delivery

(+) text message base

feature deskPhoneXY hardware:

− graphical user interface
+ textual user interface
+ max lines2 message
+ pascal text string
− c text string

. . .

(b) Some of the feature defini-
tions in the configuration rule
base.

The “Lunch Phone” system:

lunch alarm
deskPhoneXY hardware

The “Classic PC” edition:

note to all
multi line text message
standardPC hardware

The “Deluxe PC” edition:

lunch alarm
birthday cake picture
note to all
multi line text message
scroll text message
standardPC hardware

(c) Some queries for family
members.

Figure 7.6: An example usage of ZF, our Z extension for families and features,
extracted from the specification in Appendices A, B, and C.
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(a) The base system.

(b) The feature lunch alarm.

(c) The feature deskphone hardware.

(d) The complete “Lunch Phone” system.

legend: selected

not selected

add,

essential changeable

add, remove

Figure 7.7: Configuring a system using features in the LAN message service family.
(See Figure 6.7 on page 113 for the text labels of the boxes.)
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The changes by the feature deskPhoneXY hardware are in Figure 7.7(c). A bold
cross marks those sections and chapters which the feature explicitly removes.

The final configuration of the “Lunch Phone” system is in Figure 7.7(d). It
consists of the above two features. Compare also the formal descriptions of the
features and of the “Lunch Phone” system in Figure 7.6, and in Appendices B and C.

An inconsistent configuration. Figure 7.8 shows an inconsistent configuration.
The base system of our family is repeated in Figure 7.8(a). We also request again
the feature deskPhoneXY hardware. Its changes are repeated in Figure 7.8(c).

We request the feature birthday cake picture now, instead of the feature
lunch alarm. The changes by the feature birthday cake picture are in Figure 7.8(b).

This combination of features causes an inconsistency. The module graphi-
cal user interface is essential for the feature birthday cake picture, but the feature
deskPhoneXY hardware excludes it. This particular kind of hardware does not sup-
port a graphical user interface, even though it is required for displaying birthday
cake pictures.

The type rules of ZF flag this inconsistency as a type error. We are not allowed
to generate the corresponding family member.

More examples. Figure 7.9 presents more examples for the type rules and seman-
tics of ZF. These examples are small toy examples in order to show many different
cases in limited space.

Outlook: Adding More Complex Configuration Rules And Parameters

We can see use for more complex configuration rules beyond simple feature defini-
tions. Our separation of requirements modules and configuration rules opens ways
for documenting further kinds of configuration constraints in the configuration rule
base, and for analyzing them by tools. Also, generic parameters for modules and for
features can be a notational convenience for a recurring kind of configuration task.
We will come back to these issues in the outlook in Section 7.10.

7.5 Composing the Properties of a Family Mem-

ber in the Formalism Z

We describe how we can compose the properties in the requirements to a complete
system description; we do this in a way that works together with the configuration
transformation. We briefly recapitulate the parts of Chap. 2 on how we can specify
an event-oriented, embedded software system in Z using the inverted four-variable
model. Z allows to specify requirements incrementally in a constraint-oriented way;
we describe how this can be done. Building on this, we present conventions for com-
posing the meaning of a family member from requirements modules in ZF. Finally,
we show that our formalism is sufficiently general such that we can express arbitrary
constraints on dynamically changing values of variables.
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(a) The base system.

(b) The feature birthday cake picture.

(c) The feature deskphone hardware.

� � �
� � �

� �
� �

� � �
� � �

� �
� �

(d) Resulting inconsistent configuration.

legend: selected

not selected

add,

essential changeable

add, remove

Figure 7.8: An inconsistent configuration which is a type error in ZF.
(See Figure 6.7 on page 113 for the text labels of the boxes.)
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+ ++ ++ +

+

and

+

and

both adding and removing a section adding a chapter

+

system
base

resulting
system

feature

system
base

resulting
system

+

removing a chapter

add,

essential

changeable

add,

remove public

private

modifying an interface sectionmodifying a private section

feature

feature

legend: selected

not selected

Figure 7.9: More examples for the type rules and semantics of ZF.
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7.5.1 Again: Using the Inverted Four-Variable Model for
Specifying in Z

We briefly recapitulate the parts of Chap. 2 on how we can specify an event-oriented,
embedded software system in Z using the inverted four-variable model.

The inverted four-variable model allows to specify the required behaviour over a
set of variables that describe values of entities in the real world. The requirements
are separated into requirements on the system, REQ, and requirements on the envi-
ronment of the system, NAT. The variables are separated into a vector of monitored
variables

˜
m t and a vector of controlled variables

˜
ct .

A first design step separates the software requirements from the requirements
on the input devices (sensors) and on the output devices (actuators). The input
devices set the software’s input variables

˜
i t according to the monitored variables,

and the output devices set the controlled variables according to the software’s output
variables

˜
ot .

We structure the software requirements in a particular way in order to ease main-
tenance. We introduce estimates

˜
m t and

˜
ct for the monitored and controlled variables

˜
m t and

˜
ct . The software requirements specification SoRS consists of the relations

D IN, D OUT, and REQ. D IN relates the input variables
˜
i t to

˜
m t , and D OUT

relates
˜
ct to the output variables

˜
ot . Accordingly, the input and output devices are

specified by the inverse relations of D IN and D OUT. The relation REQ is quite
similar to REQ. Usually, REQ is just an extension of REQ. REQ describes only
“ideal” behaviour. REQ also must specify how to deal with failures of input and
output devices. Furthermore, REQ may need to take care of the inaccuracies of the
input and output devices.

We can specify discrete behaviour if we define events. An event occurs when a
predicate over some variables changes its boolean value. We can use a state transition
system based on such events to specify the discrete part of the behaviour of the
controlled variables.

There are common conventions for specifying a state transition system using the
general mathematics of Z. We describe the state space of the transition system by
the set of values that a Z schema may take. We describe the state transition relation
by other, special Z schemas called operations. And we describe the set of initial
states by one more Z schema. Informal text must make clear which Z schema takes
which of these purposes. Operations are special Z schemas since they refer to the
pre- and post-state through a naming convention. Another naming convention allows
to specify input and output values for state transitions.

We interpret transitions such that the system evolves by events that happen. An
event is specified by a transition, then. The event has a name and is distinguishable
from other events. The effect of the event is specified by the post-states of the
transition. The event may happen only if the current state is in the set of pre-
states. Additionally, an event belonging to the environment may happen only if the
environment agrees, and the system must not refuse it. We call this an input event.
This interpretation allows for systems without any externally visible state space. In
this case, any definition of a state variable is just an auxiliary definition.
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We use the naming convention that all schemas whose names start with “in ”
shall describe the transitions of the software’s environment that are linked to events
denoting changes of the input variables. The name of an input variable starts with
“vin ” and that the name of an estimated monitored variable starts with “vmon ”.

We can abstract the changes to the (auxiliary) estimated monitored variables by
introducing monitored events. Our naming convention is “mon ” for such monitored
events. These monitored events are caused by the software; to be more precise, they
belong to D IN. These events occur when the software has computed the estimates
of the monitored variables.

We will use implicit output variables here. An output event is an abstraction of
a change to the output variables. We can specify the values of the output variables
indirectly by stating constraints on output events. We describe the state changes that
are abstracted to an output event by an output transition. Our naming convention is
that the names of the schemas of output transition start with “out ”. The parameters
of the output event specify the details of the change to the (implicit) output variables.
Accordingly, output transitions are system transitions. To be more precise, they
belong to D OUT.

We complete the separation of D IN, REQ, and D OUT by introducing (aux-
iliary) estimated controlled variables and the corresponding controlled events and
controlled transitions. Our naming convention is “ctrl ”. This is analogous to the
distinction between input variables and monitored variables. The controlled events
belong to REQ.

We also introduce another kind of event, the operation. An operation roughly is
an output event followed by an input event. An important example where operations
are suitable are function calls in programming languages. The underlying software
platform of a system is part of its environment, and we must be able to specify
the interface between the system and this part of the environment, too. The input
parameters of the operation specify the changes to the output variables of the system,
and the output parameters specify the changes to the input variables of the system.
An operation is part of the specification of the environment NAT of the system; we
assume that the environment always performs suitable changes to the input variables.
We identify operations by the convention that operation names start with “op ”.

7.5.2 Incremental Constraint-Oriented Specification in Z

Z allows to specify requirements incrementally in a constraint-oriented way; we de-
scribe how this can be done. A constraint-oriented specification helps to specify the
individual requirements separately and to then compose them in different ways as
needed. We can use the section construct, in particular. Each section has a self-
contained formal meaning (compare Sect. 5.6.1). Any initial sequence of sections
can be taken as the set of requirements for a variant of the specified system. Each
further section adds more constraints on the system (and new declarations).

At the level of Z schemas, we can compose by conjunction. A schema can be
defined to be the logical conjunction of other schemas. And a schema can include
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other schemas, conjoining their definitions and predicates. For example, we can write

init All == myInit Left ∧ myInit Middle ∧ myInit Right

and we can write

init All2
myInit Left
myInit Middle
myInit Right

. . .

We can also compose Z schemas by disjunction (and by arbitrary combinations
of logical operators). These composition facilities allow us to define a transition
system out of schemas by a convention as described above, and in turn compose
these schemas out of many “small” schemas as needed.

In a constraint-oriented, event-based specification, we have no convention for
a visible state space; therefore it helps to have a convention for an explicit state
invariant. We could specify constraints on the auxiliary state space in the pre- and
postconditions of the transitions and in the specification of the initial state. But
they are easier to enforce during incremental specification if we can specify each of
them in a single place. The meaning of such an explicit state invariant is, of course,
that it is added to all pre- and postconditions and to the specification of the initial
state. We will present a concrete convention for this in the next subsection.

We discuss practical examples of incremental constraint-oriented specification in
Section 6.5.6 on our family of LAN message services. We demonstrate the general
expressiveness of constraints in ZF in another, pedagogical example in Section 7.5.4
below.

7.5.3 Conventions in ZF for Composing the Meaning of a
Family Member

We present conventions for composing the meaning of a family member from require-
ments modules in ZF. In this, we concentrate on specifications of event-based state
transition systems. Embedded communication systems are often such systems. The
example LAN message service system in Appendices A, B, and C is such a system.
Of course, similar conventions for other kinds of systems are possible, too.

The meaning of a family member shall be an event-based state transition system.
Then, we must link the parts of the state transition system further to the real world,
in a way specific to the family. We describe the state transition system by

• sets of different kinds of transitions, as discussed in Sect. 7.5.1 above (“in ”,
“mon ”, “ctrl ”, “out ”, and “op ”),

• an initial state (maybe internal only),

• a state invariant (maybe internal only), and
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• auxiliary definitions.

Sets of Z schemas with special names describe the transitions, the initial state,
and the state invariant, respectively. All other Z schemas are auxiliary definitions.
The initial state is the conjunction of all schemas whose name begins with “init ”.
The state invariant is the conjunction of all schemas whose name begins with “inv ”.

We use sets of schemas instead of a single schemas for the initial state and for the
state invariant in order to facilitate the flexible composition of requirements modules.
The members of such a set together specify the corresponding part.

An example is in Appendix A. Some of the state invariants are specified by the
schemas inv timely msg delivery , inv hist correct msg , and inv hist broadcast msg
on page 259 and following. These schemas describe state invariants because their
name starts with “inv ”. Those schemas which are selected for a specific family
member are composed implicitly by logical conjunction.

We do not explicitly write down these conjunctions. This makes the specification
more compact. We do not have to specify a large number of explicit conjunctions for
all possible family members. Neverthless, the specification remains rigorous as long
as the composition convention is precise.

Note that our access restrictions on “private” sections do not apply for the com-
position of the state transition system. Any section can contribute to this last com-
position step. The access restrictions only prevent dependencies that could obstruct
consistent configurations of sections.

Not every formal section must contain the special schemas that define the tran-
sition system. A section without them can provide definitions that serve as a base
for another section that contains such schemas. Also, a section without them can
contain axiomatic definitions that restrict the possible set of values for constants
defined in an axiomatic definition of another section.

7.5.4 Expressiveness of ZF: Arbitrary Constraints on Dy-
namically Changing Variables

Our formalism is sufficiently general such that we can express arbitrary constraints on
dynamically changing values of variables. The LAN message service family example
discussed in Sections 6.5.6 and 7.6 does not exploit the full potential of Z, and thus
of ZF. Therefore, we additionally demonstrate the expressiveness at a pedagogical
example here.

The specification in Figures 7.10 and 7.11 is concerned with system memory con-
sumption. The constraints depend both on which system functionality is configured
and on the dynamic behaviour of these components.

Section system resources in Figure 7.10 specifies the system memory available.
The current value is in the (auxiliary) variable avail mem. It must be between 0 and
65536. The initial value is the maximum value. This section is an interface section
(no keyword “private”). It is therefore present in all members of the family.

Section audio resources in Figure 7.10 specifies the system memory consumption
by an optional audio subsystem. The audio subsystem may be absent in some family
members. The variable au mem describes the current memory use of the audio
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1. section system resources

parents standard toolkit

memory
avail mem : N

avail mem ≤ 65536

init memory
memory

avail mem = 65536

2. private section audio resources

parents system resources

audio memory
au mem : N

au mem ≤ 32768

init audio memory
audio memory

au mem = 0

in track
fail ! : {0, 1}
∆audio memory
∆memory

( au mem ′ = au mem + 1 ∧
avail mem ′ = avail mem − 1 ∧
fail ! = 0 ) ∨

( au mem ′ = au mem ∧
avail mem ′ = avail mem ∧
fail ! = 1 )

out track
∆audio memory
∆memory

au mem ′ = au mem − 1 ∧
avail mem ′ = avail mem + 1

Figure 7.10: Specification of a family of system memory consumers in ZF, first part.

subsystem. Initially, it is zero. The audio subsystem will never request more than
half of the total system memory. The invariant of schema audio memory ensures this.
Input event in track denotes that a sound track enters the system. Accordingly, the
memory consumption of the audio subsystem increases, and the memory available
decreases. The input of a sound track may fail (for various, unspecified reasons).
Then, the memory consumption does not change. In case there is not enough memory
left, the input must fail. Output event out track denotes that a sound track leaves
the system, and that the memory associated is freed again. The output event can
occur only when there is at least one track in the system.

In a family member that consists of the base system and of the audio subsystem
only, the memory limit is determined by these only. The internal limit by the audio
subsystem is lower than the system limit. Therefore, the limit by the audio subsystem
governs how much memory the audio subsystem can acquire.

Section video resources in Figure 7.11 specifies the system memory consumption
by an optional video subsystem. This section belongs to the same specification
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3. private section video resources

parents system resources

video memory
vi mem : N

vi mem ≤ 49152

init video memory
video memory

vi mem = 0

in frame
fail ! : {0, 1}
∆video memory
∆memory

( vi mem ′ = vi mem + 1 ∧
avail mem ′ = avail mem − 1 ∧
fail ! = 0 ) ∨

( vi mem ′ = vi mem ∧
avail mem ′ = avail mem ∧
fail ! = 1 )

out frame
∆video memory
∆memory

vi mem ′ = vi mem − 1 ∧
avail mem ′ = avail mem + 1

Figure 7.11: Specification of a family of system memory consumers in ZF, second
part.

document; we split the specification into two figures for layout reasons only. The
specification of the video subsystem is rather similar to that of the audio subsystem.
The only differences are the names of variables and schemas, and that the maximum
memory consumption is three quarters of the system memory instead of half the
system memory.

Any combination of the audio and video subsystems can be configured: none,
audio only, video only, and both.

The family member with both audio and video is particularly interesting. Both
subsystems must contend dynamically for the system memory. Each subsystem can
acquire at most the amount of memory specified in its corresponding section. This is
half of the system memory for the audio subsystem, and three quarters for the video
subsystem. No subsystem can acquire any more memory when the system limit has
been reached. For example, if the video subsystem first demands all the memory
it can, then the audio subsystem can only get the remaining quarter of the system
memory, instead of the half it could get in a better situation. It should be clear
now how we can extend our example by even more consumers and by more complex
scheduling strategies.

This example shows how we can express constraints that depend both on which
system functionality is configured and on the dynamic behaviour of these compo-
nents.

We omit the configuration rule base of the specification in ZF as well as any actual
queries for brevity here.
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7.6 Example: Some Features and Family Mem-

bers for the Family of LAN Message Services

We illustrate our approach by presenting some features and family members for
our family of LAN message services from Sect. 6.5 above. Appendix B contains
the configuration rule base and Appendix C specifies some family members for the
requirements module base in Appendix A. Figure 7.6 on page 140 already presented
an excerpt of the three appendices.

7.6.1 Features

We now present some features from Appendix B, and we investigate the pair-wise
compatibility of all the features. A feature is a list of sections added and a list of
sections removed. The list of added sections is differentiated into essential and into
changeable sections.

Note how the features are taylored to specific marketing situations, and how they
cross-cut the structure of the requirements module base. We could configure systems
much less flexibly if we would structure the family along the features instead of the
information-hiding requirements modules.

Examples of Features

The feature note to all is quite basic for a message service. The users can write a
note to everybody. A note is a text message. A note by default is short. That means
only one line with at most 40 characters.

The feature lunch alarm adds a specialty. An (external) automated alarm clock
informs everybody that it is time for the lunch break. By default, the alarm is a
short text message.

The features deskPhoneXY hardware and standardPC hardware allow to select
a suitable underlying hardware platform. With the feature deskPhoneXY hardware,
the system uses the hardware of the office desk phones of brand XY instead of
computer terminals. These phones only have a small text display with two lines of
20 characters. The associcated software platform is restricted to the language Pascal.
With the feature standardPC hardware, the system uses the hardware of standard
PCs. These machines have a graphical user interface, and they can display windows
with text messages, too. But the associated software platform does not offer the
language Pascal anymore. Instead, we can use the language C.

Please find more feature specifications in Appendix B.

Compatibility of Features

We can compute the pair-wise compatibility of the features by the type rules of ZF.
Table 7.1 shows the result.

It turns out that nearly all features are compatible. We attribute this to our
well-structured requirements module base. The only exceptions are limitations of
resources imposed by deskPhoneXY hardware, which conflict with resource demands
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note to all
√ √ √ √ √ √

multi line text message
√ √ √ √ √

scroll text message
√ × √ √

birthday cake picture
√ × √

lunch alarm
√ √

deskPhoneXY hardware ×
standardPC hardware

Table 7.1: The pair-wise compatibility of the features of the LAN message service in
Appendix B according to the type rules of ZF.

of two other features. Our type rules let us detect these conflicts already in the
configuration rule base. Also, the two different hardware platforms are in conflict;
they have no common text string representation.

7.6.2 Family Members

Appendix C contains specifications of some family members. A family member is
specified by a list of selected features. Each of the sections of this appendix specifies
one complete family member.

The Lunch Phone system is a very minimalistic system, it does not even contain
the feature note to all. This system informs everybody that it is time for the lunch
break, using only the hardware of the office desk phones (of brand XY) instead of
computer terminals.

The Classic PC edition is a “plain” version without any particular specialties; it
would be sold for a comparably low price. The users can write a note of several lines
to everybody, and the system uses the hardware of standard PCs.

The Deluxe PC edition is a “premium” version to be sold at a higher price than
the Classic PC edition. This version has many more, attractive-sounding features
than the Classic PC edition: lunch alarm, birthday cake picture, and scroll text
message.
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7.7 Tool Support

Configuring requirements family members needs tool support; some tools already
exist, more are planned. We have written a LATEX style for typesetting specifications
in ZF. We have implemented and used a configurator and a type checker for a
predecessor of ZF; we now plan the same for the current ZF, following the precise
specification in Sect. 7.4.2 and 6.3.4. We can exploit our experience with the tool
genFamMem 2.0 [Bre00c] for an extension of CSP-OZ [Fis00, Fis97]. We already use
the free tool CADiZ [To+02] for general type checking. CADiZ is for plain (ISO-)Z,
but we have written a simple transformator from ZCI to plain Z.

7.7.1 Typesetting

We have written a LATEX style for typesetting specifications in ZF. The style provides
LATEX environments and macros for the new constructs of ZF defined in Section 7.4.2.
The markup syntax is in Figure 7.2 on page 133 above. An example layout is in
Figure 7.6 on page 140 above. The style file can be downloaded free of charge
[Bre05a].

The style typesets standard Z constructs by including the style for the CADiZ

toolset [To+02], which in turn uses the style for Object-Z [Smi00] of the associated
tool Wizard [Joh96].

The style itself provides the LATEX environment zchapter, in particular. This
environment formats chapter headings in a suitable font and size. The style also
redefines the environment zsection to match the look. Since chapters may be
nested, outer chapter headings are typeset larger than inner chapter and section
headings.

The LATEX environments zchapter and zsection also provide a suitable auto-
matic, hierarchical chapter and section numbering scheme. This can aid the reader.
There is also a command to generate a table of contents specifically for the formal
chapters and sections.

To round the typesetting support off, we have also written a syntax highlighting
for the LATEX source of Z specifications in the editor Vim [Oua01]. This add-on to
normal syntax highlighting for LATEX takes care of the additional mathematical LATEX
environments that (plain) Z provides. The new environments and commands are
displayed with suitable colours. Of course, our extensions to plain Z are supported,
too. The syntax file can be downloaded free of charge [Bre05b].

7.7.2 Configurator

We have implemented and used a configurator for a predecessor of ZF; we now plan to
write a configurator for the current ZF, following the precise specification of the con-
figurator in Sect. 7.4.2. We can exploit our experience with the tool genFamMem 2.0
[Bre00c]. genFamMem 2.0 takes a specification written in CSP-OZ, enhanced with
family constructs, and generates a family member in plain CSP-OZ.

CSP-OZ [Fis00, Fis97] is is a combination of the process algebra CSP (Com-
municating Sequential Processes) [Ros97] and of Object-Z [Smi00]. Object-Z is an
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mark−up for LaTeX

lexer

parser

calculations & checks

family document

extract & transform

filter for LaTeX

uses−hierarchy

specification in plain CSP−OZ

cspozTC: type checker

hierarchy graph

daVinci: visualization

error & warning

messages

...

genFamMem

Figure 7.12: Data flow structure of the tool genFamMem 2.0.

object-oriented extension of Z. (We will discuss our experiences with CSP-OZ in
Sect. 7.8.4 below.)

The tool contains a lexer/parser for our extension of CSP-OZ which is written
using the lex/yacc parser generator [LMB92], and C code. The tool comprises about
8500 lines of commented source code. Figure 7.12 shows its data flow structure. It
reflects the well-structured definition of the Z semantics in the ISO standard. The
tool is available without charge through its Web home page [Bre00b].

genFamMem 2.0 is more than a configurator tool. The tool also helps to avoid
feature interaction problems, and it detects remaining feature interaction problems.
genFamMem 2.0 helps to avoid feature interaction problems by generating documen-
tation on the structure of the family. It can generate a dependency graph among
sections. This graph then is visualized graphically using the tool “uDraw(Graph)”
[Wer05] (formerly known as daVinci). This helps a maintainer of the family to get
an overview and thus to avoid mistakes. genFamMem 2.0 detects remaining feature
interaction problems by type checking; we will discuss this in the following section.

7.7.3 Type Checker

We have implemented and used a type checker for a predecessor of ZF; we now plan
to write a type checker for the current ZF, following the precise specification in Sect.
7.4.2 and 6.3.4. Again, we can exploit our experience with the tool genFamMem 2.0.

Type checking a specification in ZF should happen in three stages, due to the
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layered definition of ZF:

1. A configurator tool should also check the type rules that are specific to ZF (in
contrast to the rules for ZCI). This is because ZF is defined as a transformation
to ZCI. For example, the tool should check whether all section and chapter
names that appear in the list of a feature are defined in the requirements
module base.

If this check passes, the configurator generates a family member in ZCI.

2. There should be another type checker for the type rules specific to ZCI, as
specified in Sect. 6.3.4. For example, an interface module must never depend
on a secret module. This type checker can be small, since it can ignore the
contents of the formal paragraphs of plain Z.

If this check passes, a small transformator tool can convert the specification
from ZCI to plain Z. The transformation simply consists in removing the key-
word “private”. We have written such a tool. It is a small script that performs
the corresponding text substitution.

3. The other type rules of ZCI can be checked using a type checker for plain Z.
Such tools already exist. On example is the free toolset CADiZ [To+02]. We can
use a type checker for plain Z because all of ZCI’s extensions to plain Z appear
as informal text to such tools, except the keyword “private”. For example,
there is no markup in plain Z for chapter headings. Accordingly, the markup
phase of the Z type checker will remove any ZCI chapter headings.

The toolset CADiZ comprises more than a type checker. For example, there is
also a theorem prover. However, we have practical experience with the type checker
only.

We have implemented and used the tool genFamMem 2.0 as a type checker for
a predecessor of ZF, that is, for an extension of CSP-OZ (see above). We also used
a staged approach to type checking. First, genFamMem 2.0 checks for those type
rules that are an extension of CSP-OZ. In a second stage, von Garrel’s type checker
cspozTC [vG99] checks the generated family member in plain CSP-OZ.

This type checking detects feature interaction problems. Our extension of CSP-
OZ imposes certain type rules, similar to the rules on the parents relation and to the
rules on private modules in ZF. Some kinds of feature interaction problems therefore
become type errors. The tool detects these errors. The tool also checks further,
heuristic rules that indicate probable feature interaction problems. We will report
on practical experiences in the following section.

7.8 Application: Organizing the Requirements of

a Telephone Switching System

We already collected considerable experience with the requirements for a telephone
switching system in a predecessor version of our formalism.
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Wie applied many of the ideas in this book, but we developed two important ideas
only after this work, such that we did not use them for it. There is no distinction
between a feature and a requirements module (Sect. 7.2). And there is no multi-level
hierarchy for the requirements modules (Sect. 5.3), there is only the dependency
hierarchy (Sect. 6.1.1).

7.8.1 The Telephone Switching System and Its Specification

We specified how humans can converse using a system of connected telephone de-
vices [Bre01, Bre00a, Bre99]. The specification is quite large. The current version
comprises about 40 pages of commented formal specification, with about 50 sections
in nine features/modules, including the base system.

We wanted to investigate a desirable structure for requirements, therefore we did
not re-specify a currently existing system. For example, one of the biggest conceptual
problems in current telephone systems is the notion of a “call”, which has become
fuzzy since long (compare, e.g., [Zav97]). Accordingly, we introduced and used the
notion of a “connection” instead. A connection always is a relation between exactly
two users. It is yet independent of any communication medium. In comparison, a
call usually consists of a half-call for the originating device and another half-call for
the terminating device. A call already implies a voice channel. If more devices or
more users become involved in a call, or other media than a voice channel, things
become complicated (see Sect. 1.2).

We used the four-variable model (Sect. 2.1) for distinguishing between the system
and its environment. In this, we drew the boundary of the system very close to the
users; in fact, we draw it even a little inside their heads. The monitored and con-
trolled variables are the users’ decisions and perceptions, respectively. This follows
our approach for encapsulating the user interface requirements in Chapter 8 below.
The shape of the physical user interface becomes a question of the system design,
not of the requirements on the system behaviour.

We introduced important abstractions explicitly and early. Besides the notions
of a connection and of the users’ decisions and perceptions, we also introduced the
three notions of “telephone device”, “human”, and “user role” explicitly and early.
As a consequence, the feature interaction problems between call screening and call
forwarding (Sect. 1.2.1 and 1.2.4) vanish. Call screening now appears as two dif-
ferent features: device screening and user screening. Similarly, call forwarding is
differentiated into a re-routing when a human moves to another device, and into the
transfer of a user role to another human. All combinations of screening and forward-
ing now work without adverse interactions. For each combination it is clear whether
the phone should ring. A subscriber of user screening will be protected against a
connection from a screened user from all devices, at the device where she is registered
currently. A subscriber of device screening will not expect to be protected from hu-
mans that are able to use different devices. We just don’t have the ambiguous notion
of a “caller” anymore.

We specified the requirements in the formalism CSP-OZ [Fis00, Fis97] (see
Sect. 7.7.2), which we extended by means to specify a family of requirements. All
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family members are specified in one document. A family member is composed of
a list of features. A feature consists of a set of modules and of a list of modules
“to remove”. A module is represented in CSP-OZ by the formal construct of a sec-
tion. Each module, i.e., section, holds one abstract requirement. There is a formal
semantics both for CSP-OZ [Fis00] and for our additional family construct [Bre00c].

The formalism forces to make certain information explicit. It forces the original
specifier of a feature to state whether a property is essential for the feature or not. A
feature’s changeable properties can be removed from the system by another feature
through a suitable operator. This allows for non-monotonous changes. But only
entire properties, i.e., sections, can be removed and added. This is very similar to
the essential and changeable sections of features in ZF (Sect. 7.4.2) that allow to
express configuration priorities (Sect. 7.3.2). The formalism also forces the specifier
of any section to state on which other sections it depends. There can be a dependency
because the section uses a definition from the other section.

7.8.2 Adding Features

Besides features describing the base system, there are features for different kinds of
screening and for different kinds of forwarding.

Again, we introduced important abstractions explicitly and early. The base sys-
tem has no notion of screening. It only has the general notion that resources may
or may not be available. Therefore, first the feature ScreeningBase introduces the
abstraction of a relation about whether a user A is available for a user B or not. This
feature does not change the behaviour of the system yet. But based on this feature,
we introduce real screening features which build on the new abstraction. Due to this
explicit abstraction, they do this in a coordinated way.

A constraint-oriented specification style helped to specify the individual require-
ments separately. Each formal section contains one property, that is, one constraint.
We made each property as small as usefully possible. The properties are then com-
posed by logical conjunction.

Some of the features are non-monotonous, that is, they change the behaviour of
another feature. For example, the feature BlackListOfDevices removes the property
ConNoScreen of the feature ScreeningBase. This property states that a connection
is never blocked due to screening.

7.8.3 Example of a Feature Interaction Detected and Re-
solved

We cannot demonstrate the detection of a feature interaction at the standard example
of the interaction between Terminating Call Screening and Call Forwarding. We
avoided this kind of adverse interaction completely, as shown above.

Nevertheless, the type rules for our extension of CSP-OZ pointed us to some re-
maining problems. For example, both screening features “remove” the same change-
able section ConNoScreen of the feature ScreeningBase. Each of the two features then
states in one new, essential section the conditions where no connection is allowed.
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Our type rules flag this double removal as a warning. A manual analysis shows imme-
diately that the two replacing, simple sections are not contradictory. But a further
look reveals that both features also have a changeable section each that states that
its respective feature is the only screening feature, such that otherwise no screening
happens. This of course is a contradiction in the general case.

We needed to resolve the feature interaction problem. As in most cases, the harder
part was to detect the problem before a customer notices it, and the relatively easy
part was to find a specific remedy. We specified this remedy as just another feature
which we select whenever both of the above features are included. It contains a
section that states that screening happens exactly when either of the two screening
features demands it. Furthermore, it removes both conflicting sections. We are
explicitly allowed to do this since both sections are marked as changeable.

7.8.4 More Experiences

The previous section proves that our extension of CSP-OZ helped to maintain the
requirements and to tackle feature interaction problems; but we also had experiences
with this formalism that lead us to improve our approach.

Requirements Modules vs. Features

We did not yet distinguish between a requirements module and a feature in our
extension of CSP-OZ. This had the disadvantages already discussed in Sect. 7.2
above. Our formalism ZF (Sect. 7.4.2) now makes the distinction and solves the
problem.

Two Overlapping Requirements Grouping Constructs in Plain CSP-OZ

Plain CSP-OZ provides two independent constructs for grouping requirements; this
complicated our extension. Plain CSP-OZ has the class construct from object ori-
entation. But CSP-OZ also has the section construct from ISO Z. The latter was
adopted together with the detailed definition of the syntax and semantics of Z which
only the ISO standard provides. Consequently, our extension ended up having two
similar, but nevertheless different means for grouping requirements, too.

We based our extension on the section construct of CSP-OZ and not on the class
construct, because the latter cannot group together certain parts of a specification,
as discussed in Sect. 5.6.2 above. The class construct construct comes from Object-Z
[Smi00]. Object-Z, and thus CSP-OZ, allows all the different kinds of paragraphs
of Z to be used, outside of any class. A paragraph can be, for example, one type
definition, one axiomatic description, or one schema definition.

The class construct did not interwork too well with the section construct. There
were many sections that contained exactly one class. This turned out to be syntactic
clutter. We removed it by defining a shorthand notation in our extension of CSP-
OZ. The shorthand allows to use a class in the places where a section can occur,
too. A syntactic transformation then implicitly adds a suitable section heading for
such a class [Bre01, Bre00c]. This shorthand fixed the problem at the surface, but
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conceptually it is not entirely satisfactory. Our current formalism ZF (Sect. 7.4.2)
does not have this problem anymore. ZF does not build on Object-Z, only on ISO Z.

Multi-Level Hierarchy of Modules

CSP-OZ offers no formal way to express a multi-level hierarchy of modules; and our
extension of CSP-OZ did not add such a mean. In Object-Z, and thus CSP-OZ, class
definitions may not be nested. The mechanism of inheritance is a rather different
thing. Inheritance allows to delegate the processing of a message to a superclass
and it allows to reuse the syntactic interface of a superclass, but it does not group
classes together, as we already argued in Sect. 5.6.2 above. And the mechanism of
the package is missing in Object-Z entirely.

CSP-OZ allows to express the dependency relation among modules through its
parents construct, but this is something quite different than a module hierarchy, as
discussed in Sect. 6.1.1 above. In general, there is not necessarily a correlation be-
tween two requirements depending on each other, and being likely to change together.
Our current formalism ZF (Sect. 7.4.2) now makes this distinction.

7.9 Application: Maintaining a Set of Communi-

cation Protocol Test Specifications

We applied our notion of requirements modules in an industry project where we had
to maintain a set of communication protocol test specifications. The application
domain is the wireless telecommunication standard UMTS, and its radio link control
(RLC) layer in particular. Our customer was Siemens AG, Salzgitter. Our testing
task demanded that we maintained an entire family of requirements; the causes
are not particular to this application. We executed the specified tests using an
automated, flexible testing environment. However, we had to apply our approach
to a different formalism than to the one in this book because of the testing tool
used. Nevertheless, we applied our ideas on requirements structuring to ease the
maintenance of the family of requirements.

7.9.1 The UMTS Protocol Stack and Its RLC Layer

The application domain is the wireless telecommunication standard UMTS, and its
radio link control (RLC) layer in particular. UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecom-
munications System) is a new international wireless telecommunications standard
developed by the 3GPP consortium [3GP]. The standard comprises a layered com-
munication architecture. Each layer relies on primitive services of the layer below
and provides complex services to the layer above. Conceptually, each layer in the
user equipment communicates with the same layer in the UMTS terrestrial radio
access network.

There are several communication layers. Layer 1 is the physical layer of hard-
ware services provided by the chip set. Layer 2 is the data link layer. It provides
the concept of a point-to-point connection to the network layer above. Layer 3, the
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Figure 7.13: Overall architecture of the UMTS radio interface protocol stack.

network layer, provides network services such as establishment / release of a connec-
tion, hand-over, broadcast of messages to all users in a certain geographical area, and
notification of information to specific users. It includes the Radio Resource Control
(RRC), which assigns, configures and releases wireless bandwidth (codes, frequencies
etc.). Above layer 3 there are application layers containing functionality such as Call
Control (CC) and Mobility Management (MM).

Layer 2 consists of several sub-layers: Medium Access Control (MAC), Radio
Link Control (RLC), Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP), and Broadcast
and Multicast Control (BMC) layer. The MAC provides unacknowledged transfer
of service data units, reallocation of parameters such as user identity number and
transport format. It furthermore reports local measurements such as traffic volume
and quality of service indication to the RRC. The main task of the RLC is segmenta-
tion and reassembly of long data packets from higher layers into fixed width protocol
data units, respectively. This includes flow control, error detection, retransmission,
duplicate removal, and similar tasks. An overview of this architecture is given in
Fig. 7.13, which is from the 3GPP standard.

The RLC layer of the UMTS protocol stack [RLC01] provides three modes of data
transfer: acknowledged (error-free), unacknowledged (immediate), and transparent
(unchanged) mode. In acknowledged mode, the correct transmission of data is guar-
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anteed to the upper layer; if unrecoverable errors occur, a notification is sent. In
unacknowledged mode, erroneous and duplicate packets are deleted, but there is no
retransmission or error correction: messages are delivered as soon as a complete set
of packets is received. In transparent mode, higher layer data is forwarded without
adding any protocol information; thus no error correction or duplicate removal can
be done.

Segmentation and reassembly is necessary in all of the RLC layer’s modes. The
variable-length data packets received from the upper layer must be segmented into
fixed-length RLC protocol data units (PDUs). Vice versa, received PDUs have to be
reassembled according to the attached sequence numbers for delivery to the higher
layer. The RLC layer also offers a cipher mechanism. It prevents unauthorized access
to message data.

Transmission of data works as follows. The RLC layer reads messages from the
upper layer service access points (SAPs), performs segmentation and concatenation
with other packets as needed, optionally encrypts the data, adds header information
such as sequence numbers, and puts the packets into the transmission buffer. From
there, the MAC assigns a channel for the packet and transmits it via layer 1 and radio
waves. On the opposite side, packets arriving from the MAC in the receiver buffer
are investigated for retransmissions, stripped from the RLC header information, de-
crypted if necessary and then reassembled according to the sequence numbering,
before they are made accessible to the upper layers via the corresponding SAP.

There may be several instances of the RLC protocol machine coexisting at the
same time. This is necessary since the services to the upper layers provide a vari-
able number of connections, whereas the service of the lower layer provides a fixed
number of logical channels. However, the maximum number of parallel instances is
statically fixed in the system. This is for efficiency reasons. We will come back to
the concurrent protocol instances below when we discuss how to test them.

7.9.2 The Customer

Our customer was Siemens AG, Salzgitter. Siemens provided an implementation of
the RLC layer. We tested this implementation. This cooperation was conducted in
the context of Siemens’ efforts to develop a UMTS mobile phone. Several sites of
Siemens took part in the entire development. The Salzgitter site was responsible
for the RLC layer. They generated the implementation directly from a specification
that they have written in the Specification and Description Language SDL [EHS97,
ITU99].

7.9.3 Families of Requirements in Testing

Our testing task demanded that we maintained an entire family of requirements; the
causes are not particular to this application. We used an explicit specification of the
required behaviour for testing. We had to manage many variants and versions of this
requirements specification.
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Testing and Requirements

We used an explicit specification of the required behaviour of the RLC layer for
testing this layer. This means that we used black-box testing, not structural testing.
Black-box testing is better to ensure inter-operability between devices from different
providers. In the case of UMTS, user equipment and base stations are developed by
different companies. Moreover, even the development of the software for different
layers of the protocol was distributed between different sites within our cooperation
partner.

Black-box, specification-based testing has significant advantages over structural
testing even when inter-operability is not an issue: the testing process concentrates
on the user requirements and functionality aspects rather than on implementation
details, ambiguities and misinterpretations of the tasks are exhibited, and errors
arising from omissions and missing cases can be found.

Testing and Configuration Management

We had to manage many variants and versions of the requirements specification of the
behaviour to test. This could have led easily to inconsistencies or to large amounts
of maintenance effort. The causes are not particular to this application.

Many versions. We had many versions of the requirements. The standard describ-
ing the requirements for UMTS was still subject to considerable change during the
development of the test suites. The “December 1999” release was available shortly
after the start of our specification work. This release was supposed to be stable. But
even after it, a large number of changes were made, and more had to be expected.
This concerns, for example, the parameters of the service primitives and the details
of the data at the interfaces, such as the structure of the protocol data units. Even
the behaviour of the protocol machines was still expected to change, in particular
for error handling.

Many variants. We also have many variants of the test suites. They result from
three orthogonal sources of variation: adjustments of the test coverage, stepping
from component tests to integration tests, and stepping from active testing to passive
testing.

We must adjust the test coverage in different variants of a test suite for the
same requirements. This is for the following reasons: we have to test the system
under test (SUT) with selected, interesting sets of signal parameters, while using the
same behaviour description. Furthermore, we want to test the SUT with different
choices of its possible behaviour, which are either completely random, or which have
a selectively increased probability for certain choices, or which are manually selected,
fixed and deterministic test traces. All these test cases use the same description of
admissible behaviour.

Integration tests need to be prepared already during the specification of compo-
nent tests. The component tests check an individual layer of the UMTS protocol
stack. The integration tests check several layers together. These tests should re-use
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the same description of admissible behaviour of the individual layers. Furthermore,
already the RLC layer allows for multiple parallel instances of the same protocol
machine. These run independently, at least at the black box behaviour level. But
the implementation in SDL has a different, less decoupled structure. Therefore, inte-
gration tests for the protocol machine instances of this protocol layer were necessary.

Similarly, passive tests need to be prepared during the specification of active tests.
In active tests, the test specification generates the test stimuli. In passive tests, real
UMTS air interfaces and upper protocol layers provide the stimuli to the SUT.
The testing system then cannot monitor internal signals, but only external stimuli
and reactions. Again, these tests should re-use the same description of admissible
behaviour.

Common causes. All of these sources for multiple versions and variants appear
often in testing. Unstable requirements are common in software development. Fine-
tuning the test coverage is always advisable to improve the quality of the tests.
Integration tests are a must. Passive testing is often a consequence of an embedding
of the software into an even larger system.

7.9.4 The Automated Testing Environment

We executed the specified tests using an automated, flexible testing environment.
The specification-based test suites were executed automatically by a tool. We devel-
oped a generator tool that produces automatically all necessary interface code.

The Testing Tool

The specification-based test suites were executed automatically by a tool. The tool
RT-Tester [Ver] reads the specification and generates a transition graph. In a separate
stage, RT-Tester generates test scripts from the transition graph. They are executed
on a separate testing machine automatically and in real time. They may run over long
periods of time: hours, days, weeks and more – without the necessity of manually
writing test scripts of an according length. The testing machine and the system
under test (SUT) communicate via TCP/IP sockets, and test results are evaluated
on the fly in real time during the run of the SUT, by using the compiled specification
as a test oracle. To ensure that the tests cover the whole bandwidth of all possible
system situations, a mathematically proven testing strategy is used [Pel96].

The test specification language is CSP. CSP (Communicating Sequential Pro-
cesses, see [Ros97]) is a specification language for the black-box behaviour of a sys-
tem. The structure of the requirements is reflected by particular operators such as
sequential or parallel composition, choice, iteration and hiding. Communication be-
tween the processes and with the outside is by the exchange of events. We use a
timed version of CSP, where it is possible to set timers which generate events upon
elapse. This way, it is possible to test real-time behaviour of applications, which is
especially important for embedded systems. Since CSP arose from theoretical con-
siderations, it has a well-defined formal semantics and a rich theory. The example
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in Fig. 7.14 introduces a few basic operators of CSP, in particular the event prefix,
the external choice, and one of the parallel composition operators.

The test specification language CSP is different from the implementation speci-
fication language SDL. This is because the test specification is developed indepen-
dently of the implementation by different people. For each of both tasks, the language
most suitable is used. Our experience is that most specification errors are made by
one of the teams only, such that they show up in the tests.

The automated tests require interface code between the test system and the
implementation. This code must translate between the test system’s representation
of the abstract CSP events and the interface of the implementation written in C.
the code must be rewritten every time the specification or the implementation is
changed.

The Testing Environment

We developed a generator tool that produces automatically all necessary interface
code. Since the generation is completely automated, consistency between the in-
terfaces is guaranteed. It would have been extremely tedious and error-prone to
adapt the rather complex interface code manually. We do not describe the gener-
ator tool itself further in this book. Two conference papers provide more details
[BrSc01, BrSc02]. Instead, we concentrate on the requirements structuring aspects
here.

7.9.5 Applying our Approach to the Tool’s Language CSP

We had to apply our approach to a different formalism than to the one in this
book because of the testing tool used. We could use our method for structuring the
specification. But we had less syntactic support. We often had to rely on stylistic
conventions instead. There was no tool support for checking these conventions.
And there was no supporting tool like genFamMem for generating documentation
automatically. Nevertheless, our experience was that even this light-weight approach
was a considerable help for managing all the versions and variants.

We had to map our structuring means and configuration means onto the tool’s
language CSP. These means are, in particular,

• requirements modules (Sect. 5.2),

• a hierarchy of requirements modules (Sect. 5.3),

• an explicit dependency relation (Sect. 6.1),

• explicit interfaces between requirements modules (Sect. 6.3),

• abstract interfaces between requirements modules (Sect. 6.4),

• configuration management for requirements in general (Sect. 7.1),

• the distinction of features and requirements modules (Sect. 7.2), and
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include "timers.csp"

pragma AM_INPUT

channel coin, buttonCoffee, buttonTea

nametype MonEv = { coin, buttonCoffee, buttonTea }

pragma AM_OUTPUT

channel coffee, tea

nametype CtrlEv = { coffee, tea }

OBSERVER = ( (coin -> HAVE_COIN)

[] (buttonCoffee -> OBSERVER)

[] (buttonTea -> OBSERVER))

HAVE_COIN = ( (coin -> HAVE_COIN))

[] (buttonTea -> AWAIT({tea}) ; OBSERVER)

[] (buttonCoffee -> AWAIT({coffee}); OBSERVER)

RANDOM_STIMULI = (|~| x: MonEv @ x -> PAUSE; RANDOM_STIMULI)

TEST_SPEC = RANDOM_STIMULI [| MonEv |] OBSERVER

Explanation: A system described by the process OBSERVER accepts either
of the three inputs listed (external choice “[]”). If the input is a coin, then
the system behaves like the process HAVE COIN (event prefix “->”). A system
described by the process HAVE COIN outputs the desired drink after the cor-
responding button press. In this, the sub-process AWAIT waits for any of the
outputs specified (sequential process composition “;”). The definition of this
process is listed in the example in Fig. 7.15 below. The process RANDOM STIMULI

non-deterministically selects one event from the set MonEv (replicated internal
choice “|~| x : S @ P(x)”), waits a short time, and starts all over (recur-
sion). The process TEST SPEC describes the complete test suite: the process
RANDOM STIMULI provides all the test inputs, which are also tracked by the
process OBSERVER. The latter additionally tracks the test outputs. They are
combined by sharing (“P [| S |] Q”) the input events in the set MonEv.

Figure 7.14: A vending machine specification featuring a few basic CSP operators.
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• configuration priorities (Sect. 7.3).

We realized requirements modules by a set of files. The dialect of CSP which we
used allows to partition specifications into several files and to compose the parts by
an include statement. The example in Fig. 7.14 uses such an include statement in
its first line to compose the example in Fig. 7.15 into the specification.

We realized a hierarchy of requirements modules by a hierarchical directory struc-
ture for the files. For example, in our UMTS application there is a sub-directory for
each protocol layer. And there is a sub-directory for the tester specific issues, which
contains a further sub-directory for timer specific issues. All of these directories
typically contain several variants of a specification part.

We realized an explicit dependency relation by a convention. In the beginning of
each CSP file, there is a text comment with a list of the parents files. Of course,
this demanded manual work and considerable care to keep the lists up-to-date. Tool
support would have been very welcome here. Nevertheless, the information helped
in selecting consistent configurations.

We realized explicit interfaces between requirements modules by a similar conven-
tion. There was an additional text file for each chapter/directory.

We realized abstract interfaces between requirements modules by specifying suit-
able interface modules. However, CSP makes it harder than Z to specify arbitrary
constraints. But it is at least easy to specify interface events.

We realized configuration management for requirements in general by CSP’s file
inclusion mechanism and by a convention. We have separate directory trees for
the requirements module base and for the queries. (The configuration rule base was
separated from the requirements module base by text comments only. This is because
we did not yet distinguish clearly between features and requirements modules.) For
each family member, there is a top-level CSP source file which textually includes the
top-level files of each module used. This text inclusion then continues recursively.
This mechanism worked; but explicit configuration rules and feature lists together
with an implicit actual composition operator, as presented in this book, would have
been much easier and safer to use.

The distinction of features and requirements modules was not yet clearly present
in the approach. We developed it only later.

Configuration priorities are also missing. They cannot be realized with CSP’s file
inclusion mechanism. Therefore, we had to take greater care to keep the specifications
consistent.

7.9.6 Structuring the Family of Requirements for Maintain-
ability

We applied our ideas on requirements structuring to ease the maintenance of the
family of requirements. We designed the testing requirements as a family of test
suites, with a modular structure. An analysis of the commonalities and variabilities
of the family lead us to specific rules for modularizing the requirements.
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pragma AM_SET_TIMER

channel setTimer : { 0, 1 }

pragma AM_ELAPSED_TIMER

channel elapsedTimer : { 0, 1 }

pragma AM_ERROR

channel wrong_reaction, stimulus_overrun

pragma AM_WARNING

channel no_reaction

PAUSE = setTimer!0 -> elapsedTimer.0 -> SKIP

AWAIT(ExpectedEvSet) =

( -- start timer and wait for things to come:

setTimer!1 ->

( -- Accept correct reaction:

([] x: ExpectedEvSet @ x -> SKIP)

[] -- Flag wrong reaction:

([] x: diff(CtrlEv, ExpectedEvSet) @

x -> wrong_reaction -> SKIP)

[] -- Flag overrun by next monitored event:

([] x: MonEv @ x -> stimulus_overrun -> SKIP)

[] -- Flag no reaction (timeout):

elapsedTimer.1 -> no_reaction -> SKIP))

Explanation: The process PAUSE sets a timer and waits until it elapses. Then
it terminates and thereby returns to its calling process.
The process AWAIT assures that one of the specified set of legal outputs occurs in
due time. If not, it performs one of the events wrong reaction, no reaction,
. . . which go into the test log. This process also terminates and thereby returns
to its calling process.

Figure 7.15: The timer-related CSP processes for the example in Fig. 7.14.
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Analysis of Commonalities and Variabilities

We analyzed the commonalities and variabilities of the family. The aspects of the
requirements for UMTS expected to be stable were:

• the layers in the general structure (RRC, RLC, MAC, . . . ),

• the functionalities of these layers,

• the service primitives, their names, and their general meaning, and

• the service access points.

The expected changes were, as discussed in Sect. 7.9.3 above:

• Details of the requirements for UMTS, in particular:

– the parameters of the service primitives,

– the details of the data structures, such as the protocol data units, and

– the behaviour of the protocol machines, in particular for error handling.

• Variants of the test suites, because of:

– adjustments of the test coverage,

– stepping from component tests to integration tests, and

– stepping from active testing to passive testing.

Rules for Modularizing

Our analysis lead us to two basic rules for modularizing the requirements, which we
in turn differentiated into further, more specific rules:

• separate the description of the signature of a module from the description of
the properties of its behaviour, and

• identify which requirements will likely change together, and to put them into
one requirements module.

For the first of these rules, we discuss the case of the language CSP. A CSP
signature consists of a set of channels with their parameters, and the behaviour is
described by a composition of CSP processes over these channels. This separation
allows to change the description of the behaviour of a module without changing the
description of other modules that communicate with this module. The properties
of the behaviour are hidden within the behaviour module. For example, with this
strategy we can change the level of test coverage without changing the interfaces.
Similarly, this separation enables to step from active to passive testing and from
component tests to integration tests.

The second rule was instantiated into the following more specific rules:
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Figure 7.16: Separation of test stimulus generator and test observer.

• separate test stimulus generation from test observation;

• separate application specific and tester specific issues;

• for real-time testing, separate timer handling from application description; and

• for protocol testing, separate protocol layer specifications.

The modularization of requirements can be applied recursively. One example is
the sub-structuring of a module into its signature and its behaviour.

In the remainder of this subsection, we discuss these specific rules.

The separation of test stimulus generation from test observation was
demonstrated in the vending machine example in Fig. 7.14 on page 165, where
RANDOM STIMULI and OBSERVER are separate CSP processes. We used the same struc-
ture for the UMTS protocol layers (see Fig. 7.16).

In this modelling, a test stimulus generator, written in CSP, generates an input to
the implementation under test and waits some defined amount of time, then it loops
and generates the next input. Concurrently, a test observer process, also written in
CSP, observes both the input stimuli and the output reactions of the system under
test. If the behaviour of the system under test is incorrect, an error is flagged.

The choice of test coverage is private to the test stimulus generator, and the
definition of the correct behaviour is private to the test observer. Therefore, this
separation allows for several test suites which concentrate their coverage on a specific
issue each but which use the same behaviour description. The separation also allows
for additional passive test suites which use only the behaviour description, but not
the test stimulus generator at all.

The separation of application specific and of tester specific issues is a
consequence of the fact that the testing tool usually is much more stable than the
application requirements. Therefore, these should be put into a separate module.
For our testing tool, tester specific events include wrong reaction and no reaction,
which go into the test log, and the timer events.

We have a separate directory tree which contains the actual test suites. Each
sub-directory contains a file which composes the particular test specification from
the requirements modules, and which contains further test-related data such as test
result reports.
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The separation of timer handling from application description, which
should be done for real-time testing, is a particular instance of the previous rule. The
realization of high-level timing processes by primitive set/elapse events of timers is
completely internal to the timer handling module. The example in Figure 7.15 above
shows the definition of the CSP process AWAIT from the example in Fig. 7.14 which
assures that one of the specified set of legal outputs occurs in due time.

The separation of protocol layer specifications, when testing protocols, en-
capsulates the behaviour of each layer into a separate module. Together with the
separation of signatures and behaviours, this facilitates the generation of integration
test suites from test suites for the components. If the rule is being followed, then
specifications of admissible behaviour for the components can be re-used to get a
description of the admissible system behaviour.

There is a sub-directory for each protocol layer. The sub-directory for the tester
specific issues contains a further sub-directory for timer specific issues. All of these
directories typically contain several variants of a specification part.

During integration testing, several protocol layer instances must be executed at
the same time. This can be implemented by the parallel composition operator of
CSP. In this composition, CSP process instances are parameterized with an instance
number. These processes then run concurrently in parallel. Each process generates
test stimuli for one of the protocol instances, and checks the corresponding reactions
separately. The RT-Tester tool allows to run several CSP specifications in parallel,
with different interleaving strategies for the processes.

7.10 Outlook

This chapter ends with an outlook on several ideas for further research. 1) The
systematic reuse of requirements could be complemented by also reusing associated
code fragments and, if necessary, associated correctness proof fragments. 2) We can
see use for more complex configuration rules beyond simple feature definitions. 3)
Generic parameters for modules and for features can be a notational convenience
for a recurring kind of configuration task. 4) Our approach is not restricted to the
formalism Z; it is applicable to other formalisms, too. 5) The related notion of a
policy is worth an investigation with respect to families. 6) The automotive domain
starts to experience substantial problems with feature interactions; the application
of our results to the automotive domain therefore is promising.

7.10.1 Code Reuse and Proof Reuse Together With Require-
ments Reuse

The systematic reuse of requirements could be complemented by also reusing asso-
ciated code fragments and, if necessary, associated correctness proof fragments.
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Code Reuse Together With Requirements Reuse

An interesting question for further research is how we can associate code fragments
to requirements written in a constraint-oriented style, such that we can also configure
all or a part of the implementation automatically from a code base, using features.

The challenge lies in the constraint-oriented specification style. The specifica-
tion of a property usually leaves many choices for an implementation. We need to
choose one for an implementation. Adding another, arbitrary constraint later might
invalidate this choice. However, our requirements modules exactly aim at avoiding
that arbitrary constraints are added later. A change to the requirements should be
local to a single requirements module only. The code then must be structured into a
hierarchical design module structure that follows the hierarchical requirements mod-
ule structure closely. In such a setting, we can expect that the change to the code
will be local to a design module, too. However, this still needs to be tried out in
experiments.

There is an interesting parallel to domain-specific specification languages
(Sect. 3.2). Here, the variability is well-defined, and there are typically many as-
pects with no variability at all. Accordingly, we can have fixed code for this, and
additionally a code base of limited size for the variabilities. In our approach, we
do not assume that certain requirements are entirely fixed (Sect. 3.1). Instead, we
structure the requirements by their likeliness of change. This is similar to domain-
specific languages, but more differentiated. Nevertheless, it should be possible to
confine likely code changes to leaf nodes of the design module hierarchy, while only
the more and more unlikely changes demand larger and larger design modules to be
revised.

Proof Reuse Together With Requirements Reuse

Proof reuse could save even more effort when we already reuse requirements and
code for a safety-critical system. When a system is so safety-critical that we need a
formal proof of the system’s correctness, then the effort for the proof will constitute
a large share of the total development effort. Consequently, we can save a part of
this effort in a family of such safety-critical systems, if we can reuse parts of such
proofs over the family.

Autexier, Hutter, Mossakowski, and Schairer [AHMS02] provide support for reuse
of proof steps with their tool Maya. The tool translates a specification of a formal de-
velopment into the tool’s internal development graph representation language. Such
a graph allows to determine the dependencies among the proof steps. When the
specification is changed, the tool computes a set of minimal changes to the graph.
The unchanged parts of the graph can be reused directly. The tool supports several
different formalisms and theorem provers.

Broch Johnsen and Lüth [BJBJ04] investigate proof reuse by abstracting the
development process. They propose an approach where theorems are generalized
by abstracting their proofs from the original setting. The approach is based on a
representation of proofs as logical framework proof terms, using the theorem prover
Isabelle [NPW02]. The authors use transformational proofs. This means that the
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development of a program from a specification is technically the same as the proof
that the program meets the specification.

Research on relating proof reuse to our families of requirements would be inter-
esting. The above work creates a family of requirements and proofs implicitly by
repeated modification. But there is no planning for change during the writing of the
proofs. It would be interesting to apply an analysis of commonality and variability
in the family before using these approaches. In this way, important abstractions of
proof steps could be identified systematically and early.

7.10.2 More Complex Configuration Rules

We can see use for more complex configuration rules beyond simple feature defini-
tions. Our separation of requirements modules and configuration rules opens ways
for documenting further kinds of configuration constraints in the configuration rule
base, and for analyzing them by tools.

However in this book, we are content with specifying features explicitly. Before
we investigate more advanced constructs, we would like to collect more experience
with configuring requirements modules first. Then, we will be able to judge whether
a more advanced construct is worth its price.

More Complex Rules

More complex rules could range from merely adding an incompatibility relation up
to arbitrary configuration constraints, and to using the dependency relation among
requirements modules.

Incompatibility relations. An obvious kind of additional constraint is the in-
compatibility between an arbitrary pair of requirements modules. If such incompat-
ibilities are documented, the generator tool can automatically exclude the second
module if the first is included, and vice versa. If both are demanded to be included,
with the same priority, the tool can report an inconsistent configuration without
further requirements analysis.

Arbitrary configuration constraints. In the most general case, we could express
arbitrary constraints in the configuration rule base. The feature logic of Zeller and
Snelting [Zel96, ZeSn95] appears as one good base for such a language (see the end
of Sect. 3.4.4).

Feature models, as the ones by Riebisch et al. [Rie03], also provide interesting
configuration operators (see Sect. 3.3.3). These operators are more restricted than
Zeller’s and Snelting’s feature logic, but might be sufficient in many cases.

More expressivity is easily possible, but it is not yet clear how much will really
be needed.

Use the dependency relation. Another source of configuration information is
the dependency relation among requirements modules. In Z, the parents construct
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provides us with information about implications between demands for module inclu-
sion. We could use this information for configuration purposes, too. At the moment,
this happens only indirectly. After the transformation from ZF to ZCI, the type rules
of ZCI demand that the parents relation is honoured. A type checking tool like CADiZ

can check this. (See Section 7.7 on tool support.)

Configuring With Complex Rules

If the requirements family is particularly complex, then advanced, knowledge-based
techniques could support the configuration process. We discussed an approach for
knowledge-based configuration of software (but not yet of software requirements) in
Section 3.5 above. It should be possible to apply knowledge-based configuration to
a family of software requirements, too. This might be helpful if the family is so
complex that simple configuration approaches do not suffice anymore.

7.10.3 Generic Parameters for Modules and for Features

Generic parameters for modules and for features can be a notational convenience
for a recurring kind of configuration task. We could add such parameters to our
formalism ZF. However, this would need care, because such parameters can also
entail serious problems for the language definition.

Some domains have variabilities along certain data types, in particular
along enumerations. For example, a family of internationalized software will vary
along the user interface language of the software. The choice of the user interface
language is from an explicit, finite enumeration of languages.

We can already express such a choice in ZF; but not always absolutely el-
egantly. For such a user interface language choice, we specify an abstract interface
requirements module that declares a constant with the name of the language to use.
And we specify a set of private requirements modules that each define one specific
value for this declared constant. These requirements modules will be small since
they define one value only. But the number of the configurable language modules
can become large, if there are many languages to choose from. Furthermore, consis-
tency demands that exactly one of the modules is selected. (Here, we could use an
incompatibility relation to make this configuration rule explicit.)

We could express such a choice more elegantly by allowing a parameter of an
enumeration type for requirements modules, and by allowing a similar parameter for
a feature. Then, we could have an “internationalization” feature, and the parameter
would specify the language of the family member.

Such parameters can entail serious problems for the language definition,
however. The type definition for a parameter can cause such problems, in particular.
Each parameter needs a type, but the type definition of a parameter cannot be part
of an ordinary requirements module.
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Type definitions outside any requirements module undermine our goal to organize
the entire requirements into modules to make them maintainable. As soon as we have
a substantial body of definitions of types for parameters, we also have a substantial
part of the requirements specification which is not under configuration control.

Putting such type definitions into requirements modules can result in a circular
definition of the semantics. Currently, we have a “preprocessor semantics” for ZF:
the configuration takes place before the semantics of the formal Z paragraphs is
determined. Letting the semantics of the configuration step depend on the semantics
of the configured items can easily lead to a circular definition.

The formalism CSP-OZ [Fis00] appears to be an example of a language that
suffers from such a circular definition. Sühl [Süh02, pp. 172] investigated these
problems. The definition of CSP-OZ is based on the intermediate language CSPZ. In
CSPZ, CSP-style process definitions can be parameterized by arbitrary Z expressions.
The meaning of a parameterized process definition is given by syntactic translation
rules into Z. The result is a Z expression which can also contain terminal symbols of
the CSP syntax. However, the semantic function of Z is not defined for CSP-style
process expressions.

We conclude that a sound definition of parameters for our ZF needs a non-trivial
effort.

We sketch a feasible extension of ZF by parameters which imposes suitable
restrictions. We only allow parameter types that are finite ranges of integers or
that are explicit enumerations of Z words. This already helps in cases such as the
internationalization example above, without causing semantic problems.

The meaning of a section with a parameter with n values is the syntactic ex-
pansion to n simple sections. Additionally, we might add a mutual exclusion con-
figuration rule for the n sections. The meaning of a feature with a parameter is an
analogous syntactic expansion. The syntactic expansion takes place in a new syn-
tactic transformation phase directly before the type inference phase of ZF. This is
analogous to how generic schemas are defined in plain Z.

The syntactic transformation for parameters inflates the syntax grammar of ZF

considerably, however. Up to now, the actual formal Z paragraphs are treated as
informal text in ZF. This is not possible anymore with parameters. The substitution
of the formal parameters by the actual parameters demands that the grammar of ZF

parses all formal Z paragraphs.
We also need some additional type rules. For example, there must not be two

formal parameters with the same name. Also, the number of the formal parameters
and of the actual parameters must match.

7.10.4 Application to Other Formalisms

Our approach is not restricted to the formalism Z; it is applicable to other
formalisms, too. Not by chance, the formal definition of the language ZF is entirely
oblivious of the actual Z paragraphs. As far as the transformation to ZCI is concerned,
the actual Z paragraphs are comments only (Sect. 7.4.2).
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However, the underlying formalism must support a constraint-oriented specifica-
tion style. This allows to split the requirements into small, independent properties.

In Section 7.8 above, we already reported in detail on a previous application of
our approach to the formalism CSP-OZ. And in Section 7.9, we reported on another,
more light-weight, application to the formalism CSP.

Our approach is applicable to languages which are more domain-specific,
too. Our current base language Z is a rather domain-unspecific language. The ad-
vantage is that our extension ZF can be used in many different domains. This shows
the generality of our approach. The downside of any wide-spectrum formal specifi-
cation technique is that each specifier must tailor it to the domain himself/herself.
For example in our LAN message service example (see Sect. 6.5 and 7.6), we had
to define suitable communication primitives ourselves. A base language which al-
ready provides such primitives would have saved some work. Of course, such a base
language could not be used well in other domains.

Making a specification language more domain-specific means to move a part of
the specifications into the language itself. The extreme is domain engineering (see
Sect. 3.2). There, we have a clearly defined boundary of the domain; all commonal-
ities are in the language itself; and only the variabilities are specified.

Many specification languages are between these two extremes. They provide
some domain-specific constructs. But the domain is not defined precisely, and the
boundaries of the applicability of the language are somewhat fuzzy. For example,
the language CSP [Hoa85, Ros94] is clearly geared towards the specification of com-
municating sequential systems. But we can use it also to investigate combinatorial
systems like the game “peg solitaire”, as done in [Ros94, Sect. 15.1].

Our approach for organizing requirements specifications is applicable to such
intermediate languages, too. Only, the more domain-specific a language is, the more
this language will already have custom-tailored constructs built in. In a completely
engineered domain, the commonality and variability analysis has already rendered
a suitable organization of the requirements into requirements modules. And all
the important abstractions have been defined explicitly, such that there is no need
anymore to specify them for individual family members.

7.10.5 Policies and Families

The related notion of a policy is worth an investigation with respect to families.
A policy is very similar to a feature in the sense that it is a kind of configuration
rule (see, e.g., Reiff-Marganiec [RM04]). The difference is that a feature typically is
provisioned statically by a service provider, while a policy is intended to be defined
dynamically by a user at run-time. Reiff-Marganiec does not elaborate on the struc-
ture of the underlying communications layer of his policy architecture. It would be
interesting to extend our work to dynamically configured policies. One idea is to
draw on the fact that a policy configuration language can be considered as a kind of
a domain-specific language.
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7.10.6 Feature Interaction Problems in the Automotive Do-
main

The automotive domain starts to experience substantial problems with feature inter-
actions; the application of our results to the automotive domain therefore is promis-
ing. Car drivers increasingly get support from automated electronic assistants, and
more and more car components contain an embedded computer.

Computerized car components increase the complexity of a car. High-end cars
today already contain dozens of embedded computers. An ever growing number
of features/modules can be configured. In contrast to telephone switching systems,
however, the features/modules in a car are much more decoupled. There is no central
“basic call process”. The features/modules therefore interact less, and there are less
feature interaction problems today. However, we expect that the rapidly increasing
number of components and of features/modules will also increase the chances for
undesired feature interactions. A suitable global view on the family of software
systems will be needed. Our approach for families can be useful here.



Part II

The User Interface Module



Chapter 8

Encapsulating the User Interface
Requirements

We can and should encapsulate the requirements for the user interface into a dedi-
cated requirements module. For example in telephone switching systems, spread-out
user interface concerns cause an entire class of feature interaction problems. The
details of the interface’s syntax should be hidden in such a module. They change
frequently. Instead, the module should provide semantic variables which are much
more stable. This moves the syntactic details from requirements to design. We pro-
pose a suitable design structure. The approach can be applied to telephone switching
systems. It then eliminates the corresponding class of feature interaction problems.
We show how the approach can be applied to a legacy telephone switching architec-
ture and in a new communication system. Our design structure also enables a formal
verification of two aspects of the user interface.

8.1 User Interface Related Feature Interaction

Problems in Telephone Switching

We choose the telephone switching domain to demonstrate the problems due to
a missing encapsulation of the user interface requirements. Here, spread-out user
interface concerns cause an entire class of feature interaction problems. The widely
used Intelligent Network architecture [DuVi92, ITU01] is intended to facilitate the
introduction of new features. But it does not provide sufficient support with respect
to the user interface.

8.1.1 Some Feature Interaction Problems and Their Causes

The following feature interaction is caused by the way the user interface often is
expressed. It can occur between a Credit Card Calling (CCC) feature and a Voice
Mail feature. The example is taken from the feature interaction benchmark by
Cameron et. al. [CGL+94]. Credit Card Calling includes an authorization phase
where the card’s number and PIN must be entered. For convenience, this feature
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often allows placing another call without re-entering, by just pressing the “#” button
at the end of the first call. On the other hand, to access voice mail messages from
phones other than his own, a subscriber of some voice mail service can call his
own phone number (maybe using the CCC feature) and then press the “#” button
followed by some identification to indicate that he is the subscriber. These features
can’t work together properly since the telephone system has no way to determine
whether pressing the “#” button means that the caller just doesn’t want to leave a
message, or whether he is the subscriber.1

The problem in the example is that two features are active concurrently, but they
are defined in a way that assumes that each of them is the only feature communicating
via the associated user interface. There is no general provision that controls the
access to this resource by different features. Today, hundreds of features have been
conceived, with many of them requiring user interaction. Nevertheless, many features
could be used concurrently and independently, if the user interface resource, and in
particular, the signals that a user can generate (or receive) on a standard phone,
were not so limited.

There are some more examples of feature interactions in the benchmark [CGL+94]
that are caused in this way: Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling (ambiguous flash
hook), Multi-location Business Service-Extension Dialling and CENTREX (ambigu-
ous numbering plan), Call Waiting (CW) and Personal Communication Services
(PCS) (definition of CW for PCS user X ignores that a phone may be shared with
PCS user Y not subscribing to CW), Call Waiting and Call Waiting (a user may
take part in two concurrent CW contexts; hanging up can be ambiguous with respect
to ringing back for held parties, if both contexts are in different modes), and Call
Waiting and Three-Way Calling (ambiguous hang up in a complex context).

Still, features are often described as if each of them had exclusive control of
the user interface. Notably, the Feature Interaction Detection Contest instructions
[GBGO98] take exactly this approach. They specify features in terms of “Flash”,
“Off-hook”, “DialTone”, “StartRinging” etc. Many of the case study specifications
in the proceedings of previous feature interaction workshops [AmLo03, CaMa00,
KiBo98, DBL97, ChOh95, BoVe94] are expressed similarly. Even though they ag-
gregate individual digits to a “dialled number”, in general these requirement speci-
fications of features make assumptions about details of the user interface hardware.

There are some exceptions in the literature, for example Blom et al. [BBK95]
assume a “parser” that receives signals from the outside (e.g., flash hook), and de-
livers abstract events, such as “Transfer”, “Switch”, and “3Way”, depending on
the state of the system. Other exceptions are Gibson [Gib97] who recommends to
distinguish clearly between abstract actions/signals in the requirements model and
concrete actions/signals in the implementation model, and Zibman et. al. [ZWO+96]
who propose to use “logical names” instead of “specific signals”. Even though Cat-
trall et. al. [CHJB95] do not address low-level signals, they work with abstract signals
entirely. Griffeth and Velthuijsen [GrVe94] attempt to derive the intentions behind

1This feature interaction is resolved in the calling card feature to which the author once sub-
scribed: the “#” button must be pressed at least 2 seconds to take effect. Thus, we have two
distinguishable signals.
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low-level signals by a goal profile stored in an automated negotiating agent.

8.1.2 Limitations of the Intelligent Network Architecture

The Intelligent Network (IN) standard [DuVi92, ITU01] is intended to facilitate the
introduction of new features. Nevertheless, it prescribes only partially how user in-
teractions with these features are processed, and thus there is no general, coordinated
way for user interaction processing beyond the provisions for basic call processing.
Partially, this is alleviated by imposing restrictions on a concurrent activation of fea-
tures, but this prevents many useful features from being specified. These restrictions
have been reduced in the IN capability set 2 (CS-2) [ITU97c], but in the IN CS-2
architecture there is still no mandatory synchronization protocol among the features
concerning user interaction.

8.2 Encapsulating the User’s Interface

We can encapsulate the requirements for the user interface into a dedicated require-
ments module. The details of the interface’s syntax should be hidden in such a mod-
ule. They change frequently. Instead, the module should provide semantic variables
which are much more stable. This moves the syntactic details from requirements to
design. We propose a suitable design structure. The approach can be applied to
telephone switching systems. It then eliminates the corresponding class of feature
interaction problems.

8.2.1 A Requirements Module for the User’s Interface

A human-computer interface allows a human and a machine to interact; for this, they
must use a language. As in other areas concerned with languages, one can distinguish
the syntax and the semantics. The model of Foley and Wallace [FvDFH90, FoWa74]
(compare also [Shn97]) is often used for (graphical) human-computer interfaces. They
distinguish two major components: the form and the meaning. For their kinds of
interfaces, they continue and differentiate more levels. For the purposes of this book,
we only need the distinction between the specific form of an interaction, i.e., the
syntax, and its meaning, i.e., the semantics.

The lessons learned with the human-computer interface can and should be applied
to the user-telephone interface, too. We propose to specify the requirements for a
telephone switching system, including any additional features, on the semantic level.
For the moment, we assume that we are interested in the requirements of an entire
such system, and not only a part of it. If we specify the behaviour of the system solely
on the semantic level, then all the feature interaction problems listed in Section 8.1
simply disappear from the requirements document, since they have become a design
problem.

In the example of Credit Card Calling (CCC) and Voice Mail (VM), we now have
separate sets of semantic signals from the user to the system for each of the features.
The CCC feature adds something like a ReleaseAndReconnect semantic signal to the
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system, and the VM feature adds something like a VMlogin semantic signal. If the
functionality of two features is not related, they should always have separate sets of
semantic signals.

We propose that a semantic signal should reflect (a) a user’s decision to perform
some action, for example to request a communication connection to some other user,
(b) or a user’s perception that some other user (or the system) has decided to perform
some action, for example to request a communication connection with him.

But this move has not yet solved the problem. Eventually, all of the semantic
signals must still be mapped onto the few syntactic signals, and back. The exact
mapping is a concern of the user interface, and it has little to do with the functionality
of the telephone switching system and its features. According to the information-
hiding principle (Sect. 5.1), it should therefore be encapsulated as a secret of only one
design module, which we call the user interface module (UIF). It will still be difficult
to find a satisfactory mapping. But if all aspects of this problem are separated and
concentrated into a single module, it will be easier to understand its semantics, and
thus to conceive a solution, and the module will be easier to change later. The latter
is of particular importance to the feature interaction problem. Furthermore, it will
be easier to verify and validate a solution, as we will see in Section 8.4 below.

We have to stress that an information-hiding module such as the UIF module
is not necessarily implemented by some centralized software program or in a single
hardware component [Par72]. The different access functions, for example the map-
ping routines, may be distributed over many software packages and to many physical
locations. But the module must be maintained as a single unit, with any changes
distributed in a consistent manner. We will discuss this issue further in Section 8.3.1.

8.2.2 A Design Structure for the Requirements Module

We propose a design structure for the user interface requirements module. It relates
the semantic signals to the pre-existing entities of the user interface. We present the
basic structure, and then we show how the user interface can be extensible. But first,
we need to extend the relations of the four-variable model from Section 2.1 in order
to be able to describe a design.

Our approach is different from the four-variable model with one respect: there
is no clear distinction between input devices and output devices. This distinction
is appropriate in the classical application domains of the four-variable model. But
it does not fit well for complex user interfaces. In these, input and output depend
on each other even without considering the system’s functionality. Therefore, we do
not use input and output variables here. Instead, we introduce more general design
variables. However, the monitored and controlled variables are the same.

Requirements Specification in the Four-Variable Model

We summarize how we can specify requirements using the four-variable model from
Section 2.1, in this paragraph. The four-variable model describes the binary relation
between monitored and controlled variables, denoted by two vectors of time-functions

˜
m t and

˜
ct , respectively. The environment to be assumed is specified as a relation
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NAT. NAT describes how the relevant part of the world may behave over time without
or despite the system to construct: domain(NAT) exactly contains the instances of

˜
m t allowed by the environmental constraints, and range(NAT) exactly contains the
instances of

˜
ct allowed by the environmental constraints. (

˜
m t ,

˜
ct) ∈ NAT if and only

if the environmental constraints allow the controlled quantities to take on the values
described by

˜
ct , if the values of the monitored quantities are described by

˜
m t . The

world, as it may behave with the system present, is described by the intersection
NAT ∩ REQ. The relation REQ may restrict the behaviour of controlled variables
only, but not of monitored variables: domain(REQ) exactly contains the instances of

˜
m t allowed by the environmental constraints, and range(REQ) exactly contains the
instances of

˜
ct allowed by a correct system. (

˜
m t ,

˜
ct) ∈ REQ if and only if the system

should permit the controlled quantities to take on the values described by
˜
ct when

the values of the monitored quantities are described by
˜
m t .

Extending the Four-Variable Model Relations by Design Variables

In this chapter, we will also employ relations over subvectors of
˜
m t and

˜
ct , and over

vectors of variables
˜
v t introduced during design. Thus, relations become ternary,

with REQ and NAT having an empty vector of design variables
˜
v t as a special case.

For a relation R, we generalize domain(R) to mon(R), range(R) to ctrl(R), and we add
des(R) to designate the third design variable vector. We assume some total ordering
over each kind of variables, and further we assume that all vectors of variables have
their components sorted. We denote the restriction of a triple of variable vectors
r = (

˜
m t ,

˜
ct ,

˜
v t) to the variables of a relation R as r↓R (R must comprise no other

variables than those of the vector triple r). For two relations R, S , we define the
relation ΘR,S as the relation that contains exactly those variables in mon(ΘR,S ),
ctrl(ΘR,S ), and des(ΘR,S ) that appear in at least one of R or S in the respective
vectors, with ΘR,S being the largest relation doing so. This allows us to define the

composition of relations as the “intersection” R∩̂S
def
= {r | r ∈ ΘR,S ∧ r↓R ∈ R ∧

r↓S ∈ S}.

Basic Structure of the Design

For the moment, we assume that we design a single feature only, with no other
features already in the environment. Below, we remove this restriction and discuss
the general case of many features.

Figure 8.1(a) shows the components of the requirements document. We group
the variables (both monitored and controlled) into three vector triples, as shown.
The first, the vector triple of semantic variables, describes the semantic signals by
the users. Furthermore, we split the description of the relevant environment into two
relations. The first relation USR describes what the users might do on the semantic
variables (USR is strongly non-deterministic since many aspects of user behaviour
are not relevant for the system). The second relation IOHARD describes some pre-
existing input/output hardware (and maybe software), by relating a vector triple
of physical variables to a vector triple of software variables. The requirements of
the feature are described by the relation REQ. IOHARD and the low-level physical
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Figure 8.1: Structure of the documents.

and software variables have not yet any connection to REQ. We deviate from the
standard approach insofar as we define REQ only over the semantic variables, not
over all variables mentioned. Nevertheless, (USR∩̂IOHARD)∩̂REQ still describes
the allowed behaviour of the system, using the definition of composition by intersec-
tion from the previous section. The entire environment NAT can be derived from
the composition of USR and IOHARD:

NAT
def
= USR∩̂IOHARD

In Figure 8.1(b), we propose a design structure for these requirements that encap-
sulates the user interface. There are two important aspects in this design. First, we
introduce a software reflection of the semantic variables (which cannot be observed
directly by any machine). These design variables, the semantic software variables,
separate the software into an input/output driver part IODRV and another version
of the feature’s requirements FEATREQ. FEATREQ is usually very similar or iden-
tical to REQ, modulo variable renaming; the difference is that the semantic software
variables can be observed by the software, while the semantic variables in the users’
minds cannot.

The second important aspect is how the semantic variables in the users’ minds
are related to the physical variables in the design. We propose to describe this
relation by an explicit relation MAN. It documents explicitly how the users translate
their decisions on the semantic level into physical actions, and how physical actions
translate to users’ perceptions. These translations do not exist before the system is
designed, therefore MAN is part of the design. The system designer conceives these
translation rules, and usually he documents them in a user manual (hence the name
MAN).
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For the verification and validation purposes in Section 8.4, we need to write down
this relation explicitly and formally. It should be noted that the formal document
supports verification and validation, but we should also provide an informal version
that is structured differently, which the users can understand easily.

The user interface relation, for short UIF, is composed of the relations MAN,
IOHARD, and IODRV:

UIF
def
= MAN∩̂IOHARD∩̂IODRV

The user interface relation is a part of the design, since some of its components
do not exist before the system is constructed. The user interface UIF is a module
in the information-hiding sense, as discussed in Section 8.2.1. Its secret is how
the high-level semantic variables are mapped to the low-level syntactic physical and
software variables. This encapsulation becomes possible by introducing an explicit
user manual relation MAN.

Overall, all the relations in Figure 8.1(b) with solid lines together form the de-
sign DSGN and must implement the relation REQ in Figure 8.1(a), in the given
environment. Formally, we write this as:

(DSGN∩̂NAT) ⊆̂ (REQ∩̂NAT)

with NAT
def
= USR∩̂IOHARD

and DSGN
def
= MAN∩̂IODRV∩̂FEATREQ

Analogously to the composition ∩̂, we define the variable-extended implication pred-
icate R⊆̂S (for relations S that have no design variables)

R⊆̂S
def
= (∀ r ∈ R : r↓S ∈ S ) ∧

(ΘR,S = ΘR,R) ∧ ({
˜
m t↓S |

˜
m t ∈ mon(R)} = mon(S ))

The Extensible User Interface in the Design

We have seen how the user interface aspects of one feature can be encapsulated in
the design. But how can we coordinate this for many features, and with the base
system? The answer is, of course, that there must be one single user interface module
in the environment of all these features, and the concerns of the user interface must
not be part of the design of the functionality of the features at all. That means
that we have to provide once and for all an information-hiding module that provides
a one-to-one relation between the semantic signals in the mind of the users and a
representation of them as semantic software signals, as shown in Figure 8.2.

The user interface module must be extensible; the module must allow pairs of
semantic mental variables and semantic software variables to be added to its interface.
Now, we have split the job of implementing the requirements of a new feature into two
parts: implementing the behaviour of the feature, and extending the user interface
module, if necessary.

We have to stress that, as already mentioned in Section 8.2.1, a module in the
information-hiding sense does not need to be implemented in one centralized spot.
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Figure 8.2: Design with a user interface that maps semantic variables one-to-one
onto semantic software variables.

Adding new semantic variables to the user interface module may be done either
offline during the feature design process, or it may be done dynamically by an online
variable registration facility in the user interface. When a designer extends the user
interface module offline, he can consider “good” human-computer interface design,
and he can perform extensive verification and validation of his result, as discussed
in Section 8.4 below. The drawback of offline extension is that all features that will
access the user interface must be known beforehand. In a dynamic and heterogeneous
network, this might prove difficult.

Alternatively, we can design a set of generic semantic variables beforehand, for
which we design a workable mapping to the syntactic variables, and then let an
automated agent within the user interface module assign these generic variables to
arbitrary features on request. This assignment process must include a suitable online
instruction of the affected users, for example announcements. If we decide for an
automated registration agent, the user interface module must comprise some special
variables that features can use to issue registration requests.

There has already been some work in the above direction. Zibman et. al.
[ZWO+96] take a more general view and propose an architecture out of agents that
separates concerns, in conjunction with a processing model. The architecture in-
cludes a terminal agent, which, amongst others, manages the dynamic assignment
of signals to a new service. Since the authors focus more on general aspects, this
is not detailed further; also, they present no formal model of their agent architec-
ture. Keck [Kec98] proposes a service admission control scheme for the IN that
keeps track of the resources relevant to a session and that notifies services in case
of possible interactions. Also related is the work on Open Distributed Processing
(ODP) [FLdM95], which attempts to identify several useful abstractions and to sep-
arate several communication-related concerns. Van der Linden [vdL94], for example,
proposes to use an ODP architecture to beat feature interactions, and the TINA
initiative [Ab+97] customizes the ODP ideas for telecommunication networks.

Our discussion on extending the user interface module did not comprise the ques-
tion of how the functionality of the telecommunication system should be extended,
i.e., how the relation FEATREQ in Figure 8.2 relates to and modifies the base sys-
tem and other features. This is outside the scope of this chapter, it is basically the
question of how to tackle feature interactions not related to the user interface.
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8.3 Applications

We now show how our general approach can be applied concretely to a legacy tele-
phone switching architecture and in a new communication system. We first show how
the approach can be applied to the widely used Intelligent Network telephone switch-
ing architecture. We then discuss how we applied our approach to the newly designed
requirements structure of our LAN messages service example from Section 6.5, and
how we applied it to our specification of the telephone switching system discussed in
Section 7.8.

8.3.1 Application to the Existing IN Architecture

We now show how our general approach can be applied concretely to the widely used
Intelligent Network [DuVi92, ITU01] telephone switching architecture. This archi-
tecture provides the concept of “Service Independent Building Blocks” (SIBs). We
propose a design architecture where a suitable SIB is used as part of an information-
hiding module that encapsulates the user interface.

Service Independent Building Blocks in the Intelligent Network Architec-
ture

The IN standard allows to build new services on top of the basic call processing
by using Service Independent Building Blocks (SIBs), and by connecting these with
so-called Service Logic [ITU01]. One of the SIBs defined in the IN CS-1 standard
is a “user interaction” SIB. The standard states that this SIB provides a call party
with information (e.g. announcements) and/or collects information from a call party.
The announcements can be, for example: DTMF tones, a customized or generic
audio message, or network progression tones (e.g. dial tone, busy tone, etc.). The
collected information can be, for example: DTMF tones, audio, or IA5 String text
[ITU93b]. The parameters of this SIB include, among others, the announcement ID,
the number of repetitions, and the number of the expected digits. Thus, the user
interaction SIB clearly provides a user interface at the syntactic level, according the
model of Foley and Wallace.

Furthermore, there are other SIBs that share user interface related concerns, for
example “queue” (plays announcements), “verify” (performs a syntactic check of user
input), and “translate” (relies, e.g., on the structure of directory numbers).

Proposed Design Architecture

The IN SIBs are intended to be reusable software components. A suitable SIB can
be used as part of an information-hiding module that encapsulates the user interface
and that provides variables at the semantic level. Such a SIB can be used as part of
the environment of a new service to conceive.

For this, we need a redesigned set of SIBs where only the “user interface” (UIF)
SIB is concerned with the details of the user interface. In order that other concerns
can be encapsulated, too, SIBs should be designed to be built hierarchically one
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Figure 8.3: Encapsulated user interface in the IN architecture.

on another. Fortunately, the concept of hierarchical SIBs is introduced in IN CS-2
[ITU97c].

Furthermore, a UIF SIB will be so complex that its design should be broken
down further into sub-SIBs. For example, there should be a registration agent, as
discussed in the previous section.

Our overall design architecture looks like Figure 8.3, with the “software variables”
now being the Informations Flows of the Distributed Functional Plane, plus the
Detection Points, which together underly the definition of the SIBs. The “IODRV”
module is now the rewritten UIF SIB. The user interface module is completed by the
relevant aspects of the underlying Basic Call Process (BCP), and, of course, by the
user manual relation MAN.

A certain difficulty with the concept of the Intelligent Network arises from its
separation of the Basic Call Process and of IN service processing. The Basic Call
Process performs user interaction, too, which can be controlled by the IN services
only partially. Only when this user interaction leads to triggering a detection point,
for example when a dialled number during call setup is completed, the IN service
processing can notice and influence this user interaction. Furthermore, the behaviour
of the Basic Call Process between the detection points cannot be changed by the IN
service processing, which makes changes to the syntax of the user interface hard. For
example, when a user goes on-hook, this can induce some irreversible state changes
before the next detection point is triggered, thus we cannot reassign an arbitrary
meaning to this syntactic signal. Therefore, the translation between syntactic and
semantic signals has less degrees of freedom, leaving even less freely usable syntactic
signals for new services.

Nevertheless, we can design a set of generic semantic variables for the user inter-
face module with a workable mapping to the syntactic variables, as proposed above.
But any service requesting dynamically for the assignment of such a generic variable
must be prepared that no more variables are available, and the service must react
by a graceful degradation. Alternatively, we might provide an arbitrary number of
generic semantic variables, but with increasingly reduced quality of usage comfort,
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such that a service has to decide whether to accept an assignment offered by the
registration agent, or to degrade gracefully, again.

The semantic variables of the user interface are each associated to only one user,
since they reflect mental processes. Therefore, the corresponding syntactic physical
variables of one user are associated to one physical Service Control Point (SCP) only.
As long as a user always employs the same line, all user interface processing related
to him can be performed at the same location. As soon as a user is allowed to roam
and to use his IN services on different lines, the UIF SIB becomes distributed. Now,
the implementation of the UIF SIB incurs substantial additional organizatorial and
technical complexity. Nevertheless, the UIF SIB still should be regarded as a single
module, and its problems should be separated from other concerns of IN service
functionality. In this case, the UIF SIB certainly has a sub-structure. For example,
the variable registration agent can be a sub-module of its own, encapsulating the
assignment strategy for the generic semantic variables.

8.3.2 Application in Our LAN Message Services Example

We now discuss how we applied our approach to the newly designed requirements
structure of our LAN messages service example from Section 6.5. The actual speci-
fication is in Appendix A; Figure 6.7 on page 113 shows its module structure.

The requirements module structure follows our template structure from
Sect. 5.3.1. At the top level, the specification is divided into the requirements on the
behaviour of the software system to build and into the requirements on its environ-
ment. The environment comprises the communicating entities, the messages they
want to exchange, and the existing hardware and software that that can be made
use of. The specification of the behaviour of the software system describes what the
system does to the communicating entities and the messages, without referring to
any details of the existing hardware or software.

All aspects concerning the users (and other kinds of communicating entities, such
as automated agents) are encapsulated in the chapter communicating entities. This
module hides the differences between the interfaces that allow the software to inter-
act with the communicating entities. In particular, the module hides the differences
between the various types of messages, and it hides the difference between the inter-
faces to human users and to automated agents. The module provides abstractions
for communicating entities and communication events, for the messages which are
communicated, and for the devices that allow the software to interact with the com-
municating entities.

The module provides an abstract interface with stable semantic signals. Its inter-
face section comm base provides the notions of communicating entities and of com-
munication events. A communication event can be a submission event or a delivery
event. The other interface section comm params base states that the submission and
delivery events each have three basic parameters associated: both have a message,
both have a point in time where they are submitted/delivered, a submission also has
exactly one sender, and a delivery has a non-empty set of receivers instead.

The syntactic details of the user interface are encapsulated in the chapter
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user interface, which is a sub-chapter of the chapter communicating entities. This
user interface module hides the differences between the possible kinds of interfaces to
human users. In particular, there may be a graphical user interface, and there may
be a textual user interface. The sub-chapter’s interface section user base introduces a
set of human users which are part of the communicating entities. The private section
graphical user interface hides the differences between the possible kinds of graphical
user interfaces; it provides abstractions of the graphical devices that allow the soft-
ware to interact with the human users. The private section textual user interface
does the same for textual user interfaces.

We did not work out the details of the syntactic signals in this specification
anymore, however. This specification of requirements modules is not intended to be
complete. It contains the important abstractions, and it contains also some details
in sub-modules. This shows how we can describe such details. But we did not
elaborate all details, since we do not actually want to build such systems. A complete
specification would need space beyond what fits into an appendix.

8.3.3 Application in Our Telephone Switching System Ex-
ample

We also applied our approach to our specification of the telephone switching sys-
tem discussed in Section 7.8 [Bre01, Bre00a, Bre99]. We sketch this application
only briefly here because it still misses the distinction between features and require-
ments modules (Sect. 7.2) and because it still misses multi-level requirements modules
(Sect. 5.3).

In this specification, we have a Basic Connection module/feature. It provides the
basic notion of a connection, and describes how a connection can be set up and torn
down. No details are yet provided on the users’ interface for this. Neither do we yet
say what kind of connection is provided; there might be, e.g., voice channel or video
channel modules/features that build on this module/feature.

The module provides stable semantic signals. For connection setup, it provides
the fundamental events connectReq , connectInd , connectRsp, and connectCnf . The
events denote a request for a connection, the indication of an offered connection
request to the callee, the response to such a request by the callee, and the confir-
mation to the original caller. We expect these signals to be usable for all kinds of
telephony-like connections, because of their generality. The syntactic details of the
user interface are not part of this module. (Suitable other modules with these details
are not worked out anymore in this specification, as above.)

8.4 Verification and Validation of the User Inter-

face

Modelling a feature’s behaviour at the semantic level, and separating the concerns of
the user interface, additionally allows for a formal verification and validation specif-
ically of the user interface. The design specification for the feature’s user interface
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states a set of one-to-one correspondences between semantic signals in the mind of
the users and a representation of them as software signals (compare Figures 8.1(b),
8.2, and 8.3). A successful design of the extended user interface must provide a pair
of mutually inverse mapping relations to syntactic signals. This task may be difficult
when there are few syntactic signals. But the design can be verified formally, and
iterated until it is proven correct.

There are two kinds of properties that we can check. First, we can verify whether
the design indeed implements the functional requirements we have stated formally,
that is, whether there is indeed a one-to-one mapping of mental to software semantic
signals. Possible errors include (a) a translation to an incorrect, i.e., another, seman-
tic signal, when the two mapping functions MAN and IODRV do not fit properly,
and, in particular, (b) a non-deterministic interpretation of syntactic signals, which
constitutes one of the dreaded signalling ambiguities.

Even without having an explicit relation MAN, we can do a check for a non-
deterministic interpretation, by generating and checking all permutations of syntactic
signals. This is a common approach [DBL97, ChOh95, BoVe94], but a disadvantage
is that it may lead to false warnings, since there are (possibly many) state/signal
combinations that are reachable only when the system is not used according to its
usage rules, and the users then should not expect the system’s features to work as
intended anyway.

The second kind of properties of the user interface design that we can check are
on usability. In the area of human-computer interface research, there have been iden-
tified numerous properties which are desirable or undesirable (cf., e.g., [Shn97]), and
several of them can be checked even formally [Jac83]. For example, (a) almost-alike
states of the user interface [Par69] tend to confuse users, (b) interactive deadlock
[DDH83] prevents users from leaving a state due to (in particular) insufficient help
available, and (c) the amount of character level ambiguity [Thi82] should be mini-
mized, which is a measure derived from the number of different modes in which each
keystroke has different meanings. The latter optimization is of particular interest
in our context, where there are many more semantic signals than syntactic signals.
Verifying the absence of interactive deadlock and reducing undesired ambiguities is
part of a validation of the usability of the user interface.

In this book, we are only concerned about how to gather the information necessary
for a verification or validation step, as one of its preconditions. We do not discuss
how to actually perform such a step.

8.5 Outlook

The user interface is only one of the resources of a telecommunication system. There-
fore, a telecommunication system architecture that avoids (at least many) feature
interaction problems should encapsulate the details of other resources, too. More
work on this is necessary. The advent of a host of new features of telecommuni-
cations systems, which we expect to work concurrently and independently, is with
some respects comparable to the concurrency and its problems when multi-user time-
sharing processing was introduced for computer operating systems. The basic ideas
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of encapsulation developed at that time are not new anymore, but important tasks
are now (a) to apply this knowledge to the specific structure of telecommunication
systems, while they change and become more and more complex; and (b) to combine
this with formal methods and the tool support these methods provide.



Chapter 9

User Interface Behaviour
Requirements and Mode
Confusion Problems

A technical system, even if showing its specified behaviour, is useful and safe only
when its user can operate it. This becomes difficult or impossible when the user
gets confused about the mode the system is currently in. An article titled “How in
the world did we ever get into that mode?” [SaWo95] pointedly sums up the users’
despair.

Many safety-critical systems today are shared-control systems. These are in-
terdependently controlled by an automation component and a user. Examples are
modern aircraft and automobiles. Shared-control systems can cause automation sur-
prises, and, in particular, mode confusions.

The American Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) considers mode confusion
to be a significant safety concern in modern aircraft. For instance, consider the
crash of an Airbus A320 near Strasbourg, France, in 1992 [Bil97]. Probably due to
heavy workload because of a last-minute path correction demanded by the air traffic
controller, the pilots confused the “vertical speed” and the “flight path angle” modes
of descent. The display read “3.3”, meaning 3,300 feet per minute. But the crew
intended to descend at 3.3 degrees, which translates into about 1,000 feet per minute.
There was no ground view due to night and poor weather. As a result, the Air Inter
machine descended far too steeply, crashed, and 87 people were killed. Another
example is the often cited kill-the-capture bust [Pal95]: an MD-88 jet plane was
supposed to climb to 5,000 feet. The captain set the capture mode of the autopilot
for this. But the aircraft climbed dangerously higher than 5,000 feet. The captain
had adjusted the vertical speed before. This had disarmed the capture mode without
the pilot’s knowledge. The literature contains considerable research work on mode
confusions. Nevertheless, it remains surprisingly unclear what a mode confusion
actually is.

This chapter is structured as follows. We introduce to the research work on mode
confusions in safety-critical systems. We then present a rigorous definition of mode
confusion. This allows us to classify mode confusions, and we use this classification
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to derive recommendations for avoiding some of the problems. We validate our
definitions against the informal notions in the literature. Our approach supports the
automated detection of remaining mode confusion problems; we therefore apply this
practically to a wheelchair robot.

9.1 Mode Confusions in Safety-Critical Systems

A mode confusion occurs when the observed behaviour of a technical system is out
of sync with the user’s mental model of its behaviour. We now introduce to mental
models of behaviour, we give an informal intuition of the meaning of mode confusion,
and we briefly recapitulate the pertinent research results on mode confusions.

9.1.1 Mental Models of Behaviour

People form internal, mental models of themselves and of the things with which
they are interacting [Nor83]. (The term “mental model” has also another, different
meaning in the pertinent literature. We refer to the above one, introduced by Norman
[Nor83].) There is ongoing research on the nature of such mental models, and on
how people use them when interacting with their environment.

Here, we restrict our interest to mental models of the behaviour of a technical
system, in particular of an automated system. We exclude the aspects unrelated
to behaviour. For example, we are not interested in how people mentally represent
spatial relations. We concentrate on shared-control, automated, technical systems,
because many safety-critical systems are shared-control systems. We concentrate
on their behaviour, because the notion of safety is usually defined with respect to
the behaviour, for these systems. An advantage of this restriction is that we have
powerful mathematical tools for analyzing models of behaviour.

Mental models of the behaviour of technical systems appear to be based on state
transition rules. This motivated many experiments to derive an explicit description
of a mental model, in form of a state machine with modes and mode transitions.
Mental models have been extracted from training material, from user interviews,
and by user observation. For example, Cañas et al. [CnAQ01] survey work on
this. They also performed three experiments with 115 participants. They exposed
these users to different knowledge elicitation tasks and made conclusions about their
mental models.

Extracting a mental model from an individual user is notoriously difficult and
expensive. In particular, mental models are unstable [Nor83]. The user constantly
learns and therefore adapts his/her mental model. The user also forgets. Further-
more, the model which is the user’s long-term knowledge, the conceptual model,
is different from the user’s current working abstraction. When performing a task,
the user concentrates on the part of his/her knowledge which he/she assumes to be
relevant [CnAQ01].

Nevertheless, even imperfect descriptions of mental models have value. If they
are extracted from individuals by interview or by observation, they will have some
randomness. If they are extracted from training material, they are generic only.
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Figure 9.1: Example with potential for mode confusion.

The value is that any mode confusion problem showing up here has some chance
to repeat itself with other individuals. We should therefore try to find its causes
and tackle them. This is in line with Rushby’s argument on this issue [Rus01b]:
“most automation surprises reported in the literature are not the result of an errant
operator holding a specific and inaccurate mental model but are instead due to the
design of the automation being so poor that no plausible mental model can represent
it accurately.” A basic assumption of our work is that one can produce descriptions
of mental models at all that have at least some resemblance to the actual mental
models of individuals.

9.1.2 An Informal Intuition of Mode Confusion

Intuitively, a mode confusion occurs when the observed behaviour of a technical
system is out of sync with the user’s mental model of its behaviour. Figure 9.1 shows
the modes and mode transitions of some technical system and of some mental model
of its behaviour. These automata are “similar”: for the sequence of inputs given first,
the outputs are the same. But the mental model misses one mode. For the second
input sequence, the observed behaviour is different from the expected behaviour.
The user will be surprised, probably unpleasantly. Even more, the surprise happens
only later (after the fourth input), not when the modes actually get out of sync (after
the second input). In Figure 9.1(a), circles denote modes, and arrows denote mode
transitions, labelled with the corresponding inputs and outputs.
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9.1.3 Survey of Work on Mode Confusions

We briefly recapitulate the pertinent state of the art here. Since the early 1990s,
a number of research groups from the human factors community, in particular the
aviation psychology community, work on mode confusions in shared-control systems.
Recently, people from the computer science community, especially the formal meth-
ods community, also became interested. There are some promising results with
respect to tool supported detection of mode confusion problems (see below). But it
remains surprisingly unclear what a mode confusion actually is.

Definitions of Mode and Mode Confusion. While some relevant publications
give no [CJR00, BMPC98, CaHa01] or only an implicit definition [Rus01a, HoJo01a]
of the notions “mode” and “mode confusion”, there are others that present an explicit
informal definition [SaWo95, DSK99, But01, LPS+97].

Doherty [Doh98] presents a formal framework for interactive systems and also
gives an informal definition of “mode error”.

Thimbleby [Thi90] develops his “mode” definition over some stages from a generic
and informal one (“a mode is a variable information in the computer system affecting
the meaning of what the user sees and does”, [Thi90, p. 228]) to a formal one. Doing
so, he focuses his scope to the pure two-agent interaction between the human and
the machine. He does not consider the physical environment. The latter is a third
agent relevant in shared-control systems. As a result, he defines a mode to be a
“mathematical function mapping commands to their meanings within the system”
[Thi90, p. 255]. Thimbleby does not deal with the mode confusion problem. He
therefore does not provide a rigorous definition of the notion “mode confusion”.

Wright and colleagues give explicit but example driven definitions of the notions
“error of omission” and “error of commission” by using the language CSP to specify
user tasks [WFH94].

Modelling and Tool Support. Interestingly, the way of modelling often seems
to be influenced significantly by the tool that is meant to perform the final analysis.

Degani and Heymann use the language StateCharts to model separately the tech-
nical system and the user’s mental model of its behaviour [HeDe02a]. Then they
compose both models and search for certain composite states (so-called “blocking”,
“error”, and “augmenting” states) which indicate mode confusions.

Butler et al. use the theorem prover PVS to examine the flight guidance system
of a civil aircraft for mode confusion situations [BMPC98]. They do not consider the
mental model of the pilot as an independent entity in their analysis.

Campos and Harrison [CaHa01] use the model checker SMV. They specify the
system as a state transition system. They specify selected properties of the mental
model as assertions in temporal logic.

Leveson and her group specify the black-box behaviour of the system in the
language SpecTRM-RL that is intended to be both well readable by humans and
processable by computers [LPS+97, RZK+00, ZRI+00]. In [LPS+97], they give a
categorisation of different kinds of modes and a classification of mode confusion
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situations.
Joshi, Miller, and Heimdahl [JMH03] build on this work. They use the cousin

language RSML−e for modelling the system. They use the model checker NuSMV
and the theorem prover PVS to explore the state space for “off-normal” use cases,
which might confuse a pilot.

Thimbleby (see above) uses the so-called PIE modelling approach [Thi90] that
describes human-machine interaction by specifying a sequence of user commands,
the Program. Such a program is interpreted by the technical system by an Inter-
pretation function and causes some Effect. PIE models are also readable by humans
and processable by computers.

Sage and Johnson [SaJo02] describe a rapid prototyping approach for an air
traffic control system. They are able to verify safety properties based on a system
specification in the language LOTOS. They claim that their method can support
the operator directed design process proposed in [VaHa02] (see below). Nonetheless,
they do not specify the mental model of the user.

Rushby and his colleagues employ the model-checking tool Murφ [RCP99,
Rus01a, CJR00]. Technical system and mental model are coded together as a single
set of so-called Murφ rules. In each step, all rules are “fired” of which the condition
is true; i. e. some manipulation of global state variables is performed. Furthermore,
a set of invariants is checked. The mode confusion situations are detected with these
invariants.

Lüttgen and Carreño examine the three state-exploration tools Murφ, SMV, and
Spin with respect to their suitability in the search for mode confusion potential
[LüCa99]. They find that each tool has its advantages but also its drawbacks: Spin
supports the designer to find the sources of mode confusion situations by the anima-
tion of diagnostic information. SMV bears the advantages that it integrates temporal
logics. And Murφ provides the best specification language.

Buth [But01] and Lankenau [Lan01] clearly separate the technical system and
the user’s mental model in their CSP specification of the well-known MD-88-“kill-
the-capture” scenario and in a service-robotics example, respectively. The support
of this clear separation is one reason why Buth’s comparison between the tool Murφ
and the CSP tool FDR favours the latter [But01, pages 209-211].

Meanwhile, also Rushby [Rus02] acknowledges this need to separate both enti-
ties. For mode confusion detection, he affirms the advantages of model-checking
tools for process algebras such as FDR over tools such as Murφ. A conformance
relation between two descriptions has to be checked. The concepts of refinement and
abstraction are required for this. They are provided directly by FDR.

Case Studies. Almost all publications refer to the aviation domain when exam-
ining a case study: an MD-88 [Pal95, SaWo95, LPS+97, RCP99, But01], an Airbus
A320 [CJR00, HoJo01a], or a Boeing 737 [Rus01a]. For a non-aviation case study,
refer to Thimbleby’s running (pedagogical) example, a calculator [Thi90].

Recommendations. The literature has several recommendations for avoiding
mode confusions.
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Reason [Rea90] is concerned with human error in general. He recommends to
minimize the affordances for error. He takes up the design principles of Norman’s
“Psychology of Everyday Things” [Nor88]: use both knowledge in the world and in
the head in order to promote a good conceptual model. Simplify the structure of
tasks. Make both the execution and the evaluation sides of an action visible. Exploit
natural mappings. Exploit the power of constraints, both natural and artificial.
Design for error; make it easy to reverse operations and hard to carry out non-
reversible ones; exploit forcing functions. When all else fails, standardize.

Sarter and Woods [SaWo95] propose several measures against mode confusions:
reduce the number and complexity of modes (if possible). Focus training on knowl-
edge activation in context. Train skill at controlling attention. Provide better indica-
tions of what mode the system is in and how future conditions may produce changes.
Maybe provide displays for the history of interaction. Also use nonvisual, e. g., aural
or kinesthetic, channels to reduce load on the visual channel. Use forcing functions
to guide the user, if the system has enough overall context to do it sensibly.

Butler et al. [BMPC98] propose to create a clear, executable formal model of the
automation and use it to drive a (flight-deck) mockup for (pilot) training. It can
be augmented with an additional display, for training only, that directly exposes the
internal structure of the automation and its internal changes.

Leveson et al. [LPS+97, BaLe01] have identified six categories of system design
features that can contribute to mode confusion errors (and thus should be avoided):
ambiguous interfaces, inconsistent system behaviour, indirect mode transitions, lack
of appropriate feedback, operator authority limits, and unintended side effects.

Degani and Heymann [DeHe02] propose to check formally whether all necessary
information is presented to the user in order to avoid mode confusion. This requires
a formal model of both the machine and of user’s mental model. They also pro-
pose an algorithm to generate automatically the interface to the machine and the
corresponding user manual information [HeDe02a, HeDe02b].

Rushby proposes a procedure to develop automated systems which pays attention
to the mode confusion problem [Rus01b]. The main part of his method is the inte-
gration and iteration of a model-checking based consistency check and the mental
model reduction process introduced by [Jav98, CJR00].

Vakil and Hansman, Jr. [VaHa02] recommend three approaches to reduce mode
confusion potential in modern aircraft: pilot training, enhanced feedback via an
improved interface, and, most substantial, a new design process (ODP, for operator
directed design process) for future aircraft developments. ODP aims at reducing the
complexity of the pilot’s task, which may involve a reduction of functionality.

Critique. Hourizi and Johnson [HoJo01a, HoJo01b] criticize that automation sur-
prises are not only due to mode error, but also due to a “task knowledge gap”. It
is more than a perceptual slip. The underlying problems are a (mode) confirmation
bias and selective (mode-confirming) perception of the human user.
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9.2 A Rigorous Definition of Mode Confusion in

Safety-Critical Systems

Interestingly, none of the work surveyed above defines the notions of “mode” and
“mode confusion” rigorously. We therefore propose such definitions. They will help
to tackle mode confusion problems.

We will present our definitions in several steps. We start with a brief introduction
to a suitable notion of formal refinement. It will be the base of our definition. We
then introduce the notions that are part of our definition: the behaviour of the
technical system, the mental model of the behaviour of the technical system, the
user’s senses, and the safety-relevant abstractions of all of these. The actual rigorous
definitions conclude this section.

9.2.1 Brief Introduction to Refinement

We use a kind of specification/implementation relation in the following. Such rela-
tions can be modelled rigorously by the concept of refinement. There exist a number
of formalisms to express refinement relations. We use CSP [Hoa85] as specification
language and the refinement semantics proposed by Roscoe [Ros97]. Additionally we
use the extension to Timed CSP by Schneider [Sch00, Sch95]. One reason for using
CSP is that there is good tool support for performing automated refinement checks
with the tool FDR [Ros97]. This section shall clarify the terminology for readers
who are not familiar with the concepts.

In CSP, one describes the externally visible behaviour of a system by a so-called
process. Processes are defined over events. CSP offers a set of operators. One can
use them to specify processes.

In CSP, the meaning of a process P can be described by the set traces(P) of the
event sequences it can perform. Since we must pay attention to what can be done
as well as to what can be not done, the traces model is not sufficient in our domain.
CSP offers the enhanced failures model for this case.

Definition 1 (Failure) A failure of a process P is a pair (s ,X ) of a trace s (s ∈
traces(P)) and a so-called refusal set X of events that may be blocked by P after the
execution of s.

If an output event o is in the refusal set X of P , and if there also exists a
continuation trace s ′ which performs o, then process P may decide internally and
non-deterministically whether o will be performed or not.

Definition 2 (Failures Refinement) P refines S in the failures model, written
S ⊑F P, iff traces(P) ⊆ traces(S ) and also failures(P) ⊆ failures(S ).

This means that P can neither accept an event nor refuse one unless S does; S can do
at least every trace which P can do, and additionally P will refuse not more than S
does. Failures refinement allows to distinguish between external and internal choice
in processes, i.e. whether there is non-determinism. As this aspect is relevant for
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our application area, we use failures refinement as the appropriate kind of refinement
relation.

Timing problems contribute to mode confusions, at least in some domains. An
example is the telephony domain, discussed in the next chapter. Our formalism
therefore should be able to express timing. The extension to Timed CSP by Schneider
[Sch00, Sch95] adds operators to express a delay of a specified amount of time.
Accordingly, each event in a timed trace is associated with a real number meaning
the point in time at which the event occurs. A set of timed refusals associates time
intervals to every event that may be blocked. The rest is exactly analogous to the
untimed case. A timed failure is a pair of a timed trace and a timed refusal set. The
definition of timed failures refinement is:

Definition 3 (Timed Failures Refinement) P refines S in the timed failures
model, written S ⊑TF P, iff tracesT (P) ⊆ tracesT (S ) and also failuresT (P) ⊆
failuresT (S ).

We can abstract away the concrete timing from a specification in Timed CSP.
Meyer [Mey01] has proven that we can decompose a specification in Timed CSP into a
finite set of simple timer processes running in parallel with an untimed specification.

9.2.2 The Behaviour of the Technical System

We must use a black-box view of a running technical system for the definition. This
is because the user of such a system has a strict black-box view of it and because
we want to solve the user’s problems. As a consequence, we can observe (only) the
environment of the technical system, not its internal workings. When something
relevant happens in the environment, we call this an event. The user can cause such
events, too.

There must be a general consensus on what the events are. This is a basic
assumption of our approach about the domain where we apply it. In the safety-
critical systems domain, this assumption is true. For example, there is no argument
between pilots and cockpit designers about whether the lighting of a sign or the
pressing of a button is relevant for flying a plane.

The technical system has been constructed according to some requirements doc-
ument REQ. We can describe REQ entirely in terms of observable events, by refer-
ring to the history of events until the current point of time. For this description,
no reference to an internal state is necessary. Usually, several histories of events are
equivalent with respect to what should happen in the future. Such equivalences can
greatly simplify the description of the behaviour required, since we might need to
state only a few things about the history in order to characterise the situation.

During any run of the technical system, it is in one specific state at any point of
time. The (possibly infinite) state transition system specified by REQ defines the
admissible system runs.
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9.2.3 The Mental Model of the Behaviour of the Technical
System

We call the user’s mental model of the behaviour of the technical system REQM.
Ideally, REQM should be “the same” as REQ. During any run of the technical
system, REQM is also in one specific state at any point of time. You may think
of the behaviour of REQM as a “parallel universe” in the user’s mind. Ideally, it
is tightly coupled to reality. Each time an event happens and the technical system
changes into another state, the user keeps track of what has happened and adjusts
his/her expectations about future events accordingly.

Our approach is based on the motto “the user must not be surprised”. This is an
important design goal for shared-control systems. We must make sure that the reality
does not exhibit any behaviour which cannot occur according to the mental model
of its behaviour. Additionally, the user must not be surprised because something
expected does not happen. When the mental model prescribes some behaviour as
necessary, reality must not refuse to perform it. For example after dialling a number,
a phone must either produce an alert tone or a busy tone, and it must never ring
itself.

The rule of non-surprise means that the relationship between the reality’s be-
haviour and the user’s mental model of its behaviour must be a relationship of im-
plementation to specification. The reality should do exactly what the mental model
prescribes, no less and no more. In case that the user does not know what to expect,
but knows that he/she does not know, then the reality is free to take any of the
choices. A common example is that the user does not know the exact point of time
at which the technical system will react to an event, within some limits.

We can describe such an implementation/specification relationship formally by
a refinement relation. In CSP, timed failures refinement is precisely the relation
described above.

9.2.4 The Senses

The user does not always notice when his/her mental model of the behaviour REQM

is not the same as the behaviour of the reality REQ. This is because the user’s mind
does not take part in any event in the environment. The user perceives the reality
through his/her senses only.

The user’s senses SENSE translate from the set of events in the environment
to a set of events in the user’s mind. SENSE is not perfect. Therefore we must
distinguish these two sets. For example, the user might not hear a signal tone in
the phone due to loud surrounding noise. Or the user might not listen to all of a
lengthy announcement text, or he/she might not understand the language of the
announcement. At the very least, there is always a larger-than-zero delay between
any environment event and the respective mental event. In all these cases, what
happens in reality, as described by REQ, is different from what happens according
to the user’s perception of it, as described by SENSE(REQ).

The user is surprised only if the perceived reality does not behave the same as
his/her expectations. This is why the user does not always notice a difference between
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the actual reality REQ and the “parallel universe” REQM in his/her mind.
We cannot compare the perceived reality SENSE(REQ) to the mental model

of the reality REQM directly. They are defined over different sets of events (men-
tal/environment). We need a translation.

The user has a mental model of his/her own senses SENSEM. SENSEM translates
the behaviour of the mental model of the technical system REQM into events in the
user’s mind. It does this in the same fashion as SENSE does it for REQ.

The user’s knowledge about the restrictions and imprecisions of his/her own
senses is also part of SENSEM. Ideally, the user should know about them precisely,
such that SENSEM matches SENSE exactly. The user is not surprised if the process
SENSE(REQ) is a timed failures refinement of the process SENSEM(REQM).1

9.2.5 The Abstractions

We restrict our definition of mode confusion to safety-critical systems. This is because
traditionally the safety-critical systems community has perceived mode confusions
as a problem. As a consequence, we need to abstract to the safety-relevant aspects
of the technical system.

When the user concentrates on safety, he/she performs an on-the-fly simplification
of his/her mental model REQM towards the safety-relevant part REQM

SAFE. This
helps him/her to analyse the current problem with the limited mental capacity.
Psychological studies show that users always adapt their current mental model of
the technical system according to the specific task they carry out [CnAQ01]. The
“initialisation” of this adaptation process is the static part of their mental model,
the conceptual model. This model represents the user’s knowledge about the system
and is stored in the long term memory.

Analogously to the abstraction performed by the user, we perform a simplifica-
tion of the requirements document REQ to the safety-relevant part of it REQSAFE.
REQSAFE can be either an explicit, separate chapter of REQ, or we can express it
implicitly by specifying an abstraction function, i. e., by describing which aspects of
REQ are safety-relevant. We abstract REQ out of three reasons: REQM

SAFE is defined
over a set of abstracted events, and it can be compared to another description only
if it is defined over the same abstracted set; we would like to establish the correct-
ness of the safety-relevant part without having to investigate the correctness of the
entire mental model REQM; and our model-checking tool support demands that the
descriptions are restricted to certain complexity limits.

We express the abstraction functions mathematically in CSP by functions over
processes. Mostly, such an abstraction function maps an entire set of events onto a
single abstracted event. Other transformations are hiding (or concealment [Hoa85])
and renaming. But the formalism also allows for arbitrary transformations of be-
haviours; a simple example being a certain event sequence pattern mapped onto
a new abstract event. We use the abstraction functions AR for REQ and AM for

1In [BrLa02], we used the name MMOD for SENSEM(REQM). We did not define SENSEM and
REQM separately. We now make a distinction between these two different kinds of mental model
for clarity.
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Figure 9.2: Relationships between the different refinement relations.

REQM, respectively.
The relation SENSE must be abstracted in an analogous way to SENSESAFE.

They are relations from processes over environment events to processes over mental
events. It should have become clear by now that SENSESAFE needs to be rather true,
i. e., a bijection which does no more than some renaming of events. If SENSESAFE is
“lossy”, we are already bound to experience mode confusion problems. SENSEM

SAFE

accordingly is the user’s mental model of SENSESAFE.
Figure 9.2 shows the relationships among the different descriptions. In or-

der not to surprise the user with respect to safety, there must be a timed fail-
ures refinement relation on the abstract level between SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) and
SENSEM

SAFE(REQM
SAFE).

9.2.6 The Definitions

In the following, let REQSAFE be a black-box requirements specification, abstracted
to the safety-relevant aspects, let REQM

SAFE be a mental model of the behaviour
of REQSAFE, and let SENSESAFE and SENSEM

SAFE be relations from processes over
environment events to processes over mental events representing the user’s senses
and the mental model of them, respectively.

The definition of mode needs a precise definition of a potential future behaviour.
We take it directly from the timed failures model of CSP (compare Def. 1).

Definition 4 (Potential future behaviour) A potential future behaviour is a set
of timed failures.

A state is a potential future behaviour. We can distinguish two states of a system
only if the system may behave differently in the future. This is because of the black-
box view.

Definition 5 (Automation surprise) An automation surprise between
SENSE(REQ) and SENSEM(REQM) occurs if and only if
SENSE(REQ) is not a timed failures refinement of SENSEM(REQM), i.e., iff
SENSEM(REQM) 6⊑TF SENSE(REQ) .
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The user is surprised if any detail of the technical system contradicts to his/her
expectations.

A mode is just a state. But we reserve the word for the “states” of abstracted
descriptions, i. e., of SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) and of SENSEM

SAFE(REQM
SAFE). We can

distinguish two modes only if the system may behave differently in the future with
respect to safety.

Definition 6 (Mode) A mode of SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) is a potential future be-
haviour. And, a mode of SENSEM

SAFE(REQM
SAFE) is a potential future behaviour.

We now finally can present our central definition for mode confusion:

Definition 7 (Mode confusion) A mode confusion between
SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) and SENSEM

SAFE(REQM
SAFE) occurs if and only if

SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) is not a timed failures refinement of SENSEM
SAFE(REQM

SAFE),
i.e., iff
SENSEM

SAFE(REQM
SAFE) 6⊑TF SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) .

A (safety-critical) mode confusion is an automation surprise, but only if it is
safety-relevant.

Every time a user’s REQM
SAFE changes, one must decide anew whether a mode

confusion occurs. Our definition of mode confusion is based on the (rather strong)
assumption that REQM

SAFE is stable over time. The user generates REQM
SAFE on-

the-fly from REQM and must re-generate it later when he/she needs it again. This
re-generation might lead to a different result. In particular, the re-generation requires
the user’s recollection of the current mode. A user’s lapse [Rea90] here can result in
a mode confusion. This happens when the user selects a mode as initial mode which
does not match the reality’s current mode.

9.3 Classification of Mode Confusions

We classify mode confusions into four classes. The classification follows directly from
the above definition of mode confusion. Each part where something can go wrong
leads to a class.

1. Mode confusions which arise from incorrect knowledge of the human about the
technical system and its environment.

If REQM does not match REQ, then the timed failures refinement relation can
break.

2. Mode confusions which arise from the incorrect abstraction of the user’s knowl-
edge to the safety-relevant aspects of it.

If the mental abstraction function AM does not match the abstraction function
for the technical system AR, then the timed failures refinement relation can
break (compare Figure 9.2 above).
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3. Mode confusions which arise from an incorrect observation of the technical
system or its environment. This may have physical or psychological reasons.

The sense organs may be physically imperfect; for example, eyes which cannot
see behind the back. Or an event is sensed physically, but is not recognised
consciously; for example because the user is distracted, or because the user
currently is flooded with too many events. (“Heard, but not listened to.”) If
SENSE does not match SENSEM, the timed failures refinement relation can
break. We could call this class also the mode confusions which arise from
incorrect knowledge of the human about his or her own senses. The confusion
disappears when the human knows about the senses’ limitations.

4. Mode confusions which arise from an incorrect processing of the abstracted
mental model by the user. There can be a memory lapse or a “rule-based”
mistake [Rea90], i. e., a mode transition that is not part of the correctly inter-
preted model.

An “execution failure” can spoil an otherwise perfect abstracted mental model.
The model’s semantics depends on the executing “machine”.

In contrast to previous classifications of mode confusions, this classification is by
cause and not phenomenological, as, e.g., the one by Leveson [LPS+97].

9.4 Recommendations for Avoiding Mode Confu-

sions

The above causes of mode confusions lead directly to recommendations for avoiding
them. We now list and discuss these recommendations. We then also show how they
are reflected by syntactic properties in our formal model.

9.4.1 The List of Recommendations

S1: Make the technical system deterministic. Non-determinism increases the
user’s effort for processing the mental model. The user must simultaneously
track several alternative paths in the model. This can quickly exceed the user’s
mental processing capabilities and lead to incorrect processing. Therefore, the
requirements of the technical system should allow as little non-deterministic
internal choices as possible. To eliminate a non-deterministic internal choice,
we must change the system requirements. We must add an environment event
controlled by the machine and observed by the user which indicates the soft-
ware’s choice.

This recommendation generalises and justifies the recommendation by others
to eliminate “hidden mode changes” [BaLe01, DSK99].

S2: Check that the user can physically observe all safety-relevant events.
This avoids incomplete observation. To also avoid incorrect observation, we
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must check that the user’s senses are sufficiently precise to ensure an accu-
rate translation of these environment events to mental events. To prevent
observation problems, we can apply the same measure as used against non-
deterministic internal choices: we add an environment event controlled by the
machine which indicates the corresponding software input event.

Improving the user’s knowledge about his/her own senses has little potential
for avoiding mode confusion problems. If the user knows that some things may
happen, but he/she cannot perceive them, then they are non-deterministic
choices to the user’s mind. Again, the user will have difficulties with the
complexity of tracking alternative outcomes.

Timeout events without immediate notification are inherently bad. Humans
do have a sense for physically observing time. But it is rather inaccurate. Any
silent timeout therefore leads to non-determinism.

S3: Check that the user can psychologically observe all safety-relevant
events. This avoids an incorrect observation because of a psychological rea-
son. We must check that observed safety-relevant environment events become
conscious reliably. The knowledge-based approach of Hourizi and Johnson
[HoJo01a, HoJo01b] can be a starting point here.

S4: Document the requirements explicitly and rigorously. This helps to
establish a correct knowledge of the user about the technical system and its
environment. It enables us to produce user training material, such as a manual,
which is complete with respect to functionality.

S5: Document the safety-relevant part of the requirements separately, or
mark it clearly. This helps to produce training material which aids the user
to concentrate on safety-relevant aspects. Such training material, in turn, helps
the user to abstract correctly to the safety-relevant parts. It makes explicit the
safety-relevance abstraction function for the machine, AR.

We must also minimize the affordances for human error in general. We already
cited the respective recommendations of Reason [Rea90] on page 197 above. Reason
distinguishes three basic types of human error: skill-based slips and lapses, rule-based
mistakes, and knowledge-based mistakes. Slips appear as incorrect observation for
psychological reasons in our classification, and knowledge-based mistakes appear as
incorrect knowledge. Lapses and rule-based mistakes cause incorrect processing.

9.4.2 The Recommendations as Syntactic Properties in the
Formal Model

Our recommendations are reflected by syntactic properties in our formal model. If
one follows our recommendations, some simple syntactic properties of the formal
specifications should be satisfied. By checking whether these formal properties are
satisfied, we can check whether the recommendations have been followed.
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S1: Make the technical system deterministic. To be precise, the specification
of the safety-relevant part of the technical system REQSAFE should be deter-
ministic. A specification in Timed CSP is deterministic, if it contains only
deterministic constant processes, operators that preserve determinism, other
operators in cases that do not introduce non-determinism, and constructive
recursions. The operators that preserve determinism are prefixing, 1–1 renam-
ing, alphabetized parallel, sequential composition, timed prefixing, and delay.
Roscoe [Ros97, pp. 219] also discusses all other operators of CSP and more
details. A specification can become non-deterministic by using the internal
choice operator and the hiding operator, in particular.

S2/3: Check that the user can physically/psychologically observe all safety-
relevant events. This is satisfied if the abstracted behaviour translation
function SENSESAFE contains nothing but 1–1 renaming operators for events.
In particular, this is most likely not satisfied if SENSESAFE contains a hiding
operator.

S4: Document the requirements explicitly and rigorously. This is satisfied
if the requirements REQ have been specified in Timed CSP.

S5: Document the safety-relevant part of the requirements separately, or
mark it clearly. This is satisfied if the safety-relevant part of the require-
ments REQSAFE have been specified in Timed CSP.

9.5 Checking Our Definition Against Other’s No-

tions of Mode Confusion

We now check whether our definitions of mode and of mode confusion indeed cover
the informal notions in the literature.

9.5.1 Comparison

Thimbleby [Thi90] defines a mode to be a “mathematical function mapping com-
mands to their meanings within the system”. This is consistent with a mode
being a potential future behaviour. Thimbleby does not deal with the mode
confusion problem.

Doherty [Doh98, pp. 118] finds that any treatment of mode must be based on
a user-relevant abstraction, because there will be sequences of input actions
which can distinguish between virtually all states. This avoids treating all
states as separate modes. This argument supports our choice of a mandatory
abstraction function. Doherty defines modes as partitions of the state-space.
A mode formally relates a trace of input actions to an outcome. This again
is consistent with a mode being a potential future behaviour. Doherty has no
explicit notion of mode confusion.
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Sarter & Woods [SaWo95] have no explicit definition of mode. Concerning mode
confusion, they refer to Norman [Nor88] and state that “a human user can com-
mit an erroneous action by executing an intention in a way that is appropriate
to one mode when the device is actually in another mode.” This definition
leaves open what “erroneous” and “inappropriate” mean. If we interpret them
as “has an undesired outcome”, we get close to our definition. One can argue
that Sarter & Woods don’t include situations with an unexpected but not un-
desired outcome. For example, the user might just not care about the different
behaviour. We cover this aspect insofar as we first abstract the system to its
safety-relevant behaviour. After that, all differing behaviour is undesired by
definition.

Leveson et al. [LPS+97] explicitly view the system as a black box, exactly as us.
For them, “a mode defines a mutually exclusive set of system behaviours.” The
term “mutually exclusive” alludes to the partitioning of the state space, again.
The term “set of system behaviours” is precisely equivalent to our definition.

Leveson et al. allow more than one human controller and more than one auto-
mated controller. Nevertheless, the idea is the same to have separate models
that must be consistent. We focus on one of the human users only and put all
other humans into the environment. Both views can be translated into each
other.

These authors distinguish three kinds of modes: supervisory modes, component
operating modes, and controlled-system operating modes. This distinction is
a direct consequence of their different view on controllers. With our view, the
three kinds collapse into two kinds: the modes of the technical system and the
modes of the human’s mental model of it.

Leveson et al. define that “mode confusion errors result from divergent con-
troller models.” This definition is stronger than ours. It requires equivalence
between the models, that is, refinement in both directions. We require refine-
ment in one direction only. The latter covers situations where the user does not
know how the system will behave, but where the user knows that he/she does
not know. Such a situation does not lead to an automation surprise. Leveson
et al. are right that this is undesirable. But we prefer to distinguish insufficient
knowledge of the user from actual confusion situations.

The definition of Leveson et al. is informal, it does not define precisely the term
“divergent”. Therefore, it is not clear whether the models must have the same
set of traces only or also the same set of failures. Only the latter ensures that
no model can refuse an event when the other cannot. We clearly opted for the
second choice. Otherwise, a surprise can still happen.

Rushby [Rus01a, Rus02] has implicit definitions of mode and mode confusion only.
Rushby writes [Rus02]: “Complex systems are often structured into ‘modes’
[. . . ], and their behavior can change significantly across different modes. ‘Mode
confusion’ arises when the system is in a different mode than assumed by its
operator; this is a rich source of automation surprises, since the operator may
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interact with the system according to a mental model that is inappropriate for
its actual mode.” We do not see any contradiction to our rigorous definitions.

Rushby describes his model-checking approach [Rus02]: “If we accept that
automation surprises may be due to a mismatch between the actual behavior
of a system and the operator’s mental model of that behaviour, then one way
to look for potential surprises is to construct explicit descriptions of the actual
system behavior, and of a postulated mental model, and to compare them.”
This does not say yet how the models are compared. Otherwise, it matches
our approach. Rushby’s actual comparison of models is determined strongly by
the tool he uses, Murφ. Murφ can check one model against a set of properties,
but not two models against each other. Therefore, Rushby must encode the
comparison indirectly. Buth [But01] discusses this in detail. In the end, Rushby
explicitly agrees that the two-model approach of FDR and CSP (as we use it)
would have been better.

Degani & Heymann et al.: Degani et al. [DSK99] “define a mode as a machine
configuration that corresponds to a unique behavior.” The term “unique be-
havior” matches our notion. The term “machine configuration” already reveals
that they do not use a black-box view on the technical system. Together with
Leveson et al., we think that a black-box view is necessary. Because of their
white-box view, Heymann and Degani [HeDe02b] propose a formal abstraction
algorithm. This algorithm generates a (minimal) black-box description from an
internal machine description that includes non-observable events. This is help-
ful if one does not have a (black-box) requirements document in the beginning.
Nevertheless, we prefer to start with an explicit requirements document.

Degani et al. [DSK99] distinguish clearly between physical and actually ob-
served events. This matches the respective part of our definition. They point
out that the user must be able to sense the input events that trigger a transi-
tion, and that “the user’s job of integrating events, some of which are located in
different displays, is not trivial”. These recommendations are close to our rec-
ommendations to check that the user can both physically and psychologically
observe all safety-relevant events.

Degani et al. [DSK99] state a prerequisite for mode confusion: the user’s inabil-
ity to anticipate the future behavior of the machine leads directly to confusion
and error. As with Leveson et al., this description includes non-surprise situa-
tions where the user knows that he/she does not now what will happen.

Degani and Heymann [HeDe02a] add a formal verification algorithm. The
models must “march in synchronization”. This means automata equivalence,
as with Leveson et al. They construct a “composite model” in a fashion similar
to Rushby, and they state three correctness criteria for the composite model.

The check for equivalence is motivated by Degani’s and Heymann’s desire to
construct a minimal safe mental model. We agree that a minimal safe mental
model should be in an equivalence relation with the machine. However, we
define correctness separately from minimality.
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A prerequisite for their entire approach is that the machine is deterministic.
This eliminates the difference between our failures refinement and the simpler
traces refinement. Our approach can handle non-deterministic models that
nevertheless do not imply a mode confusion.

Buth [But01, pp. 183] writes: “Modes are identifiable and distinguishable states
of a system which differ with regard to the effect of interactions.” This is
exactly the same as our notion. She continues: “Mode confusion scenarios
or in general automation surprises describe situations where the operator’s
assumption about the system mode differs from the actual mode of the system
and may lead to potentially critical actions of the operator.” This also is
exactly our intuition.

Later (pp. 199), Buth uses failures refinement in CSP. We adopted this idea
from her. A major part of her work is the comparison of Rushby’s one-
automaton approach to the two-automaton failures refinement approach, for
checking the two models against each other. She finds that the failures refine-
ment approach is better.

A difference to our approach is that Buth requires mutual failures refinement,
i. e., equivalence. This is due to the notion of mode confusion that Rushby uses
and which Buth investigates.

Buth does not consider senses, and she does not consider the task of abstraction
formally. However, in one case she hides an event manually that the user cannot
perceive. And she discusses abstraction, but only in the light of model checking
and state space explosions, not with respect to safety-relevance (pp. 208).

Hourizi & Johnson [HoJo01a, HoJo01b] criticize the mode confusion detection
efforts in the literature. They stress that the underlying problems are a (mode)
confirmation bias and selective (mode-confirming) perception of the human
user. These are covered by our definition, too. They manifest themselves as a
lossy relation SENSESAFE whose lossiness depends on the current mode.

We already stated that any imperfect relation SENSESAFE is bound to cause
trouble. One should fix the perception first and then perform the formal ver-
ification of the rest. Therefore, it does not matter that it would indeed be
rather difficult to obtain an explicit SENSESAFE that is sufficiently precise in
its mode-dependent lossiness.

9.5.2 Discussion

We conclude that all authors, including us, agree about what a mode is. Only
Degani & Heymann et al. disagree in one sub-topic. They have a white-box view of
the system instead of the usual black-box view.

The abstraction from states to modes is discussed by only a few authors. Most
just implicitly assume that it has been done. Some use abstraction for a different
purpose. They use it to reduce the size of the state space such that model checking
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becomes feasible. Doherty makes a case to have a user-relevant abstraction. We
specialize this to a safety-relevant abstraction.

All authors who use a model-checking tool require that the two models must be
in some equivalence relation to avoid mode confusion. Here, we disagree. We require
a (timed failures) refinement relation in one direction only. Equivalence would mean
refinement in both directions. Our position gets some support from Sarter & Woods:
a problem arises only if the user does something wrong.

We claim that equivalence is stronger than necessary. If the mental model is in a
specification/implementation relation, i. e., a refinement relation, with the technical
system, then no automation surprise will arise. We agree that a non-deterministic
mental model can cause a problem indirectly. Non-determinism can quickly exceed
the user’s mental capacity, leading to incorrect processing of the model. But this
does not happen necessarily. Therefore we prefer to distinguish an outright wrong
mental model from an execution failure on a correct model.

We suspect that the general insistence on an equivalence relation roots in the
tools used. There are many model checking tools, but only one can check for failures
refinement. This is FDR, the tool we use. Without FDR, one needs to check for a
more than sufficient condition if one wants tool support at all.

It is generally accepted that two models must be compared. Nevertheless, all
model checking tools except FDR require to encode the two models into a single
composite automaton. Buth’s idea to use FDR makes the comparison much more
natural.

Only few authors consider “incorrect observation” explicitly. Degani & Heymann
et al. do it, and Hourizi & Johnson, too. We can probably safely assume that all other
authors would agree that this can happen, even if they did not include it in their
particular approach. Buth, for example, hides a non-perceivable event manually.
Our rigour made it obvious that one needs an explicit translation from environment
events to mental events.

No author except us appears to consider timing. All their formalisms are un-
timed. Time-dependent user interfaces are rare in the safety-critcal systems domain.
They are generally considered as bad design. For example, a displayed value that
disappears after a timeout is bound to cause problems for a heavily loaded operator.
Nevertheless, we generalized our formalism from CSP to Timed CSP because we are
interested in other domains, too. An example is the telephony domain. Timeouts
are quite common there. We discuss it in the next chapter.

Our approach does not allow to have more than one human controller or more
than one automated controller, as Leveson et al.’s approach does. But both views
can be translated into each other.

Our approach is specific to safety-critical systems. Other, earlier literature dis-
cusses mode confusion in (moded) text editors. We can adapt our definition by
abstracting to other than safety-relevant aspects. We do this in the next chapter, for
the telephony domain.

All above tool-supported approaches use the term “mental model” in the re-
stricted sense of “mental model of the behaviour of the technical system”. They
furthermore assume that an explicit, useful description of such a mental model can
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be extracted. We follow them in our attempt to clarify the definitions. This re-
striction loses the wider general meaning of mental model. But it also enables us to
propose definitions for mode and mode confusion with mathematical rigour, and it
enables us to exploit the analytical power of the tools.

All above tool-supported approaches check for any kind of automation surprise.
This includes our approach. One might argue that automation surprises exist that
are no mode confusions. We are convinced firmly that we need a black-box view of
the technical system. But this implies that we can distinguish two modes only by
their potential future behaviour. If two behaviours are different, that is, if there is a
surprise, then there must be two different modes. Our solution therefore is to have
a suitable abstraction from states to modes. An automation surprise is no mode
confusion if it is abstracted away.

9.6 Application: Mode Confusion Analysis for an

Automated Wheelchair

We demonstrate the usefulness of our definition and of our recommendations by an
application in the service robotics domain. We analyze the cooperative obstacle
avoidance behaviour of a wheelchair robot. We specify its behaviour formally and
then we analyze it with an automated tool. This reveals several mode confusion
problems. We then resolve these problems.

9.6.1 The Bremen Autonomous Wheelchair “Rolland”

The Bremen Autonomous Wheelchair “Rolland” is a shared-control service robot,
that realizes intelligent and safe transport for handicapped and elderly people. The
vehicle is a commercial off-the-shelf power wheelchair Meyra Genius 1.522. It has
been equipped with a control PC, a ring of sonar proximity sensors, and a laser range
finder (Fig. 9.3).

Rolland is jointly controlled by its user and by a software module, in contrast
to other service robots. Depending on the active operation mode, either the user
or the automation is in charge of driving the wheelchair. Conflict situations, often
caused by mode confusions, arise if the commands issued by the two control instances
contradict each other.

System Architecture

The user controls the commercial version (no control PC, no sensors) of the
wheelchair with a joystick. The command set via the joystick determines the speed
and the steering angle of the wheelchair.

The safety module [RöLa00] wiretaps the control line from the joystick to the
motor. Only those commands that won’t do any harm to the wheelchair and its user
are passed unchanged. If there is an obstacle dangerously close to the wheelchair,
the safety module performs an emergency brake by setting the target speed to zero.
The notion “dangerously” refers to a situation in which there is an object in the
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Figure 9.3: The autonomous wheelchair Rolland that was model-checked for mode
confusion problems. Photo: Rolf Müller

surroundings of the wheelchair that would be hit, if the vehicle was not decelerated
to a standstill immediately. Thus, this fundamental module ensures safe travelling
in that it guarantees that the wheelchair will never actively collide with an obstacle.

Higher-level skills provide additional functionality above the safety module.
Obstacle avoidance (i. e., smoothly detouring around objects in the path of the
wheelchair), assistance for passing the doorway, behaviour-based travelling (wall fol-
lowing, turning on the spot, etc.) and others. These modules have been combined to
the driving assistant [LaRö01]. It provides the driver with various levels of support
for speed control and for steering.

Obstacle Avoidance Skill

The obstacle avoidance skill must satisfy two requirements. Firstly, the automation
must support the handicapped user when braking or detouring around objects. The
goal is a smooth and comfortable driving behaviour. Secondly, the user must not be
surprised. Whatever the automation decides to do, it has to be consistent with the
user’s expectation.

This intelligent shared-control behaviour is realized by projecting the anticipated
path of the wheelchair into a local obstacle occupancy grid map. Figure 9.4 shows a
situation in which the wheelchair is supposed to pass through a doorway. The right
doorpost is a relevant obstacle since it is on the current path of the vehicle. The
distance before collision is visualised for positions on this path by the grey-shaded
area: the darker the sooner some part of the wheelchair will reach the corresponding
position. The joystick command shown on the photo in the upper right corner of the
figure indicates a narrow right curve. Since the corresponding projected path (upper
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Figure 9.4: Deciding on which side the user wants the obstacle to be passed.

arrow) points to the right of the doorpost, this command is interpreted as “do not
pass through the doorway”. The lower photo shows a joystick command indicating
a left curve. Since the corresponding projected path (lower arrow) points to the left
of the doorpost (i. e. through the doorway), this command is interpreted as “pass
through the doorway”.

The algorithm chooses the speed and steering angle depending on the side on
which the projected path, indicated with the joystick, passes the obstacle. If the
driver directly steers toward an obstacle, the algorithm infers that he or she wants to
approach the object. Then it does not alter the steering angle. As a result, obstacles
are smoothly detoured if desired, but they can be directly approached if need be.
If the automation realizes that the projected path of the vehicle happens to be free
after an avoidance manoeuvre, it again accelerates up to the speed indicated by the
user via the joystick.

The transition to the obstacle avoidance mode is an “indirect” one [LPS+97].
The mode is not invoked by the user on purpose. Thus, the driver probably does not
adapt to the new situation after an obstacle has been detoured, because he or she
did not notice that the operation mode changed from operator-control to obstacle
avoidance. It is very likely that the user would not react immediately after the
avoidance manoeuvre and steer back to the original path. Instead, he or she would
probably not change the joystick command. The driver would be surprised that the
wheelchair follows a wrong track after the obstacle.

An additional feature of the obstacle avoidance algorithm fixes this obvious mode
confusion problem. It steers back to the heading of the original path after the
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obstacle has been passed. If the user does not adapt to the new situation, i. e.,
he or she does not change the joystick position after a detouring manoeuvre, the
algorithm interprets the command in the frame of reference that was current when
the manoeuvre began.

The algorithm therefore is able to navigate through a corridor full of people or
static obstacles by simply pointing forward with the joystick. If there is an object
that has to be detoured, the user keeps the joystick in an unchanged position and
thereby enables the obstacle avoidance algorithm to steer back to the orientation of
the original path.

Please note that we extend the narrow safety notion introduced here during our
case study: Any behaviour of the wheelchair that contributes to its obstacle avoid-
ance skill is considered to be safety-relevant.

9.6.2 Obtaining Specifications of the Behaviour

We obtained an explicit specification of the motion behaviour of the wheelchair robot,
and we obtained an example of an explicit mental model of the wheelchair’s motion
behaviour, in order to demonstrate our mode confusion analysis approach.

Methodology

Our goal is to prove that our mode confusion analysis can be applied successfully to
a problem of practical size. This requires that two explicit specifications are available
for comparison. It is not our goal to explore suitable ways for the extraction of a
mental model of behaviour. This is outside of our research focus and of our expertise.

A basic assumption of our work is that an explicit mental model of the safety-
relevant aspects of the wheelchair’s behaviour can be made available. Mental models
have been extracted from training material, from user interviews, and by user obser-
vation (see Sect. 9.1.1). There is dispute about how reliable user observations are,
in particular (see, e.g., [CnAQ01]). Even in a user interview, one has to take into
account that the user may actually believe in one thing, but act in a different manner
[Nor83]. Solutions to such difficulties are outside the focus of our work.

We selected a simple way of obtaining an example of a mental model of behaviour.
It is sufficient to prove the feasibility of our approach under the above assumption.
We performed a naive user interview. The resulting explicit description probably does
not match exactly the actual model of the user. Furthermore, the user interviewed
is an expert user. This prevents us from detecting mode confusion problems that are
specific to novice users. Nevertheless, we believe that the resulting explicit model
has sufficient resemblance to an actual mental model to prove the feasibility of our
approach. In addition, we think that the insights from the example analysis are still
of value to a designer of an automated wheelchair, despite some limitations.

The Events

The relevant events are obvious for the wheelchair. The basic assumption from
Sect. 9.2.2 above therefore is satisfied that there is a general consensus about the
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events. There is a number of variables of the technical system visible to the user
in a black-box view. These are the position of the joystick, the actual status of the
wheelchair motors, the orientation of the wheelchair in the initial inertial system,
the locations of obstacles, and the current command to the wheelchair motorics. We
therefore specified events in CSP that denote a change in one of the variables.

The safety-relevant abstractions of the events required a little more work, but
it was straightforward. First, we documented explicitly for the detailed data types
that describe measured values and motor commands, which properties are safety-
relevant. We then replaced the detailed data types by suitably abstracted ones. The
latter only have two to three or sometimes four distinct values instead of some integer
ranges. For example, we abstracted an integer-valued speed command range between
−42 cm/s and 84 cm/s to the three values standStill, slowSpeed, and fastSpeed.
They cover all distinct safety-relevant cases. We do not even distinguish between
forward and backward driving, since the setting turned out to be symmetrical with
this respect.

The most difficult abstraction was that of the virtual map of the obstacle situ-
ation. We kept only the closest obstacle on the current path of the wheelchair. An
object in the surrounding is a relevant obstacle if driving further on the current path
would cause some part of the wheelchair to collide with the object. We describe the
position of the obstacle relative to the wheelchair by a potential wheelchair path and
a distance. The path is defined by the steering angle that would be necessary for a
collision of the centre of the wheelchair’s front axle with the obstacle. The distance is
the travel distance before impact. Since we are not interested in the distance as such,
we abstract it to the corresponding criticality with respect to the current wheelchair
speed: if the obstacle is far away, the required action is less demanding than it is if
the obstacle is close.

Obtaining an Example Mental Model of the Behaviour

We “interviewed” a user who has built a mental model of the wheelchair robot
through extensive use: our co-author [BrLa02] Axel Lankenau. Even though he
has seen the source code of the software, he definitely does not use this knowledge
while driving. Instead, he has built his own, intuitive, black-box mental model. This
model is much easier to use for quick decisions. It also turned out that it is structured
differently than the technical system. In addition, the user interviewed can express
himself in CSP directly. This saved us from conducting a standard user interview
for this research.

However, we conducted several interviews with different kinds of users for other
purposes. We tried to optimize the different skills of the wheelchair such as obstacle
avoidance, turning on the spot, etc. For this, we also experimented with wheelchair
novices such as visitors and students.

Obtaining the Requirements Specification of the Behaviour

We extracted the CSP requirements specification of the behaviour of the wheelchair
robot through “reverse engineering” from the source code. Unfortunately, no require-
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ments document existed before this. (Of course, we did this only after we specified
the mental model, in order not to spoil the latter by a fresh and close impression
of the code.) The CSP specification is close to the source code. We restricted it to
those parts related to motion. The rather complex sensor software is included at a
high level of abstraction only.

The technical system is split into three parts: the input devices, the software,
and the output devices. The requirements specification therefore follows the classical
four-variable approach (Sect. 2.1). This separation is not present in the mental model.
The mental model sees the entire technical system as a single black box.

The driver software of the sonar system provides “virtual sensors” [LaRö01].
They allow the other software to inspect a virtual map of the obstacle situation. This
design structure of Rolland helped a lot for the specification of the requirements of
the input devices. The mapping of physical obstacle locations to the software’s input
variables became a nearly trivial mapping because of this.

The wheelchair behaviour does not depend on specific timing values. Therefore,
we used untimed CSP for the wheelchair requirements and for the mental model.

The safety-relevant abstraction of the behaviour is rather similar to the detailed
specification. Mostly, the parameters of the detailed events were replaced by the sim-
pler parameters of the abstracted events. All motion-related behaviour is potentially
safety-relevant. Accordingly, the mental model of the safety-relevant part of the be-
haviour is rather similar to its detailed version, too. But with other applications,
more simplifications might be possible and necessary.

Overview of CSP Specifications

There are the four specifications in CSP. We have versions for the technical system
and for the mental model, both subdivided into a detailed version and an abstracted
version. They partially share the definitions of events and types as appropriate. Ul-
timately, we combine them for a refinement check of the detailed descriptions on the
one hand, and for an automated refinement check of the safety-relevant abstractions
on the other hand. As expected, an automated refinement check at the detailed level
is not possible since the state space is way too large.

The user’s mental model of the behaviour of the wheelchair’s obstacle avoidance
module is specified by four major CSP processes: a “halt” process entered whenever
the joystick is in neutral position, a “user controlled” process for user controlled
driving, an “avoid” process for the obstacle avoidance skill of the wheelchair, and
a “steer-back” process in which the wheelchair automatically returns to the orig-
inal driving direction after an obstacle avoidance manoeuvre has been completed.
Figure 9.5 shows the processes and the transitions among them.

The structure of the specification of the wheelchair behaviour requirements is
different from that of the mental model. The specification of the wheelchair behaviour
requirements REQ is the composition of the requirements on the technical system
SYSREQ and of the requirements on its environment NATREQ. SYSREQ in turn is a
composition of the input device requirements IN, the software requirements SOF,
and the output device requirements OUT. SOF performs an infinite loop of reading
sensors, choosing the appropriate software routine, processing the input, and setting
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Figure 9.5: The user’s mental model of the behaviour of the wheelchair represented
by four CSP processes.

the actuators. In contrast, the specification of the mental model of the behaviour
of the wheelchair REQ M is the composition of the mental model of the behaviour
of the technical system SYSREQ M and of the mental model of the behaviour of its
environment NATREQ M. SYSREQ M performs a loop of perception, calculation, and
acting. There are no separate input/output relations, and the detailed structure of
SYSREQ M is also quite different from that of SOF. For each of the above, the structure
of the detailed and of the abstracted specifications are identical.

The size of both safety-relevant abstractions together is about 1400 lines of com-
mented CSP specification, or about 720 lines of pure CSP specification. The speci-
fication is available from us on request.

9.6.3 Mode Confusion Detected During Modelling

Our rigorous modelling process already revealed a first mode confusion problem:

Mode Confusion Due to Imperfect Vision

The user’s vision is more restricted than one would think. We found out when we
had to specify the user’s senses SENSE explicitly. SENSE does a direct one-to-
one mapping of monitored events to mental monitored events mostly (with some
delay). But the explicit modelling made it obvious that there is one exception. The
user cannot see obstacles behind his back. Of course, this is already a problem
when driving backward. But they are likely to obstruct forward paths, too: when
driving a curve, the back of the wheelchair swerves out to the side and may hit
obstacles which are nearby alongside the wheelchair, but behind the user’s head.
The wheelchair robot will notice the danger, activate the obstacle avoidance skill,
and change the motion into a safe one. The user will not notice the mode change, and
he or she will be surprised. This is the reason why driving backward has the exactly
same problems as driving forward. (It therefore can be ignored in our abstraction
out of symmetry considerations.)
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SENSE_M_SAFE(REQ_M_SAFE):
performs:

<mmJoystickCommand.100.straight>

then accepts:
{mcMotorsCommand.fastSpeed.straight}

SENSE_SAFE(REQ_SAFE):
performs:

<mmJoystickCommand.100.straight,
mmJoystickCommand.100.right>

This proves that SENSEM
SAFE(REQM

SAFE) 6⊑F SENSESAFE(REQSAFE),
i. e., that the perceived reality is not an implementation of the mental
model.

Figure 9.6: Counterexample by FDR proving the mode confusion due to fast and
slow senses.

In our classification, the problem found is one arising from an incorrect observa-
tion of the environment by the user.

This mode confusion problem can be resolved by adding a feedback light to the
user interface. It is on when the system is in the “avoid” or “steer-back” software
routine.

9.6.4 Mode Confusions Detected by Model Checking

An automated analysis detected two mode confusion problems which were new to us.
This happened despite the second author knows the wheelchair robot well, even its
more obscure properties. Additionally, the automated analysis detected all expected
mode confusion problems.

Mode Confusion Due to Fast and Slow Senses

The first new mode confusion problem occurs when the different senses of the user
work at different speeds. The relation SENSESAFE translates monitored events to
mental monitored events. In a first version, we specified this translation indepen-
dently for each of the user’s senses (vision, tactile, motion-detection). This is realistic,
since the organ of equilibrium can take some time before detecting a slow turning,
and since the user might not see an obstacle in a complex surrounding immediately.
These delays need not be correlated. And the joystick position is felt practically
without delay by the user.

The automated model-checking tool FDR [Ros97] detected a violation of the
refinement property resulting from this. Figure 9.6 shows one of the generated
counter-examples. Initially, the wheelchair does not move. The user then fully tilts
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the joystick forward. Shortly after that, the user points the joystick to the right.
The user expects to feel the acceleration (mcMotorsCommand.fastSpeed.straight)
of the forward command after issuing it. Instead, the user has time to issue another
command while he or she cannot feel any reaction of the wheelchair. This is a mode
confusion. FDR allows to investigate the cause by inspecting the traces of the CSP
sub-processes from which SENSE_SAFE(REQ_SAFE) is composed. The wheelchair in-
deed reacts as expected, but the user’s senses delay the perception of the reaction. In
practice, the situation is not really grave. Human senses are sufficiently fast to clear
up any such confusions before driving at 6 km/h becomes difficult. Nevertheless, the
tool correctly pointed out that in principle there is a problem.

In our classification, the problem found is one arising from an incorrect observa-
tion of the system by the user.

Really resolving this mode confusion is hard. In principle, we can educate the
user about the timing problems. But the mental model will become much more
non-deterministic. Strongly non-deterministic mental models are hard to handle for
the user. They can easily go beyond his or her mental processing capabilities. This
leads to mode confusion problems because of incorrect processing. The most viable
solution is to keep the timing of the system so slow that we can make the explicit
assumption that the user’s senses will not delay events noticeably. This was what
we did in our case.

The mode confusion problem found will occur in most shared-control systems.
It occurs if the user uses different senses, and if these can have different delays for
perception. With this respect, a complex visual scene can already count as being
perceived by different senses, like the collection of aircraft cockpit panels.

Mode Confusion Due to Wrong Knowledge About the Halting Wheelchair

The second mode confusion problem revealed by the FDR tool is caused by an erro-
neous simplification of the acquired mental model by the user. Rushby denotes this
process of irregularly generalising often used knowledge as inferential simplification
[Rus01b]. The user simplified his model of the behaviour of the “halt” routine (see
above) such that the wheelchair was assumed to re-set the steering angle to its initial
“straight” position whenever the intended user speed was set to zero. As a conse-
quence, according to this mental model the wheelchair could not change its steering
to a value other than straight when standing still. But the technical system allows
this.

The FDR tool reported the refinement violation shown in Fig. 9.7: the user
intends to steer to the right while the wheelchair stands still. Both, the per-
ceived reality as well as the mental model of the reality engage in the corre-
sponding mental monitored event mmJoystickCommand.0.right. The technical sys-
tem correctly maps this joystick command to the corresponding motor command
mcMotorsCommand.standStill.right. Due to the inferential simplification men-
tioned above, the mental model refuses to engage in this event, it only accepts
mcMotorsCommand.standStill.straight here.

Please note that this mode confusion is safety-relevant: if the user’s mental model
does not allow to change the steering angle during a standstill, the user might lose
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SENSE_M_SAFE(REQ_M_SAFE):
performs:

<mmJoystickCommand.0.right>

then accepts:
{mcMotorsCommand.standStill.straight}

SENSE_SAFE(REQ_SAFE):
performs:

<mmJoystickCommand.0.right,
mcMotorsCommand.standStill.right>

This proves that SENSEM
SAFE(REQM

SAFE) 6⊑F SENSESAFE(REQSAFE),
i. e., that the perceived reality is not an implementation of the mental
model.

Figure 9.7: Counterexample by FDR proving the mode confusion in the “halt” rou-
tine.

track of the automation behaviour: consider a situation in which it is necessary to
set the steering angle to its maximum value on either side to avoid a certain object
in front of the wheelchair. If your mental model refuses to steer while standing still,
you might not be able to set the steering angle soon enough while driving. This
is because the curve radius increases when you steer while you are already driving
(even at a very low speed level). Therefore, this mode confusion may decide about
whether or not it is possible to pass an obstacle, and is thus safety-relevant.

In our classification, this mode confusion results from incorrect knowledge of the
user about the system caused by an erroneous inferential simplification.

We resolved this mode confusion by refreshing the second author’s knowledge
about the “halt” routine: The corrected version of his mental model allows to change
the steering angle while the wheelchair is in a standstill. This enhanced version of
the mental model is used in the following.

Detecting the Known Mode Confusion

The automated analysis also detected the mode confusion problem which we already
found during modelling. We specified the user’s senses in non-matching versions for
reality and for the mental model of it. The mental model SENSEM

SAFE, ideal maps all
physical events to mental events perfectly. The reality SENSESAFE, however, may
replace the visual perception of the closest obstacle by a less critical one.

The model-checking tool generated example traces for a mode confusion situation
(Fig. 9.8 shows one of them). The wheelchair appears to change its motion behaviour
without a cause. In the beginning, the user fully tilts the joystick to forward right.
The wheelchair accordingly moves in a right curve at full speed. The user then sees
an obstacle on the path. It is a bit to the left of the middle of the path, and still at a
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SENSE_M_SAFE_IDEAL(REQ_M_SAFE):
performs:

<mmJoystickCommand.100.right,
mcMotorsCommand.fastSpeed.right,
mmObsLocChange.left.nonCriticalDist>

then accepts:
{mcMotorsCommand.fastSpeed.right}

SENSE_SAFE(REQ_SAFE):
performs:

<mmJoystickCommand.100.right,
mcMotorsCommand.fastSpeed.right,
mmObsLocChange.left.nonCriticalDist,
mcMotorsCommand.standStill.right>

This proves that SENSEM
SAFE, ideal(REQM

SAFE) 6⊑F SENSESAFE(REQSAFE),
i. e., that the perceived reality is not an implementation of the mental
model.

Figure 9.8: Counterexample by FDR proving the mode confusion due to imperfect
vision.

non-critical distance. Suddenly, the wheelchair brakes to a stand-still. The cause for
the braking action is a second, much closer obstacle on the path which is out of the
user’s vision. The user is confused. He thinks the wheelchair is in the user control
mode, while in reality it is in the avoid mode. He cannot explain this behaviour as
long as he assumes that his vision is perfect. Therefore the failures refinement check
fails and produces this counter-example.

In our classification, such a mode confusion arises from an incorrect observation
of the environment: the “wrong” obstacle is assumed to be the closest obstacle.

We resolved the mode confusion by updating the user’s knowledge about his
senses: we replaced SENSEM

SAFE, ideal by SENSEM
SAFE. The latter mental model

of the senses includes the restricted vision and is identical to the physical senses
SENSESAFE.

The above mode confusion is very common in manned robotics: the human driver
of the robot (here: the wheelchair) is not correctly aware of the obstacle situation
in the surrounding of the robot. As a consequence, the user is surprised if the au-
tomation intervenes where there seems to be no reason for such an intervention. Or,
vice versa, the user cannot track the automation’s behaviour if it does not intervene
while the user expects it should do so.
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Proving the Absence of Further Mode Confusions

The automated analysis proved the absence of further mode confusions after we
resolved the above problems as described. The model-checking tool investigated all
traces of events theoretically possible and thereby conducted a mathematical proof
by exhaustive enumeration. Of course, the proof holds only for the mental model of
this specific user, and only as long as the actual mental model does not change. The
expanded transition graphs to be explored during one of the refinement checks are
in the order of 100,000 states and 300,000 transitions.

9.7 Summary

We present a rigorous way of modelling the user and the machine in a shared-control
system. This enables us to propose precise definitions of “mode” and “mode confu-
sion” for safety-critical systems. We then validate these definitions against the infor-
mal notions in the literature. Our definition is an improvement with two respects:
First, it “sharpens” the relation between the two models involved. We demonstrate
that a mathematically weaker relation is sufficient to avoid automation surprises. In-
stead of an equivalence relation, a specification/implementation relation is sufficient.
Second, our definition adds precision to many details. For example, an abstraction
step from states to modes is necessary, and one must consider a possibly incorrect
observation of the environment by the user.

A new classification of mode confusions by cause is another result of our defini-
tions. It leads to a number of design recommendations for shared-control systems
which help to avoid mode confusion problems.

Our approach supports the automated detection of remaining mode confusion
problems. A tool to model-check our specific specification/implementation relation
exists. We demonstrated our approach practically by applying it to a wheelchair
robot. Our rigorous modelling process already revealed a mode confusion problem.
Our automated analysis detected two other mode confusion problems, which were
new to us. We then could resolve these problems.

The automated detection is obviously restricted to a particular instance of a
mental model of behaviour that has been extracted. The success of reducing mode
confusion potential in this way therefore depends on the suitable selection of one or
more typical users. It also requires that sufficiently accurate methods are available
for extracting a mental model by a user interview or by user observation. As an
exception, a mental model derived from training material will be relevant for most
users of a safety-critical system without further effort.

If one had applied our recommendations already while building the automated
wheelchair, it would have been easier to use. One should have kept an up-to-date re-
quirements document, with a separate section on the safety-relevant behaviour. This
could have prevented the above problem with the “halt” process. One also should
have made the display show which part of the wheelchair is about to collide with
an obstacle. This could have prevented confusion because of the user’s insufficient
lateral obstacle observation abilities.
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Our work lends itself to extension into at least two directions. First, we can apply
our recommendations while building a new system. Second, the notions of mode and
mode confusion need not be restricted to safety-critical systems, e. g., aviation and
robotics. The next chapter investigates the telephony domain.



Chapter 10

Mode Confusion Problems in
Telephony

In telephony, call control is shared between users and many modern telephony fea-
tures. Some examples are call screening, call forwarding, voice mail, and credit card
calling. Multi-party features such as three-way calling let all users involved share
call control to some extent. In contrast to many shared-control systems, telephones
usually are not immediately safety-critical. Nonetheless, users expect a comparably
high reliability which must not be impaired by undesired feature interactions.

We found that a considerable number of undesired telephony feature interactions
in the feature interaction benchmark of Cameron et al. [CGL+94] are also shared-
control mode confusions. The benchmark was written by practitioners from the
telecom industry. It provides representative examples of a broad range of undesired
feature interactions.

Table 10.1 summarizes the mode confusions we found in the feature interaction
benchmark. There are 12 mode confusion problems in 8 of the 22 examples of the
feature interaction benchmark. This shows that mode confusions are definitely a
relevant cause for feature interaction problems. (Obviously, there are other causes,
too. We discuss them briefly in the end of Section 10.2.)

The aim of this chapter is to present the new way in which one can view and tackle
feature interactions. First, we adapt the definition of mode confusion to telephony.
We then report from our investigation of the feature interaction benchmark in detail.
The wealth of mode confusion examples demonstrates that our effort is worthwhile.
Afterwards, we apply our classification of mode confusion causes to the examples.
The distribution of causes turns out to be still reasonable. This further supports our
new view on feature interactions. The benefit of our view is that we can apply the
measures from the shared-control area for preventing mode confusions in telephony,
too. Additionally, we recommend some specific measures for telephony. Attention
to mode confusions helps to design features and sets of features with less undesired
surprises.
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Table 10.1: A summary of the mode confusions found in the feature interaction
benchmark of Cameron et al. [CGL+94].
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1 CW&AC –

2 CW&TWC 2

3 911&TWC 1

4 TCS&ARC –

5 OCS&ANC –

6 Operator&OCS –

7 CCC&VM 2

8 MBS-ED&CENTREX –
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10 CW&PCS 1
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12 OCS&CF/2 –

13 CW&ACB –

14 CW&CW 2

15 CW&TWC/2 1

16 CND&UN –

17 CF&CF –

18 ACB&ARC –

19 LDC&MRC 1

20 Hotel 2

21 Billing –

22 AIN&POTS –

10.1 Adapting the Definition of Mode Confusion

to Telephony

We must use a different kind of abstraction relation in telephony. Clearly, the abstrac-
tion to safety-relevant aspects from Chapter 9 is not suitable here. The telephone
user does not abstract to the safety-relevant behaviour REQM

SAFE. Instead, the user
abstracts his/her knowledge about the behaviour of the telephone switching system
REQM to the behaviour REQM

R of those features which are “relevant”.
The relevant features are those that are currently active or can become active.

They must be active for the user considered and in the scope of time considered. A
feature is active if it can contribute to the visible behaviour of the system. A feature
can be activated either by the user considered or by another user in the telephone
network. The relevant scope of time ends when all features involved become inactive.
Often this is the end of the current call. Sometimes, the scope of time is not limited
at all, if the effects of a feature’s behaviour are permanent. An example is the billing
of calls from hotel rooms. The money spent will never return.

We can abstract the actual behaviour of the entire telephone switching sys-
tem REQ to the behaviour of the relevant features REQR in the same way as
the user abstracts REQM to REQM

R . The same holds for SENSE/SENSER and
SENSEM/SENSEM

R . We need all these for the adapted definition of mode confusion.
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The same criterion for the relevance of a feature applies. The adapted definition is:

Definition 8 (Mode confusion in telephony) A mode confusion in telephony
between SENSER(REQR) and SENSEM

R (REQM
R ) occurs if and only if

SENSER(REQR) is not a timed failures refinement of SENSEM
R (REQM

R ), i.e., iff
SENSEM

R (REQM
R ) 6⊑TF SENSER(REQR) .

The difference of mode confusion in telephony to mode confusion in safety-critical
systems is in the abstraction function. In safety-critical systems, the abstracted
mental model of the behaviour is stable, at least more or less. In telephony, the
abstracted mental model of the behaviour depends on the set of features that are
relevant currently. If this set changes, the abstracted mental model of the behaviour
must change. This is an additional challenge for the user. However, this difference is
not that big in the end. A user of a safety-critical system will occupy himself/herself
also with other, non-safety-critical issues. After some time, this user will have to
re-generate the abstracted mental model of the behaviour, too.

10.2 Mode Confusion Problems in the Feature In-

teraction Benchmark

This section contains a description and a discussion of those feature interaction exam-
ples that are also mode confusion problems. All descriptions of feature interactions
are quoted from Cameron et al. [CGL+94] (except one variant in Section 10.2.3 and
one extra example of ours in Section 10.2.11). For completeness, we also briefly
sketch the wide range of causes from the other feature interaction examples.

10.2.1 Example 2 – Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling
(CW & TWC)

Description [CGL+94]. “The signalling capability of customer premises equip-
ment (CPE) is limited. As a result, the same signal can mean different things de-
pending on which feature is anticipated. For example, a flash-hook signal (generated
by hanging up briefly or depressing a ‘tap’ button) issued by a busy party could mean
to start adding a third party to an established call (Three-Way Calling) or to accept
a connection attempt from a new caller while putting the current conversation on
hold (Call Waiting). Suppose that during a phone conversation between A and B, an
incoming call from C has arrived at the switching element for A’s line and triggered
the Call Waiting feature that A subscribes to. However, before being alerted by
the call-waiting tone, A has flashed the hook, intending to initiate a three-way call.
Should the flash-hook be considered the response for Call-Waiting, or an initiation
signal for Three-Way Calling?”

Discussion. This feature interaction can be resolved by a precedence rule. An
activated Call-Waiting feature should have a higher precedence than the Three-Way
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Calling feature, with respect to the interpretation of the flash-hook. This allows both
features to work most of the time without introducing a new user signal.

The mode confusion problem in the above particular situation remains, though.
The mode of the switching element has changed, but the user issuing the flash-hook
signal has not yet noticed it. He/she therefore will be surprised by an unexpected
reaction of the system.

The cause of the mode confusion is a race condition between the notification
tone for the mode change and the user signal. (A mode change not apparent to the
user is called a hidden mode change in the literature on human-computer interaction
[BaLe01, DSK99].) When A plans how to perform the three-way call, A will use
his/her knowledge about the behaviour of the system, but he/she will concentrate
on the “relevant” part for efficiency. This will probably make A exclude the Call
Waiting feature, even when A usually is aware of it. The result is the mode confusion
in which A expects a dial tone but is connected to the new party instead.

A careful user A can avoid the mode confusion, but still remains in an un-
comfortable situation. A must expect a non-deterministic reaction of the system
to the flash-hook signal. A can find out the actual current mode only by waiting
a short amount of time whether a dial tone becomes audible. Only after this re-
synchronization, A can either proceed with his/her plan, or adjust it to the new
situation of an incoming call.

10.2.2 Example 2b – Plain Old Telephone Service and Plain
Old Telephone Service (POTS & POTS)

There is another mode confusion problem in the same example of the benchmark.
Cameron et.al. do not consider it as a feature interaction for the technical reason that
no incremental features to the Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) are involved.

Description, continued [CGL+94]. “A similar situation occurs when lifting a
handset is interpreted as accepting the incoming call, even though the user’s intention
is to initiate a call – remember the cases when one picks up the phone in the absence
of ringing and somebody is already at the other end of the line. The call processing
is behaving just as it was designed to, but some users may be momentarily puzzled.”

Discussion. This mode confusion is very similar to the previous one. The cause
for the mode confusion is the same.

10.2.3 Example 3 – 911 and Three-Way Calling
(911 & TWC)

The following example has been presented by several other authors in a more dan-
gerous and also more concise variant. We also include this variant, using our own
words.
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Description [CGL+94]. “A Three-Way Calling subscriber must put the second
party on hold before bringing a third party into the conversation. However, the
911 feature1 prevents anyone from putting a 911 operator on hold. Suppose that
A wishes to aid a distressed friend B by connecting B to a 911 operator using the
Three-Way Calling service. If A calls B first and then calls 911, A can establish
the three-way call, since A still has control of putting B on hold before calling 911.
However, if A calls 911 first, then A cannot put the 911 operator on hold to call B;
therefore A cannot make the three-way call. [. . . ]”

Description of a more dangerous variant (911 and Consultation Call). “A
calls B; B suddenly gets distressed, and A does a successful Consultation Call to
the 911 operator. Then A wants to switch back to B for further information, but A
can’t do this because A first must put the 911 operator on hold, which is prevented
by the 911 feature.”

Discussion. The second scenario in the upper description where A cannot make
the desired Three-Way Call is a mode confusion. A would succeed in a normal call,
but does not in a 911 call. It is likely that A is not aware of the mode change
concerning call control in an emergency situation. Again, when A plans the three-
way call, A will concentrate on the “relevant” part of the behaviour of the features
for efficiency. A does not intend to play tricks on the 911 operator and therefore
excludes call control aspects from his abstracted mental model of the behaviour of
the system.

Discussion of the variant. The system and A’s abstracted mental model of its
behaviour are clearly in different modes here. The cause is the same as for the mode
confusion above. A correct plan for A would have been to initiate a Three-Way
Calling call instead of a Consultation Call.

10.2.4 Example 7 – Credit-Card Calling and Voice-Mail ser-
vice (CCC & VM)

Description [CGL+94]. “Instead of hanging up and then dialling the long dis-
tance access code again, many credit-card calling services instruct callers to press [#]
for placing another credit-card call. On the other hand, to access voice mail messages
from phones other than his/her own, a subscriber of some Voice-Mail service such as
Aspen can (1) dial the Aspen service number, (2) listen to the introductory prompt
(instruction), (3) press [#] followed by the mailbox number and passcode to indicate
that the caller is the subscriber, and then (4) proceed to check messages. However,
when a customer places a credit-card call to Aspen, the customer does not know
exactly when the Credit-Card Calling feature starts passing signals to Aspen instead
of interpreting them itself. Suppose that A has frequently called Aspen and knows
how to interact with Aspen. When A places a credit-card call to Aspen, A may hit

1In North America, dialling 911 connects to an emergency service.
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[#] immediately without waiting for the Aspen’s introductory prompt. However, the
[#] signal could be intercepted by the credit-card call feature; hence it is interpreted
as an attempt to make a second call.”

Discussion. The abstracted mental model of the system’s behaviour already has
switched to the voice mail mode, while the system still is in credit-card mode. The
user wanted to plan a shortcut in the voice mail service. In order to do this, he/she
constructed an abstraction of the relevant parts of the telephone system. But in the
abstraction step he/she made the mistake of dropping the entire Credit-Card Calling
feature, even though it was still latently active.

Even with a correct abstraction, a potential for mode confusion remains. The user
cannot observe when the system switches from credit-card mode to voice-mail mode.
This happens somewhere between dialling the last digit of the Aspen access number
and the end of Aspen’s introductory prompt. We have a hidden mode change, again.
The user can re-synchronize only by waiting, as above.

10.2.5 Example 10 – Call Waiting and Personal Communi-
cation Services (CW & PCS)

Description [CGL+94]. “Call Waiting is a feature assigned to a directory number.
However, Call Waiting uses the status of the line with which the number is associated
to determine whether the feature should be activated: at present in a public switched
telephone network, if a non-ISDN line is in use, then it is busy; a second call to the
same line will trigger the switching element to send out a call-waiting tone. PCS2

customers may not all be subscribers of Call Waiting. Suppose that X and Y are
both PCS customers currently registered with the same CPE3; X has Call Waiting
but Y does not. We further assume that Y is on the phone when somebody calls X.
Since X has Call Waiting and the line is busy, the new call triggers the Call Waiting
feature of X. But is it legitimate to send the call-waiting alert through the line to
interrupt Y’s call? If not, then X’s Call Waiting feature is ignored.”

Discussion. If Y is alerted, this will cause a mode confusion for Y due to incorrect
knowledge about the system. Y has no Call Waiting and does not know about the
additional alerting mode the system can get into. When Y is alerted, Y probably
does not know how to leave the mode that causes this annoying signal.

Personal Communication Services (PCS) will show mode confusions when com-
bined with several other features, too. When a user shares a line with other users
through PCS, his/her mental model of the system’s behaviour must also comprise
a significant part of the features of the other users. Since this often will not be the
case, the system can easily get into modes he/she does not know of, similar as in the
above example.

2personal communication services
3customer premises equipment
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10.2.6 Example 14 – Call Waiting and Call Waiting
(CW & CW)

We have two mode confusion problems here.

Description, first part [CGL+94]. “Call Waiting allows a subscriber to put the
other party on hold. However, it does not protect the subscriber from being put on
hold. Confusion can arise when two parties exercise this type of control concurrently.
Suppose that both A and B have Call Waiting, and A has put B on hold to talk to
C. While on hold, B decides to flash the hook to answer an incoming call from D,
which puts A on hold as well. If A then flashes the hook expecting to get back to
the conversation with B, A will be on hold instead, unless either B also flashes the
hook to return to a conversation with A or D hangs up automatically returning B
to a conversation with A.”

Discussion. A’s mental model of the system’s behaviour does not include the
possibility of being put on hold while exercising the Call Waiting feature. This
incorrect knowledge about the system causes the mode confusion.

Description, second part [CGL+94]. “An ambiguous situation arises, when B
hangs up on the conversation with D while A is still talking to C; there are two
separate contexts in which to interpret B’s action. Assume that CW1 refers to
the Call Waiting call among C-A-B and CW2 refers to the one among A-B-D.
According to the specification of Call Waiting, in the context of CW2 B will be rung
back (because A is still on hold) and, upon answering, become the held party in
the CW1 context and hear nothing. But in the context of CW1 the termination B
will be interpreted as simply a disconnection, thus A and C are placed in a normal
two-way conversation, and B is idled. The question is: Should B be rung back or
should B be idled?”

Discussion. B’s incorrect knowledge about the implemented system can cause a
mode confusion. The incomplete requirements specification for this combinations of
features must be disambiguated by the implementers, in one way or the other. The
choice is not obvious. User B must also disambiguate the situation, but may well
take the opposite choice, even without noticing that there are others. In case that
B expects to be idled after hanging up, but actually is rung back, this results in a
mode confusion for B. B interprets the ringing as a new incoming call but then hears
nothing when answering. In case that B is idled but expects to be rung back, this
results in a period of mode confusion while B waits to be called back in vain.

10.2.7 Example 15 – Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling
(revisited) (CW & TWC / 2)

Description [CGL+94]. “Consider how Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling
might interact in the situations where a user can exercise both features simulta-
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neously on the same line. The call control relationship can now become quite com-
plicated. Suppose that A has both Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling, and A is
talking to B. Now C calls A, so A uses Call Waiting to put B on hold and talks to C.
A may decide to have B join his conversation with C, so he puts C on hold, makes
a second call to B, and after B answers the call with Call Waiting, A brings C back
into the conversation to establish a three-way call. There are three contexts in this
establishment: a Call Waiting call and a Three-Way Calling call, both established
by A among B-A-C, and a Call Waiting call established by B as A-B-A. Now, if
B hangs up, then according to the contexts established by A, the session becomes a
two-way call between A and C; according to the contexts established by B though,
B should get a ring-back because B still has A on hold.”

Discussion. B’s incorrect knowledge about the implemented system can cause a
mode confusion exactly as in the previous example.

10.2.8 Example 19 – Long distance calls and Message Rate
Charge services (LDC & MRC)

Description [CGL+94]. “Each long distance call consists of at least three seg-
ments – two local accesses at each end and one provided by an interexchange carrier
in between. Should a customer be charged for the segments that have been suc-
cessfully completed even if the call did not reach its final destination? Would it be
counted as one unit toward the total local units allowed per month for a Message
Rate Charge service?”

Discussion. First of all, this is a problem of ambiguous requirements, but there
can also be a mode confusion because of incorrect knowledge about the behaviour
of the system. Because of the difficult billing questions, the user can easily have
false expectations on the behaviour. A call segment may be in a charged connection
mode earlier than expected. The user will notice this confusion only much later,
when he receives the bill. For example, he might be charged for long distance call
attempts that he knows were never completed. An overrun of the allowed Message
Rate Charge units could in principle also be a surprise, but it is much less likely that
the user really counts all his local calls.

10.2.9 Example 20 – Calling from hotel rooms (Hotel)

Description [CGL+94]. “Many hotels contract with independent vendors to col-
lect access charges for calls originated from phones in their premises. Without being
able to access to the status of call connections, some billing applications developed
by these vendors use a fixed amount of time to determine if a call is complete or not
– thus one can be billed for incomplete calls that rang a long time, or not billed for
very short duration calls (even long distance).”
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Discussion. This is another mode confusion with a particularly long delay. The
user will detect it several days later when paying the hotel bill. The cause is incorrect
knowledge about the behaviour of the system. The user is usually not informed about
the unusual way to determine the start of billing by a timer and incorrectly assumes
that completing a connection starts billing. In case that the user knows the behaviour
of the system correctly, a mode confusion due to the hidden mode change can still
occur, that is, due to incorrect observation. This happens when the system and the
user perceive a call duration just below / just above the threshold due to imprecise
time measurement.

10.2.10 Benchmark Feature Interactions Which are No
Mode Confusions

The remaining examples present undesired feature interactions with a wide range
of causes. Often, there are ambiguous, incomplete, or conflicting requirements. In
some examples, the restrictions of the current implementation cause a problem, or
the implementation is just deficient. In all of these examples, there are either no
surprising modes, or the user is not actively involved.

10.2.11 A Non-Benchmark Example – Key Lock and Volume
Adjust (Lock & Vol)

This example is not from the benchmark, but its causes are particularly interesting
with respect to our classification. Our colleague Axel Lankenau experienced this
problem, we report it here.

Description (by ourselves). “Our colleague’s mobile phone has the feature to
lock its keys. This prevents unintended commands while carrying it in the pocket.
The lock mode is indicated permanently by a small key symbol on the display. The
lock can be released only by pressing the pound key for a long time. If any key is
pressed, the lock mode is shown clearly on the display (“press ‘#’ to unlock”), such
that the user knows that he must unlock the phone before any further usage. There
is one exception to the lock: when the phone rings, the user can press the hook
button to accept the call. The phone remains locked otherwise. The phone also has
two buttons at the side of its case which allow to adjust the volume of the speaker.
It happened that our colleague carried his phone in the pocket in locked mode, and
the phone rang. He took out the phone, pressed the hook button to accept the call,
and held the phone to his ear. He then noticed that the volume level was not right
and tried to adjust it. This did not work, and it surprised and annoyed him.”

Discussion. This problem has three causes: incorrect processing by the user, in-
correct observation for psychological reasons, and incorrect observation for physical
reasons. First, there was a slip of memory when our colleague did not remember
that his phone was in locked mode after some time of non-use. This was incorrect
processing. Second, he committed a lapse as he did not look at the display while
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Table 10.2: The causes of the mode confusions in the benchmark and of our one
extra example.
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accepting the call. He can do it without looking and therefore missed to check the
mode. This was an incorrect observation for psychological reasons. Afterwards, he
could not see the display of the phone while it was close to his ear. This was an
incorrect observation for physical reasons.

A solution to the problem could be: when the user presses any key in the locked
mid-call mode, the phone not only shows a textual warning message, but also gen-
erates an unambiguous warning beep tone. Another solution could be to redesign
(and weaken) the lock feature such that it releases the lock entirely when the user
accepts a call.

10.3 Applying the Classification of Causes to Tele-

phony

Our classification of causes for mode confusions in safety-critical systems shows a
distribution of causes in telephony which is still reasonable. Table 10.2 classifies all
mode confusions in the feature interaction benchmark of Cameron et.al. [CGL+94]
and also our one extra example according to their causes. The dominant cause is
incorrect knowledge of the user about the system (7 cases). Also important is an
incorrect abstraction of the user’s knowledge to the relevant parts of it (4 cases).
Rare is an incorrect observation by the user (1 case). One cause does not appear in
the benchmark, but in our extra example: incorrect processing by the user (1 case).
This extra example also shows more incorrect observations by the user (2 cases).

Two of the four classes appear to be less important for telephony: incorrect ob-
servation by the user and incorrect processing by the user. One can suspect that this
is only because the authors of the benchmark concentrated on “technical” problems
and were not interested in human factors problems here. But we would need more
empirical data to support this.

If incorrect processing by the user should occur only rarely, this is even an ad-
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vantage for our approach. The user then sticks more closely to the mental model on
which our mode confusion analysis is based.

10.4 Recommendations for Avoiding Mode Con-

fusions in Telephony

Attention to mode confusions helps to design features and sets of features with less
undesired surprises. We can adapt many of the recommendations for safety-critical
systems from the literature and from Sect. 9.4 to telephony. And we have some
specific recommendations for avoiding mode confusions in telephony ourselves.

10.4.1 Adapted Recommendations from Safety-Critical Sys-
tems

We can adapt many of the recommendations for safety-critical systems from the
literature to telephony. We already surveyed them briefly in Section 9.1.3 above.

L1: Reduce the number and complexity of modes, if possible [SaWo95].

We put this recommendation first to underline that having different modes
for the user is fundamentally bad. Unfortunately, the restricted hardware in
telephony does not allow us to add sufficiently many controls and displays to
get rid of modes.

L2: Annunciate the current mode. This avoids ambiguous interfaces where
the interpretation of input or output events is not clear [LPS+97, SaWo95].

Unfortunately, the restricted hardware in telephony does not even allow us
to display constantly the complete current mode. The best solution available
therefore is to annunciate all mode changes, and to repeat important parts of
the current mode from time to time. This can be done by audible tones or by
voice announcements.

In the benchmark example 7 (Credit Card Calling & Voice Mail), the switch
from credit-card input mode to voice mail input mode should be annunciated.
In the benchmark example 20 (Calling from hotel rooms), the start of billing
should be annunciated.

L3: The interpretation of mode annunciations should not depend on the
current mode, if possible [LPS+97].

In telephony this means that the same tone should mean the same mode that is
changed to, independent of the current mode. If the number of distinguishable
tones is too small, voice announcements are a relief.

L4: Associate a similar task or goal with similar or identical actions. This
avoids inconsistent system behaviour. Consistent behaviour makes it easier for
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the operator to learn how a system works, to build an appropriate mental model
of the automation, and to anticipate system behaviour [LPS+97, CaOl88].

We can apply this to telephony if we encode an action as several button presses.
These encoded actions, at least, should be consistent across the entire user in-
terface. This requires a coordination and encapsulation of features, as discussed
in Chapter 8.

In the benchmark example 7 (Credit Card Calling & Voice Mail), the inconsis-
tent interpretation of the [#] button is obvious.

L5: Make the technical system deterministic. This avoids inconsistent sys-
tem behaviour [LPS+97, HeLe96].

This is a fundamental recommendation. We already discussed it in Section 9.4.
In telephony, non-determinism usually results from events that the user cannot
observe. We therefore must annunciate all events that are relevant to the user.

Annunciating the exact timing of mode changes would have helped in the
benchmark examples 7 (Credit Card Calling & Voice Mail) and 20 (Calling
from hotel rooms).

L6: Extract a mental model from the user training material and check
formally whether a mode confusion is possible. If it is, the training
material and/or the technical system must be changed, and then the process
is iterated [Rus01b, DeHe02].

Our rigorous definition of mode confusion is a suitable foundation for such
a tool supported development process. A potential obstacle for this model-
checking approach is the complexity of a complete telephone switching system.
The analysis might be infeasible because of the state space explosion problem.
A potential solution is to analyse small sets of features at a time. We need
statistical information for this about which features are used together most
often. These combinations are most likely to annoy customers if they are
prone to mode confusions.

L7: Produce the user training material directly after the system require-
ments specification, even before the software requirements specifica-
tion. This is part of the operator directed design process (ODP) that Vakil
and Hansman, Jr. propose for future aircraft developments. It aims at re-
ducing the complexity of the pilot’s task through the early articulation of a
model for the operator. The reduction of complexity may involve a reduction
of functionality [VaHa02].

The same process can be applied to telephone switching. Note that the com-
monly done specification of use cases is something very different than the pro-
duction of user training material. The point is to find out early, not whether
the goal of the feature can be achieved at all, but whether the feature is usable
conveniently.
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L8: Minimize the affordances for human error. All the general recommen-
dations of Reason [Rea90] and Norman [Nor88] apply, see Sect. 9.1.3, “recom-
mendations”. These are crucial basic recommendations. We do not rehearse
them here since they are not specific to mode confusion problems. Neverthe-
less, you should read and practice these recommendations before you try to
apply the more specific ones here.

Some recommendations from the safety-critical systems literature cannot be ap-
plied to telephony. One notable difference is user training. Telephony providers have
orders of magnitude less opportunity to train the users. We therefore cannot adapt
most recommendations related to training. Another major difference is that a tele-
phone feature designer usually has no choice of hardware. He/she is not allowed to
improve the physical interface. The customer usually is not prepared to pay up for
a new, improved customer premises equipment.

10.4.2 Adapting the Recommendations Resulting From Our
Classification of Mode Confusions

We can also apply most of our recommendations for safety-critical systems from
Sect. 9.4 above that result from our new classification of mode confusions by cause.
The same arguments for these recommendations apply.

S1: Make the technical system deterministic.

See recommendation L5 above.

S3: Check that the user can psychologically observe all [safety-]relevant
events.

Our feature interaction between Key Lock and Volume Adjust above might
have been avoided if the designers would have investigated how a frequent
user scans the visual display. Frequent users do not always check it before
commissioning an action. Therefore, an additional audible beep tone could be
an adequate feedback to invalid input attempts in Key Lock mode.

S4: Document the requirements explicitly and rigorously.

In the benchmark example 20 (Calling from hotel rooms), the usual instruction
leaflet in the hotel room should state the precise conditions for billing.

Two of our recommendations are less relevant in telephony. Recommendation S2
on physical observability is not important with standard telephone hardware; only the
inaccurately observed timout events are important, see recommendation T7 below.
Recommendation S5 on separating the documentation of the abstracted-to part has
little relevance in telephony. It means that we need to separate the documentation
of features from each other that are activated separately. In telephony, this is usually
the case anyway.
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10.4.3 Specific Recommendations for Telephony

We have some specific recommendations for avoiding mode confusions in telephony
ourselves. The largest share of recommendations results from the specific kind of
abstraction relation used in telephony:

T1: Provide feedback on active and inactive features. The correct abstrac-
tion to the relevant features is difficult for a user. Table 10.2 shows this. In
particular, it is difficult to determine which features are active currently. En-
hanced feedback helps the user to abstract to his/her mental model. We must
check if it is obvious to the user whether a feature becomes or is active or not.
If not, a status notification might be appropriate. This recommendation is
also an instantiation of recommendation L2 above on annunciating the current
mode.

Accordingly, the benchmark example 7 (Credit Card Calling & Voice Mail)
can serve as an illustration again. The announcement of the voice mail service
must make clear the point of time from which on voice mail commands may
be entered. The credit card feature must announce from which point of time
on its command processing is suspended.

T2: Check whether the user perceives a feature as a single entity. If a
feature is perceived as more than one entity, then the user’s idea of the set
of currently active features can become inconsistent. If necessary, the design
must be changed. Correct abstraction is easier if the active features are simple.

In the benchmark example 3 (911 & Three-Way Calling), party A perceives
the aid provided by the 911 operator as separate from the complete passing
of call control to the 911 operator. Even it A knows about the latter, he/she
abstracts it away as irrelevant when planning the three-way call. A solution
could be to decouple these two sub-features partially: the 911 operator should
not only be able to terminate the call, but also to pass back call control to the
caller if necessary.

T3: Keep the number of active features small. This helps the user to abstract
his/her mental model. Reducing the number of active features while keeping
the features simple can mean to reduce the functionality of the system. If
the system’s functionality exceeds the user’s ability to build a correct mental
model, it becomes a burden instead of a wealth.

T4: Keep the duration of a feature’s activation short. This reduces the
complexity of the abstracted mental model. The longer a feature is active, the
higher is the chance that its period of activity overlaps the period of activity
of other features. This increases the number of features that the user must
include into his/her abstracted mental model.

A feature should terminate its activity after the end of a call, if possible. The
purpose of some features does not allow this. In this case the user should get
appropriate feedback on the set of active features, at least.
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Examples of features with long durations of activity are Credit Card Calling
(because of the re-authorization shortcut), Key Lock, and of course all billing
features.

Some more recommendations are instantiations of our recommendations for safety-
critical systems in the particular settings of telephony features:

T5: Allow remote activation of a feature only after feedback and proper
delay. This is an instantiation of our recommendation S3 to check that the
user can psychologically observe all relevant events. It avoids race conditions
between the execution of user actions and the mental perception process of the
user.

In the benchmark example 2 (Call Waiting & Three-Way Calling), the inter-
action persists even after a precedence rule has been added. The call waiting
feature has modified the meaning of flash-hook, but the user has not yet no-
ticed that call waiting has become active. The problem is that the user must
perform the abstraction step again to get a new, extended mental model before
he/she can process further events. This re-generation needs a little time.

We can avoid such problematic race conditions if a remotely activated feature
like the call waiting feature proceeds in two steps: first, it informs the user
about its activation. Second, only after it has completed this, it changes the
system’s behaviour, for example by accepting hook flashes. For this, the feature
could either use two signals with, e. g., a delay of one second, or it could just
make the system ignore hook flashes for one second, starting with the signal
tone, until the user must have noticed the mode change.

T6: Provide the user with complete information about the system’s be-
haviour. Preferably, a features’s behaviour should be intuitive to understand.
“Knowledge in the world” [Nor88], for example through suitably formed con-
trols and other cues, is a preferred means to achieve this. Unfortunately, this
is often impossible due to the restricted hardware interface.

Alternatively, the user should be trained suitably. This can be done by training
material or by on-the-fly training, for example through voice announcements.
Our telephone provider offers us a few use-cases only as the description of a
newly provisioned feature. These leave many questions about the behaviour
open. Research on better teaching material is required here.

This recommendation is an instantiation of the general recommendation S4
to document the requirements explicitly and rigorously, in order to produce
suitable training material. The instruction leaflet in the hotel room that we
discuss with S4 is a concrete place for good training material.

T7: Check that every timeout event is annunciated immediately. This
avoids the non-determinism due to the inaccurate observation of time by hu-
mans. It is a specialization of our recommendation S2 to check that the user
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can physically observe all relevant events, and also of recommendation L2 to
annunciate the current mode.

In the benchmark example 20 (Calling from hotel rooms), the expiration of the
start-of-billing timer should be annunciated. An audible tone or a short voice
announcement can serve this purpose.

Our final recommendations result from our experience with investigating the feature
interaction benchmark:

T8: Take advantage of a richer hardware interface for feedback, if the user
owns one. Examples are a text display or many indicator lights. Unfortu-
nately, we cannot generally improve the feedback by a richer hardware inter-
face. The hardware costs prevent us from installing better customer premises
equipment everywhere at the same time. If a specific customer premises equip-
ment is restricted, improved switch-side feedback is possible, nevertheless. In
particular, voice announcements can help.

Of course, the access to such flexible and variable feedback means must be
coordinated between different features. Chapter 8 discusses this issue.

In our feature interaction between Key Lock and Volume Adjust above, an
additional audible tone would have been an improvement over only using the
visual display. The hardware even would have been available completely in this
case.

T9: Redesign a feature if the user has no chance to learn its behaviour.
An example is the activation of Call Waiting (CW) and Personal Communi-
cation Services (PCS) on the line of another PCS user not subscribed to CW
(example 10 in the benchmark). CW-PCS must not “hi-jack” the line with-
out telling its current user what is going on. A model-checking approach (see
recommendation L6) might be used to detect such situations.

10.5 Summary and Outlook

Summary

We present a new way in which one can view and tackle feature interactions. Many
undesired telephony feature interactions are also shared-control mode confusions. For
this view, we can take our existing definition of mode confusion for safety-critical
systems, and we only need to insert a different abstraction relation from states to
modes. Instead of to the safety-relevant aspects, it must abstract to the currently
relevant features. The wealth of mode confusion examples that we found demon-
strates that our approach is worthwhile. We show how one can apply many of the
measures from the shared-control area for preventing mode confusions in telephony,
too. Additionally, we recommend some specific measures for telephony. Attention
to mode confusions helps to design features and sets of features with less undesired
surprises.
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Outlook

We could have a still more general notion of abstraction in the definition
of mode confusion. This would broaden its applicability to even more domains.
This is an interesting area for future research.

The above recommendations to avoid feature interactions need to be ap-
plied and tried out practically. This should be done by people who actually
develop new telephony features.

The relation between ease of abstraction and the structure of the features
deserves more research. Many feature interaction problems are abstractability
failures. Are there any additional feature design rules that help the user to abstract
to the currently active set of feature behaviour correctly? Research in shared-control
systems is interested in the minimal safe mental model [Jav98, Jav02]. We have
shown that this model is the “smallest” abstraction that is failures equivalent to the
safety-relevant part of the behaviour of the technical system [Lan02]. We should
find out how the user can have smaller abstracted mental models of the telephone
switching system’s behaviour without experiencing mode confusions.

The automotive domain starts to experience substantial problems with
mode confusions and with feature interactions. The application of our results
to the automotive domain therefore is promising. Car drivers increasingly get support
from automated electronic assistants, and more and more car components contain
an embedded computer.

Automated assitants for car drivers increase the complexity of the behaviour of
a car. Mode confusions are bound to happen. The parallels with aircraft cockpits
become stronger. Both kinds of systems are safety-critical. In the automotive do-
main, we even have to deal with humans which are less well trained, and which are
less capable to handle complex situations than in the avionics domain.

Computerized car components increase the complexity of a car in general. High-
end cars today already contain dozens of embedded computers. This leads to more
and more feature interaction problems, as discussed in the outlook in Section 7.10.6.
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Appendix A

Software Requirements Module
Base for a Family of LAN Message
Services

At an example, we demonstrate our approach for requirements modules and for
families and features from Chapters 5 to 7. This appendix contains the requirements
module base, Appendix B contains the configuration rule base for it, and Appendix C
presents specifications of some family members, as discussed in Sect. 7.4.2.

The example is about a family of LAN message services. The basic idea is that
computer users on a local area network (LAN) can send each other short messages
that are displayed immediately. These systems can have less or more functionality.
A very simple version just unconditionally opens a graphical window at the receiving
side and displays one line of text. This can be convenient to alert one’s colleagues
on the same floor that one will cut a birthday cake in five minutes. Other family
members can support individual addressing, message blocking, message re-routing,
output on a text console, delayed messages, and so on. This specification is a software
requirements specification. The boundary between the system and its pre-existing
environment is roughly between the software and the hardware.

This specification of requirements modules is not intended to be complete. It
contains the important abstractions, and it contains also some details in sub-modules.
This shows how we can describe such details. But we do not elaborate all details,
since we do not actually want to build such systems. A complete specification would
not contribute much further to our demonstration of its structure. But it would need
space beyond what fits into an appendix.

The specification in the appendix is written in a part of the language ZF, see Sect.
7.4.2 and 6.3.4. The chapter headings and the section headings in this appendix
are part of the formal description. They are typeset in a suitable font and with a
suitable numbering by the LATEX style file which we developed, see Chap. 7.7. We
type-checked the Z part of the specification sucessfully with the tool CADiZ [To+02],
see Chap. 7.7.

The document structure shall help the reader to locate the information quickly
which he or she is looking for. A tree structure of the document shall enable an
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efficient search. Each node starts with an overview that shall allow to decide which
is the relevant sub-node.

Each formal paragraph is preceded by an informal explanation, for two reasons.
First, the explanation shall help the reader to quickly get the idea of what the
formulae are about. But the informal explanation sometimes does not discuss all
tiny aspects. Therefore, the formal paragraph is always the authoritative version.
Second, the informal text also links the formal constructs to real-world entities.

The module structure of the specification is shown in Table A.1. Section 5.3.1
discusses the general structure. And Section 6.5 discusses the structure of this par-
ticular specification. Figure 6.7 on page 113 shows both its module structure and its
dependency relation.

At the top level, the specification is divided into the requirements on the be-
haviour of the software system to build and into the requirements on its environment.
The environment comprises the communicating entities, the messages they want to
exchange, and the existing hardware and software that that can be made use of. The
specification of the behaviour of the software system describes what the system does
to the communicating entities and the messages, without referring to any details of
the existing hardware or software. We expect that changes in the hardware devices
will happen independently from changes to the high-level behaviour of the system.
For example, a change from a textual user interface to a graphical user interface
will be independent of whether there is a message broadcast scheme or an individual
message addressing scheme.

The specification follows the inverted four-variable model in order to link the
mathematical theory to the real world, as discussed in Section 7.5.1. There are input
transitions, monitored transitions, controlled transitions, output transitions, and op-
erations. A naming convention identifies them (“in ”, “mon ”, “ctrl ”, “out ”, and
“op ”). Furthermore, there are input variables (“vin ”) and estimated monitored
variables (“vmon ”).

The transition systems specified here are completed by descriptions of their initial
state (“init ”), of state invariants (“inv ”), and of auxiliary definitions. There may
be several Z schemas for each of these. Our convention composes them implicitly
by logical conjunction for each family member, see Section 7.5.3. Accordingly, the
meaning of the specification of each family member is given through one transition
system built from the above parts.

We interpret transitions such that the system evolves by events that happen, as
discussed in Section 2.2.2. An event is specified by a transition, then. The event has
a name and is distinguishable from other events. The effect of the event is specified
by the post-states of the transition. The event may happen only if the current state
is in the set of pre-states. Additionally, an event belonging to the environment may
happen only if the environment agrees, and the system must not refuse it. We call
this an input event. This interpretation allows for systems without any externally
visible state space. In this case, any definition of a state variable is just an auxiliary
definition.
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Table A.1: The module structure of the family of LAN message services.

A.1. environment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245

A.1.1 computing platform . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245

A.1.1.1 data types . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245

A.1.1.1.1 characters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245

A.1.1.1.1.1 character base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245

A.1.1.1.2 text strings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246

A.1.1.1.2.1 text string base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246

A.1.1.1.2.2 c text string (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 247

A.1.1.1.2.3 pascal text string (private) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 247

A.1.1.1.3 graph images . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 248

A.1.1.1.3.1 graph image base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 248

A.1.1.2 distributed processing (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 248

A.1.2 device interfaces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 248

A.1.2.1 time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249

A.1.2.1.1 time base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249

A.1.2.1.2 time milliseconds (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250

A.1.2.2 communicating entities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251

A.1.2.2.1 messages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251

A.1.2.2.1.1 message base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251

A.1.2.2.1.2 text message base (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251

A.1.2.2.1.3 text message only (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251

A.1.2.2.1.4 one line message (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251

A.1.2.2.1.5 multi line message (private) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 252

A.1.2.2.1.6 max lines2 message (private) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 252

A.1.2.2.1.7 graphical message base (private) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 252

A.1.2.2.2 comm base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 252

A.1.2.2.3 comm params base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 252

A.1.2.2.4 comm behaviour (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 253

A.1.2.2.5 comm io base (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 253

A.1.2.2.6 comm io params base (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254

A.1.2.2.7 comm io behaviour (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254

A.1.2.2.8 user interface (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256

A.1.2.2.8.1 user base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256

A.1.2.2.8.2 graphical user interface (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257

A.1.2.2.8.2.1 gui comm base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257

A.1.2.2.8.2.2 gui io base (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257

A.1.2.2.8.3 textual user interface (private) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257

A.1.2.2.8.3.1 tui comm base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258

A.1.2.2.9 automated agent interface (private) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258

A.1.2.2.9.1 agent base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258

A.2. system behaviour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259

A.2.1 function drivers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259

A.2.1.1 message delivery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259

A.2.1.1.1 message delivery reord (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259

A.2.1.1.2 timely message delivery (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259

A.2.1.1.3 correct message delivery (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260

A.2.1.1.4 broadcast message delivery (private default) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260

A.2.2 shared services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261
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A.1. chapter environment

The environment module specifies the relevant parts of the world that are assumed to
exist by the system. If the pre-existing hardware or the pre-existing software changes,
this module must be changed. The module hides the details of the world that vary for
different family members. In particular, the module hides the varying details of the
underlying computing platform and of the concrete devices that allow the software
to achieve its goal in the physical world. The module provides common abstractions
for the communicating entities, for messages, and for time. The module’s secret is
how the concrete details of the world relate to these abstractions. These details are
part of the requirements because the system cannot be implemented without using
them. But the essential behaviour of the system is expressed without referring to
them.

A.1.1 chapter computing platform

The computing platform module hides those characteristics of the underlying com-
puting platform that vary from one family member to another. In particular, it
hides the details of the platform’s native data types, and of the platform’s facilities
for communication among the different, distributed locations of itself.

We omit further sub-chapters on other characteristics of the computing platform
here for brevity.

This module does not specify that part of the hardware which allows the software
to achieve its goal in the physical world. This part can be found in the device interface
module.

A.1.1.1 chapter data types

The data type module hides the varying details of the platform’s native data types.
For example, the module hides those characteristics of characters, of text strings,
and of graphical images that vary from one family member to another. Instead, the
module provides abstractions that are common to all family members.

We omit further sub-chapters on more data types here for brevity.

A.1.1.1.1 chapter characters

The character module hides those characteristics of characters that vary from one
family member to another. For example, there may be different encodings, and there
may be different memory sizes.

A.1.1.1.1.1 section character base

parents standard toolkit
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There is a set of characters. Each individual character is modelled as the number of
its UCS encoding. This follows the way of the CADiZ toolset [To+02]. It allows us
to use the extension for text string literals from this toolset, if necessary.

CHAR : F
1
A

We omit the specification of concrete character encodings for brevity. There
should be at least one private section that defines a mapping from characters to
natural numbers.

endchapter characters

A.1.1.1.2 chapter text strings

The text string module hides those characteristics of text strings that vary from
one family member to another. For example, there may be zero-terminated C-style
sequences of bytes, and/or Pascal-style sequences of bytes with a length field in front.
The module provides the notion of a text string, the signatures of the standard
operations on text strings, and a specification of the common behaviour of text
strings.

We omit further sections on other kinds of text strings than the C-style ones or
the Pascal-style ones here for brevity.

A.1.1.1.2.1 section text string base

parents character base

There are the notion of a text string, the signatures of the standard operations on
text strings, and a specification of the common behaviour of text strings.

There is a set of text strings.

[TEXT STRING ]

A text string behaves like a sequence of characters. We model this by a mapping
function.

str2seq : TEXT STRING  seqCHAR

The environment provides the basic standard operations on text strings.

The operation op strI provides access to the character “c!” which is at position
“i?” of string “s?”. The operation can be performed only if “i?” is not greater than
the length of “s?”.

op strI
s? : TEXT STRING
i? : N1

c! : CHAR

c! = (str2seq(s?))(i?)
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The operation op strlen returns the length “len!” of string “s?”.

op strlen
s? : TEXT STRING
len! : N

len! = #str2seq(s?)

The operation op strcat returns the concatenation “res!” of the two strings “s?”
and “t?”. The operation can be performed only if the concatenation is in the set of
text strings. For example, it must not be too long.

op strcat
s? : TEXT STRING
t? : TEXT STRING
res! : TEXT STRING

res! = (str2seq∼)(str2seq(s?) a str2seq(t?))

We omit further details for brevity here, for example further operations.

A.1.1.1.2.2 private default section c text string

parents text string base

Text strings must be implementable as zero-terminated C-style sequences of bytes.
The sequences are numbered starting with zero. These text strings must not contain
a null character or a character with a UCS encoding above 255. This restricts the
set of possible text strings.

str2cstr : TEXT STRING → (Z 7→ (0 . . 255))

∀ s : TEXT STRING ; byte seq : seq(1 . . 255); len : N |
byte seq = str2seq(s) ∧ len = #byte seq •
(∀ i : 1 . . len • str2cstr(s)(i − 1) = byte seq(i)) ∧
str2cstr(s)(len) = 0

A.1.1.1.2.3 private section pascal text string

parents text string base

Text strings must be implementable as Pascal-style sequences of bytes with a length
field in front. These text strings must not contain a character with a UCS encoding
above 255. They may not be longer than 255 characters. This restricts the set of
possible text strings.

str2pstr : TEXT STRING → (N 7→ (0 . . 255))

∀ s : TEXT STRING ; byte seq : seq(0 . . 255); len : N |
byte seq = str2seq(s) ∧ len = #byte seq •
(∀ i : 1 . . len • str2pstr(s)(i) = byte seq(i)) ∧
str2pstr(s)(0) = len ∧
dom(str2pstr(s)) = 0 . . len
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endchapter text strings

A.1.1.1.3 chapter graph images

The graphical image module hides those characteristics of graphical images that vary
from one family member to another. We only introduce the notion of a graphical
image here and leave out the rest for brevity.

A.1.1.1.3.1 section graph image base

parents standard toolkit

There is a set of graphical images.

[GRAPH IMAGE ]

endchapter graph images

endchapter data types

A.1.1.2 private default chapter distributed processing

The distributed processing module hides the varying characteristics of the platform’s
facilities for communication among the different, distributed locations of itself. There
may be different kinds of LAN interfaces that the software may use to achieve its
goals. There also may be systems without any distribution at all; therefore, this
module is “private”, since it may be missing.

We omit the further description here; the specification would comprise a descrip-
tion of the distribution and it would provide sending and receiving events that allow
to bridge this distribution. The formal specification of the events would be similar
to the submission and delivery events below.

endchapter distributed processing

endchapter computing platform

A.1.2 chapter device interfaces

The device interface module hides the varying details of the concrete devices that
allow the software to achieve its goal in the physical world. In particular, the module
hides the differences between the interfaces that allow the software to interact with
the communicating entities, and the module hides the differences between the ways
to access the time.

This module does not specify that part of the hardware that is internal to the
computing platform and that makes no contact with the physical world. This part
can be found in the computing platform module.
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A.1.2.1 chapter time

The time module hides the differences of the ways in which the access to time can
be specified. We always assume a global time, which is sufficient for our purposes.
The module’s secret is the concrete kind of time scale used, and the concrete way
in which the software can obtain information about the current time. The module
provides the notion of time and of time differences, and it provides an abstract global
clock.

We specify an example of a concrete time scale, but otherwise we omit the de-
scriptions of most of the varying parts, again.

A.1.2.1.1 section time base

parents standard toolkit

There is a set of points in time and a set of time differences (i.e., relative time), with
base operations on them. The numeric value of points in time and of time differences
is all that interests about them.

time : P A

rtime == {x , y : time • x − y}

Note that we do not yet specify what kind of numbers to use. But the natural
numbers are part of the “arithmos”: N ⊂ A

The standard toolkit provides us with the base operations for natural numbers
and for integers: comparison, difference, and addition. Using other kinds of values
for points in time requires to define these operators suitably for such values.

The point in time is reflected by an input variable.

soft clock
vin curr time : time

The software’s estimate of the point in time is an estimated monitored variable.

clock
vmon curr time : time

The system starts at some specific point in time, which is determined by the
environment.

vin start time : time
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init clock
soft clock
clock

vin curr time = vin start time
vmon curr time = vin start time

The environment can make time pass without further inputs. This input event
increments the points in time, as perceivable to the software.

in tick
∆soft clock
time step? : rtime

vin curr time ′ = vin curr time + time step?
vin curr time ′

> vin curr time

There is a precision with which the software perceives time.

prec time : rtime

The software can perceive that time has passed after the corresponding input
event. It will do it at least with the above precision.

mon tick
Ξsoft clock
∆clock

vmon curr time ′ = vin curr time
vmon curr time ′ − vmon curr time ≤ prec time

A.1.2.1.2 private default section time milliseconds

parents time base

The time values are in milliseconds (with no fraction). The system starts at 0 ms.

time = N

vin start time = 0

This implies a discrete time scale.

endchapter time
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A.1.2.2 chapter communicating entities

The communicating entity module hides the differences between the interfaces that
allow the software to interact with the communicating entities. In particular, the
module hides the differences between the various types of messages, and it hides
the difference between the interfaces to human users and to automated agents. The
module provides abstractions for communicating entities and communication events,
for the messages which are communicated, and for the devices that allow the software
to interact with the communicating entities.

A.1.2.2.1 chapter messages

The message module hides the differences between the various types of messages. In
particular, there may be text messages and graphical messages. The message module
provides the notion of an abstract message.

We omit further message types and combinations of message types for brevity,
again.

A.1.2.2.1.1 section message base

parents standard toolkit

There is a set of messages.

[MESSAGE ]

A.1.2.2.1.2 private default section text message base

parents message base

There is a set of text messages which are part of the set of messages. Each text
message has a number of lines. There is an upper limit on the number of lines.

TEXT MESSAGE : F
1
MESSAGE

max lines : N1

msg2line no : TEXT MESSAGE → 0 . . max lines

A.1.2.2.1.3 private default section text message only

parents text message base

Nothing but a text message can be a message.

TEXT MESSAGE = MESSAGE

A.1.2.2.1.4 private default section one line message

parents text message base
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A message has at most one line.

max lines = 1

A.1.2.2.1.5 private section multi line message

parents text message base

A message can have multiple lines. This means at least 100 lines.

max lines ≥ 100

A.1.2.2.1.6 private section max lines2 message

parents text message base

A message has at most two lines.

max lines = 2

A.1.2.2.1.7 private section graphical message base

parents message base

There is a set of graphical messages which are part of the set of messages.

GRAPH MESSAGE : F
1
MESSAGE

endchapter messages

A.1.2.2.2 section comm base

parents standard toolkit

There are communicating entities and communication events. A communication
event can be a submission event or a delivery event.

[COMM ENTITY ,EV SUBMIT ,EV DELIVER]

We assume that both kinds of events can be ordered totally over time. Therefore,
we model their histories as injective sequences.

hist comm
hist submit : iseqEV SUBMIT
hist deliver : iseqEV DELIVER

A.1.2.2.3 section comm params base

parents comm base, message base, time base
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The submission and delivery events each have three basic parameters associated:
both have a message, both have a point in time where they are submitted/delivered,
a submission also has exactly one sender, and a delivery has a non-empty set of
receivers instead.

ev sub2msg : EV SUBMIT → MESSAGE
ev deliv2msg : EV DELIVER → MESSAGE
ev sub2time : EV SUBMIT → time
ev deliv2time : EV DELIVER → time
ev sub2sender : EV SUBMIT → COMM ENTITY
ev deliv2receivers : EV DELIVER → F

1
COMM ENTITY

A.1.2.2.4 private default section comm behaviour

parents comm params base

The behaviour of communicating entities consists of message submission and message
delivery events, it is not restricted in any way, as far as they are concerned.

init hist comm
hist comm

hist submit = ∅

hist deliver = ∅

mon submit
m? : MESSAGE
s? : COMM ENTITY
∆hist comm

∃ e : EV SUBMIT | ev sub2msg(e) = m? ∧ ev sub2sender(e) = s? •

hist submit ′ = hist submit a 〈e〉
hist deliver ′ = hist deliver

ctrl deliver
m! : MESSAGE
r ! : F

1
COMM ENTITY

∆hist comm

∃ e : EV DELIVER | ev deliv2msg(e) = m! ∧ ev deliv2receivers(e) = r ! •

hist deliver ′ = hist deliver a 〈e〉
hist submit ′ = hist submit

A.1.2.2.5 private default section comm io base

parents standard toolkit
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There are input and output events by which the software interacts with the commu-
nicating entities through the devices.

[EV INPUT ,EV OUTPUT ]

We assume that these events can be ordered totally over time. Therefore, we
model the history of these events as an injective sequence.

hist io
hist input : iseqEV INPUT
hist output : iseqEV OUTPUT

A.1.2.2.6 private default section comm io params base

parents comm io base, comm base, message base, time base

The input and output events each have three basic parameters associated: both
have a message, both have a point in time where they occur, an input event also has
exactly one sender, and an output event has a non-empty set of receivers instead.

ev input2msg : EV INPUT → MESSAGE
ev output2msg : EV OUTPUT → MESSAGE
ev input2time : EV INPUT → time
ev output2time : EV OUTPUT → time
ev input2sender : EV INPUT → COMM ENTITY
ev output2receivers : EV OUTPUT → F

1
COMM ENTITY

There is no addressing yet, different schemes can be added.

A.1.2.2.7 private default section comm io behaviour

parents comm io params base, comm params base

When a submission event is input, then a corresponding estimated monitored event
will be computed; and when a delivery event is output, then a corresponding esti-
mated controlled event has been computed before.

There are an input event at the software and an output event by the software:

in submit
m? : MESSAGE
s? : COMM ENTITY
∆hist io
Ξclock

∃ e : EV INPUT |
ev input2msg(e) = m? ∧ ev input2sender(e) = s? ∧
ev input2time(e) = vmon curr time •

hist input ′ = hist input a 〈e〉
hist output ′ = hist output
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out deliver
m! : MESSAGE
r ! : F

1
COMM ENTITY

∆hist io
Ξclock

∃ e : EV OUTPUT |
ev output2msg(e) = m! ∧ ev output2receivers(e) = r ! ∧
ev output2time(e) = vmon curr time •

hist output ′ = hist output a 〈e〉
hist input ′ = hist input

In the beginning, the input and output histories are empty:

init hist io
hist io

hist input = ∅

hist output = ∅

There is a fixed upper time bound for the input delay, and another one for the
output delay:

max input delay : rtime
max output delay : rtime

There is a fixed upper time bound until the estimated monitored submission event
will be computed after the corresponding input event; and there is a fixed upper time
bound between the computation of an estimated controlled delivery event and the
corresponding output event.

max mon delay : rtime
max ctrl delay : rtime

For each submission event that has been input, there has been exactly one corre-
sponding estimated monitored event, except maybe for those input events which are
too new; also, no other estimated monitored submission events are computed. That
means that there is a suitable mapping between the history of estimated monitored
events and a suitable prefix of the input history.
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inv hist input
hist comm
hist io
clock

∃ h i , h j : iseqEV INPUT | h i a h j = hist input ∧
(∀ e : ran h j • ev input2time(e) + max mon delay > vmon curr time) •
hist submit o

9
ev sub2msg = h i o

9
ev input2msg ∧

hist submit o

9 ev sub2sender = h i o

9 ev input2sender ∧
∃ tshift : time → time | (∀ t : time • tshift(t) = t − max input delay) •

hist submit o

9
ev sub2time = h i o

9
ev input2time o

9
tshift

For each estimated controlled delivery event that has been computed, there has
been exactly one corresponding output event, except maybe for those estimated
controlled events which are too new; also, no other delivery output events occur.
That means that there is a suitable mapping between the history of output events
and a suitable prefix of the estimated controlled event history.

inv hist output
hist comm
hist io
clock

∃ tshift : time → time | (∀ t : time • tshift(t) = t + max output delay) •

∃ h d , h e : iseqEV DELIVER | h d a h e = hist deliver ∧
(∀ e : ran h e •

ev deliv2time(e) + max ctrl delay > tshift(vmon curr time)) •
hist output o

9
ev output2msg = h d o

9
ev deliv2msg ∧

hist output o

9 ev output2receivers = h d o

9 ev deliv2receivers ∧
hist output o

9 ev output2time o

9 tshift = h d o

9 ev deliv2time

A.1.2.2.8 private default chapter user interface

The user interface module hides the differences between the possible kinds of inter-
faces to human users. In particular, there may be a graphical user interface, and
there may be a textual user interface.

A.1.2.2.8.1 section user base

parents comm base

There is a set of human users which are part of the communicating entities.

user : F
1
COMM ENTITY
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A.1.2.2.8.2 private default chapter graphical user interface

The graphical user interface module hides the differences between the possible kinds
of graphical user interfaces. The module provides abstractions of the graphical de-
vices that allow the software to interact with the human users.

We specify the common abstractions only here and omit the varying details for
brevity.

A.1.2.2.8.2.1 section gui comm base

parents comm base

Some of the events that denote a submission by a communicating entity are submis-
sions through the GUI. The same holds for deliveries. A submission through the GUI
means that a user enters a message via a graphical input box. A delivery through
the GUI means that the GUI software displays an alert box with a message to one
or more users.

ev gui submit : P
1
EV SUBMIT

ev gui deliver : P
1
EV DELIVER

A.1.2.2.8.2.2 private default section gui io base

parents gui comm base, comm io base

Some of the software input events that are related to a submission by a communi-
cating entity are input events of the GUI. The same holds for output events and
deliveries.

ev gui input : P
1
EV INPUT

ev gui output : P
1
EV OUTPUT

The GUI submission events are always associated with the GUI input events, and
the GUI output events are associated with the GUI delivery events.

inv gui io
hist comm
hist io

hist input(| dom(hist submit ⊲ ev gui submit) |) ⊆ ev gui input
hist deliver(| dom(hist output ⊲ ev gui output) |) ⊆ ev gui deliver

endchapter graphical user interface

A.1.2.2.8.3 private chapter textual user interface

The textual user interface module hides the differences between the possible kinds
of textual user interfaces. The module provides abstractions of the textual devices
that allow the software to interact with the human users.

We specify the common abstractions only here and omit the varying details for
brevity.
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A.1.2.2.8.3.1 section tui comm base

parents comm base

Some of the software input events that are related to a submission by a communicat-
ing entity are input events of the textual user interface. The same holds for output
events and deliveries.

ev tui submit : P
1
EV SUBMIT

ev tui deliver : P
1
EV DELIVER

We omit the further specification here for brevity.

endchapter textual user interface

endchapter user interface

A.1.2.2.9 private chapter automated agent interface

The automated agent interface module hides the differences between the possible
kinds of interfaces to automated agents.

A.1.2.2.9.1 section agent base

parents comm base

There is a set of automated agents which are part of the communicating entities.

agent : F
1
COMM ENTITY

Some of the events that denote a submission by a communicating entity are
submissions from agents. The same holds for deliveries.

ev agi submit : P
1
EV SUBMIT

ev agi deliver : P
1
EV DELIVER

We omit the further specification here for brevity. For example, automated agents
could be passive receivers of messages only, while there would be no such restriction
on the behaviour of human users.

endchapter automated agent interface

endchapter communicating entities

endchapter device interfaces

endchapter environment
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A.2. chapter system behaviour

The system behaviour module specifies what the system to build effects in its envi-
ronment. The module hides this behaviour as its secret. The behaviour is specified
in terms of the abstractions provided by the environment module. The module is
composed of a function driver module and a shared services module that supports
the function driver module.

A.2.1 chapter function drivers

The function driver module consists of a set of individual modules called function
drivers; each function driver is the sole controller of a set of closely related outputs.
Outputs are closely related if it is easier to describe their values together than indi-
vidually. Note that the behaviour is specified in terms of the abstractions provided
by the environment module, not in terms of concrete devices.

At the moment, there is only one function driver, which is concerned with message
delivery. If other kinds of output are added, there might be more function drivers.

A.2.1.1 chapter message delivery

The message delivery module hides the relationship from message submission to
message delivery. The behaviour is composed from a selection of properties. The
selection of properties includes a timely message delivery, a correct message delivery,
and a broadcast message delivery.

A.2.1.1.1 private default section message delivery reord

parents standard toolkit

The submission events may be reordered in transit before they are delivered (how-
ever, below are some restrictions on the reordering). We model this by a bijective
reordering function that maps the numbering of the submission event history to the
numbering of the delivery event history:

reord delivery : N1 → N1

A.2.1.1.2 private default section timely message delivery

parents comm params base, message delivery reord

After a fixed time bound, any submitted message will have been delivered.
There is a fixed upper time bound for the message delivery delay:

max msg delivery delay : rtime

After the maximum message delivery delay, any submitted message will have
been delivered. For this, we consider only those submission events which are at least
sufficiently old. We then consider that part of the reordering function that reorders
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only these events and discards all later events. In this setting, the corresponding
reordered numbers in the delivery event history all must actually be there, and also
the associated messages must be unaltered:

inv timely msg delivery
hist comm
clock

∀ h s : iseqEV SUBMIT | h s prefix hist submit ∧ h s 6= 〈〉 ∧
ev sub2time(last(h s)) + max msg delivery delay < vmon curr time •
∃ reord : N1 7 N1 | reord = (dom h s) ⊳ reord delivery •

ran(reord) ⊆ dom hist deliver ∧
h s o

9
ev sub2msg = reord o

9
hist deliver o

9
ev deliv2msg

A.2.1.1.3 private default section correct message delivery

parents comm params base, message delivery reord

The system won’t deliver a message unless the message has been submitted before.
For this, we consider the backward direction of the reordering function, and only that
part of it that has the numbers of the delivery events that already occurred. The
rest is similar as before. The corresponding numbers in the submission event history
all must actually be there, and also the associated messages must be unaltered:

inv hist correct msg
hist comm

∃ ireord : N1 7 N1 | ireord = (dom hist deliver) ⊳ (reord delivery∼) •
ran ireord ⊆ dom hist submit ∧
hist deliver o

9 ev deliv2msg = ireord o

9 hist submit o

9 ev sub2msg

A.2.1.1.4 private default section broadcast message delivery

parents comm params base

Any delivery of a message will be to all communicating entities that exist (“broad-
cast”).

inv hist broadcast msg
hist comm

∀ e d : ran hist deliver • ev deliv2receivers(e d) = COMM ENTITY

endchapter message delivery
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endchapter function drivers

A.2.2 chapter shared services

The shared services module specifies those aspects that are common to several func-
tion drivers. The module is empty for now. This might change when more function
drivers are specified.

endchapter shared services

endchapter system behaviour



Appendix B

Configuration Rule Base for the
Family of LAN Message Services

We continue to demonstrate our approach with the configuration rule base for the
requirements module base in the preceding appendix. The configuration rule base
contains the definitions of features for the family. The definitions are written in
the language ZF, see Sect. 7.4.2. A feature is a list of sections added and a list of
sections removed. The list of added sections is differentiated into essential and into
changeable sections. The add list and the remove list can also refer to entire chapters
instead of individual sections. Adding a chapter is equivalent to adding all its default
sections. The formal definitions are typeset in a suitable font by the LATEX style file
which we developed, see Chap. 7.7.

The following specifications of features are not complete. In the requirements
module base, we only specified enough modules and properties to demonstrate our
structuring approach. Accordingly, we here reference only those properties that we
specified.

feature note to all:

The users can write a note to everybody. A note is a text message. A note by default
is short. That means only one line.

+ broadcast message delivery
+ text message base

(+) one line message

feature multi line text message:

Text messages can have multiple lines.

+ multi line message
− one line message

feature scroll text message:

Text messages can be scrolled vertically to allow for longer messages. This requires
a graphical user interface and excludes a textual user interface.

+ multi line message
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− one line message
+ graphical user interface
− textual user interface

Note that we mention the graphical user interface in the list, despite that it is a
default, to make it essential for this feature.

feature birthday cake picture:

One can send everybody a picture of the birthday cake that one is about to cut.
This requires a graphical user interface for displaying.

+ broadcast message delivery
+ graphical message base
− text message only
+ graphical user interface

feature lunch alarm:

An (external) automated alarm clock informs everybody when it is time for the lunch
break. By default, the alarm is a short text message.

+ automated agent interface
+ broadcast message delivery

(+) text message base

feature deskPhoneXY hardware:

The system uses the hardware of the office desk phones of brand XY instead of
computer terminals. These phones only have a small text display with two lines.
The associcated software platform is restricted to the language Pascal.

− graphical user interface
+ textual user interface
+ max lines2 message
+ pascal text string
− c text string

feature standardPC hardware:

The system uses the hardware of standard PCs. These machines have a graphical user
interface, and they can display windows with text messages, too. But the associated
software platform does not offer the language Pascal anymore. Instead, we can use
the language C.

(+) textual user interface
− pascal text string

Note that a graphical user interface and C-style text strings are the default in our
family of requirements anyway; we do not need to mention them to allow their use.
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Some Family Members of the
Family of LAN Message Services

We complete the demonstration of our approach with the specifcations of some family
members of the family in the preceding two appendices. A family member is specified
by a list of selected features. The features are defined in the configuration rule base
in the preceding appendix. The specifications are written in the language ZF, see
Sect. 7.4.2. Each of the sections of this appendix specifies one complete family
member.

The “Lunch Phone” System

The Lunch Phone system informs everybody that it is time for the lunch break,
using only the hardware of the office desk phones (of brand XY) instead of computer
terminals. The system’s features are:

lunch alarm
deskPhoneXY hardware

The “Classic PC” Edition

The Classic PC edition is a “plain” version without any particular specialties; it
would be sold for a comparably low price. The users can write a note of several
lines to everybody, and the system uses the hardware of standard PCs. The system’s
features are:

note to all
multi line text message
standardPC hardware

The “Deluxe PC” Edition

The Deluxe PC edition is a “premium” version to be sold at a higher price than the
Classic PC edition. This version has many more, attractive-sounding features than
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the Classic PC edition: lunch alarm, birthday cake picture, and scroll text message.
The system’s features are:

lunch alarm
birthday cake picture
note to all
multi line text message
scroll text message
standardPC hardware
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